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A FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF LIGHTNING INDUCED
HAXIVELL CURRENT DENSITIES
M.E. Baglnskd, F.J. German and L.S. Riggs Aubum University
INTRODUCTION
The use of Maxwell currents and current densities to describe the
electromagnetic response of the atmosphere is a fairly recent
development. Krider and Musser [1982], and Nisbet [1984] have suggested
that the thunderstorm is fundamentally a current source and should
therefore be investigated in terms of current densities rather than
electric fields. The current densities generated by charge
perturbations associated with lightning consist of either conduction
(resulting from charge movement) or displacement (e,0 E/Wt) terms. The
sum of these current densities are referred to as the Maxwell current
density (J
- V x H =J + CaaE/at (1)
Jm = Maxwell cur rent density
J = the sum of all conduction current densities includingP
source (impressed) terms
c0 •E/at - displacement current density
The Maxwell current density has several properties that may be
exploited to more accurately describe both the local and global effects
of lightning transients on the atmosphere. Probably the most important
'-V
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of these Js that the divergence of the Maxwell current density is zero
(V - Jm 0 ) making it a solenoidal quantity. As a consequence of this,
the lines of Maxwell current density (Jm) form clored loops. Along
these Maxwell current density stream lines the displacement term is
usually dominant at low altitudes (Jp << coUE/at) with condiiction
current densities dominating the high altitude Maxwell current density
(p >> C.UE/at).
This solenoidal character of the Maxwell current density
(Jm V 7 H, V .[V x HI - 0) infers that the electrical parameters nf
the entire path of circulation strongly affect its response and
conversely; if the Max-ell current density along the streamline is
m.athematiA_!! ~desrihbhabe the corresponding streamline's electric
fields may be formulated by simple time domain convolution [Stremler,
1977]. An analogy exemplifying this phenomenon can be made to a simple
series RC circuit with the relative analogies (equivalences) as follows:
current - Jm elemental voltages - E, and elemental values CaV/at -
cWE/at and IR - aE. It is obvious that the largest elemental impedance
limits the circuit's current response, analogous to the peak surge
impedance along the streamline's path governing the behavior of the
Maxwell current density [Krider and Musser, 1982]. Therefore, if the
limiting factors (peak surge impedances) could be identified and
incorporated in an atmospheric electrodynamic model simulating the
Maxwell current density then the resulting current densities could
plausibly be used as the basis for determining corresponding electric
fields, power and energy deposition at all points along the streamline.
Previous attempts at investigating [Nisbet, 1983], via simulation,
the Maxwell current densities generated by lightning have implicitly
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assumed a conservative electric field (V x H - 0). The mathematical
consequence of usirg this assumption in the solution of MHxwell
equations is to constrain the electLic field to decay exponentially in
time; therefore, limiting the Maxwell current density to be time
independent [Baginski, 1987]. This can be shown as follows:
Beginning with Maxwell's equations, a single equation is derived
where the electric field is dependent on the charge density only.
V x E -1.10 ll/at (2)
V x H J + WD/at + any additional (3)
sources of charge movement
V• D= p (4)
V• H 0 (5)
D s. E (7)
The general wave equation is developed using the above equations as
follows:
1) taking the curl (2)
V x V x E - 3(V x H)/lt (8)
2) using the vector identity
VxVxE= VV E- V2 E
3) substituting (3) 'or 7 x H in (8)
4) substituting (4), (6), (7) in (8) results in the wave
equation
V x V x E = - P.aBE/Bt -vocoaE 2 /at 2  (9)
if - E -
V x E V x (-VO) K 0 (vector identity)
V x V x E = 0 (the curl of a constant = 0)
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(9) reduces to
0 = - •oa•E •t - tj c0 E 2/at2
The general solution of this partial differential equation is:
EQx,t) = E1 (x)exo(-t/t(x)) + E.(x) (10)
where
x is a position vector in any general
coordinate system
-(X) = 0/oC(x)
The Maxwell current density according to (10) is independent of
time generally (V x H = aE + c.aElat - E4(x)) and zero if no DC (E,(x))
term appears. All models based on a solution of the two Maxwell curl
equations with a conservative electric field restriction would be
unsuited for Maxwell current density characterizations.
DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL
Maxwell's Equations
The simulations described here do not account for the lightning
return stroke current's (J s) contribution to the transient. Lightning
return stroke currents are usually considered the source of the
propagating component (launched wavefront) of the induced field and
involve tine scales - 100 usec [Baginski, 1987). This type of sferic
analysis emphasizes the wavefronts refraction and attenuation [Uman,
1969]. The focus of this study is on the late time [flale and Baginski,
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1987] induced field characterization in the relative -roximity of the
source.
The partial differential equations describing the electrodynamic-
response of the atmosphere are shown in the forn reqaired by PROTRAN for
input data. The equations are deve'.oped from the fundamental Maxwell
equations (1-7) previously stated and listed below:
V x V x E I - V.(aaE/at +aJ /at) - VACoaE 2 /dt 2 (21)
VP/Co= V2 E - io(a3E/at +aJ s/at) - C'oaE 2 /at2 (12)
0 = V • (V x H) = V (E + C•aE/at+ Js)
0 = aV - E + 7a E + u,;(V • E)i3L + %X
0 = ap/c, + Va E + ap/at + Gs (13)
V - = G ; source of charge perturbation (deposition of
return stroke charge)
ap/at - partial derivative of total charge density with
respect to time
J s source cirrent deýnsity associated with returns
stroke current, Js is neglected in the simulations
p x charge density
It is important to underscore the fundamental difference in the
forcing function (charge related Gs) used here relative to that of most
previous l 4 htning research (t~pically current related forcing
functions involving .1 s): a current related transient (e.g., currvnt
loop) is allowable in a charge neutral region (current implies charge
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movement vhrough space but not necessarily a non-zero volumL charge
dersIty) and furthermore, a charge perturbation may be considered
separately without currents or -urrent densities present (charge
perturbation implies charge generation at a point in space). In the
latzer case, movement of charge is required (conservation of charge),
but the relative contribution of each (charge versus current) mechanism
to the resulting total solution may be analyzed separately. Initially
(prior to the first iterative time step), no charge is assumed displaced
and the electric field and Maxwell current density everywhere assumed
zero. A detailed discussion of the finite element code employed in the
simulations is given by Baginski (1987).
Vertical (axial) symmetry is assumed in this study with spatial
p0cSotjcnb-n An4,a ,,in P cylinder cnordinate system (r.,.z). The
equations are developed as follows:
V2 E = [92 Er - Er/r2 _ 2(aE/a8)/r 2lar +
[I2E - E+/r2 + 2(aEr/8)/r 2]a+
+ [V2 Ez]az (14)
where a(r,#,z) i• a unit vector in the respective
direction
Axial symmetry eliminates all terms that vary with respect to, or
are functions of *. The above equation therefore reduces to:
V21 9 [V2Er - Er/r 2 ]ar + [V2 E z]az
where
2 Ez ai 2 Ez/az2 + 1/r(a2/ar 2(raE z/ar))
V2Er a 2ErE/ar + l/r(a 2/ar 2(raEz /ar))
Only the vertical component (az) of equation 14, in conjunction
with equation 13, is required for a unique solution, via simulation, of
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the system. A more detailed discussion of this specific development is
givern by Holzworth and Chul (1982). The variables simulated in the
study are E and p and the equations given as:
2 2
uioEoa El /t Vp/c + V2Ez- 0 E Eat
U BE /8t, V = E P =
P2Ez O(BE z/3z)Iaz + a(aEzl/r)/3r +
1/r(aEz/ar)
VP- ap/az, VU Bacaz
program requires: r 4 x, z 4 y, WU/ax 4 UX
aU/ly 4 UY, Wv/ax -+ VX, awy 4 VY
Charging mechanisms
A thunderstorm is sustained by charge separation which yields a net
positive and negative charge center in a dipole configuration. The
height of the charge centers is somewhat affected by seasonal and
geographic effects. Heights of 10 km for the upper and 6 km for the
used in this research [Baginski, 1;87].
It is veil known that the deposition of the return stroke current
is responsible for the charge perturbation [Uman, 1969]. The i-ate cf
deposition of lightning return stroke current is proportional to the
time derivative of the charge perturbation [Holzer and Saxon, 1952].
Therefore, the total chay.ge deposited at time <t> may be expressed as




where iR - lightning return stroke current
0 m total displaced charge of the return
stroke
Sunde's [1968) lightning return stroke model is selected for this
study. Sunde's model is relatively simple compared to some [Uman,
19691, but includes all of the fundamental attributes necessary to
predict the "average" electromagnetic field behavior [Sunde, 1968). The
charge generation may be expressed in terms of the temporal behavior of
this current, as follows:
i(t) - 10 (exp(-at) - exp(-bt)) (16)
where i(t) - return stroke current (Sunde's model)
a - 104 seconds-I
b - 0.5 x 106 seconds-
1
i0 ,. proportional to amount of charge
displaced during return stroke
The temporal structure of the forced charge generator is given as:
30(t)/Dt- 10(exp(-at) -- exp(-bt)) (17)
Cylindrical symmetry is assumed about the vertical (z) axis with
the redial (horizontal) coordinate lUsted as (r). The spatial structure
of the deposited charge is given by a modified spherical Gaussian
profile:
QO(r,z)/3t - (exp(-RR/(2X))/(2nX)1" (18)
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where X - variance
RR = r 2 + (z - z') 2
- altitude of charge perturbation
The spatial distribution of the charge perturbation does not
noticeably effect Maxwell current density signatures far from its
interior; since transient phenomenology exterior to the cloud is of
interest here a certain degree of freedom exists in the specification .--
the distribution.
Geometry of the Region
The region s(A.ected (Figure 1) is contained within a perfectly
conducting right circular cylinder with a radius of 80 km and height of
110 km. The earth's surface is modeled electrically as a perfert
conductor (lower plate). Typical values of 10-3 to 10-2 mhos/meter
[Volland, 1984] are given for the earth's conductivity while 10- to
10-13 mhos/meter is the usual range of the adjacent atmosphere's
conductivity. TLIks is a difern' o mor than 11 orders of magnitude,
making the earth's surface appear (electrically) as a perfect conductor
with respect to the atmosphere. The simulations of interest were found
to be insensitive to increases in either the vertical (110 km) or the
radial (80 kin) limits. The effects of both the Hall and Pederson
components of the conductivity (abtve 70 km) and equating the global
circuits surge impedance to zero ohms (z - 0 12) is based on worst case
estimates (acknowledging the fact that only a passive global circuit is
assumed) of the possible effects these parameters may have on the
simulations. The conductivity used in the simulations is based on
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measured data obtained August 8, 1981 during a thunderstorm campaign at
W&1lop's Island, Virginia [Baginski, 1987] and shown in Figure 2.
Discussion of the Simulations
The vertical component of the simulated Maxwell current density
signatures are shown in Figure 3 for altitudes of 46, 53, and 60 km at a
radial distance of 15 km ftom the vertical axis of symmetry. The
waveforms show only slight differences in both magnitude and temporal
character. Vertical electric field signatures at the same positions
show a relatively large variation in both temporal character and
magnitude (Figure 4).
Figure 5. ane 6. identify the vector normalized Maxwell current
density and electric field for altitudes of 40-60 km and radial
distances of 15-30 km at t - 200 milliseconds. The interesting feature
is that the Maxwell currE&t density and the electric ficeld are not
aligned. This observation is of importance to experimentalists who
tuyit-nllv infor field characteristics (Z and J-) from a single measured
quantity.
The simulated vertical electric field signatures (Figure 4) are
based on conductivity measurements obtained concurrently with transient
electric field data (FIgure 7). There are two ttalts common to both
measurements and simulations that are not explainable in terms of simple
re-axation time solutions [Baginski, 1987): the significant time delay
prior to the onset of maximum field strength, and the relatively long
time duration of the transient. This fact indicates that the use of a
10
conservative electric field assumption (E - -V+) is invalid ter the
study conducted.
CONCLUSIONS
The major contribution of the study of general importance is to
emphasis the role modeling has in identifying allowable atmospheric
transient behavior. This reduces the researchers need to rely on
assumptions that in many cases are not rigorously justifiable. It is
probable that the next mtjor advances in atmospheric electricity will
involve numerical simulation predictions of otherwise unexpected
behavior.
Lightning researchers may benefit from the relative spatial and
temporal invariance ot the Haxwell :uirent deiyW- t -' ----- *Cp ^
corresponding electric field signamures. It is likely that this type of
characterization would provide an alternative fundamental description of
the lightning event (e.g., forcing function required for single particle
statistical solutions via the Maxwell Boltzman equation) that would
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Figure 3 Maxwell Current Density Simulations at a
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TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING TO A







We are developing a computational model for transient electromagnetic field coupling
into a metallic enclosure. The model is based on a finite element technique that uses the
Galerkin variant of the method of moments. The expansion (and weighting) fun~ctions are
piecewise linear, relative to a solid element with eight nodes. The model is fully three-
dimensional, and accounts for the presence of a thin, perfectly conducting wire that spans
opposite walls of the enclosure,
The finite element model manifests itself in two forms: a vector-matrix equation, and
a fully-matrbc equation. The former is better suited for explicit time integration, whereas
the latter uses an implicit scheme.
Methods of dynamic analysis, including explicit and implicit time integrators, as well
as normad modes, are considered, and an algorithm for computing the coupling to the
exterior, directly in the time domain, is also included in the model. The exterior coupling
algorithm is based on an electromagnetic boundary-integral relation and N-port theory.
This paper will briefly describe the general model, and will then present the results
of some numerical experiments with a one-dimensional version of the model.
11. THE FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS
In Figure J. we show a finite element mesh, consisting of rectangular cells. The system
ports are shown on the outer surface, and the thin wire is shown as the boundary of several
cells. This discretization is convenient for coD dting the coupling to the exterior world
through the ports, and for accounting for the e,,cts of the thin wire.
(a) The Variational Equations (Principle of Virtual Work)
The basic finite element model is derived from the principal of virtual work in elec-
tromagnetics, which is simply a variational equation. Start with Maxwell's equations in




V x E - poIH
V x H =C t J (1)
where the dot denotes a time derivative. We can write a weak form of this system (i.e., a
"variational form") by multiplying the second equation in (1) by the arbitrary variational
inction, s(r), and then integrating over the volume of the interior region. When use is
made of the vector identity, s - V x H = V. (s x H) + H1 • V x s, together with Gauss'
theorem, we get
Sx H). adS = Jo d . E dV + .J dr- H.V xs dV, (2)
where a,, is the unit outward-pointing normal vector to the surface bounding the interior
region. Equation (2) is a statement of the principle of virtual work in electrowagnetics.
This suggests the following analogy with continuum mechanics; the electric field vector,
E, is analogous lo the velocity field of the medium, and c0 is analogous to mass density,
so that cOE is analogous to momentum density. The current density, J, is analogous to
r- body force density, and the magnetic field intensity, H, is analogous to stress. In this
analogy, therefore, the first of MaxwelPs equations, (i), is simply a stress-strain relation.
Now let s take on the values 3(z,y1, z)a,,, s(Z,y,z)a,, 9(z,y,z)az, sequentially, where
a(x, y, z) is a finite element shape function. Note that we use the same shape function for
all three components; this is not necessary, but is convenient. Now (2) is equivalent to a
vector equation whose components are
f (a2, x H). adS =cu J sEtdV + JcJ~dV - JH .V x (sa.)dVf A t f f
Ja(at×x H). andS-%coJ] sEidV +]aJ sdV-]J H.V×x (sar)-c.V (3)
fs(a d +V 
- H. V x (sa.)dV.
/
The function 9(z, y, z) that appears in (3) is called a testing function, in the language
of the method of moments. We will shortly expand the unknown fields, E, H, and J
using the same function. When the expansion and testing functions are identical, the
method is called Galerkin's method. The method of moments, and Galerkin's variant of
the method of moments, have wider applicability than in finite elements. They are often
used in discretizing integral equations, as well.
(b) The Vector-Matrix Form of the Equations
In order to continue with the discretization process, we rewrite the volume integrals
2
in (3) as sums over N. cells in the grid of Figure 1:
o- ,a H). adS + coj- j sEdV + ]a dV - V x (sa,)dV}
=S(a x H). andS + co a EdV + aJ~dV - H V x (,a,)dV
1n=(1 t aJdVj VadVM
t f j~d + /Jd H V x 'idi J ez V + . -v"
(4)
The three-dimensional shape function, s(z, y, z), that is to be defined over each element
in (4) is called an 8-node isoparametric solid element. In order to learn more about this,
refer to Figure 2. The (,, 7,1 ) c7oordinate system has its origin at the center of the 8-noded
solid element. Let Xj be the location of the jth node in this element. Then, any other
spatial point within the block can be written as




03 =+( - 77(1-r)(1 - (
4)a =8(1 - ()(1 + 77)(1 - 0)1 , (6)
1
€•=i(. - 4)(1 - 71)(1 + •
08 =s 11-- ý)(l - 77)(1 + •
4) =.1(1 +0/)(1 + 77)(1 + 0)
are (trililnear) interpolating functic-na. Note that x(,, 77) takes on its nodal values, Xj,
3]EI•
at (C, ,7  (W1,±1,±1); i.e.,
x(-,-1,-1) =X1
x(1,-1,-1) =X2X(-1, 1, --1) =X3
x(1,1 -1) =X(




as indicated in Figure 2.
We expand an arbitrary vector field in the same way within the solid element:
= S"•ff,,7,C~v,(•.(8)
&-cause we are using the same parameters C(,j, ()} to expand both the shape of the
body, (5), as well as all other vector firlds, (8), this is called an isoparametric expansion.
Clearlj, the nodal values, {Vj(t)}, can be taken au expansion coefficients and the {Oj}
as expauiion and testing functions in (4). Thus, in (4) expand the unknown fields as in




The thf: sums can be replaced by the vector-matrix product, N6, where
01 0 0 02 0 0 ... 
€, 0 0N( ,7,o4,77 0 o 0 0o ... 0 0 o (10)






Hence, (9) can be written in matrix form as
V6 JNýT NdV] 6, (12)
where the tnrm within the brackets is the single-cell "mass matrix.". Note that it is of
order 24 x 24 (three vector components per node times eight nodes per cell.)
Similarly, the current density term in (4) can be replaced by the matrix-vector product
JvmNT JdV, (13)
where J is the usual current density vector restricted to the rnth element.
Upon expanding the curl operation in the final volume integral in (4), we find that we
can rewrite this integral in the form
jBT H nv, (14)
where thO! curl matrix is given by
[ 0 -'1#,z #1,1 , .. , 0 - ,. ,z "
B =/ 0 .- .. • 08.z 0 - €,. . (15)
H1 is the usvat magnetic field vector restricted to the rnth element; the commas denote
partial deri r~tives.
The surface integrals in (4) can be transformed, using the scalar triple-produc,'into
(H x a.). a1
I (H , a[) a.): dS. (16)
"S .(H x an) a.
H x an is the tangential magnetic field, Hj, at the surface of the interior system. Upon
letting a - {¢j}, i = 1,..., 8, as before, then (16) becomes
T .(17)
5N I~S
Thus, (4) is replac.,d by the equivalent finite-element form
N5
or, in vector-matrix form
M69 = -i + h + ht, (19)
where M is the global mass matrix, e, is the global electric field vector (i.e., the field vector
at each nodal point of the entire mesh), i is the global "body-force" vector, that corresponds
to the current density term of (13), h is the global. "stress-vector" corresponding to (14),
and hi accounts for the global tangential magnetic field, and corresponds to (17).
Equation (19) is called the "vector-matrix" form of the finite element equations be-
cause the mass matrix is the only matrix present, and the forcing-functions art left ex-
plicitly as vectors. This is done to facilitate the use of explicit time-integrators. In an
explicit approach, matrix methods are not used extensively. Later we will describe a fully-
matrix model, in which implicit time-integration is used, together with complete matrix
decompositions.
(c) Accounting for the Wire
Alnna the wire we renire that the tangential electric field must vanish for all time.
Hence
z( , =o, ,(--) •- z < Z(+) (20)
where (z(-), z(+)) are the bottom and top of the wire, and (z,,yw) arec the coordinates of
the wire in the (z, y)-plane (see Figure 1).
Multiply (20) by an arbitrary variation, s(z), and get
J (z = 0(x,,,, ,,Zt)dz o. (21)
The three-dimensional finite element grid induces a one-dimensional grid along the wire,
so that we rewrite (21) as
Z: W/vfZEZ(Zi) 0dz = 0, (22)
ra--1 fl:,
where N, is the number of segments along the inre.
We define one-dimensional interpolating functions
A,=1 ~(1 +O A2 = (1 -)-1 4s,(23)
that are derived from (6) by letting q = 1, r = 1. In the mth cell of the wire, let
z(4) =zAI(O) + z2 A2 (C) (24)
(+ E2A2(4),
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wh.ere (z,, z2 ) and (t 1 , E 2 ) are the nodal values in the mth cell. Upon substituting (24)
intc (22), and then letting a(z) = {A,, A21, sequentially, we get the following meatrix version
of the c•ustraint equation
Z 1 TWdz 6(t) = 0, (25)
where
W=[A] A2], 4j [z r ].1 (26)
We multiply (25) by a larg.- parameter, p, and add the result to (18) or (19). This
introduces a "penalty term" to several elements of the global mass matrix, which, in turn,
forces t, to be very small at the nodes on the wire.
The current along the wire can be computed by appealing to Ampere's circuital law,
which is the integrated version of the secoud of Maxwell's equations, (1):
SH dl =I, (27)
where I is the net current, i.e., displacement plus conduction. The closed path that is
indicated in (27) lies in the (z,7) plane, which is normal to the wire. and threads the WKV
midpoints of those cells thr.t are contiguous to the wire. The line integral is approximated
numerically, given the value of H at the midpoint of the appropriate cells. As the path
shrinks to the wire, the net enclosed displacement current vanishes.
(d) Diagonal Mass Matrix
In applying an explicit time-integration scheme to (1(), we will need to invert the
mass matrix at each time step in order to solve for i(t). Thus, it is desirable to have a
simple matrix to invert, rather than the consistent mass matrix of (19). We diagonalize
b.."e mass LatLLL 61MPly U.Y UU1UJ.1Ue, Cd.J. LUW fl...LU 516LLJ.LL, 16LLL V.LLUC W LUC LM.UUa.L,
This is equivalent to assigning the total "mass" of the system to each nodal "point mass".
Putting it another way, we say that the "forces" act directly on each point mass.
(e) The Fully-Matrix Form of the Equations
Equation (19) was set up for explicit time-integration, because that method is the most
eLonomical for many problems, and we introduced the lumped mass matrix to facilitate the
explicit algorithm. Because of the presence of the metal, with its very large conductivity,
ho-wever, the problem involves two vastly different time scales, one for diffusion through the
walls, and the other for propagation within the cavity. Such problems are not easily solved
using explicit time-integrators, so in Section III we will introduce an implicit method,
specifically, the Newmark scheme. That method, however, or any other implicit method,
will require a fully-matrix form of the finite element equations, which will be developed in
this section.
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We introduce two additional matrices in (19): the damping and stiffness matrices
(obviously, we continue to use structural terminology.) In (18) and (19), we have
x=ZNT.-JdV
N.
-5 m N EdV (28)
The integral is the single-cell damping matrix, and the global matrix derived from the
single-cell matrix is called the global damping matrix, C. Hence,
i = Ce. (29)
We drop the subscript, 'g', from the global vector, e, to simplify notation. Note that C
has the same structure as the mass matrix, M. Indeed, if the conductivity were uniform
throughout the cavity and walls, then the two matrices would be identical, except for a
constant multiplier. Throughout the wall, however, these matricea are identical (except
-r lL 1 .1.
The third term in (18) has a similar representation
Ne 
-HdV N.B T.(V X tjE(r, 7-)dr)dV
17=1
=K J e(,r)dT.
K is the stiffness matrix.
Hence, (18) becomes the fully-matrix equation
pt
M6 + Ce + K 1o e(T)d-r = F(a)(t), (31)
where the superscript, 'a', on the forcing function reminds us that the force is applied to
the surface elements, only.
Upon differentiating (31) we get the more familiar looking second-order differential
equation i + C + e( 2
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Because M, C, and K are computed only once, at the start of the problem, we can
use a more accurate quadrature rule, such as a two-point Gaussian rule, to compute them.
Here, M is the consistent, rather than lumped, mass matrix.
III. METHODS OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The finite element model has produced two systems of ordinary differential equations,
(II-19)* and (11-32), that must be integrated in order to determine the time-evolution of
the electromagnetic field. There are many different time-integrators that could be applied
to this task, depending upon the nature of the system, and the information that one hopes
to gain from the solution.
In a pure wave-propagation problem, in which there is relatively little dispersion, so
that the vector, i, is absent from (11-19) (or the global damping matrix vanishes in (11-32)),
(11-19), together with an explicit time-integration scheme would be quite useful. This is due
to the fact that explicit schemes require a small time step, commensurate with the smallest
cell size in the finite element mesh, to assure stability. Such time steps are reasonable for
the short-time response that one is often interested in wave-propagation problems.
In our problem, however, the highly conducting wall filters out much of the high-
frequency content that is present in the incident wave, and the model equations now
contain a mix of large and small eigenvalues; such equations are said to be 'stiff'. We are
no longer interested in only the short-time response- because that response is rovernnd
by the high frequencies, which are effectively filtered out. Hence, an explicit integretion
scheme will no longer be particularly useful because it would require too many t-Ime steps
to get to the temporal region of interest in the solution. Thus, we consider using an implicit
scheme on (11-32).
(a) Explicit Time Integration
The finite element method generated the system of ordinary differential equations
(ODE) shown in (11-19). A system such as this was solved in the structural synamics code,
1DYN1TA.3D[JjI, by using a standard central- difrerence formula. An explicit scheme like tius
is attractive here because of its ease of use and. its speed (assuming a reasonable step size
can be used). Since we do net have complicated boundary conditions in the time variable,
there is no need to use finite elements in the time domain and an explicit finite difference
scheme is about the easiest of all schemes to implement. However, the system of ODE's
generated by Maxwell's equations, with highly conducting materials present, is extremely
'stiff', and this causes stability problems.
Explicit time integrators were tried extensively with the one dimensional problem
that is to be described in Section IV. Central-difference, 2nd-order and 4tb-order Runge-
Kutta schemes were all tried. All of these schemes required ertremely small time steps
for stability. Figure 3 shows the numeric solution to the one dimensional problem with
spatial dimension 10 cm. The upper and lower wall were 2.5 cm thick, homogeneous in
* This refers to equation (19) of Section II.
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the x and y directions, and the 5 nodes were equally spaced in the z direction. The input
was a unit step pulse. The graph in the upper right-hand corner shows the si-component
of the electric field at the top and bottom nodes of the upper wall. The graph below this
shows the y-component of the electrical field at the lower wall, while the graph in the lower
left-hand corner shows the response in the center of the cavity (free-space). As can be seen
here, even though the scheme is stable for the metallic nodes the free space node shows
classic instability. This instability can be eliminated by using even smaller step sizes, but
the step size used here is already too small for any hope of using this scheme in a practical
way.
Attempts were made to use the consistent mass matrix (not row-summed) to improve
performance of these schemes, but without much success. Eventually this whole approach
was abandoned. Even though the walls filter out much of the high frequency content of
the incident wave, the numericid scheme seems to reintroduce this high frequency through
round-off and local truncation errors. There may be a way to improve the stability of
these explicit schemes by introducing artificial 'damping' to the free-space elements. This
approach has been used in DYNA3D. This could lead to a stable explicit scheme using
more reasonable time steps. Also, if we wtre interested in materials with much lower
conductivities, the system would be less stiff and these schemes could be more attractive.
For the present, however, we are forced to turn our attention to implicit schemes,
specifically the Newmark method.
(b) The Newmark Implicit Integration Scheme
We will apply the Newmark scheme because it introduces the least trunctation error,
is unconditionally stable, and is used in the implicit fimite element codes ADINA [2],
NIKE2D[3], and NIKE3D[4]. Our discussion follows Bathe and Wilson [2]; see [5], also,
for additional information on time integrators in finite element analysis.
The Newmark algorithm starts by expanding the "velocity" and "displacement" vec-
tors at t + At as:
,rfl-, ICN: IC AZ lA
Vet+A ta --C r Lk-L uJwt -r`m tI-a
et+at =Ct + &tAt + [(1/2 -- a+, t ++c_ +At]A ,_(1)
where a and 6 are parameters that can be chosen to obtain accuracy and stability. The
combination a = 1/4, 8 = 1/2 gives the constant-averagc-acceleration method, sometimes
called the trapezoidal rule; this rule yields the smallest truncation error among all second-
order, A-stable, implicit, linear, multistep methods.
Equations (1) are used to solve for it+&t and et+at in terms of the unknown displace-
ment, et+At, and this result is then substituted into the equilibrium equation, (11-32), at
time t +- At. This produces an equation for et..At, in whikh the stiffness matrix is replaced
by an "effective stiffness matrix", and the load is replaced by an "effective load" at time
t+At.




1. Form stiffness matrix, K, mass matrix, M, and damping matrix, C.
2. Initialize eo, 60, •0.
3. Select time step size, At, parameters, a, 6, and calculate integration constants:
6 >0.50, a> 0.25(0.5 + 6)2
1 6 1
aO =-At2' a, -A- aAt,
1 6 At6as=---l a4=--l, as=---a 2),2a a 2
a6 =At(i - 8), a7 = 6At.
4. Form effective stiffness matrix K: K = K + aoM + arC.
5. Factor b : K = LDLT.
B. For Each. Time Step:
1. Calculate effective loads at time t + At:
= F+At + M(aoet + t+ a3it) + C(aiet + a46t + as5 t)
2. Solve for displacements at time t + At:
LDLTet+At - t+At
3. Calculate accelerations and velocities at time t + At:
;... .. zrn,.(.. A-.  CA - n.o;. - __ .
et+At eit + aeEt + alet+At
1ote that the effective stiffness matrix is factored once, at the beginning of the prob-
lem, and the result is applied to the various right-hand sides (i.e., the effective loads at
t + At). Hence, this is a fairly efficient way to solve this problem. The initial value for iio
can be determined from the differential equation, (11-32); at this point the lumped mass
matrix could be useful.
It is very important to observe that if K is banded, as it will be for finite elements,
then L is also banded, with one-half the bandwidth of K, and D is diag.:nal. Therefore,
relatively little storage is required to store these factors. The inverse of K, however, is full,
so it would not be efficient to compute and store it. This is the reason that we factor K,
rather than invert it.
i1
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We have performed several numerical experiments to confirm the feasibility of our
model, and the results will be discussed in this chapter. Because the three-dimensional
.oblern is complicated, with no analytical solution to validate the results, we spent consid-
erable time developing and implementing a one-dimensiotal model that could be executed
using several different approaches. The results of the one-dimensional are thereby val-
idated, and, thus, can serve as an indicator of the correctness of the three-dimensional
computations. Of course, the three-dimensional model requires much more computer re-
sources than the one-dimensional model, and, therefore, could only be executed using a
very coarse mesh. Even in this case, however, the results have been encouraging, and
confirm the feasibility of our approach.
One-Dimensional Model
In Figure 4 we show a one-dimensional sandwich that models the cavity and walls of
the actual system. The wire is absent, in order to maintain the onc-dimensional simplicity.
The purpose of the model is to compute the transient electromagnetic field throughout the
sandwich, thereby gaining insight into the expected waveforms in the three-dimensional
problem. The infinitely permeable base is used to model a "shadow-zone", which is a zone
in which the surface applied magnetic field vanishes. Though we show a plane, TEM wave
to be incident onto the structure, we will, in fact, assume that the magnetic field is given
on the surface, x = 0.
We will solve this problem first using afrequency domain solution that will be inverted
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, and then we will use a one-dimensional
version of our finite element model.
(a) Frequency Domain (FFT) Solution
Let E = Ea,, H = Ha., and O/ 8 y = 9/&z = 0; then the frequency-domain version
of Maxwell's equations becomes
dE7-• =jwjzoH
d- =jwCOE + aE.
In the ith region (i = 1,2, 3) on6 the sandwich shown in Figure 4, (1) has a solution of
the form
Hi(z) = Aiekiz + Be-ki (2)
Ej(z) = Zi(Aiekt? - Bie-ki ))
where ki = j(w 2 ,1OCO-jW1o0ri)1/2, is the wavenumber of the ith region, and Zi = k1/(jwfo+
ui) is the intrinsic wave-impedance of the ith region. Ai and Bi are constants that are to
be determined, in the usu'a way, by forcing continiuity of the two field variables at each
interface.
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The electric field within the ith region is gihcn by the inverse Fourier transform of
00 (3)e( i) = Z. lw)eiw'td)w_
The restlts that are to be shown were computed from (3) using the FFT.
For example, Figure 5 shows the results for the electric field when the parameters of
Figure 4 are: z3 = 10 cm, zi = 1 cm, and X2 = 9 cra. The conductivity of the walls in all
the examples of this chapter is a" = 1 x i0o S/zn. The magnetic field at z = 0 is taken to
be a unit step function.
Curve (a) of Figure 5 is the response at 2: = 0.005 cm, i.e., in the middle of the 'top
wau., where.s (b) is the response in the middle of the cavity, and (c) is the response in
the middle of the bottom wall. The effect of shielding is quite clear. The overshoot in
the electric field is most pronounced near the step function input magnetic field, whezems
the electric field in the bottom layer consists of lowe" frequencies, only. This is what one
would expect for diffusion through a highly conducting medium.
(b) Implicit Time Domain Integration
The Newmark algcrithm that we discussed in Section III was applied to the complete
system, (11-32), without breaking the problem into sub-region.s. Being an implicit scheme,
we had systems of linear equations to solve. Since this wa. a one-dimensional problem the
sire of the system of equations was not large, so solving this system of equations was not
an issue here.
Using a = 0.25 and 5 = 0.5 (which amounts to the tr"pezoi al ride) in the Newmark
algorithm, we solved the. one-dimensional system of equations. The scheme was very stable,
allowing step sizes in the neighborhood of 1 x 10- seconds.
Using this algorithm, we repeated the same problem that was described in Subsection
(a). The one-dimensional mesh had twenty elements, and At = 1 x 10-i seconds, with the
total time interval being 8r. x 10-' seconds, as before. The results are shown ia Figure 6.
Parts (a), (b), and (c) of the figure denote nodal solutions that correspond to the same
points as in Figure 5. The good agreement with the FFT results of Figure 5 gives us
confidence in applying the Newmark implicit algorithm to thifs finite element problem.
Three-Dimensional Model
(c) Implicit Time Domain Integration
Once we had a clear understanding of the time scales and solutions to the simplified
one-dimensional problem, we were ready to move to the larger three-dimensional setting.
Again, the equations described by (11-32) were used. Explicit time integration was not
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evcn explored for the three-dimensional case; only the Newmark implicit scheme was im-
plemented.
Preliminary results in attacking the full thlree-dimensional problem, including the wire,
are encouraging, and further work is to be done in this area, and will be reported later.
V, COUPLING TO THE EXTERNAL REGION
Equations (11-19) and (11-32) shr" '-hat the cavity is coupled to the external region
through the tangential magnetic fiel., . Hence, we must know Ht at the external surface
of the cavity walls in order to compute the internal response. We will attack this problem
by applying an electromagnetic surface integral relation, and then show how this oaturally
yields an N-port representation of the coupled interior and exterior systems.
This approach seems to be preferable to using a finite element modal for the external
region, because such a model would require_ satisfying a boundary condition at infinity,
which would complicate matters.
(a) The Space-Time Domain Integral Relation for the External Region
Poggio and Miller [6] derive an electromagnetic boundary-integral relation that is
satisfied by the tangential electric and magnetic fields on the surface, S, of a region of
space. They then transform the relation into a space-time domain equation:
H, (r,it) !!- x j[Ht(r' 7) + !Ht(r', r) x -- S
27r i s I. P ,oP
+ V'1 . ,Et(r',7-)dS
where, in our problem, S* denotes the principal-value integral over the surface of the box,
and
d a _ I p=ir-r'I, t-Z= A0= 377 11. (2)
Poggio and Miller [6], and Mittra [7] show how to solve (1) by means of a time stepping
procedure, after discretizing the integrals and making use of the principal value concept.
The techniques they describe can then form the basis for computing the, coupling between
the internal (i.e., the walls and cavity) and external regions directly in the time domain.
This facilitates coupliag the integral relation to the time-domain differential equations of
the finite element model.
The idea is described in the next section, but no numerical experiments have yet been
performed to validate it.
(b) External Coupling via N-Port Theory
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Equations (11-19) and (11-32) indicate that if we know the tangential magnetic field,
Ht, over the outer surface of the cavity's walls, then we ,:an compute the global electric field
vector, e, throughout the interior system. In particular, we can compute, the tangential
components of the electric field over the outer surface of the walls. Conversely, (1) shows
that once we know the tangential electric field, Et, over the surface of the walls, then we
can compute Ht. Obviously, therefore, the exterior and interior systems '.re coupled at
their common surface.
The surface cells due to the finite-element grid may be thought of as Jhctrical ports
through which electric power flows. If there are N such ports, then the interior system
behaves as an N-port electric network. If we make the global tangential magnetic field
vc:ctor, ht, of (11-19) analogous to an N-dimensional electric current vector, {fi}, nl =
1,... , N, and make the tangential components of the global electric field vector, at the
surface cells of the grid, analogous to an N-dimensional electric voltage vector, {c,}, n =
1,... ; N, then the interior system can be replaced by an N-port representation. Here, the
current and voltage vectors are the port voltages and currents. Note that the total power
delivered to the structure is given by the dot product of the port voltage and current
vectors, just as in the actual structure, the total pov zr is given by the dot product of the
tangential electric and magnetic field vectors.
An electrical N-port can be characterized by either its impedance matrix, [Z,], or
admittance matrix, [Y.i. These matrices are reciprocals of each other. In the finite-
element model of (11-19) and (11-32), the tangential magnetic field is assumed given, from
which the electric fidld is computed. Thus, we are characterizing the structure by its
impedance matrix, because we are assuming that the port currents (which are analogous
to the tangential magnetic field) are known and that the port voltages (which are analogous
to the tangential electric field) are to be computed.
An N-port representation can also be made for the exterior system. In this case,
however, we would characterize the exterior system by its radiation admittance matrix,
[Y,], because in (1) we assume that the tangential electric field, Et, is given, and we must
sohe for IT,- I
In order to obtain an N-port representation of the coupled systems, we return to (1),
which we rewrite in the operator form
£C(H,) = 2 +1i 4 £2(E2 ). (3)
Upon formally solving (3) for HI, we get
It = £C-'(2H(')) + £7T£2(Et). (4)
We make the definitions £-1(2H1()) = Io and -C7• '.= Y,, the radiation admittance
operator. As before, we let Ht be analogous to an N-port current vector, and Et to anr
N-port voltage vector, so that (4) becomes I, = 10-i,.. The coupled N-port representation
of this equation is given in Figure 7.
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Note that 10 is the surface current that flows on a perfect conductor, and hau been dealt
with in [6] and [7]. Hence, 1, ia the excess "radiation" current that flows if t.c structure'
is not a perfect conductor. If the boundary of the structure is a perfect conductor, then
[Y.] short-circuits [Y,], and Ir = 0.
The algorithm for using the coupled system in the time-domain is as follows: initaliy,
the electric field is zero, so that Ir = 0, and I1 = 10o This provides the initial input vector
for the finite-element equations.
The tangential electric field at fý&e surface of the structure is computed at the next
time step by solving the finite element equations, (11-19) or (11-32), and this hod is thern
iubstituted into (4), which then provides an update to Hj, which corresponds to I.. "l11N
provides the next iuput vector for the finite element equations, and thl process is repeated.
Clearly, at each time step we must compute a solution to the finite dlrment equaticoas
and to the time dependent boundary integral equation. It seems likely that for a stIucture
with metallic walls, we can use the simple physical optics solution ihat is described in [6].
For walls made of lower-conductivity materials, such as the advanced composite, g-aphite-
epoxy, however, it may be necessary to compute I1 rigorously.
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Figure 4. A one-dimensional sandwich that models the cavity and walls of the three-
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Figure 5. Frequcacy drn~ain (FF'1) solution for electric field in symnmetrical one-
dimensional saridwich (see Figure 1). A unit step magnetic field is applied to top wall.
Total length is 10cm, with total wall thickness of 2cin. (a) field in maiddle of top wvall,(b) field in middle of cavity, arid (c) field in middle of bottom wall. Total time interval is
87ý X 10-3 Seconds.
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A TIME-DOMAIN DIFFERENTIAL SOLVER
FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING PROBLEMS
Vijaya Shankar and William F. Hall
Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
Abstact
The objective of this paper is to extend Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based
upwind schemes to numerically solve the Maxwell equations for scattering from objects
with layered nonmetallic sections. The paper starts with a discussion on the character of
the Maxwell equations and shows that they represent a linearly degenerate set of hyperbolic
equations. To show the feasibility for applying CFD-based algorithms, first the transverse
magnetic (TM) and the transverse electric (TE) wave forms of the Maxwell equations
are considered. A finite-volume scheme is developed with appropriate representations for
the electric and magnetic fluxes at a cell interface, accounting for variations in material
properties in both space and time. This process involves a characteristic subpath inte-
gration known as the "Riemann Solver." An explicit Lax-Wendroff upwind scheme which
equations. A nonreflecting characteristic based far field condition is applied at the outer
computational boundary allowing this boundary to be kept just a few wavelengths from the
scattering object. A body-fitted coordinate transformation is introduced to treat arbitrary
cross-sectioned bodies with computational grids generated using an elliptic grid solver pro-
cedure. For treatment of layered media, a multizonal representation is employed satisfying
appropriate zonal boundary conditions in terms of flux conservation. The computational
solution extending from the object to a far field boundary located a few wavelengths away
constitutes the near field solution. A Green's function based near field-to-far field transfor-
mation is employed to obtain the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) information. Results
are presented for a number of two-dimensional objects with layered structures for both
continuous wave (single frequency-time harmonic) and transient (broadband frequency
response) cases. The time-domain solver also provides a unique capability for including
nonlinear and time-varying material properties.
A. In uign
The radar return from complex structures has traditionally been calculated by one of
two methods: high-frequency asymptotics, which treats scattering and diffraction as local
phenomena; or solution of an integral equation for radiating sources on (or inside) the
scattering body, which couples all parts of the body through multiple scattering processes.
In this paper, we describe a third alternative, the direct integration of the differential form
of Maxwell's equations in time. The time-dependent Maxwell's equations have been ap-
plied in other areas of electromagnetics1 , most notably to determine EMP field penetration




The time-domain Maxwell's equations represent a more general form than the fire-
quency-domain Helmholtz equations which are usually restricted to solving scattering
problems having time harmonic fields, whereas a time domain approach can handle con-
tinuous waves (single frequency, harmonic) as well as a single pulse (broadband frequency-)
transient response. Frequency domain based methods usually provide the RCS response
for all angles of incidence at a single frequency, while time-domain based methods provide
solutions for many frequencies from a single transient calculation. Also, in a time-domain
approach one can consider time varying material properties for treatment of active sur-
faces. Using spectral methods, the time domain transient solutions can be processed to
provide the frequency domain response.
In the present work, it has been our aim to accurately predict the scattering from
bodies that include regions with dielectric and magnetic properties significantly different
from those of free space. Configurations involving coated inlets, composite radar-absorbing
airfoils, and multiple layers of material are typical of many modern aircraft and missiles,
and their scattering properties often range over several orders of magnitude as a function
of incident and reflected angles.
There are many ways one can numerically solve the time domain Maxwell's equations.
The approach to be followed in this paper is to utilize the numerical algorithms that have
been proven most successful in integrating the time-dependent equations of fluid dynamics,
namely the Euler and the Navier-Stokes equations - -'. Computational algorithrs to solve
these nonlinear equations of fluid dynamics have progressed rapidly over the last 20 years
and many of these CFD methods are directly applicable to CEM in solving Maxwell's
equations. Some of the attributes of CFD methods that can be effectively employed to
design a time-domain differential solver for Maxwell's equatioris are listed here.
1) The fluid dynamic equations are usually cast in a conservation form (to be described
later) conserving mass, momentum, and energy fluxes, thus allowing for numerical
capture of flow discontinuities such as shock 3 and slip surfaces. The Maxwell equations
also can be cast in a conservation form. In this particular form, they are naturally
structured for numerical simulation of scattering from objects with layered media
havi*ng discontinuous or gradually varying material properties.
2) Recent development of hyperbolic algorithms8-1 3 for solving the time domain Euler
equations are based on the characteristic theory of signal propagation and are referred
to as the "upwind" schemes. For hyperbolic equations, the upwind based schemes can
be constructed to provide the right amount of numerical dissipation to achieve both
stability and accuracy of computation. The time domain Maxwell's equations, which
are hyperbolic in character (to be shown later), can also benefit from employing such
upwind type schemes.
3) For treatment of complex aerospace configuration geometries, CFD methods usu-
ally employ a body-fitted coordinate system for easy implementation of boundary
conditions. Concepts such as numerical grid generation for a body-fitted system,
multizoning 14, adaptive gridding, etc., are well suited for CEM, especially when the
scatterer is an aerodynamic object for which the CFD methods are applied. However,
2
the gridding requirements for a desired field resolution may be different for CEM
applications (firequency dependent) from that of CFD needs. Also, CEM problems
may involve internal/external layered structures, requiring more involved multizone
gridding procedures.
4) There are several proven discretizable procedures in use in CFD for solving the nonlin-
ear fluid dynamic equations. Many discretization concepts such as finite-difference,
finite-volume, and finite element schemes4- 12, implicit and explicit time stepping
procedures 14, relaxation and approximate factorization techniques 4, etc., are equally
applicable to solving the Maxwell equatious.
In general, many ideas are in common between CEM and CFD. This is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1. Even the pre- and post-processing graphics packages developed for
CFD solutions satisfy the needs of CEM. Thas, our approach is to utilize the numerical
algorithms that have proven most successful in integrating the time-dependent equations
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Fig. 1. Cummonality between CEM and CFD.
1. Equations in Conservation Form
As mentioned in the Introduction above, many problems in mathematical physics
are governed by an appropriate set of partial differential equations. The Navier-Stokes







Pig. 2. Schematic of a body-fitted system.
examples. In general, many equations in mathematical physics naturally lend themselves
to a conservation f-a;m represeiitation given by
Qt + Ex+ Fy+ Gz=S()
where the solution vector Q, the source 5, and the flux vectors F, F, and G take on diff-erent
formis depending on. the physical problemn being modelel. In Eq. (1), the subscripts t, X,
y, anrd z denote partial derivatives. Implementation of Eq. (1) in many realistic problems
requir"~ a coor(LrkatIe tansformatioti to properly represent the physical domtain of inter_ýst
and Wo aid in the bouaidary condition treatment..
Under the transformation of coordinates implied by
Eq. (1) can be r~ecast in the conservation form given by
+ It+ T"+ -s(2)
where . ,1 (Q~t + EC + F(s, + GC.) /J, F=(Qil, + E', 4. Fill, + Grj,) 1/J,
=(Q(t + Ecx + F(1, + G,,,) 1J, and = where, in turn, J is the Jacobian of the
transforinti~on
Figure 2 schem~atically illustrates a body-fitted system, in two dimeusions.
4
Associating the subscripts j,k,e with the ý,q,( directions, a numerical approximaticn
to Eq. (2) may be expressed in the semi-discrete conservation law form given by
,t + (. • /12,&, - -1 /2,k,1)
+ -1k../2)(3)
+ ,k+1l2 - Gj,-k,-1,/2) ()-
where E,F,G are numerical or representative fluxes at the bounding sides of the cell for
which discrete conservation is considered, and Qj,,k,t is the representative conserved quan-
tity (the numerical approximation to Q) considered conveniently to be the centroidal value.
The half-integer subscripts denote cell sides and the integer subscripts the cell itself or its
centroid. Figure 3 illustrates the nomenclature associated with a finite-volurne cell. The
concept of upwinding, to be described subsequently in the paper, will be employed in the
ealuation of fluxes at interfaces.
PHY.FINITE-VOLUME CELL
BO'DY
.. .. . . .. .
*, j±'/½, k±'/½, .A±1 /2 ARE CELL FACES WHERE FLUXES
E, F AND G ARE EVALUATED
*j~k,.i IS CELL CENTROIf) WHERE (I IS DEFINED
Fig. 3. Nomenclature associated with a fi.nite--volume cell.
The objective is to solve Eq. (3) for the dependent vector Q. After incorporation of
proper flux. representation, tile discrete form of Eq. (3) can be written as
R(Q).=0 . (4)
5.. .
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
If Q is known to lie in the neighborhood of a given state, denoted by Q*, then the solution
to Eq. (4) can be written to facst order in Q - Q* as
OR
-R(Q-Q*)=-R(Q*)
where T-, in general, is a differential operator. Many numerical algorithmic issues such
as implicit methods, explicit methods, relaxation schemes, and approximate faztorization
procedures, etc., come into play in the modeling of the differential operator . Issues
such as higher order accuracy, efficiency, proper upwinding, treatment of discontinuities,
etc., come into BQ as well as in the modeling of the right hand side R(Q*).
The objective of this paper is to apply CFD-based finite-volume numerical meth
ods developed for solving many nonlinear gasdynamic equations 4'- 4 to solve tLc time-
dependent Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic scattering problems involving layered
material media.
C. Maxwell's Equations
Analysis of electromagnetic scattering from permeable (dielectric and lossy media)
and iir•per-ieabee (neiallic) objec•t" it of ileb" eixn, L --. .'g _ ube to P-edit .a.a ..ros-
section (RCS) of low observable aerospace configurations. The equations that govern the
interaction between the electric and magnetic fields are the Maxwell equations. These
equations in their vector form are
OB
and OD
^.7 =V x'- J
The vector quantities If = (e4, EV, C,) and W-= (W.,, 7y, 7-) are the electric and magnetic
field intensities, D = (D,, DY, D,) is the electric displacement, B = (Ba, By, B,) is the
magnetic induction, and J = (J., Jy, J,) is the current density. The subscripts x, y, z in
the vector representation of C, Wi, B and D refer to components in respective directions.
In order to apply CFD-based conservation-law form finite-volume methods, Eq. (6)
is rewritten in the form of Eq. (1). For isotropic materials, the solution vector Q, and the
flux vectors E, F, and G ai'e given by
Bz' 0 D' /le -DY/IE 0 --___,
By -D/,.e 0 DýI 0 _.
B,, . E-D/I -D,/ G 0 S 0
D, J By /I IJ
DJ B1I J0 -B,1/ - Ji J
.D,,- l. Bz/ 0 _ J., •.
(7)
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The permittivity coefficient e and the permeability coefficient p are the material properties
and satisfy the following relationship, D = el, V = p7i". The current density J is usually
represented by ca, where a is the material electrical conductivity. The objective is to solve.
Eq. (7) to predict the electromagnetic scattering from objects with layered structure tbr a
given incident field (continuous wave or a pulse). From the time variation of the scattered
field, the radar cross section of the scatterer can be obtained.
D. Characteristic Theory for Maxwell's &jpations
The application of a finite-volume procedure, Eq. (3), for the Maxwell equations,
Eq. (7), requires the evaluation of the various fluxes E, F, and G at cell interfaces from
the solution vector Q known at cell centroids. There are many ways one can represent these
fluxes depending on the choice of numerical algorithms, such as central difference schemes
and upwind schemes. The choice and construction of a numerical algorithm involves many
issues, such as accuracy, efficiency, vunerical stability, storage requirement;, and treatraent
of discontinuities in the solution field (shocks in fluid dynamics, discontinuous material
properties ia electromagnetics), etc. In CFD, upwind based methods that take into account
the theory of characteristic signal propagation are widely in use. References 8-13 provide
some of the background information on upwind based schemes. The objective of the present
work is to adapt the upwind based algorithms of CFD to solve the Maxwell equations.
First, the character of the Maxwell equations is analyzed to aid in the development
of a proper upwind scheme for electromagnetic flux representation. This section provides
the characteristic theory framework for the one-dimensional Maxwell's equations.
Considering the following conservation form (1-D form of Eq. (7)),
OQ OE(+ Q- 5 (8)Ox
TV flt.L %,
VT £v,.• •, - D e 0J•
and the material properties c and p are represented by e = • and m =
The character of Eq. (8) is described by the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the
Jacobian of E given by A = ••. The eigenvalues of A are first obtained by solving
IA -AII =0.
0 -rn 0 -B-
OE --c 0 -D 0
A = (9)
062 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0
The eigenvalues of A are A1 = -vfimI = -C, A12 = 0, A3 = 0, and A4 = c. The quantity c
represents the speed of light. Since the eigenvalues of A are real, Eq. (8) is hyperbolic.
7
Now, we construct the numerical flux representation at a cell interface. Referring to
Fig. 4 and Eq. (3), the finite.--volume treatment requires the evaluation of E at cell faces
j + 1/2 and j - 1/2, while solving for Q at the cell centroid j. In order to deBine E at
j + 1/2, first, we define a piecewise smooth, continuous path in phase space, connecting
Qj to Qj+j, made up of four subpaths (equalling the number of eigenvalues for the 1-D
Maxwell's equations). Along subpath k, the variation of Q is given by'-
OQ
98 = -k(MI,)) (10)
where rk is the kth eigenvector corresponding to the ktb, eigenvalue obtained by solving
(A - Akl)rk = 0.
-c c -c; c






Fig. 4. Numerical flux representation ut a cell interfpce.
Referring to Fig. 4, Eq. (10) defines the solution vector Q at the end of each charac-
teristic subpath marked by 1, 2, wnd 3. Starting from the left state QL = Qj, across the
negative characteristics, the solution vector reaches Q1, then becomes Q2 aud Q3 a&crosB
zero eigenvalue fields, and finally reaches the right state QR = Qj÷1 across the positive
characteristics.
Perfornming the integration of Eq. (10) for each characteristic 8ubpath, the iuterlace
electric and magraetic fields are given by
:7=(Birni) = c,+iB,+i + D,+ieej,+) + (cjB1 -- Dje1)
(c, D2 - Bj m,) -~ (cFi D,+ i + Bi+r+i (I1
=;1 '=-- (D ie ,) E1 _--.-•
Use of the characteristic subpath integration approach has resulted in interface flux rep-
resentation which properly accounts for the variations in material properties c and p from
one cell (j) to the neighboring cell (j + 1). Also, the flux foims oi Eq. (11) guarantees that
the flux fields will remain smooth and continuous across the interface, independent of the
level of discontinuity in the material property at a cell interface.
E. Transverse Magnetic (TM) and 'Tansverse Electric (TE) Wave Formulation
The Maxwell equations in three dimensions involve three components of the magnetic
field (H,:, Hy, and /-1) and three components of the electric field (Er, E,, and E,), which
are coupled. In two dimensions, Maxwell's equations can be decoupled into a transverse
magnetic (TM) wave and a transverse electric (TE) wave- The TM wave contains only E/,VV i iry f- ,I ,I 1 .,h Ir -
H:, aud 1 rid n , and the TE wAve cOntaiVxu only , 1 aXd, •, fdluw. I oi ionritiun
development, the two-dimensional Maxwell's equations in terms of the TM and TE wave
framework offer a simplified set of equations without any loss of physics of electromagnetic
interaction including material properties.
The TM and TE equations can be written in a unified form following Eq. (7). It takes
the form
Qt +4- E- +-F = S (12)
where Q is ai three element (Q1, Q2, Q3) solution vector, and E and F are three element
flux vectors, and S ;s a source vector containing electric currents.
Q = L, E =- -Q 3 m F1 = Q2 m 5 1 =-O j Q C
Q2 = B. E2 = 0 F2 = Qe S, = 0 / (13)Q3 = By, E3= -Qloc F3  0 SO=
Q,=B. Ei=-Qae F1 =0Q2  S =0
Q2 = -D. E 2 = 0 F 2 = Qjrn S 2 = -aQ 2 e (14)
Q 3 = -D, E3 = -QIm r ,n E = 0 S3 -aQCrD 3 -
Under a body-fitted coordinate tiansformation, Eq. (13) takes the form (see Eq. (2))
Q__P 9y(2X,1 + Q3Vj) F1 = m(Q 2Xý + Qap() 91
Q 2 =E_-; 1 F F 2  =eQ I-TC S2 = -f(Q3 = . E 3 -V, ,7 P = CQ,--1--9
9-! :;
The TE equations, Eq. (14), take on similar forms.
It can be verified that the fluxes El and F1 take on the form of surface currents n x W1,
or n x C, depending on whether Eq. (12) is TM or TE.
The characteristics of Eq. (12) are analyzed by considering the Jacobian = A and
ALq
OQ
0 m•y -Mt' 0 mn?, -mray?
A= C,• 0 0 , 1= ely 0 0 (16)
-e (0 0 -eij. 0 0
The eigenvalues of A and 2B are given by
.4 X -Y B ,+17
,\ -0 =. (17)
A~ j.V + ý2 A2-= j.12+,72
Any finite-volume based scheme will require the evaluation of the flux vector E (re-
ferring to Fig. 5) at the k + 1/2 cell interface and F at the j + 1/2 interface. Using the
characteristic subpath integration procedure in the (ý, r) plane at k + 1/2 and in the (Yj, r)
plane at j + 1/2, the following interface relationships are obtained.
At (k+1/2), the left statc material properties correspond to cell k (eL = ek, mnL = Mik)
and the right state corresponds to the (k + 1) cell (eR = etk+,, mnR = 774+). Also, vector
QL = Qk and QR = QiA4.i.
(Qi),+1 12 = cj' (~~)/k l, i{(Q)+ (Q2Q18)_-----1,
2 C (Ql - QR) ,,../2 + ( *q-n)L (19)
In Eqs. (18) and (19), a = V4X2 + Y,, Q = (Q2X• + Q3y!,).
At (j -[ 1/2), {•+Q)r ())L /bj+• + {(CQi)., (.- 3 _n)R/bj+ip}
(CQ')j+1/2 =- _ (f)
(-Q- 3 M) CL(Ql - QL)b,+,/,2 + (Q 3 m) (20)
•4 •/•(20)
where Q2OQ = (Q 2 xC + Q3yI) and b = C + T•. .he superscripts L and R refer to left
and right states at (j+1/2), denoted in Fig. 5. The quantities (;"Q7-arn/a) and (,Q 3 rr,/b)
represent n x 7If. for the TM caae and n x C for the TE cue.
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Fig. 5. Characteristics for a two-dimensional finite-volume cell.
F. Boundar Conditions
Perfectly Conductinr Scatterinv Sqt'fare.
For a perfectly conducting scatterer the boundary condition on the surface is
1, X CT 0 (21)
where FT is the total electric field vector and n is the surface outward normal. For
the TM case, the boundary condition Eq. (21) becomes E T 0, and for the TE case,
XCT + ygc, = 0.
Nonperfectly Conducting, Isotropic Scatterer
Lct CL, ?L be the total field quantities on the left side of the interface, and t, 4"
on the right side. The boundary conditions at the interface then become (see Fig. 6)
-)=0, , (T __ 77') = 0 (22)
11
r- x (E-E~) =0




Fig. 6. Boundary conditions at a nonlperfectiy conducting interface.
The interface flux representations g5ven by Eq. (18) and Eq. (20) strictly satisfy the
botundary conditions given by Eq. (22). The boundary conditions at a noniperfectly con-
ducting material interface are also termed as "flux through" boundary conditions.
The key advantage of a finite-volume procedure, Eq. (3), employing interface flux
represientations, Eqs. (18) and (20), arrived at through use of proper physicall theory of
characteristic signal propagation is that no special boundary condition treatment is re-
quuiredi to enfnreýe conditions riven by Eq. (22). However; at a perfectly conducting: surface.
the boundary conditionsj n x E =0 have to be explicitly satisfied through an appropriate
procedure.
Besides the boundary conditions at the scatterer surface, one needs to model the
boundary condition at the outer boundary representing the far field in the computational
setup. The computational domain terminates at some finite distance from the scatterer
and the domain is usually referred to as "near field". The proper boundary condition at
the outer boundary is that the scattered waves smoothly leave the domain without a.ny
reflections from the artificial outer boundary. Characteristic theory principles are employed
to satisfy the various boundary conditions. Details will be given in a follow-up paper.
G. Lax-Wendroff Exp~licit Scheme
A f; aitt-volume procedure applied to Eq. (2) is given by Eq. (3). If (n + 1) is the
current time level in which Eq, (3) is satisfied, an implicit scheme would treat all the flux
terms at the current level and then employ some form of a flux linearization procedure
12
"<m.
,r , :,OJNktJ 'D A .:*i 1IftT1R4,A*Et__
to solve for Q iznplicitly 1 0- 12. The main advantage of such implicit techniques in CFD is
that they allow for large time steps to be taken in modeling the Q. term while maintaining
numerical stability. However, the problem of electromagnetic scattering deals with Q and
flux fields that are highly oscillatory both in time and space. Implicit schemes that preserve
the incident and scattered wave profiles without any numerical distortion for large Ar are
yet to be developed. In view of this, explicit type schemes that operate with stability
bounds for Ar governed by spatial resolution (volume of a finite-volume cell), are more
attractive. The disadvantage is that when clustered meshes are used in regions of sharp
edges and so on, they may restrict the allowable Ar to very small values requiring a
large number of time steps to establish the solution. Some of the criteria in the selection
or construction of an explicit scheme are 1) spatial and temporal accuracy, 2) allowable
Ar, usually kr.own as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition 14' 16,17, 3) storage
requirements, and 4) vectorizability of the algorithm.
One of the explicit schemes widely in use is the Lax-Wendroff upwind scheme16 .
Applied to an equation of the form
QT+F,=0 , (23)
the Lax-Wendroff two--step scheme (predictor-corrector) is given by




Ar [{( F- 
- d ) -(-12 (dF 3 /2  -+31 (dF+ 1 /}]
The predictor step, Eq. (24), is only first order accurate in time and space. The corrector
step makes the scheme second order accurate in time and space. The addition of the
square bracketed term in Eq. (25), evaluated at the nth level, makes the scheme second
order accurate spatially, while the predictor/corrector two step procedure provides second
order time accuracy.
Referring to Fig. 4,
d -1/ -Fj-1/2 Fi12(26)dF+_T/1 = -'dFj-+ 1 F -j + 1 /2 - Fý)+1/2,(2
where superscripts R and L refer to right and left statUs at an interface, and F refers to
flux at an interface. In the present method,
FLl =F (Qj, metrics at j- 1/2)j -1/ (2 7 )
F!+1/2 F (Qj+1, metrics at j + 1/2)
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The Lax-Wendroff scheme being explicit, the allowable Ar for maintaining numerical
stability is bounded by the CFL condition given by
AmaxŽ •r 2 , (28)A71
where Amx is the maximum eigenvalue of the Jacobian., (OF/OQ). The condition given by
Eq. (28) is for the one-dimensional equation, Eq. (23). In multidimensions, the value of
Amax can be taken to be the sum of A. in all directions (A.,, = max(jAcI + 1A,11 + tAct)).
The maximum eigenvalue usually occurs at a cell that has the least volume.
H. Near Field-to-Far Field Transformation
The finite-volume procedure of this paper which solves the time--dependent Maxwell's
equations is applied iii a computational domain that extends from the scatterer to some
finite distance wvay, where it is terminated by an outer boundary at which nonreflecting
boundary conditions are imposed. The distance of the outer boundary of the computational
domain is controlled by the body size and the wavelength of the incident wave, and should
be sufficiently far away (several wavelengths) where the numerical implementation of the
nonreflecting boundary conditions holds. Even when the computational domain extends
to several wavelengths from the scatterer, it still represents only the near field solution.
However, the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) computation is based on the intensity
of the scattered wave at distances asymptotically approaching infinity, which means the
RCS response represents the fr..Lfeld soution. Using a Green's function based asymptotic
approach, the far field representation of the scattered wave is obtained from the near field
computational solution.
In general, the IRCS response is desired in the frequency domain whereas the com-
putational solution of this paper is in the time domain. Of course, the advantage of the
time domain approach is that it can accommodate both continuous wave (single frequency,
~ .~--A ri-l- n..la r1 l;le rn-~j~I rnlnA ;Td;nAA~n Ao.1Aa WAhnthar +hn.
41A4 AAL'..fLA'..j t&ASA cA"aeLt. j r....*.
incident wave is a continuous harmonic wave or a single pulse, the time domain results of
electric and magnetic scattered waves are processed using a spectral technique to obtain
their response in the frequency domain. Once the near field response is known in the fre-
quency domain, the bistatic RCS response in the far field is computed. For a continuous
wave representing a single frequency, the spectral analysis will provide the response at that
given frequency, whereas for a pulse case containing many frequencies, the spectral analysis
allows one to compute the RCS response for all frequencies cuataned in the incident pulse
from a single time domain transient calculation.
I. Numerical Gridding -- Body-Fitted System
As mentioned in Section B, the Cartesian form of the Maxwell equations are trans-
formed into a body-fitted coordinate system to allow easy implementation of various
boundary conditions described in Section F. Only the independent variables x, y, and
z are transformed to C, q, and C and the dependent variables (Q vector in Eqs. (1) and (7))
are left in their Cartesian form.
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There are two steps involved in setting up a body-fitted coordinate system: 1) Defi-
nition of the geometry, and 2) Construction of the field grid points. As shown in Fig. 2,
the objective is to set up the grid in the domain bounded by the body surface (1-2-3)
on one side and the outer boundary (4-5-6) on the other. A cut in the domain, 1-6 and
3-4, is created to form a four sided computational domain in two dimensions. In three
dimensions, the computational domain will consist of six boundary surfaces. Given the
grid point distribution on the computational boundaries (1-2-3 for 77,ai,, 3-4 for Cm.. ,
4-5-6 for 77., and 6-1 for &min), the interior grid can be constructed in many ways1 8 ,
both analytical and numerical. The technique followed in this paper is based on an elliptic
grid solver approach"9'20 in which a set of elliptic Poisson's equations is solved numerically
to generate the grid in physical space.
axc - 29xt,3 + tx,7, = -jJ 2 (pX4 + qx,) (29)
ayC - 2/3 yý,, + y7,7 = _j 2 (pyt + qy,l)
where a = x,2 + y2, / = xtx,, + y y,, and -y - x2 +y2. The right hand side p = p(C, 17) and
q = q(c, y) are the forcing terms designed to satisfy desired constraints imposed on the
nature of the grid, such as specified grid spacings near boundaries and grid intersection
angles. J appearing in Eq. (29) is the Jacobian oi the transformation. Details on the
construction of p and q forcing terms are given in Ref. 19. The objective here is to solve
Eq. (29) to obtain the (x, y) values of a grid in the physical space corresponding to a given
(Y, 7T) point in the computational domain.
In a multizone approach where each structure of the scatterer is gridded separately,
the elliptic grid solver given by Eq. (29) will be applied in each zone.
J. Results
Results are presented for both TM and TE two-dimensional cases. In a time domainI .... _ - _ t _ ! J-__ a _ ___ -'_ /I.. -" .. . . -1 ri q c z•y- __ NfroMula.tilon , tlhe MCJ.LULIt W4ZVC UU11 UU b U•e eihlel1i.UUUr U (kLI.Mt111Uiic, bllsit: lequviiy) Oria
single pulse (Gaussian, square, etc.). Of course, for computation of a single pulse transient
response, the time domain solver has to be time accurate, and in the present formulation,
the Lax-Wendroff explicit scheme is second order accurate both in time and space.
For accuracy, the number of grid points on the scatterer to adequately resolve a
wavelength of information is taken to be of the order of 8 to 15. This means, for large
bodies (high frequency), the total number of surface grid points to properly resolve the
electric and magnetic field distribution can be excessive. However, the present formulation
is highly vectorizable and can run efficiently on a supercomputer. If the incident wave is
a single pulse containing many frequencies, the number of grid points on the scattering
surface must be sufficient to resolve the highest frequency content of the pulse.
A continuous incident wave is represented by (for the TM case)
E = Eo cos U(x cosO + ysin 0- cot), k =27r/Ao (30)
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The forms for Hi and H' are automatically obtained from Max-well's equation since the
incident fields satisfy Maxwell's equations in free space.
Hi = E' sin0/(t0oco)
Hy = -E,' cosG/(0poc) (31)
where 0 is the incident angle. Quantities io, co = 1/1VI/-fff represent free space values
usually normalized to 1 (co = 1o = co = 1).
A Gaussian type incident pulse is represented by
E = Eoe'@ o0+l i-ct) 2  (32)
where the parameter a controls the width of the Gaussian.
TM Cases
Perfectly Conducting Body in Free Space
For harmonic incident fields, the time domain calculations are carried out until the
scattered fields reach a time harmonic steady state (a few wavelengths of calculation).
,i __ .L .. J! _. " rl~r .. a._ _ I _ _ P -i 1-1
,111 itue UtLW'.1,eV I: L5 axe paed 0 USbutam IL% U4O1UAA uecu I1VPLV0UZIL•U U•1 4iL. IL-
frequency domain. The bistatic RCS is then computed using a near field-to-far field
contour integration.
Figure 7 shows plots of surface currents (n x H) for a square cylinder at two different
incident angles and compaisons are made with method of momer.t (MOM) solutions2 1 .
The required grid resolution (at least 10 points per wavelength) is neaixtaned only on and
near the body surface. The grid is allowed to stretch :ilong the direction leading away from
the surface (nonuniform grid between the body surface and the outer boundary).
V~rir Qhb1I7~ hk~;v+jx ruezk cross setov+rn for sc~ircur cyl-inde%%Trl and ivr avuecyi~nder.
For accuracy, the contour for RCS evaluation is placed at the centroids of cells neighboring
the body surface.
The broadband frequency response from a single transient calculation using a
Gaussian-like incident pulse is demonstrated in Fig. 9. The calculation is started whert the
incident pulse is about to come in contact with the scatterer and is then carried out until
the scattered fields completely leave the vicinity of the scattering surface. The trainsient
response is shown in terms of the surface current variation along the body surface in ti'lae,
which starts as zero at t = 0 and gets back to zero at some later time after the transients
vanish. This time response is then processed using FFTs to get the field variation in the
frequency domain for all frequencies contained in the incident pulse. Then, the bistatic
RCS as a function of frequency is computed.
Figure 10 shows results for a perfectly conducting cylinder with a dielectric strip
around it. The electric field contours clearly indicate the smoothness of the contours at the
interface of free space and dielectric. The characteristic based Riemann solvers employed
16
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Fig. 7. Surface currents for a perfectly conducting square cylinder.
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at a cell interface ensure such continuity and smoothness of electric and magnetic fluxes.
The coraparisons of bistatic cross section and surface currents with exact solutions are
good.
Figure 11 shows a sim.Aar dielectric strip calculation with and without loss. The lossy
material behavior is modeled in terms of an imaginary component to e. The calculation
of Fig. 11 for a body size of Ka = 10 used 150 grid points along the body and 30 points
away from the body. The smallest grid spacing near the body surface is chosen such that
nearly 100 time steps will provide a wavelength of calculation.
Figure 12 shows contours of electric scattered field (E,") at an instant of time for a
circular cylinder. The body at the center of the computational domain and the outer
boundary are clearly seen. This plot clearly shows that the scattered fields leave the outer
boundary smoothly without any noticeable (spurious) reflection. The corresponding total
electric field (ET) contours are shown in Fig. 13. The shadow region is clearly seen.
Figuie 14 shows the bistatic cross section for the NACA 0012 airfoil at different control
surface settings. The airfoil is 10 wavelengths long and corresponds to about 1 GHz incident
frequency. The body-fitted gridding for each setting is also shown in the figure.
TE Cases
values. The variation of or as a function of viewing angle is more pronounced for the TE
cases thaai for the corresponding TM cases. The computational results compare very well
13with available exact solutions
Figure 16 shows bistatic RCS results for a dielectric cylinder (e = 2.56) of ka = 1.
This case has a drastic RCS variation in viewing angle. The forward scattering is nearly
zero dB whereas aroulad the 1000 viewirg angle the cross section reduces to -60 dB. The
finite-volume calculations based on tble present for'mulation seem to produce very accurate
results cven for a case having a dynamic range of 60 dB.
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Fig. 13. Total e'Aectric field contours for a perfectly conlducting cyliuder.
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Conaclusions
A novel time domain differential solver for Maxwell's equations utilizing proven nu-
merical algorithms of CFD has been developed and applied to solve the two-dimensional
transverse magnetic and transverse electric wave equations. Some of the salient features
of this approach are
1) Based on physical theory of characteristic signal propagation as it has been imple-
mented in proven CFD methods
2) Treatment of layered media with discontinuous material properties (lossy and lossless)
3) Numerical gridding for arbitrary geometry treatment
4) Near field-to-far field transformation to compute RCS
5) Second order accurate (time and space) upwind Lax-Wendroff explicit scheme
6) Transient and time harmonic computations
7) Application of FFT to derive frequency response from time domain calculation.
Currently work is under way to extend the two--dimensional solver to full three-
dimensional Maxwell's equations. Along with the development of a three-dimensional
Maxwell's equations solver, work is progressing on many fronts. In the algorithm research
arena, implicit type schemes are being looked at to avoid CFL (stability) restrictions placed
on At by the explicit schemes. Modeling of negative material properties (E < 0) which have
significance to plasmas and surface polaritons, treatment of thin sheets (resistive cards,
lossy coatings, etc.) through appropriate boundary conditions, incorporation of frequency
dependent (time dependent material properties are easily modeled in a time domain based
solver) and nonlinear material properties, gridding requirements for large bodies (high
frequency), higher order nonreflecting far field outer boundary conditions, computer ar-
chitecture issues in algorithm design (coarse grain and fine grain parallel processing), etc.,
are some of the topics of interest.
The authors would like to express their sincere appreciation to Dr. Sukumar Chaira-
varthy and Professor Stanley Osher for many valuable discussions and to Mr. Barna Bihari
for his support of computer graphics. The financial support of Rockwell North American
Aviation and their continued interest in this development of CFD based methods for CEM
are also greatly appreciated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The analogy between electromagnetic field quantities and
voltages and currents in RLC networks has been known for quite
some time [1]. Indeed, actual networks have been built and t.zsted
to verify the accuracy of such techniques [2]. In 1971, Johns and
Beurle used these principles and the theory of pulse propagation
on transmission lines to develop a numerical technique suitable
for computer computation for the solution of two dimensional
electromagnetic scattering problems [3]. The method, called the
transmission line modelling, or matrix, (TLM) method, proved to be
a reliable, accurate, and easily formulated numerical procedure
for the solution of a wide variety of electromagnetic interaction
problems.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE TL$ METHOD
The TLM method works by discretizing a given portion of space
by inserting into it a mesh of transmission lines. The structure,
or structures, of interest are then put into the mesh such that
the boundaries intersect the transmission lines. The relationships
between voltages and currents on the transmission lines and the
electromagnetic fields are then used to obtain all six components
of the field at any node. The excitation of the mesh is
accomplished by initializing ideal impulses of voltage and current
This work was supported in part by Texas Instruments,
Inc., Antenna Dept., McKinney, TX under contract TI-7334277.
which correspond to the fields that are to be excited. Following
the Initialization, iterations commence and the pulses are
followed as they scatter at each node In the mesh according to the
scattering matrix for the node. At the boundaries of the
scatterers, the pulses are weighted by an appropriate reflection
coefficient and then returned to the mesh.
Since the TLM procedure operates on impulses that are
injected Into the mesh, the solution contains information over a
wide band of frequencies. The output, which consists of a series
of impulses In time that correspond to each of the field
quantities, may be Fourier tranformed to yield steady state,
frequency domain Information. Alternatively, the impulse response
may be convolved with an excitation function to get the time
domain response to that excitation. Thus, once the impulse
response of a problem has been calculated and saved, the solution
for any Initial excitation Is easily obtained.
After scattering at a node or reflection from a boundary, the
Impulses take a finite time to travel to the next node or'
boundary. This gives the TLM model of wave propagation the
advantage of being naturally discretized in both time and space.
Thus, no approximations need be used ead the model cain be solved
exactly. Errors arlse ir. the TLM methud due only to how well the
model cox reaponds to the actual physical situation arid not fiou
the solution of that model.
Orlginall,, the scattering matrices for the nodes used in TU4 _
meshes were derived using a lumped eiemrijt equivalent of the node.
Recently, a syxtmetracil condensed node has been Introciuced N4]
which has many advantages over the pr'c'vtously used expanded and
asymmetrical condensed nodes. The scattering matrix for the
symmetrical condensed node Is derived by enforcign the Ma.xwell
equations at the center of each transsmission line element F5].
Figure 1 shows the expanded and symmetrical condensed TLM nodes.
The a"symetrical condensed node is obtained by removing the
transmission lines linking the individual shunt and series nodes
from the expanded node; these link transmission lines are
indicated by the arrows in Figure 1(a).
By adding short clrcuited, open circuited, and matched
transmission line stubs to the nodes, materials with arbitrary
permittivity, permeability, and conductivity cEui be modelled. In
addition, these stubs allow the use of arbitrarily shaped
traasmission line elements to bt. used in the mesh provided the
required Inductance and ca-pacltcan~c. .rCIUlrc to- 4- CI tu hCl C~i
,an be determined. While in prlnciple, arbitrary elerner&s •.ap be
used, m,-st applications to date have been limited to irr-egulaz-l
graded car'tesian meshes and cylindrical meshes [6]. Some work has
also been done Involving the use of meshes which are perturbed to
conform to the surface of oan arbitrary scatterer at th catterer
suu'ace in a regular cartesian mesh [7].
The symmetr'i(;al condensed node is a very signIficant advance
In the "MLA technique. Due to the complicated topology of the
expanded node mesh, Eraphic Input of problem data has proven to be
rather dilfflcult. AIlo, the field quantitles, which are available
at the Individual shunt and series bodes which make up the
expanded nude, are separated in space. The introductLon1 of the
aeaymetrical condeised no-•e simplified the problem of graphic aata
prepttJrat2.'I,, condensed all six field quant!i'oar to onu spatial
ySkV
Figure 1. 1hree d~morsional TLM nodes: (a) exparide~d riodc ijd b
s)'rntriecrical condetied node.
point, anc also made the nodal scattering calculatiors simplr and
more efficien'; however, this node has the disadvantage of bding
asymmetric and care must be taken when using this version of the
TLM algorithm - especially In unbounded field problems. The
symmetrical condensed node alleviates the difficulties associated
with both the expanded and asymmetric condensed nodes. In addition
to allowing easy graphic input of problem data, the scattering
calculations are also simpler and computationally more efficient
than for any of the previous nodes.
Waves that are propagating on a TLM mesh experience
dispersion due to the nature of the transmission line mesh. This
dispersion is a function of propagation direction on the mesh and
Is also affected by the addition of stubs for modelling .materials
and shapes of' elements. Limited theoretical analysis and extensive
numerical experimentation indicate that the dispersion 
-:
characteristics of the symmetrical condensed node mesh are
superior to the expanded node and asy~mmetric condensed node meshes
[6]. The effects of the mesh dispersion can be x',duced by using a
finer mesh. In general, we have found that an area of space which
has been dlscretized to adequately describe the electromagnetic
fields requires a mesh that Is already fine enough to make the
dispersion error negligible. Thus, after specifying the mesh for a
specific problem based on the expected field distribution, a
cursory check is usually all that is required to verify that mesh
dispersion will not have a signlficant affect on the results.
The development of time domain diakopltcs for use In the TLM
method has proven to be a very powerful tool for electromagnetic
computations [M]. The diakoptilc process allows, a large problem to
'},iJ,.""..
-ir4u~z ~j'~~,4 '' TAY
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be broken into smallur substructures which are solved separately.
The solutions for each substructure are then joined using a
connection algorithm to yield the solution to the complete
problem. The advantage of diakoptics is 'that if the geometry of
the scatterer changes in one of the substructures then only that
single substructure must be re-solved and then connected to the
solution for the rest of the problem. The density of the mesh in a
substructure can also be made finer than In the others. This
allows areas with fine geometrical details to be modelled as
substructures with a very fine mesh. Figure 2 shows an exanple TLM
mesh which contains a substructu-e with a finer mesh than the
remaining space. The use of diakoptics permits a tremendous
improvement in computa.tional efficiency.
The applications of TLM in the area of electromagnetic
analysis and design have been extensive. The three dimensional TLM
method has been successfully used to predict the dispersion
characteristics of various microstrip integrated circuit
structures [9].The method has also been used for the prediction of
EMP hazards in aircraft where the induced currents in cable
bundles have been calculated (10]. Some preliminary work has also
been done in the area of electromagnetic imaging [Il1 where TLM
was used In conjunction with an optimization procedure to
reconstruct a two dimensional dielectric target. The
electromagnetic interactions of a charge bunch moving at
relativistic speeds in a high energy particle accelerator have
been predicted with a high degree of accuracy using a TLl model in
cylindrical coordinates [12]. Additional areas of applications
Involve analysis and design of magnetrons and travelling wave
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tubes, prediction of electrostatic discharge (ESD) In LSI
circuits, and transient analysis of cross talk In high density
VLSI interconnections. In addition to electromagnetic analysis and
design, the TIM method has also been applied to the modelling of
diffusion [131, and nonlinear networks [14].
III. GTEC: THE THREE DIMENSIONAL TLM COMPUTER CODE
A comprehensive computer progr-a package, GTEC (General TIM
Electromagnetics Code), has been developed based on the
symmetrical condensed TLM node [15]. The program is organized so
that it is user oriented and relatively easy to use. All of the
required input data that is necessary to describe the problem is
read in from a formatted data file that is assembled by the user;
thus, no programming is required for each new problem that is
solved.
The problem space is speclfied by Inputting the permittivity,
permeability, conductivity, and shape of each transmission line
element in the mesh. In widd)tlon, the reflection coefficient and
location of relectlvc boun.aries are specified. After Initializing
the ex-itation, Iterations based on the.- TLM algorithm commence.
After each iteration (time step), the field components are
calculated from the voltage pulses incident on each node and saved
at the user specified output points. Since the TLM output consists
of a series of Impulses in time, further processing is usually
required to obtain useful cutput data. The GTEC packag. contans
both Fourier traLsform and time domain convolutlon routines so
that both frequency and time domain data art akailabic,
The code also Implementv stepped Imped'ance boundaries [16]L
This type of boundary permits the modelling cf wavegulding
structures which are continuous in one coordinate direction to be
modelled on a mesh only two nodes In length regardless of the
structure's actual physical length in the continuous direction.
This drastically reduces computer time and memory requirements -
especially when low frequency results are required.
Special versions of the TLM field solver are available that
accumulate either the Fourier tranform or time convolution after
each iteration at a specified frequency or times. The advantage of
this scheme is that the Impulse response need not be saved at each
time step. While losing some generality, these versions of the
field solver require less memory than the uoual procedure. The
FourLer tranform version is especially useful when steady state
time harmonic results are desired.
ALW LM-19 tACV1=±Uj1U U11 t VrkA h LIZ 0 UPF4jiLULAS ULKUMe tl-
VMS version 4.4 operating system and is written in FORTRAN. The
program has been written in a modularized fashion in order to
maintain maximum versatility. This also allows future additions to
the code to be easily added to the total GTEC package. An example
of this is the addition of one of the optional field solvers
described above. Implementation into GTEC requires only that the
new field solver be linked with the rest of the package - no
programming or modification to other code segments is required.
A basic skele! 'lowchart for the TLM field solver Is shown
In Figure 3 (the main program driver and the graphics routines are
not shown in this figure). Detailed descriptions of the program
operations and of all of the subroutines in GTEC are c.ý.,%talned In
[151. tc
Present graphics capabilities in GTEC consist of provisions
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for plotting the? calculated data and for plotting, In three
dii'ension., the geometry of the structure being investigated.
Figure 4 shows the graphic output of an aircraft model that was
used to predict the EMP response of the aircraft. The graphic
verification of problem gecmetry is made, if desired, after the
input data table has been read in. As an example of a GTEC input
table, Figure 5 shows all of the input data required for solving
for the surface currents on the aircraft in Figure. 4 for an
Incident EMP pulse; again, reference is made to [15] for a
complete description of all input parameters.
Because of the inherent simplicity of the TLM algorithm, GTEC
is computationally efficient. For the examxple aircraft EMP
Interaction problem described above, the total CPU time required
for the TLM solution was anproximately 100 minutes on the VAY
11/780 for a 30 x 30 x 30 mesh size and 1 ns of prediction. As
seen from the input data of Figure 5, the topological simplicity
of the symmetrical condensed node makes data Input relatively
straight forward,
GTEC has been tested extensively on a wide range of
electromagnetic problems. In addition to EMP interaction problems
such as the aircraft descri.bed above, the code has been used to
predict dispersion in many different microstrip integrated circuit
structures. We have also used GTEC for the analysis of broadband
waveguides, and for predicting cross talk in high density VLSI
interconnects. Comparison with other computed data when available
has been very good. In addition, preliminary measurements on VLSI
interconnects show good agreement with the data predicted using
GTEC.




Figure 4. Graphic output for geometry of the aircraft used for EMP
analysis by GTEC.
0
2 2 0 1
EMP RESPONSE OF F-111 AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT
30 30 30 ! MESH DIMENSIONS
1 30 2,000000 ! X GRADE
0 0 0.000000
0 0 0.000000 ! Y GRADE
1 30 2.000000 ! Z GRADE
0 0 0.000000
0. 000000 0.000000 0.000000 ! LOWER BOUNDARIES
1 30 1 30 30 30 1 0.000000 ! MESH TRUNCATION
30 30 1 30 1. 30 2 0.000000 !
1 30 30 30 1 30 3 0.000000 !
14 17 18 18 13 13 3 -1.000000 ! WINOS (1)
14 17 18 18 le 18 3 -1.000000 ! " (2)
15 15 19 "1S 10 12 3 -. 000000 ! (3)
15 15 18 18 19 21 3 -1.000000 (4)
16 17 18 18 6 12 3 -1.000000 (5)
16 17 18 18 19 25 3 -1.000000 ! " (6)
22 25 18 18 13 13 3 -1.000000 ! HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS(7)
22 25 18 18 19 18 3 -1.000000 ! (8)
23 25 18 18 12 12 3 -1.000000 (9)
23 25 18 18 19 19 3 -1.000000 (10)
24 24 18 18 11 11 3 -1.000000 5 H (11)
24 24 18 18 20 20 3 -1.000000 (12)
20 25 19 20 15 15 1 -1.000000 5 VERTICAL STABILIZER (13)
22 25 21 22 15 15 1 -1.000000 a (14)
24 25 23 24 15 15 1 -1.000000 ! (15)
13 13 15 18 17 17 2 -1.000000 5 INTAKE COVERS (16)
13 13 15 18 14 14 2 -1.000000 f t (17)
12 24 18 18 14 17 3 -1.000000 ! FUSELAGE - TOP (18)
8 11 18 18 15 16 3 -1.000000 a (19)
6 7 16 16 15 16 3 -1.000000 5 H (20)
6 13 14 14 15 16 3 -1.000000 FUSELAGE - BOTTOM (21)
14 24 14 14 14 17 3 -1.000000 5 (22)
5 5 15 16 15 16 2 -1.000000 FUSELAGE - FRONT (23)
7 7 17 18 15 16 2 -1.000000 5 " (24)
24 24 15 18 14 17 2 -1.000000 ! FUSELAGE - BACK (25)
6 7 15 16 14 14 1 -1.000000 ! FUSELAGE - SIDES (26)
6 7 15 16 16 16 1 -1.000000 5 (27)
8 13 15 18 14 14 1 -1.000000 5 (28)
8 13 15 18 16 16 1 -1.000000 5 (29)
14 24 15 18 13 13 1 -1.000000 a (30)
14 24 !5 18 17 !7 i -i0• 00 f " (31)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000 0.000000
1 30 30 30 1 30 1 1.000000 ! EXCITATION PLANE
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000000
16 16 1 19 19 1 15 16 1 ! TEST POINTS
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
500 ! NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
Figure 5. Formatted input data file for the aircraft E1P
Interaction problem.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, two example problems that we have worked
with GTEC are presented; the first is the frequency domain
analysis of a fin line. Secondly, an exemplary result for the
aircraft EMP problem previously described will be given. These two
diverse applications of GTEC demonstrate the versatility of the
GTEC package.
The geometry used for the dispersion characterization of a
fin line is shown in Figure 6. The technique used is to resonate
a length of the finline and determine the resonant frequency of
the structure via the Fourier tranform of the impulse response.
Since the structure is continuous in the z coordinate direction, a
stepped Impedance boundary has been utilized to reduce computer
time and storage requirements. Symmetry in the y direction was
also exploited in the calculations. For a cavity length (in the z
direction) of 4mm, the GTEC analysis yielded b/A = 0.23, while the
hybrid two dimensional TLM transverse resonance analysis in [i-/I
yielded b/A = 0.25. By changing the cavity length, additional
resonances can be determined and from this data the dispersion
curve can be plotted.
As arn example of a time domain analysis with GTEC, the
results for the axial surface current at TP208 on the aircraft of
Figure 4 are presented in Figure 7. The excitation function used
is given by
EX- E0 [exp(-t/Tf) - exp(-t/rA)]
a = 7.112 mm
b = 3.556 ,mn
c = 4.0 mm.
d = 0.46228 mm 
-















E = 5.9? x 104 V/mo -.9
Tf = 245 x 10 s
T = 2.85 x 10-9 s.
The aircraft was assumed to be in flight for these calculations
(i.e., no ground plane was modelled). The results are in good
agreemeat with tnose calculated from other methods as presented in
[iS].
V. CONCLUSIONS
In its current form, GTEC provides a very pswerful
electromagnetic problem solving tool. Future developments to the
code include the addition of a general time domain diakoptics
routine. The incorporation of diakoptics will make the package
more efficient for design (synthesis) applications as well as
computationally more efficent for the analysis of many problems.
The direct calculation of radiated or scattered fields in the
far field region of a scatterer is not pratical with TLM due to
the size of the mesh that would be required. For this reason, a
near-to-far field tranformation algorithm will be added to the
GTEC package.
The addition of an extensive graphics package into the
program will eliminate the need for assembling the input data
table manually, and also enhance the output of the program. A
simple computer aided design (CAD) program is all that will Le
required to allow the geometry of the problem to be entered
graphically on a graphics device and then automatically cor.verted
to input data for the TLM solution.
Since the TLM algorithm is quite efficient, Impletentation on
a PC is very practical and a PC version of GTEC is currently under
development. In Its final form, the PC GTEC package will
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OBJECT-ORIENTED SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING
- A TRANSMISSION LINE CODE EXAMPLE OF 'SMART ARRAYS -
Daniel F. Higgins
1040 Veronica Springs Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 682-5248
Introduction
Arrays are data structures often used in many types of numerical
calculations. In traditional programming of finite-difference models, for example, one
usually just defines a set of arrays to represent a discrete version of some function of
space or time. Each array holds only numeric values representing the function of
interest, while all mathematical relationships between the values are built into
equations expressed inside the main program. An alternative to this approach uses
ideas recently popularized in newer computer languages - namely the concept of
"object oriented programrr;ng"1. In this case, an array can do more than just store data
(i.e. values); an q;ray may also contain the algorithms needed to calculate new values
and to do such things as display cell values or graphically plot relationships. Ono thus
thinks of the array as an "object" whic'. contains not only data, but also the instructions
on how to process or display the data it contains.
The ideas presented here started out as a time-domain finite-difference
model of a transmission line that was implemented using a commercial spreadsheet
program2. Use of the spreadsheet was very convenient because a one-dimensional
array could just be represented as a column in the spreadsheet and grLphic output
displays are easily generated. It was noted that spreadsheet cells can not only contain
_nrni vnhlt hNit qn • mqthAmntirqnl AnnrAnqinn that nan hA ti;Ad fnr rAnalrmilatinn thA
value. This suggested building a "smart array" with similar capabilities, but capable of
faster calculational speed than can be obtained with commercial spreadsheets. These
"smart arrays" warg then used to build a fin~te-difference code for calculating
transmission line transients.
'Smart Arrays'
Consider first the ordinary array as used in traditional programming
languages such as FORTRAN. One first has to tell the computer how large the array is,
using something like a DIMENSION statement. The computer then reserves an
appropriate amount of storage with one 'cell' for every element in the array. Typically,
the array name points to the first cell, and subsequent cells are sequentially arranged
in memory. One can usually carry out only two operations on each element of an array
- namely, putting a value irnto the cell, or removing a value from the cell. One can think
of the cell name cumbined with an index as referring to a specific location in memory,
and the contents of that memory location (address) is where the cell value is stored.
(See Figure 1 below.)
Reserves space for a 5 element array
D I AThe name 'AAA is associated with the
DIMENSION AA (5) address of the first element of the array
Stores the number 2.3 into the 2nd slot
A.AA (2) = 2.3 of the array
XXX AAA (3) Puts the 3rd element of AAA into the
variable XXX
AAA (1) = 1.1
AAA (2) = 2.3
AAA (3) - 2.6
AAA (4) = 4.3
AAA (5) = 5.5
Address Contents
Figure 1 - The Ordinary Array
Now consider the issue of how one might create an array which resembles
a column in a spreadsheet where each cell can contain a value and some
mathematical expression for calculating that value. In addition, other procedures for
manipulating array data should also be included as part of the array. The method used
in this work is represented in Figure 2, where each element of the array is represented
in memory by two cells. One of the cells contains the element value and the other
contains a pointer to a some expression or algorithm used to calculate the value. In
addition, each array has a pointer to what is called a dispatch table. This table
contains a list of actions which might be taken on the array. As indicated, one can not
only save and retrieve the values of individual elements of the array, but also change
the array size, change the pointers to the recalculation procedures, and execute the
recalculation procedures so that new values are stored in the value cells. Thus, a
'Smart Array' contains not only numerical data, but also all the procedures needed to
manipulate and update that data.
5 NEW.SVECTOR AAA
(AAA is associated with the
data structure shown below) Dispatch Table
pntr :NEW create new array
value-1 :DISCARD discard array
AAA (1) :AT address of element
pntLr-1 :TO save value in element
value-2 :FROM get value in element
AAA (2) :GETSIZE get array size
pntr-2 :SETS1ZE set array size
:SET set element pointer
value-3 :SET-ALL set all pointers
S(3) pntr-3 :EXEC execute element pointer




AAA (5) pntr-5 eg. 3.14156
"= 2 LAA(1) + 3. 0"
Figure 2 - The 'Smart' Array
One would create a 'smart array' named AAA with 5 elements with the
expression
5 NEW.SVECTOR AAA
(Note that the size of the array (5) precedes the word "NEW.SVECTOR" and the name
"AAA". This use of Reverse Polish notation is a feature of the Forth language used to
create the 'smart arrays'. Also, one-dimensional arrays are referred to a "Vectors" in
the actual implementation.) One would store the value 3.14 into the third element of
AAA with the statement
3.14 3 AAA :TO
while the value of the second element would be retrieved by
2 AAA :FROM
One could also increase the array size to 10 elements by entering
10 AAA :SETSIZE
Now assume that some calculational procedure called NEW.VALUE has been
defined. A pointer to that procedure is installed in all the cells of the array by the
statement
TOKEN.FOR NEW.VALUE AAA :SET-ALL
One can then use that newly installed procedure to recalculate new values for the
entire array by entering
AAA :EXEC-ALL
Procedures for individual elements in the array can be set or executed by using : SET
and :EXECUTE.
Note that the procedure in any cell can refer to other cells of the array. As in a
spreadsheet, it is convenient to be able to refer to a relative location within the array,
rather than an absolute position. Thus, each cell "knows" its own index and one can
reference that index using the word CURRENT-INDEX. The preceding cell thern has
an index of
(CURRENT-INDEX) - 1 and the following cell (CURRENT-INDEX) + 1. It is thus easy to
write a single procedure for referencing other coils by relative position.
The smart array obviously requires more memory for a give array size than a
conventional array due to the storage of a pointer with each value. (In this
implementation, pointers can be as small as 2 bytes, while the floating point value is 4
or 8 bytes long.) However, there is little execution time penalty for storing or retrieving
values since addition of the pointer just changes the amount of storage allotted for
each cell.
The 'smart arrays' discussed here have been implemented on an Apple
Macintosh'm microcomputer using the Forth computer language (specifically,
MacForth from Creative Solutions, lnc). Forth is a very powerful language that lets the
user build all sorts of extensions and special tools like these 'smart arrays'. Similarly,
the Macintosh has a number of capabilities that make studies like this one easy. For
example, 'smart arrays' are created arid stored in a region of dynamic memory called
the "heap", which is part of the Macintosh operating system. Array sizes can thus be
manipulated and changed in real time, after a program has been compiled. Array
coerations can thus be interactive, rather than depending on values entered before
compilation.
With large arrays, one would like an easy method of examining and
possibly editing the values of individual elements. This capability has been
implemented on the Macin tosh by the use of "Smart Windows", one of which is shown
in Figure 3. On the left is a scrolling list of array element values. Any value can be
selected and edited. The plot on the right shows a graphical plot of array values as a
function of index. One can attach any 'smart array' to such a 'smart window' and then
quick'y examine and edit array values.
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Figure 3 - A 'Smart Window' for the Display and Editing of 'Smart Array' Values
Transmission Line Analysis
Now consider the problem of a time-domain transmission line 3'4 . Such a
line is characterized by currents and voltages along the line which are functions of
space and time. The current and voltage are determined by the four line parameters,
capacitance, inductance, resistance, and conductance per-unit-length, which may also
be functions of position and time, the driving voltage scurce per-unit-length, and the
boundary conditions at the ends of the line. The two transmission line equations are
differential equations describing the relationships between these functions.
One method for solving the transmission line differential equations is to
form an approximately equivalent set of finite-difference equations where a discrete
finite-difference mesh is used to represent space and time. In particular, the spatial
mesh can be represented by a number of discrete cells in an array. One can then
derive expressions for the values of the current and voltage at a "new" time step in
terms of the "old" values. In particular, one can write the new current in terms of the old
current at the same location and the old voltage at cells on either side of the cell being
considered, with similar expressions available for the "new" voltage. This whole
finite-differencing process is summarized in Figures 4-6; this basic method of
finite-difference solution is fairly well known5-8 .
Now, one can use 'Smart Arrays' to represent the spatial current and
voltage meshes. Each element of the array refers to a particular location. One can then
write a procedure corresponding to the equations in Figure 6 which give the new value
in terms of the old values. This procedure for calculating the new values is then stored
in the pointer cell of each e!ament of the smart array. Each cell of the array then
"knows how" to update its own value; for example, values of tie voltage array, VVV, for
the next time step are obtained by simply executing VVV :EXEC-ALL, while a similar
expression will update the current array.
In order to keep the calculation quite general, the four line parameters are
also implemented as smart arrays. Update procedures would be used if these line
parameters were time dependent, or dependent on the current or voltage. (Otherwise,
one would not use any update procedure.) A complete time step update thus might
look like the following:
TI1E = TIME + DT
LL :EXEC-ALL \ Update the inductance if not constant
\ Update other line parameters
VS :EXEC-ALL upd~ate te voltage source array
VVV :EXEC-ALL \ Update the voltage array
III :EXEC-ALL \ Update the current array
The time-stepping process is thus effectively isolated from the algorithm used to
handle the spatial relationships. One can then assign the current and voltage arrays to
"Smart Windows" so that the current and voltage spatial distributions can be displayed
as time-stepping moves forward. (Figure 3 shows a voltage array.)
Why Use 'Smart Arrays" ?
"The various elements of this approach are really identical with those used
in more traditional finite-difference calculations. The difference is in how the elements
are arranged and ordered. Data and algorithms are compartmentalized in a different
manner with 'smart arrays' which can have certain advantages. For example, with
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'smart arrays' one can experiment with alternative spatial differencing schemes
withnut uhanging or re-compiling the basic time stepping loop. One simply changes
the procedure pointer for the arrays. Or one can chang. the time dependence of the
line parameters after the rest of the code is compiled. Attaching an array to a 'Smart
Window' and being able to see the values as the calculation proceids is also a very
useful debugging tool. Programmer-code interaction is thus simplified by the
compartmentalization achieved with these techniques.
Another reason for considering these methods is simply that it is a different
way of looking at a problem. Adopting a different point-of-view is often very useful in
gaining a better understanding of basic mechanisms even though the final numerical
re,,,ults may not be any different than previously achieved with alternative methods.
A basic reason for developing the 'smart arrays' concept is the desire to
simplify the scientific programming process. At present, the scientist or engineer
spends too much time worrying about the detalis of his code instead of trying to
understand the physical mechanisms being investigated. It was thus hoped that the
development of "smarter* computer tools would help alleviate this problem.
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CALCULATION OF ANTENNA INPUT IMPEDANCE
USING
FIO'ITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN
K. S. KUNZ AND R, J. LUEBBERS
ELECTRICAL ENGTNEERING DEPARTEIENT
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16802
S . . .• , • . •.•;,•,•. • .. . . - - --M~r . -. ,•, _ .. .• • ••
DEFINITION OF' FINITE DIFFEPENCE TIME DOMAIN (FDTD) TECHNIQUE
AND THE METHOD OF MOMENTS (MOM)
FDTD based on linearized, central differenced time domain
Maxwell curl equations, i.e.,
VxE . H (,) (t 1 ) At nE (tn+1) -AE (tn+l)at t.n+l X n I AZ by
Iy(tn+I) =
tz(tn+l) =
where at the surface of a metal Escat - Einc
MOM, as applied here, divides a wire into subsections and
obtains a generalized impedance matrix [Z) to describe the
electromagnetic interactions between wire subsections, i.e.,
[-IZ [ I) Iv]
where (11 is a matrix describing the currents on the
subsection, IV] the electric field excitation at a single
frequency on the same subsections. From a know [Z) and
Iv], 1]1 can be found using stdndard matrix manipulations
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO TECHNIQUES
FDTD
- time domain formulation
- best with volumetric scatterers
- approximate/engineering code
- good with lossy dielectrics including anisotropic
- well suited to interior coupling problems
•MOM
- frequency domain formulation
- best with thin wires
- very accurate
- complex lossy dielectrics not readily modeled
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- placed over complex shapes/complex materials
"* FDTD good for handling above complexities
"* Need to know what are the effects of the complexities and what
are the limits of FDTD with respect to a simple antenna, i.e.,
- %.Ayflandc ra
- DC limit
- upper frequency limit
- fidelity/accuracy
* Can then begin to separate contributions
THIN WIRE MODEL
a Dipole Antenna
a Line of Escat - Einc field components define the arms
a Approximately 2/3 cell thick
* Cells 1 cm high, 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm in cross section
* 24 cell arms
- extra open cell between arms for Voc predictions
(Isc predictions use continuous 48 cell wire)
- Gaussian excitation - e folds in 16 At, truncated at 64 At
* Problem space (6 x 64 x 16 cells)





Gaussian 24 cells Gaussian
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EVALUATION
• Covers broaii frequency range - many resonances
• - 120 dB dynamic rdnge
"• Resonances match MOM to within - 10% in frequency and - 10% in
amplitude
"* Below first resonance, near DC, phase error leads to large non
zero resistance error in the admittance -




"• Usable engineering model
"° Need Lo refine model of error sources
ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN
DEMONSTRATION FOR THE CLASSROOM
R. J. Luebbers and K. S. Kunz
Department of Electrical Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
arid
K. A. Chamberlin
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824
ABSTRACT
At Penn State a graduate level course is offered in computational
electromagnetics. This originally included applications of the method
of moments and the geometrical theory of diffraction. The approach
taken is to require students to write programs "from scratch" to
analyze, for example, scattering from a lossy wire or from a circular
disk using appropriate techniques. No "canned" programs are utilized
in the course.
Recently the course content was expanded to include the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) technique. In order to reduce the
complexity of the coding, the finite difference equations of the
original Yee formulation (K. S. Yee, IEEE AP Trans., 14, 302-307,
1966) were reduced to one dimension. The resulting FDTD code is
capable of analyzing propagation through a planar stratified medium of
arbitrary permittivity, permeability, and conductivity for normal
incidence. This formulation permitted demonstration of the basic
elements of the method while greatly reducing the coding effort. The
pulse shape, time step size, absorbing boundary conditions,
dispersion, precursor energy, etc. could be investigated and displayed
in a straightforward way.
The resuIlts obtained were transformed to the frequency domain via
a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), allowing computation of, for
example, the complex reflection coefficient vs frequency for a planar
stratified material slab. This allowed the students to connect the
FDTD results to frequency domain results with which they were already
familiar. The one-dimensional FDTD clearly allowed the students to
gain insight into the method, perhaps better than if they had to cope
with a two- or three imensional formulation.
ONE-DIMENSIONAL FDTD FORMULATION
In order to reduce the complexity of programming and displaying
FDTD computations we formulate the difference equations in one
dimension. If we arbitrarily choose to retain Ey and Hz with
propagation in the x direction, and assume "real" c and r, then
Maxwell's equations become
3E I 3H
S.... (yZx - a E)
at x y (1)
811 1 3E
- - -v (2)
Following Yee's notation we let x = i-Ax, t - n -At, and Fn(i) -
F(i.Ax, n-At), where F is any field component. Still following Yee's
approach we interleave Ey and Hz in space and time, and specify c, p,
and u at discrete points (actually layers for our 1-D formulation).
After approximating the differential equations as difference equations
and simplifying we easily obtain
En+1( ) - ( AtoCi) ) ny() _ At [Hn+1/ 2 (J+1/ 2) _ n+1/ 12 (i-1/2)]y c(i) y Axs(i) - Z z 3
/ (i+1/2) -Hn/(1+1/2) - "'t [En (+I) - Ey(I)] (4)
Z -z Axp(i+1/2) y y
Equations (3) and (4) are readily programmed for solutlon by iteration
of each equation alternately.
One special case which should be considered Is high values of
conductivity a. The above difference equations cannot be numerically
evaluated for high a values, yet reflections from, for' example, lossy
materials backed by a good conductor are of common interest. In order
to avoid this problem good conductors are modeled as perfect
conductors by explicitly setting Ey to zero at conductor locations.
The next considerations are the stability and accuracy
constraints on Ax and At. It must be pointed out that Ax must be much
less than the minimum wavelength of interest and the minimum scatterer
dimension for good accuracy. For stability, time steps must be small
enough so that field values can affect only nearest neighbors during
one time step internal. For our 1-D equations an adequate stability
criterion is
c.At <Ax (5)
where c is the speed of light. A safe choice i•
c.At - 0.5-Ax (6)
and this is used for all of the examples in this paper.
We must also consider excitation of the difference equations.
One can discuss different pulse shapes relative to their frequency
content. A traditional choice is the Gaussian pulse. If we let Eo be
the peak amplitude, xp be the original location of the peak, and
2.IP-Ax be the pulse width to .O01-Eo amplitude, then the Gaussian
pulse electric field is given by
Ey - EO exp [-(x - Xp - ct)2] (7)
with
in (0.001) in (0.001) (8)
(IP-Ax) 2  (IP-2.C-At) 2
Writing (7) as a difference equation suitable for exciting a
propagating wave, we have, with Xp = IPC.Ax locating the initial
position of the pulse peak,
E° (i) = Eo exp [-In (0.001) • (i - IPC )21 (9)y IP
For propagation in the plus x direction the corresponding magnetic
field is given as
HZ''(i + 1/2) e exp [-ln(0.001) -/4 )•I (10)ZO IP
where Zo I1 the impedance of free space.
The final consideration before programming the above equations is
absorbing pulses as they are incident at the limits of the problem
space. Significant literature exists on FDTD absorbing boundary
conditions, but as our problem formulation allows only normal
incidence the problem is considerably simplified over 2- and 3-D
formulations. An adequate absorbing boundary condition is given by
Mur (G. Mur, IEEE EMC Trans., 23,-377-382, 1981) which can be reduced
to one dimension. However, due to lack of sufficient time to
incorporate general boundary conditions, and due to the simplification
of always having normal incidence at the boundary, the pulses incident
on the boundary are directly zeroed out as they reach the boundary
(the entire pulse is zeroed at once). It is anticipated that the next
time the course is taught more effort will be expended on the
absorbing boundary conditions, perhaps illustrating the relative
effects of different formulations.
Some examples of the results which can be obtained using the
above are illustrated In figures 1-3, which show electric field vs
position at different time steps for a 210 picosecond Gaussian pulse
incident on a 2.4 cm thick dielectric slab with er - 4 backed by a
perfect conductor, with Ax - 0.0015 m. These computations were done
using a personal computer. A demonstration program with menu-driven
choices of dielectric slab material and thickness, pulse width, etc.,
which allowed the user to watch the pulses propagate and interact with
p £lldar 5tratlfed h(ilanigea inL ýfcnstitutlve pauetei Was rltte. an
provides an excellent means to demonstrate the technique graphically.
Using this program the effects of the frequency content of the
Gaussian pulse on the stability of the difference equations can be
illustrated. Figure 4 show the effect of reducing the pulse width
from the 210 picoseconds used in figures 1-3 to 115 picoseconds. The
resulting pulse dispersion is clearly evident and illustrates one of
the fundamental limits of the method.
TRANSFORMATION TO FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The effect of frequency content of the Gaussian pulse on pulse
dispersion leads naturally to consideration of transforming the time
domain results to frequency domain. One can begin by calculating the
bandwidths of the 210 and 115 picosecond pulses used previously and
showing that the shorter pulse contains significant energy at
frequencies such that the c-onstraint of Ax<< "minimum wavelength" is
violated, explaining the dispersion of the pulse.
The next step is to actually transform calculation results to the
frequency domain. The example which was chosen to illustrate this was
determination of the frequency domain reflection coefficient for a
pulse incident on a slab using FDTD time domain computations.
We have already seen samples of time domain calculations in
figures 1-3. Similar calculations must progress through enough time
steps so that the pulse amplitudes have decreasel to very low values.
The electric field amplitude at the x coordinate just in front of the
dielectric vs time !.s stored. Thie results in values of total
electric field vs time at the surface of the slab. (E ot (if).
We then remove the slab and excite the problem again with free space
everywhere, again saving the electric field vs time at the same
location as before. This gives us the incident electric field at the
front of the slab (En (if)) vs time. For each time step theinc f
refleeted field is given by
En (nf) -n i - )n
ref f tot (if inc f
,or our example problems it. was found that taking 4096 total time
steps was sufficient to determine the total field. The incident field
could be determined with just enough time steps to allow the pulse to
pass by the position of the slab interface, with zeros used to pad the
incident field to 4096 if necessary. Let us denote NTOT as the number
of time steys to determine the total_ field (4096 for- our example3) and
NINC as the nunber &f t].me stepe. for te incident field (128 was A
sufftcient for this). For th -,iamplos shown Ax - 0.0015 m, At - 2.5
picosecond, the Gaussian pr;_no width is 1iSO picoseconds (IP ,- 18), and
all dielectric slabs are S O , M0 -Ax) thick.
The Ciscrete Foutrier transformT (DFT) Is given by
NT-i
e(kAf) - At E ~ (ni) exp [-J2rnk/N'r] (12)
n•O
After considering the slab thickness relative to the frequency
content of the Gaussian pulse it seemed desirable to have results at
frequency intervals o) approximately 25 MHz. For a power of 2
transform we chose NT_ _ 16,384 restlting in A 1!/(NT-At) =0 , 2 I1,
MHz. We further, estimated that our maximum frequency of 6nterest
would oe 10 GHz, so that we were interestea in the first 410
frequencies (k - 1,410) of the DFT. Ouo DFT expressions for the
incident and reflected fields became
NINC
einc (:Af) )At EInc (i,.)ex [-j2Ink/iN] (13)
n-0
NTOT
eref (kAf) - At E n (I f) exp [-j2ink/NT] (14)
'ef n-0 ref f
K ~ v>s,
4 tt' AY. 5




The above computations could have been done somewhat faster using an
FFT algorithm. But the savings of using the FFT vs the direct
computation would be diminished over the usual since we are only
interested in 410 values out of 16,3814 and since we only have 4096
non-zero terms in our direct summation.
Let us consider some examples of applying the above transforms.
First we show in figure 5 the frequency spectrum of our incident
Gaussian pulse computed from equation (13). This incident pulse is
used for all of the following reflection coefficient computations.
Normalizing the reflected to the incident field for computation of the
reflection coefficient as indicated in equation (15) simultaneously
corrects for the frequency roll-off of the incident pulse while
providing the phase reference for the reflection coefficient.
geometries are shown in figures 6-9. Figure 6 is for a slab with Er
4, 9 cm thick. Note that the slab has a minimum reflection
coefficient (it should be zero) when the slab is a multiple of 1/2
wavelength thick, and a maximum reflection coefficient of 0.6 at odd
multiples of 1/14 wavelength In thickness as it should. The accuracy
decreases at higher frequencies, perhaps due to the Imperfect
absorbing boundary conditlons.
' I
Fig-u-e, 7 is for the same 9 cm thick cr - slab but backed by a I.
perfect conductor. The refleotton coefficlent magnitude should be '4
exactly I for all frequencies, but a periodic er-Oi, g•reatest when the e
slab is an od-i multiple of 1 A wavelength thick, is evident in the i
results,
Figure 8 is for the same 9 cm thick: Lr 4 J slab bachced by a
perfect conductor but with a uniýorrn conductIvIty a - 1.0 S/m
throughout the slab.
Finally figure 9 has the conductivity linearly inc'ease froom 0.01
S/m at the front of the slab to 1 .0 S/m at the back of the :al]ab. It
would be instructive to provide for the direct frequency domaiui
calculations to compare with these resul.ts, and it is hoped that this
will be accomplished the next time the course Is taught.
j 1",'
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A HIGH FREQUENCY REFORMULATION OF THE FDTD ALGORITHM
IN GENERALIZED COORDINATES
M.A. Fusco and M.V. Smith
Lockheed R&D Division
3251 Hanover St., Palo Alto, CA 94304-1187
0/92-20, B254E
The Finite Difference-Time Domain algorithm first propounded by Yee (K. Yee,
IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., AP-14, no.3, 302-307, 1966), and since elaborated on
by several authors (A. Taflove and M.E. Brodwin, IEEE Trans. Mici'owave Theory Tech.,
MTT-23, 623-630, 1975; K. Umashankar and A. Taflove, IEEE Trans. Electromagn.
Comnat., EMC-24, no.4, 397-405, 1982; Fusco, to be published) is, in its conventional
form, essentially a low to intermediate frequency method. The limitations are imposed
by computer resource requirements, and FDTD practitioners have hitherto anticipated
advances in computing power to be able to extend the domain of applicability of FDTD
methods to higher frequencies.. In this paper a procedure is presented which greatly reduces
computer resource requirements for a given body size-wavelength ratio. The procedure con-
sists of filling the comnutational space with the incident radiatior, (a- if the scatt.rp.r wprp
not present), then turning the scatterer 'on' and allowing the FDTD algorithm to run its
course. Qualitative arguments suffice to show that this leads to the correct solution.
The method applies to arbitrarily shaped conductors and dielectrics in two and three
dimensions and can easily reduce CPU times by orders of magnitude. A significant side
benefit, resulting in further savings, is that a large class of problems can be solved without
having to implement a radiation boundary condition. Results for the two-dimensional casc
of a TM-polarized plane wave incident on an infinite circular cylinder with KA = 92 have
been obtained by working in generalized, numerically defined coordinatea, which obviates
the need to staircase the scatterer. These results have been found to be in excellent
agreement with results from a modal expansion code and will be presented herein, along




2. Maxwell's equations in integrai form applied te an arbitrary contour.
3. Discretization of Maxweil's equations.
4. Treatment of scatterers in the FDTD scheme.
5. Simple one-dimensional illustration of radiation boundary coudition.
6. Advantages oi' curvilinear approach.
7. Disadvantages of curvilinear approach.
8. Results for conducting circular cylinder ,f KA = 5 for TE polarization,
9. Results for square conducting cylinder in circular grid - body currents for TM
polarization. Results from present work are shown as open circles-
10. Results for square conducting cylinder in circular grid at oblique incidence - body
currents for TM polarization. Results from present work are shown as open circles.
11. Placement of field components at singularity for TM polarization.
12. Constraints on the sizes of the space and ti-e increments imposed by the wavelength
of the incident radiation.
13. Illustration of variable time stepping.
14. Time dependence of electric field at singularity for TM polarization. Results obtained
with singularity processing and variable time stepping with a ratio of five.
16. High frequency initialization.
16. Further description of high frequency arproach.
17. Justification for correctness of high frequency approach. I,
18. Computer loading trade - standard curvilinear vs. high frequency FDTD.
19. High frequency results - bistatic scattering crossection for circular conducting cylinder
with KA = 93 in TM polarizatiou.
20. Square cylinder embedded in a dense circular grid. KA4 = 37, A=half'iide.
21. Bistatic radar crossection for square cylinder in 20. Field incident normally on a face.
22. Near fields for square cylinder. Electric field on illuminated face as a function of time.
23. Near fields for square cylinder. Electric field on dark fac,4 ats a function of time.
24. Near fields for square cylinder. Tangential magnetic field halfway 'oetweon scatterer
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USE OF FREQUENCY-DERIVATIVE INFORMATION TO RECONSTRUCT AN
ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSFER FUNCTION
G. J. Burke, P.O. Box 5504, L-156, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, CA 94550
E. K. Miller, Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
ABSTRACT
A need to determine the electromagnetic response of an object over a specified frequency band is
frequently encountered in numerical modeling. This is typically done using many successive evaluations
of a moment-method (MM) model over the frequency range of interest, leading to possibly excessive
computer time if many frequency samples are required. One way of reducin•g the number of frequencies at
which the MM calculation must be done is by introducing a priori knowledge of the expected frequency
behavior in the form of a model, a pole series for example. The model could also be based on frequency
samples or on frequency derivatives of the responre exploiting the fact that these derivatives can be
obtained recursively using significantly less time than that needed to develop the initial impedance and
admittance matrices. Both of these approaches are discussed here.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic response of an antenna, propagation path, or a scatterer is most often needed over a
spectrum of frequencies rather than at just one or a few isolated frequency points. This is increasingly the
case as the operating bandwidths 01 systems increase or their transient responses are required.
For various reasons, including the fact that most electromagnetic textbook,; and courses continue to
emphasize time-harmonic analysis, development of wideband spectral responses or even a short-pulse
transient response is most often based on using a set of discrete frequency samples. Unfortunately, the
samples used and their spacing in frequency seem to be determined more often by the esthetic
appearance of straight-line or other low-order interpolation rather than by exploiting the underlying physics
of the phenomenon being modeled. The result can be that many more frequency samples are used than
should be necessary from sampling requirements based on information theory, with a consequent but
avoidable increase in the cost of the associated computation or measurement.
As an aiternaitive to !his interpoiaiory approach, perhaps best described as curve-fitting , we develop and
demonstrate two sampling techniques which incorporate a model of the expected behavior based on
electromagnetic physics, which can be called "model-based parameter estimation" (MBPE). An example of
this idea, applied in a quite different context, Is that of replacing the Sommerfeld integrals which occur in
the interface problem by simple analytical approximations whose amplitudes are determined numerically by
matching them to accurately computed Sommerfeld integrals [Burke and Miller (1984)]. A more thorough
discussion of MBPE applications in electr3magnetics Is given by Miller (1987).
One MBPE approach uses ordinary discrete frequency samples to develop a functional representation of
the sought-for frequency response. The second takes advantage of an evidently previously unused
property of the moment-method impedance and admittance matrices to obtain derivatives of the frequency
response for much less computational cost than that required to obtain the original response at that same
frequency. Each approach utilizes the mathematical property that the frequency response is well
approximated by a rational function or ratio of two polynomials ( the model) in which the variable is the
complex frequency and In which the parameters are the poly'nomlal coefficients. The problem then
becomes one of determining numerical values for the unknown coefficients which appear in the rational
function by using whatever appropriate data might be available. As we will show, the possibility then also
arises of developing a generalized moment-method admittance matrix whose coefficients are themselves
functions of complex frequency, leading to further interesting ramifications for obtaining and representing
both spectral aetd temporal responses. The use of both frequency sampling and frequency-derivative
sampling is summarized below, followed by representative numerical examples which illustrate application
of the latter.
II. "440DEL-BASED PARAMETER ESTIMATION
A. A Polynomial Representation
Development of a frequency-sampled MBPE electromagnetic transfer function requires
frequency samples of the response which is to be estimated and an appropriate model whose parameters
are to be evaluated numerically from those samples. The approach taken here originates from the
Singularity-Expansion Method [Baum (1976)] in using a pole series in complex frequency s = G+j0o having
the form
P R a R
F(s) = Fp(s) + Fnp(S) = I (S Rs + aCI s
(1)
where the polynomial Fnp(s) accounts for the nonpole (except for possible s = 0 poles) portion of F(s), and
in Fp(s) the 2P parameters Ra and sa are the residues or amplitudes of the response and the
corresponding poles, respectively. We note that the nonpole part of Eq. (1) as used here is assumed to
have polynomial terms in complex frequency extending from powers of -Q to +R. Also observe that while
the number of poles is theoretically Infinite, a computationally impractical situation, here we are concerned
with developing an approximation tc F(s) over a limited frequency band so that the numoer of poles
needed in the model will be relatively small, say 10 or fewer, and problems associated with ill conditioning
might be avoided. This presumes that two or more different models might be used to cover a wider
frequency band. The difference between models in overlapping frequency intervals could provide an error
measure for an adaptive-sampling scheme, as briefly discussed in Seciion V beiow.
Upon transforming Eq. (1) Into least-common denominator form, we obtain the rational-function
counterpart
F(s) - N(s)/D(s) (2a)
for which a more convenient computational version is obtained by multiplying by D(s) to get
F(s)D(s) = N(s) (2b)
The nuri efrillra ridr an 1 Iif Iina i l:ý lyI KIIliall are i v l l pa ,ivaly by
N(s) . NO + Nlsl + N2s 2 +. .. + Nnsn (3a)
and
D(s) - [Do + DI.,1 + D2s2 +... DdsPlsQ (3b)
with terms of maximum order given by n - P 4. R - 1 and d - P + Q ,respectively, in the numerator and
denominator. We next discuss how the numerator- and denominator-polynomial coeflicients can be
computed using frequency sampling or frequency-derivative sampling of the transfer function F(s). For
simplicity, we limit our discussion here to the cases where Fnp(s) . 0 for frequency sampling and Fnp(S) =
constant for frequency-derivative sampling, (i.e., Q - R . Co - 0 and Q - R - 0, respectively). We also
assume that only the number of samples needed for computing the nimber of unknown polynomial
coefficients is employed, i.e., an overdeterrnined system is not used.
B. Computing Model Coefficients Using Frequency Samples
The coefficients of Eq. (3) can be found if samples Fi - F(s=Xi), for i - 0, 1, ... , 2P + 1, ... of the
response-function F(s) are available, which for real-frequency sampling means that Xi -- j(i. Although there
seem to be 2P + 1 unknown coefficients in Eq. (3) as written, at least one of these must be specifled
independently to obtain an inhomogeneous set of equations, a conclusion that can also be reached by
noting thai theve are only' 2P uviknown coefficients repiasu.Ited by Ra and s~x. Furthermore, those 2P
co)mplex paramrete6rs represent only 2P real unkniowns because the poles and residues occur in conjugate
pairs, Which also mneans tha~t the numerator- and denominator-polyriomiai coefficients are real as well.
Although any one or the 2.1 + I numneratcr- and denominator-polynom~ial coefficients could be specified,
this is usuially accomplished oy setting Dd r.I, as is done here.
The resUlting procedure may be regarded as~ a log'ical extension of Prony's Method which was 0developed
originally for an eAponential, rather than a pole, se ries. For this reason the technique summarized below
has been referred to as "Freq-iency-Dornain Prony" [Britingham, et. al. (1976)], althiough it is better known
as rational -function approximation.
In sampled tor~n, Eq. (12bý is given by
F-I)(Yj) =N(Xi); I - 0, 1, 2, . ,n4-d-1 -2P-1,,. (4)
which r~fuceti to the fcolo~ing syatemn of equatibns [Miller (1987)]
"(OF .. P 1 ... P1
F0  0F Xo- F0  -1 -X0  -Xe- Do X0F0
P-1 P-1F, X1F1  X, F, -1 -X 1  _X 1-X X1 F,
Dp-
. . . .NoI. ... **, ~X'p- 2F2 P-.2
~ 2P-1 X2p..I1F2P 1  X2! 1F2P.-1 -1 ->X2P.. -X2PP- _j PNp 2-12j--
(5)
Tlio rational -func-tion approximation to tWe samnpled transfer function is thereby obtained in terms of the
froquerncy--sampled -data 5ý:i by solving Eq. (5) for the numerator- ani denomrirtator-polynomnial coefficients.
At thi-, poini, the mcdo' calculation has been comploted, although as a further step we could also obtain
?he system poles, arid zorous by solv'ing D(s) -0 -D(sc) ar~l N(z) - 0 - N(zo).
C. Cornpitru Mczdel Coetillc~lont UsIng FreqLuency-Derlvative Samplios
'1Hi spine rotit-n:4 furiCýinn r-fr)odol c..Ip t'f ipISC] whr.qjit fre irnnirv-dik~rivnfv cpms~nt-d. qrin
wnfployet! riA:'.e3r kh--n frequoticy F~irnrplPk.. Starting w~th REq. (2) arnd Lupon dillerentistinig t times with respect
tý 5; and diopping th'o ex1Iit-i s depcrndenrv, 1iiere resullts t1ir. followirig equations
P)+ Yft::"' - N (0)
F-"D +- O2FD' + FD` r N"
FIT + + VFr)" -
0,t7T + trlp-I)D(1) + . t~Fr~~~I+ I-rrt N~t
where 0-r,s rVis!(iý--s)II lý ;he binomnial "',~v~ti Te sys~er of I., I oquitions in Eq. (6) ('hwsoe ara I
Ireq'uancy-deulvatlvo) sai;-opias pll'iý tho oriq!nidi firequuency omiI jrový'ies lho rf'raicr, 1rrr whlýh t91
model cooffii.;,'nts car, ,)e founcd K~t~1 1 4 1.Wlhk)iv ' ina 1 ,L.()ccrb.,iiwptody bimQ
s - (I' blncu s can roprý,sent too varuatior' Iii frequerw~y Xx~otai lia poiDII %'Ir filef~~'di#l
sarnpleG arc- ol: tameod. Wo tZhý!i ir Vi the frjllotnint zg iv!ox vvpsc'~~ for tno inkl'mWr nu:'nurator- arv(d
druromiriator- polynomial rvefloknls
"It 'i" I I'l . - I I
1 01... 0 0 0 ' 0O NC_ F0
0O1* -F0  0 ... N, F,
0 0. 0 -F., -F 0  . 0
0 0 1 -F2  -F Nn
00"0 
-F 2
o 0 0 -F~- -Fa~d- 2  -,F- L- 6_-Fd
where the samples are now Fmj m!F(m). As noted above for firequency sampling, at least one coorfficient
of the two polynomials must be specified to render the systert; Inhorniogeneous. Wo hE~i3 chosen here to
use D0 - I,
This linear system, solution of which yields the coefficients of the rationa~unction model for a transfer
function based on frequency-derivative samples, Is sorrewhat similar to that pio.6r~sd above for
frequency samplino. The approach summariz'ed here is known as Pade mp~roximaliorI [Jones (1970)],
although we might regard it as a further generalization ot the various a~tf nsions :,f Ptoniy's Mrithcd as
disOussad above and elsewhere [Miller (1987)]. Ali of these variations of the baslý; Prcn, i Mthod have the
goal of using computed or measured data to develop a numerical mode' tor som-e phenomnenological
~~~~~~~~~~: n.kI. ~ . ~ ~ I., 4.,r~re7 iE~ ~ nfl-Ie -v a c-arn4_ ef rvdaot nifhnrrieh no
noed above in Eq. (1), sz,-rne nonpole (or ncinexponen'tia;) ternis can also hv, ip-Iluded. In the neya section,
we discuss how ihe frequency derivat!Ves of the response can be tound as a generalization of a
raamnent-racthod model.
* Ill. COMPUTING FREQUENCY DERIVATIVES IN A MOMENT-METHOD MODEL
iA. The Basilc llooa
A6 noted abcve, the coefficients needed to numerically quantify the pole-series or
rational-function model for the transfor functon of interest can in principal be outalnei from whatever
l,frMatitnn li a ft-~ c rhn nJicLirnnthiU tri iinn Ardw~ frantmard,iv VamflA" w" ieh aIthotinhi a
s'fai.9hlforwr'ird eapprwac~h ol,,rs no further computational efflfrency beyond reduving the number of actual
saMpieF reluiridý, we naw consioder uting frequency derivatives of the responss. The basis for the
tF-,uhniqu"ý ý, duo to lm:arlier work by one of the authors (Burke) as rerorted In M'Nij, et. al. (1970). As we will
show, thsý adlditionzi.1 programmning complexity, that arlsos In compjiting fiequency derivatives from a
m'3mcnt'-rnfAt-.od rro~al can be vwmpensvaed by a further reduction hi ovoiiaIl cornp-ker time.
* Cr wr~i~n the r on ont-inelhod aquatinns that arise from an Irtegral-equation forrmulation In matrix form, wo
tla"6. tho imý ida%.3e oeluation
N
(8a)
wheso 4", 1 trL V itre the usual Imnpodan-e matrix and the current and voltage vactois, respectively. A
* esolutwo for 1:); currf,- - cwn Ilion be lorinally written as an afmhtar"c equation
N
where the matrix Y is the if terse of Z. We should note how'xer that thu approach, dovelcpe here for the
frequency derivatives could be Implemented using L.U ka~jctocizaion, iter.Wdori, or any other solution
method.
Now let us differentiate the impedance equation with retspedl to freqte~ncy,. firomp vvhkch we obAiL-
N
D ii + 4,IA) =
where the prime denotes a frequency derivative. A solution o? the differentiated impadWanoe equation for
Jhe dilterentiated current can then be written
N N
ii i = -~~
(9b)
wheie we observe that while the differentiated impedance matrix rappears as part o' a modified
right-hand-side of the differentiated admittance equation, I' is given in terms of an undifferentiated
aidmittanice mnatrix. Computing the differentiated current thius requires an additional number of
computations beyond those needed for solution of the undifferentiated current proportional to N2 rather
rather than iteration).
Continuing this process, Pje find thai the rith frequancy derivative of the current is given by
Jfl.X' V I, v~) -'dmra- Ii
~~ Y-.d 1A ~~k
whore .again Cn~k is the binornial coofficiant and the superszriiA in parenthesis indicaces differontilion with
respec to frequency of the order indicatoj., This equation is essentially Identical in form to Eq. (6), and~
demronstrates the strnilarity taetwsoxn the difiorertiated rational-function andJ the moment-method models.
It is especially imporlant to obipervc that rI'lorisalon about the nith frequency derivative of the current
continues to require a compute.; tiniea prooptortioal Wo N2. Expruscod in another way, each additional
fi.OqL9Ofcy derivaltive o, the rxolutio'n vector for the current can be comnpuled in a number of operations
proportional to A(n,Nrhs)/N where A is P, furklion which depends on the order uf the (lot ivative and tne
numbeir of rlght-hand sidom fOr which the relutlon Isý soujwht. it thle fraq'.ie.Y.ey derivatives provide
Infoinyistio ccnparpblo %C 1hat avoi~ubw fromt thii requericy snmrples thomceoses, it ca-i be apprecictod that
th660 CQUId bf4 t9 StbsA'13Ia! computational advan'tage to using the scolution clarivatlvee. in estimaling tlhe
transfei horictlonm. It, the neý.xt section, we conolder N~ thOWc VACoompttatlonr. car be done by mo0difying the
NEC code.
S3. An imhtX~doedk~fEC '
7,F ~rIfeplmr~gI ucytm;alv raAYir (ME)) as sumnrnarizcd eltvw, the deilva&!vos ol
the irnpeý;anca vfaM.x must Lu uv-aluýLtii In a co.bP wsuch acs NEC, the fielceo which. covi?'iso the l(iipeclani~:mnatir cavn haývo 41~: seurtri oitftrotqzOIcmy dcpoilJocoCC Otte u. thegeo Is due, to thu frequentcy
deper'dencs os' the fiolv;, 5F'mi;vSslo1i' /hj.1sh'",ed Itwt olther can arisýj in, In NEC, ;ona the baols anrd
fos,'Mq lunc._rcds:,. NU"" 6inqoys po".fl sarnp:ng' I.e., deal~afunction oIinu, vt-Scld liv not frequenuy
depen~de.nt bUt, dwe' use ¶iw tho tir Wrin slnusok~ad cront exparislori funcdvrt
li(s) = Ai + Bisiri[ks(s-si)I + Cjcos[k,(s-s1)]
where ks is .iormally tset equal to the medium wa~fenumber k. This is done because analytical expressions
arA tnen available !or five of the si): field cornpo'lens needed for general problems. But the frequency
dependence of the basis function which thereby o~ccurs can greatly complicate implementation of FDI.
In implemenling FDI in NEC it was docided to hold ks constant in the basis iulictions to simplify the
evaluation of derivatives. This step is justified by nating that the basis functions, although constructed
from tho functions of Eq. (11) wMiloi depend on ks, have the form of B*-splines which are insensitive to ks
for sw~all IksSI. In ade-ltion, the solution is relatively insensitive to small changes in the shape of the basis
fur-t~ons. Hence, we started -vth equations for the f ield of the currcnt components in Eq. (11) for' ks •ý k,
derived the equations for the derivatiý es, and then set ks = k. A further simplification was effected by using
the VLF version of NEC (NEC3VLF) in which the numerically cancelling fields due to point charges at
segment ends are analytically removed from the field equations. With the point-charge fields removed and
ks # k, the field components fo; a current of the ierm
I(z') I i=k I
(I 2a)
due to a segme~nt (.-xtending from -ZU to 8 ont the z axis of a cylindric-al c~oordina!vl system are
EP(PIZ) -- 3 k5'(z - z')( cokz ) 9-kR nkS7' -k




-jkR] 0 k 8 z Ae IF1i
The needed frequency derivatives 'rA the hields are thus- obtained by differentiating the abo~ve expressions
with respect to k anil then setfirip ks - k. Corpsequorntly, derivatives of the integral! up to) an order one less
than the orclA: of the derivative of the field rernairt when kg Is set equal to k. Considering in addition that Ez
du,3 tc the constant term in the NEC bacis Is also iiaedecd, there are five integrals to evaluate for each order
of differentala~on.
The ~n~als and their derivatives wiere evalua~ted by expanding the expon entials arid integrating the torms
analytically. In this procoi~s each derivative rohares some tormos with the expansion for the previous
derlvatki~e. If numerical Ilr~egrationn were used, the derivatives would sharo the exp)(.jkfl) term whict-
accounts for rnUU1~ Oý thvi conrimutation time. Hence, the additional effort Is lesthom proportional to the
numbeir of derivatives. ~krarnfIlding steprý In evaluating th-i derivatives of Lq. (192) wlith respect to k are
strain;A~ward.
IV,. bM EPý'),A ERF'-LI-
The ui *dJ Wd veý Gion of KEGX diincrlbocý abovo wz~ ai,~lied to thi oe antvanna probloins as a preliminary tes't
M fl)"~ i~, &iatwia rei~h AL& ^ no nf thoa rnrniar ava nwian that mkinht h~i attamnta-1- wo ahu
a center-excited, straight-wire antenna A more challenging case is presented by a straig-ht horizontal wire
located very near a conducting ground, plane, which produý. es a much sharper resonance. The most
difficult problem attempted is that of a forked monopole antenna having arms vwhi;h are slightly different in
length. Results from each case are summarized below.
A. Dipole Antenna In Free Space
Results are presented in Figum~ 1 for a center-excited dipole antenna modeled with NEC using
21 segmerrtsF. A Taylor series and rational model were f it to the current and four derivatives (t1 4, n =d -2)
at a point LrX0 which is moved across the first resonance. Directly computed values were obtained at 0.01
intervals in L/X. The Taylor series result is seen to follow the correct result over a relatively narroow. reglan
around the expansion point, while the rational-funct~on model provides a good match over a much wider
interval. Of course, the radius of convergence of the Taylor series is limilied by the distance to the nearest
pole in the comolex plane as is evident in the decreased convergence interval as the expansion point
moves through the resonance.
Both first and second resonances are shown In Figure 2, with the Taylor series and rational-function
models fR ,. = !.0. Both resonance!, are recognized in the rational model, but not with high accuracy.
Presumably a better result would be obtained with a higher order rational function fit to more derivatives.
B. Horizontal Dipole Antenna Close to a G.'ound Plane
Results for a horizontal aintenna near a perfectly-conclucting ground plane are presented in
Figure 3. This case was selected to test the frequency-derivalive modei for a response function having a
higher-O resonance. The solid curve was computed oAtl a rampling interval of 0.001 in L/%. It can be -;een
CH*fr ^4 4n.ii, I,.n4art af.k... -q fk raVft4 I 4, ý na 4 -l nrnlr - -,.A. +_att I,^~ A9- #. n,,ýI
tha .. . ý' -- W*.a., ,~ t - , U Iý *s- ', j-," - "~ Iqr JV~2* ~~S I- t.4" C-ýiW-
results even when sampled as far as 250 resonance widths away. The Taylor-series results are not shown
hefre because they are so far from the correct 04J.ve.
C. Unequal-Aim Vee-Monopole Awnri na~
A still more challenging case Is presented by a o~ c: forkzod-monopol.e antenna having arm. of
unequal length. As shown in Figure 4. this ani-ermna hab, ina dditior, to the monopole resonance, ý very
sharp parasitic resonance due to a W:!Ierantial 'transmission-line) current mode in the armsG. The pai isitic
resonance corresponds to a pole very close to the rea! axis with a small residue, while the InornApole
resonance has a pule more distant from the real axis wii>ý larger residue. This situation presents a severe
challenge to the rational-function mud.31 derived from the 1current and four derivatives. Whein matched at
Ij.Jo~( - J.U 11. is UIt' ,eingttlh Uf the Ivoi ig ariii wVII*tq ar 11h shuofL3ia "anriJl I k1 -1 ) WIu ILIIdIIt.I UU IJP U K C.
degrues], the rational-functihn model matchas the mon1opole resonanco with good accuracy. The secnnd
resonance is also detec~ied albeit with very poor accuracy. At UXk - 0.65, the frequency ':4 the second
resonance Is determined with reasonable accu: acy, but the conductance is still negativa. A~t Uk% - 0.7, the
parasitic resor.aRnce3 is modo[E~d with excellente arcuracy. zs seen in the detail plot of Fig; ire 5. Accuracy is
lost In the mnonopole resonance, however. The samplingj intervals in U;4g for the solid curves wfarc 0.003
for Figire 4 and 0,00V5 for Figurs 5. Performance of the rational-function rnodei is riot a6 good in this case
as in the provious exairples, although a vory substantial reduction in aampllng den~ity can be achieved.
We mighi also observe that thu negative conductance and changes, in the s'esult with LAD provide an
Indication of whoire ani additional sample point Is needed.
V. SOME POSSIB3LE EXTENSIONS AND APPI.ICATIGNS
Attention so fas has focussed on the basic cunuept o! djvoeloping an einalytit.al, rational -furx1~.ion formn Icr an
etouroinagoitiec tra nsf~ f, Iunction without con!ýldering the possible bonet its ot doing so uc yond redi icing
the overati cornpLuAr tlirrot noertod to ohtain wkdeuarid ur translcni. responses. We diacus~l briofly 00low
Iwo posalble buneftls Ueyorid cirniputer-iinu reductio~n.
A. An LdinlitarncoMatrix Function
Tlie imp,ýdanco arid adtnittanrce raiatirico that rlse In th., nrmunort rnettnd rouy lUo Interprotod as
N-port-netwod( approximations to the problem being modeled. When only a single port is excited, as is the
case for most antenna applications, then the current vector that results gives the self and mutual
adrmittances for that port. Exciting the other N-i ports one at a time similarly provides the N(N-11) remaining
admittances. Since typical problems rarely require all N2 admittances, the inverse matrix is usually not
computed arid the solution is developed by LU decomposition, or iteration. Whatever excitation is used
andl however the solution is developed, the procedures outlined above can provide a ratio nal-fu nction
approximation for the computed response.
A logical generalization of this somewhat limited approach is to represent some, or all, of the
admittance-matrix coeff icients In rational-function form. This is most easily done by either computing the
inverse of the impedance matrix Ht all N2 matrix coefficients are desired, or alterniatively, computing current
vectors caused by a sequence of single-port excitations. Whichever approach is used, we observe that
the admittance matrix can be weritten in the general form
FX X YIa(S) .. Ylb(S)..
X Y2a(S) .. Y2b(S)..
Y(S X X Y3a(S) .. Y3b(S) ...
LX X Y~~q) ...YNb(S)..
(1 4a)
where the X's denote the admittances that have not been computed, and the yjj(s) are those whose
rational-function forms are modeled. Upon observing that the system poles are analytically the same
whatever systemn observable has been used to obtain them, Eq. (14a) can be rewritten as
X .. X n1a(S) --- nm(S)..
Y(S) X .. X fl3,(S) ... 3b(S)..
LX ... X lN,,(s) ... Nb('
(114b)
where lI~)Is the common denominalaor polynomial, and the nil(s) are the numerator polynomials for each
compufted admiiiarce. These wouid usuaily be iounid asimju v-uiu Vectors S1IUIM 101- Min-1j61-uII- excztdat'ion1,
solution for the ;patial current yields a column of admittances,
The validity of Eq. (1 4b) derives from the fact that the mode amplitudes in Eq. (1) are the only parns of tIne
polea response which are excitation dependait whilp the poles themnselves are determined solely by the
p~operties o~f 'the object for which F(s) has been obtained. We further note, based on Eq. (2b), that Rf F(c)
andc D(a) are lknuwýn, then the corresponding N(s) is obtained from their product, Thus although the
response (or Its frequency derivatives) mutt be found for all admnittances whose rational-function model is
desired, this would not require repoated solutkon via the mnatrix equations (5) of (7). Finally, we observe that
given part or all of the admlttanc-,e matrix in the form of Eq. (1141)), computing transient responwes can be
made much rmore efficient and conveniont..
B. Adaptive Frequency Sampling
We rnfiniolied abwov the:. application of the MBEPE approach is expected to work best when the
polynomials are of relatlvcdy low order, which means that only. a s~mall nvimber of resonan~ces can be
spannadi~y agiven FTVAdel. It 0', erelore follows that two or mone se,%ý rate ratlonak'un-tion models would be
i',eeded to cover a frequency interval spanning many object pe-es. While that mnay appear to be a
dl~sadvantage, It dcies provide the opportunity of developring an er.ror measure and establishing a btrategy
for seloctirg ifiv frequoncy polats to be sampled.
Th1I& can be 1llcxtrated conceptually by-.onsidering two modeis M1(s) and M2(s) developed from samples
f 1, . f5 and f3 , ... , f7 respectively, using a frequency-sampled model. In their region of overlap, i.e., f3
to f5, we should expect that some measure of their mismatch, say AM(s), could be used to mutually validate
both models. This should also provide an indication about whether more samples are needed in that
region [when AM(s) > E], or whether the sampling interval should be increased [when AM(s) < E], where E
is a maximum acceptable error. A similar approach could be employed using the frequency-derivative
model. The goal in either case would be to automate selection of the frequencies at which samples of the
response or its derivatives are computed or measured while ensuring that the rational-function model
which results satisfies some specified enor criternon.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced two main ideas:
1) Use of model-based parameter estimation (MBPE) based on rational-functi3,, ;.pproximations
when obtaining electromagnetic transfer functions to reduce the number of frequencies at which samples
are required, and
2) A sampling approach which employs frequency derivatives of the response using a new
analytical technique based on differentiating the moment-method impedance equation, and which
provides the derivative information in a time proportional to N2 as corntrasted with the N3 dependency of
solving the original problem.
Application of the frequency-derivative approach has been demonstrated for problems having well-defined
resonances such as a dipole antenna in free space, and for more challenging problems having much
II, r vIIa, I Ij •@•vIu ~lasII al h i v-, IL n . It Iil llI , JIVUWI II l./IVO Ian.O n b rJ l l Wl l1, Clo seJI to aAaUlllJ jLll l .JUIIllU •JIQl
and a "forked" monopole whose fims are slightly different in length. It should be clear that MBPE could
develop into an important tool for not only increasing the efficiency of model applications, but ir yielding
more physically useful representations of those models.
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Fig. 1. Input admittance of a dipole antenna with length L and thickness parameter
A = 10 modeled with 21 segments. Results from a rational function model (- - - - -) and
Taylor sries (- - -) derived from 4 derivatives at L/Ao are compared with directly
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Fig. 2. Input admittance of a dipole antenna as in Fig. 1 showing the first and second
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Fig. 3. Input admrttance of a dipole antenna with length L and thickness parameter
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function model (- .... -) derived from 4 derivatives at L/Ao are compared with directly
computed values ( -
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Fig. 4. Input admittance of a forked monopole antenna with legs of length 140 m and
150 m separated by 2.6 degrees. Results from a rational function model (- .. ) derived
from 4 derivatives at L/Ao are compared with directly computted values ()
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Fig. 5. Input admittance of a forked monopole antenna as in Fig. 4, showing an expanded
view of the parasitic resonance.
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ABSTRACT
The acronym MAFIA[Klatt, 1986] stands for the solution of Maxwell's
equations by the Finite Integration Algorithm and is the name given to a set
of rnode intnded for use in the computer-aid.ed design of three-dimensional
magnets, rf structures, and structures in which wake-field effects are impor-
tant. This paper gives a brief description of the algorithms employed in both
the time- and the frequeucy-domain solvers of the MAYIA collection of codes.
Examples of typical accelerator calculations will be presented.
The MAFIA Codes
Figure 1 shows tha relationship between the various codes iu the MAFIA
collection. The individual codes are as follows:





MFig 1. The MAI yt-ith ý it nerltosip.Dpnigo h
may. be one sAIngl fie thath its simpyeterded by conhs epCutivgonteprga.
M3 - the mesh generator used by all the MAFIA codes
S3 - the code that solves c'ectzo- and magnttostatic problems
R3 - the code that generates the matrus representation of Maxwell's
equations for rf structures; the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this ma-
trix give the frequencies and electric fieh{ components, respectively, of
the normal modes of the electromagnetic oscillations of the structure.
E31 and E32 - the codes (only one is u:.ed for a given problem) that
solve for the eigenvalues and eigenv-.t.n rs of the matrix generated by
R3; E31 is based on a sernianalytic pr. cedure[Tfickmantel, 1985] and
is a modification. of an EISPACK[Sw,.•,.h, 1976] routine; E32 uses a
muitigrid[Steffen, 1985] method.
P3 - the physics postprocessr that 4al.:cates the quantities of physical
interest, such as shunt impedance, cu '.tity factor, deflection integrals,
T3 - the wake-field code
W3COR, W3OUT, W3FLS - p. )-rocessors for T3.
The collection of programs M3, R3, EJ1 or E32, and P3 are also known as
URMEL-3D.
The FIT Method
The Finite Integration Technique[Weiland, 1984, Weiland, 1985] is an
algorithm that produces a first-order approximation to Maxwell's equations
by replacing the line and surface integrals, appearing in Faraday's law and
Ampere's law, by mean field values times path lengths and areas, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the basic cell geometry used in this method.
Note that the electric field components are not defined at a single point,
but at the midpoints of the sides of the rectangular cells. The magnetic
field components are defined in the center of the faces of the cells and, taken
together, form a mesh dual to that defined for the electric field. Only contin-




Fig. 2. Geometry and allocation of field components used in the FIT method.
and thus the cells of the mesh may be individually filled with arbitrary per-
mittive and permeable media. Applying the FIT method to a mesh of N
nodes, we can write the discrete form of Faraday's law as
CDe = DAb,
where e and b are vectors of length 3N that represent the electric field and
magnetic induction, respectively; C is a 3N by 3N matrix (containing only
the values 0, 1, and -1) that corresponds to taking the curl of a field; D. is
a 3N by 3N diagonal matrix containing the lengths of the sides of the mesh
Celo and r :,. a% QR 1.,. )A r U +q .. , atrn-cninnu thob Arp._ nf thi.
mesh cell surfaces. Similarly, Ampere's law can be written
i•bsh = DA(d +j),
where the tilde indicates that the matrix correspon& to the dual mesh. When
we take the material distribution into account and use a leapfrog integration
technique in the time variable, we find the recursive algorithm for the c.alcu-
lation of time-dependent fields:
b-+1 = b- - bt(D- 1 CDa) e"+112 ,
n+312 = e+112 + 6i (D;'f 1 ) ,"6fD;1 ) bn+1 - bt Dj"+l,
4
'.11
where the superscripts refer to the time step (t, = nbt), and D, and D,, are
diagonal matrices describing the filling of the mesh with permittive and per-
meable media. These last two equations are solved by T3; given the initial
values of the fields, fields at a subsequent time require only two multiplica-
tions of a matrix with a vector, per time step.
If we are interested in free oscillations (i.e., undriven oscillations) of the
electromagnetic field, we find that combining Faraday's law and Ampere's
law yields a linear eigenvalue problem in which the eigenvalues are the squares
of the angular frequency of oscillation:
(DjD;)A10 ~D8 ; 1 Dj 1 CD.) e =w2 e.
For the practical solution of this eigenvalue problem, this e.cquation can be
transformed into one in which the matrix is symmetric. The program R3
constructs this symmetric matrix, incorporating material distribution and
boundary conditions into the process of construction. A more detailed treat-
ment of the application of this method to problems of electromagnetism may
be found in[Weiland, 1986].
Sample Structures
Both the time-domain and frequency-domain solvers have been used to
study the effects of cavity asymmetries due to a waveguide feed. (See Fig. 3.)
We have also been using the frequency-domain solver to study asymme-
tries due to the coupling slots in a side-coupled cavity (Figs. 4 and 5) and to
understand the jungle gym slow-wave accelerating structure (Fig. 6). This



































Fig. 4. Drawing of one-half of a side-coupled cavity accelerating structure.
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Fig. 5. Computer plot of the electric field in the symmetry pla~ne of a side-
coupled cavity.
Fig. 6. A computer plot of one-quarter of a three-cell jungle gym acclerating
structure.
Availability
The MAFIA codes are written in FORTRAN 77 and currently run on IBM
3081, CRAY, and VAX computers. They are also available to approved users
in executable form on the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Center (NM-
FEC) computers. For more information contact Carol Tull at the NMFEC
(phone: 415-422-1556) or Therese Barts at LANL (phone: 505-667-9385).
For those users who want to use the codes at their own installation,
there are examples of three graphics interfaces available: DISSPLA'on a Los
Alamos Cray, PLOT-10 on the DESY IBM 3081, PLOT-10 on the VAX-
VMS, and GKS on the DESY IBM 3081. The codes are available without
charge to approved nonprofit organizations; for further information contact
Thomas Weiland at DESY (Phone: 49-40-8998-3i96). Users may Loti w 'u--dy
nor distribute the codes, and they are asked to be friendly and sometimes
patient. Users at other than nonprofit institutions should contact DESY for
special contractual arrangements.
Documentation[Cooper, 1987] may be obtained by writing the following
address:
Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group
AT-6, Mail Stop H-829
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
The phone number is 505-667-2839.
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AN IMPROVED EXACT KERNEL FOR MININEC
by
J. C. Logan and J. W. Rockwa>'
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, Ca.
and
D. WiIlton
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AB STRACT
The present implementation of MININEC (NOSC TD 938) h:,as- a
heuristically determined correction to the kernel for, closely spa-ed
wires. The approach provides acceptable answers, for a wide range
of spacing for parallel wires, as shown in TD 938. However, the
Rpproach breaks down for connected wires that form an acute included
angle. This paper outlines an alternative approach to ev.•aluatirg the
ex>act kernel and demonstrates that this probiem has been cc rrecte.Z..
SUMM A R,
The method of moments solution used in r MININEC is based on
an integral equation relating the incident field to the scalar and
vector potentials [1,2,3]:
where the scalar and vector potentials are defined in the usual
manner as:
0 - .- j q(s)k(r)ds (2:)41r
and
A- $f(s)§(s)k(r)ds(3
where the integration is along the length s of the wire and
k(r)- r(4)
2 ji Ec
In MININEC, the charge is removed using a difference relation based
on the continuity equation:
q(s) - --. . Id (5)jw ds
A method of moments Galerkin procedure using pulse expansion
functions is used in MININEC to produce a linear' set of equations
that are expressed in matrix form. Each matrix element ass=-ociated
with the nth current pulse and the Sm observation point on the wire
surface involves scalar and potential terms with integrals of the
f orm:
Vin. uuj k(sm. -s)ds'
where
Q - jkrn
k(smns)a Lf rh e .
arn- I.,here
rm [(sm-sj •4a2sir,2(',]-])
Because of the singularity at r-0, the integration in (6) must be
carried out with special care. The 1/r term is subtracted from the
integrand and then added as a separ ate term to Hialo:
f1 - N I r' • r - 1 d 1
-2 rm 2r --Jr
The first integral is etaluated numericallz since the singuls~rity ½
has bein removed. TiY . second is rewritten a. an ell iptic- integral
ot the iirst kind and evaluated -foll owing a procedure giuen b'
Abrainow tz and Stegun [4).
This approach works v.eli for many cases a-, demonstratJed in
TD 938. But the difficulty is encountt.red when the spacing between
wires is close to the w.,ir-e size giving rice to erroneous results.
For example, Table 1 gives the impedance given by MININEC(S) for a
bent wire ar.tenna for included angles -From 2 to 90 degrees. The
results for 2 and 10 degrees are suspect,
For the case of two closely 5paced wires:
R- _ [(SS')2+p 2 +a*,'-2p acos.-] (10)
as 111ustra td in Figure I. As R becomes smal 1, the integrand of (7)
although not yet singular, peaks out. The approach is similar to
treating the singularity. The 1/R term is subtracted from the
integrand and then added as a separate term:
ks-_S) - L _e-_k- "1+ I d•d¢ (11)2• ) J 7 27 .n-,n R
The first i ntegral is carried out numerical 1 as before. The second
integrand, after some algebra, becomes:
2 r• d o • '
IT~S -)2 +(p + a,2fo 1 -,6 zt ýpasZ (12
wiý i F (2~i is an ell iptical integral of the frtkn n
2 4pa, (..




1 -6 2 (s-s') 2 + (p- a) (14)
(S - s')_ +(p + a.)'
When p is close in value to a, and as s approaches s', (12) becomes
pa. (2 8  ++a.) 4 ++.) 4(pa+) .)
By substitution, (11) becomes:
_m"-J d 6+ F ds ,16)
and final I : (17)
in - a fe-jkR ldods. +-f F ,f '8
mu,2,,,,f, .. e- . R d Vpa 2
+ - n d( +.a " cs"
p+a, ( .2 (s-s-)2: +[P-.))] ds')
2 s-s') In 21_ .(s-s') [,n~p~a). " 4(p + a.)' a .+)a)a '.
A more detailed discussion of this procedure may be found in E53.
Table 2 shows the impedance given by MININEC with the new
exact kernel . The data for included angles of 30 to 90 degrees is
the same as Table 1, but the data for 2 and 10 degrees is more
reasonable (especially at 2 degrees). The new kernel gives the
expected results.
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90 42.19 -j 16.41
60 21.28 -j 55.8?
45 12.33 -j 76.77
30 5.45 -j 96.07
10 0.714 -j 1449.
2 -0.00403 -j 308.9
TABLE 2. Impedance of a bent wjire antenna
predicted by MININEC wi ti, the nevi
ker nel
-_7.CM9 I
I• 1 NS - sc•f./wV'iAE
04 IMPEDANCE (OHMS)
90 42.19 -J 16.43
60 21 ,28 -j 55.88
45 12.33 -j 76.69
30 5.4? .-j 96.07
10 0.570 '-j 112.33
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Numerical Integration Schemes for Calculating the Fourier
Coefficients of the Free Sprice Grten's Function
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This paper ic a summary of the author's experience with various numerical integration methods for
computing the Fourier coefficients of the free space Green's function, an important aspeci of body of revolution
(BOR) algorithms used for antenna and scattering problems. The algorithms used in popular BOR codes
were comparn!d with other methods in use. Issues such as accuracy, robustness, and efficiency were addressed
as well as the ease of use and implementation. The suitability of various methods for use on vector computer
hardware was also examinod in view of the enormous potential for increased efficiency.
When applying moment method techniques to structures with rotational symmetry one tak.s advanltage
of tOe fact that the incident fields and unknown surface currents are periodic functions of the body azimuth
angk t. Hence these quantities can be expanded in Fourier series. The Fourier components of the unknown
currents can be decoupled, and it is possible to solve for each of them independently. This requires that
we determine the coefficients in the Fourier expansion of the free space Green's function. If t denotes the
tangential coordinate along the curve which defines tine structure geometry, the series expansion is
GI'1 Al t .t -- - V"' -j 1. rn~-r 
2k r 4-0
+7r
ti') jf G(tt,•r)•, j /da
-r
where the primed variables correspond to the source, and the unprimed variables correszpond to the observer.
Severei characteristics of the Green's function allow simplifications of the above integral which reduce the
computational effort required to compute it. Since the Green's function is an even function about a = 0,
one only needs to consider the cos(ma) component of e-Jr". This also perm~iits a further reduction in effort
by computing the integral over the interval [0, 7r] and then multiplying the result by two. This reacces to the
following integral
Gm(i, t) = 2J (t, t', a) cos(ma) da
0
It is worth stopping for a moment to review the physical significance of the Green's function, arid the
interpretation of the Fourier integral above. The Green's function represents the field ob-cerved at a given
point due to an infinitesimal current source somewhere on the surface of the structure. The Fourier integral
represents the field observed at a given point with tangential coordinate I dut to all the sources with azimuth
ac E [-7r, ±+r] and tangential coordinate t. When the source and observation points are electrically far away
from one anothe, in terms of tangential coordinates, the magnitude of the Green's function is small and
the phase wil vary slowly. The opposite extreme occurs when the tangential coordinate of the source and
observer are the same. Here, the Green's function is singular as the difference in the azimuth of the points
goes to zero. If the structure has an electrically large radius, the phase of the Green'% fun:tion can vary
rapidly as a function of the azimuth angles. The integrals associated with coincident observation and source
tangential coordinatrs are usually called the "self-terms".
Accurate caltulation of the Fourier integrals is important in the sense that integration errors have an
adverse effect on the conditioning of the impedance matrix that must be solved to find the currents, Even
assum;--, exact calculation of the integrals, the machine precision will eventually pace a limit on the electrical
size o, objects that can be accurately modeled. Beyu;"l a certain electrical size, the condition number of the
impedance matrix will be too large to be accurately solver;. I :iave found the estimate of the condition number
of the impedance matrix provided by the solution routine CGECO froni the SLATEC library quite valuable
in casL.s where the solution accuracy may be in question. It is also helpful in identifying bad conditioning of
the impedance matrix due to inarcurate calculation of the Fourier integrals. There is of course slightly more
expense associated with the estimation of the matrix condition number.
The singularity of the integrand in the calclation of the self terms can be handled quite nicely by the
singularity extraction technique. In this approach, ýne subtracts the asymptotic behavior at the singularity
from the integrand. The resultir,g quantity is well behaved so that numerical integration can be used, the
asymptotic term is then integrated analytically and the result added back in. A complete derivation of
the analytical integration can be found in (Simple and Efficient Numerical Techniques for Treating Bodies
of Revolution, A. Glisson, D. Wilton, University of Mississippi Technical Report 105, Revised 1982). The
analytical integration requires the evaluation of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind K(ainO),
where 4 is the modular angle. The elliptic integral can be evaluated quite inexpensively u'sin& one of several
expansions that can be f.urnd in ( Handbook of Mathematical Functions, M. Abramowitz, I. Stegun, Dover
Publications ). The expansions 17- 3 • 33 and 17- 3 • 34 are quite accurate and only require the evaluation
of two polynomials and computation of on% logarithm. ( A note of caution, I found the notation used by
Abramowitz and Stegun to be somewhat confusing, and it is not immediately apparent, but the expansions
given are really for K(ain2o2 ) ). My experience has shown that singularity extraction is well worth this small
added expense.
It is worth regressing for a moment to review the characteristic features of desirable numerical inte-
gration techniques. Although these are obvious to most of us, it is nelpful to keep in mind the characteristics
that are most important to us when selecting a method, as there is no one best technique! In hrief A ___d
algorithm should be accurate, robust, efficient, and easy to implem:rt and use. The issue of accuracy usu-
ally revolves around the existence of some form of dependable error control. By robust, we mean that the
method should have a high probability of providing an answer within desired error bounds. A method which
is efficient would be even more ideal if the amount of computatior.al effort involved is fairly predictable in
advance. Finally, we would prefer an algorithm which is easy to implement in software, and one that is fairly
straight forward to operate from the code user's point of view.
In tie popular body of revolution (BOR) codes in general use today, two distinct integration methods
are often us,.d. One method is Gauss-Legendre quadrature, often called just Gaussian quadrature, used in the
codes-written by Harrington and Mautz. The other method in common use is an adaptive techniqu.- based
on the composite trapezoidal rule. This method is used in most of the codes written by Glisson, and VW ilton.
I oft fi hr;mf•l r,-;, I. of th. ese & - cL- ....
Quadrature methods are those methods which approximate the irtegral by a weighted sum of the
function evaluated at specified abscissa points irn the interval of integration. Without any loss of generality
we can assume that the interval of integration is [-1,-+1]. Specifically we would have
+1
-1
I(f) A f(ý1 ) + ... + A~f
tE [-I,+I] , . = 1,...- , n
Almost all familiar numerical irtegration techniques are in fact quadrature techniques, the composite trape-
zoidal and Simpson's rule for example. In a certain 3ense, Gauss-Legendre quadraiure is an optimal quadrature
technique. Specifically, Gauss-Legendre quadraturt will exactly integrate polynomials of maximal degree over
all admissible real values for the weights and abscissas. The n point rule will exactly integrate polynomials
of degree less than or eqLal to 2n - 1. At first glance, Gauss quadrature might appear to be someI,ýw
unsophisticated. However, if one looks closer at the derivation for the Gauss weights and abscissas, one finds
that the method is beautifully elegant. The abscissa poitts are the roots of the Legendre polynomial of degree
n, which we denote by P1,(z). The weights are given by the following integral
+1
A• (X -
The Gauss-Legendre abscissas and weights are available from several well known mathematics handbooks,
inzludinr• ( Handbook of Mathematical Functions, M. Abramowitz, I. Stegun, Dover Publications ).
Gauss-Legendre quadrature is itself very efficicnt, and it's usage is conducive to a number of additional
optimizations to BOR algorithms. When calculating the Fourier integrals required to assemble the impedance
matrix we will be evaluating the Green's function at the same angles for all source and observation points.
This permit: the calculation of the angles a and the quantities cos(a), sin(ck),cos(tna), sin(ma) ahead of
time and storing them for later use. This represents a sizable time savings on just about any computer. Gauss
quadrature is also more compatible with attempts to vectorize the er,tire matrix assembly calculation. This
wil be discussed in more detail later on.
As noted above Gassian quadrature is very accurate for '-he given number of abscissa points or
function evaluations. One problem with quadrature is the absence of some form of simple and dependable
etror control. The casual user of a body of revolution code is confronted witE. the question; Just how many
of these darn points do I need? The absolute integration error for quadrature rules can be estimated if the
hehavior of the higher order derivatives of the integrand are known. For the n point Gauss rule the absolute
error En is given by the following expression
E. = Cf(2,)(17) , '7 E [-1, +1]





P = ,,(X) = -n X 4 .. -- 4 n
The Point.r. e d.. , lvaiv- is evaluaied is some point that will depend on the behavior of f(z). From
the above error expression it is easy to see that polynomials of degree 2n -- I will be integrated exactly, since
the derivative of degree (2n) will vanish everywhere. The multiplicative constant that appears in the error
expression can be calculated with a little effort. The constant values were calculated for Gauss-i egendre rules
up to the 64 point rule, ard can be found tabulated in Appendix I.
We consider a specific example of estimating tfhe absolute integration error. In most practical cases
the calculation of the derivatives f( 2n)(X) is rather intractable, especially for large n. However the simple
trigonometric functions readily lend themselves to repeateJ differentiation. Consider the function coa(110). It
is easy to differentiate repeatedly, and it's oscillatory characte, is not terribly far removed from the behavior
of the actual Green's function. Consider the ;ntegral
if +1
coo(lio)dq cos ui(I + " ) -d-
0 -1
where a change of variables was used to convert the integration interval to -1. - 1. If we differentiate the
integrand of the second integral 2rn times, we will obtain some corstant times the ,os function, Even though
we don't know the point 77, we know that the absolute value of the cosine function is bounded by unity.
Hence we can bound the absolute value of the error by the expression
J EI.<'r 2 n + 1 , , 2 n
Keep in mind that this is the absolute error, and not the relative error. As a specific numeric example consider
applying the Causs-Legendre 32 point rule to the function above with p = 16. For this example, the error
bound is roughly 1 x i0-18 , an impressive error figure for the sma!l amount of computation involved 1
The estimation of integration error when using quadrature rules in actual BOR algorithms by use of
the abo,,e expression is a formidable task. The fice space Green's function c3a, be differentiated a few times
by someone who is studious, but the calculation of high order derivatives is not really practical. If one keeps
the derivation in perspective, a "ball park" estimate for f( 2")(x) is not impossible to arrive at. We consider
the worst case of the self-terms, then by using a few approximations we arrive at the following estimate f6r
the absolute error in the coefficients for Fourier mode m when using the n point Gauss-Legendre rule
IE.W < 2Cn(j)2f+(m + )In
where r,,, iý the largest radial dimension of the body being modeled. This estimate is less reliable if
singularity extraction is not being used. In that case the derivatives j( 2n) are unbounded for self-terms, and
error estimates are not theoretically possible. The absence of explicit error contro. for quadrature methods
has made popular the use of certain adaptive methods, and this will be our next topic of discussion.
Integrction methcds that try to make educated guesses about the behavior of the integrand and adjust
accordingly are usually called adaptive methods. There are many very reliable adaptive routines available
for general application. The SLATEC library contains many well tester' routiners that are b ased on . -apti-e.
methods, and several of these will be discused later. We will next discuss an adaptive technique that is used
in several popular BOR codes, namely the adaptive trapezoidal rule.
The composite trapezoidal rule is one of the most familiar integration techniques. The integration
interval [a,b] is divided into equally spaced intervals of length h. The function f(z) being integrated is
approximated in a linear fashion over each interval. If [a, b] is divided into n equal intervals the corresponding
trapezoidal rule estimate which we denote by T,(f) is given by the expression
Tn(f) = h[lf(zo) + f(zi) +... + f(zn-.) + f(zX-)]
x, a + ih
h (b -a)
The basic trapezoidal rule can be made adaptive quite easily. The basic idea is to compute a sequence of
estimates T 1(f)," ,T,(f), T2n(f). The sequence is calculated until the absolute value of the difference
between successive estimates [T2,(f) - T.(f)I is less than some desired error tolerance. One advantage of
this approach is that by using a nested sequence of function evaluation points, the function evaluations used
to compute 7Tn(Jf) can t lso be issed to calculate the more accurate estimate T2a(fl).
Although the trapezoidal rule is very easy to implement in software, the convergence rite is quite slow
compared to other available methods. Ilowever, an improvement to this method can be made with some
knowledge of the exact nature of the integration error present in the trapezoida! rule. The absolute error for
subintervals of length h is given by
F, - [f'(a) - f'(b)]h2 + 2 (h 4 )
Eh - ~12 .h+C('
Notice that the term that multiplies C does not change as it itself is varied. Hence, if one doubles the
number of subintervals, the error is improved by roughly a factor of four. A little algebra shows that the
succelsive estimates Tn(f),T 2,,(f) can be used to estimate the h2 error term and then use it to improve the
answer! The resulting rule converges much more rapidly, however it can be adversely affected by arithmetic
round off errors. This technique, used to improve the convergence rate of many other numerical methods is
known as Richardson extrapolation. The resu!ting integration technique is called Rombe.rg integration. Most
good numerical analysis texts contain programs for Romberg integration, or if you have the IMSL library, you
can use the well tested routine DCADRE.
The user should proceed with caution when using any of the above methods derived frem the trape-
zoidal rule when attempting to integrate trigonometric "like" functions. Because the sample points are evenly
rpaced, these can sometimes coincide with zeros, or extrema of the trig functions. For example, the nested
trapezoidal rules will fail when one tries to integrate sin(mcr) on the interval [0, 7r] for large even values of
m. These methods are not unique in this respect, no method is totally fool proof. It is easy to construct
pathological functions for any specific technique that will completely "fool" the method! Just keep track
of the points (xri,y%) that your favorite integration routine evaluates your favorite function at, Consider all
polynomials of sufficiently high degree which pass through all the chosen (zx, yi) points. The given method
will produce the same answer when any one of these polynomials is integrated. Thus one can find functions
where tht integration error is arbitrarily large!
In searching for good integrators for use on the Green's function a number of routines from the
SLATEC library were experimented with by the author. The routine GAUS8 was applied to a number of test
cases with quite favorable results. GAUS8 is based on the 8 point Gaussian quadrature rule together with
subdivision of the integration interval to obtain an error estimate less than the user specified tolerance. The
QUADPACK subset of routines of SLATEC contains modules for a very wide variety of general applications,
includin.g integrations of singularities! A number of QUADPACK routines based on a little known and very
interesting method will be our next topic.
Adaptive rules which ..se nested setqu.nce.s of evalua•ion points enjoy a certain degree of economy
riot shared by other methods. The Gauss-Legendre rules are such that higher order rules don't share any
common evaluation points except for zero in the rules that have an odd number of points. Unknown to
most of us, there exist optimal extensions of the ordinary Gauss-Legendre rules where the abscissa points are
nested. The Gauss-Kronrod rules are optimal 2n +- I point extensions of the plain n point Gauss-Legendre
rule. The weights in the 2n+ I point rule are different from those in the n point Gauss-Legendre rule, but this
not not significantly impact the economy associated with using the "old" function values. These two nested
rules provide the levels of accuracy associated with optimal quadrature rules, together with the availability
of comforting error estimates. Note that because we have n predefined abscissa points, the in -4- I point
Gauss-Kronrod rule will exactly integrate pqlynomials of degree 3n -" 1, making it less accurate than the
corresponding Gauss-Legendre rule with the same number of points, but still very accurate. These interesting
new methods are alreddy implemented in the QUADRACK packige 0 die SLATEC library. There are several
routines which compute the integral using a fixed Gauss-Kronrod rule, and returns an estimate of the error.
The rules with 15,21,31,41,51, and 61 points are implemented in modules QK15 ,... QK61. These routines
appear to be ideal for the user that just wants some feedback on the levels of integration error, and is willing
to accept the penalty of recomputing a problem that fails expectations. The predictability of computational
effort here is also an enormous advantage in some situations. In addition QUADPACK contains the routines
QAG, and QAGE which emphuy the Gauss-Kronrod rules together with adaptive subdivision of the integration
interval to obtain an answer with an error estimate less than some user specified error tolerance. These
routines appear best suited to the user that demands accuracy and is prepared to accept some additional
computational effort in the cases were it is required. The theory associated with these techniques discussed
above, along with interesting additional references can be found in ( QUADPACK , A Subroutine Package
for Automatic Integration, R. Piessens, E. de Conker-Kapenga, C. Uberluber, D. Kahaner, Springer-Verlag,
1983 ).
A comparison of several adaptive solvers can be found in Appendix I. The adaptive trapezoidal rule,
Romberg integration, and the SLATEC routines GAUS8 and QK41 were all used to numerically calculate
the first few Fourier coefficients of the function coa(/iO). This fJnction was chosen because it's oscillatory
character is similar to the free space Green's function, and the coefficients can be computed analytically to
facilitate actual error cnIculations. The Fourier series which can be found in most handbooks is
cos4Li) = 2/,in(wr) + coa(a) _ cos(2x) + coS(3z)
where p cannot be an integer. The tables in Appendix II shtw the first twenty computed Fourier coefficients
for several values of /. Also shown are the actual absolute errors for each solver, and the number of function
evaluations required. The adaptive solvers were given a relative error tolerance of 10-4. Examins'.ion of
the table clearly demonstrates the more rapid convergence rate of Rs•mberg integration verese the adaptive
trapezoidal rule. The errors present in the Romberg results show that the convergence test used by most such
solvers cannot always insure that the actual error will be less than the user prescribed tolerance. The error
levels obtained from the quadrature based routines demonstrate the superior efficiency of these methods. The
qualitative nature of these results is very much in ag'eement with the author's cxperience with actual BOR
calculations based on these same routines.
With the advent of vector computers such as the CRAY-XMP , dramatic imorovements in execution
times are possible for properly structured algorithms. Execution of vectorized code can be as much as 500
times faster than equivalent scalar code. At this point in time, there appears to be plenty of improvement
possible in the vectorization of BOR algorithms. The matrix solution process already vectorizes almost
automatically. The matrix assembly process, which accounts for a significant percentage of the total effort,
is an area where significant improvement is possible. None of the popular codes in use today are structured
such that the impedance matrix assembly calculation will vectorize. Idealy, we would like to vectorize over
source and observer pairs. This would mean that the inner DO loops of the code would be over segments,
but the popular codes in use today are such that these loops are on the outside. The situation is slightly
complicated by the fact that the self terms are treated difrerently than the other terms, however vectorizationis Still . . . . .-... ,.•,,u of vutapt, vd ii-itegraturb ;b rimpossibie, the presence
of IF statements in many of the DO loops make the task greatly more complex than vectorizing .he simple
quadrature rules. It appears that the easiest way to construct a vectorized integration algorithm is to use
quadrature based techniques. The Gauss-Kronrod rules in particular seem to be very well suited to this.
In summary we have seen that several improvements in integration methods are possible over methods
now in commjn use. Many accurate and more efficient adaptive techniques are available to the user that
demands specific levels of integration accuracy. For the user that demands maximum efficiency, the optimal
quadrature rules are unsurpassed, In particular, the relatively unknown Gauss-Kronrod rules can provide
efficient and accurate results with error estimates to evaluate the accuracy of integration on specific problems.
It is the author's hope that these methods gain recognition in the computational physics community.
Appendix I
Error Constants C,, for Gauss-Legendre Quadrature
E. -C- f1  (1)
1 3.33333D-001 33 7.76346D-113
2 7.40741D-003 34 4.26094D-117
3 6.34921D-005 35 2.20591D-121
4 2.87946D-007 36 1.079000-125
5 8.07929D-010 37 4.99441D-130
6 1.54087D-012 38 2.19091D-134
7 2.12743D-015 39 9.12118D-139
8 2.224770-018 40 3.60862D-143
9 1.82325D-021 41 1.35846D-147
10 1,20251D-024 42 4.87182D-152
11 6.52056D-028 43 1.66638D-156
12 2.95829D-031 44 5.44211D-161
13 1.13949D-034 45 1.69875D-165
14 3.77297D-038 46 5.07330D-170
15 1.08539D-041 47 1.45100D-174
16 2.73804D-045 48 3.97797D-179
17 6.10607D-049 49 1.04628D-.183
18 1.212460-052 50 2.64239D-188
19 2.15735D-056 51 6.41294D-193
20 3.45947D-060 52 1.49681D-197
21 5.02530D-064 53 3.36240D-202
22 6.64363D-068 54 7.27478D-207
23 8.02750D-072 55 1.51697D-211
24 8.89959D-076 56 3.05077D-216
25 9.08485D-080 57 5.92107D-221
26 8.56732D-084 58 1,10973D-225
27 7.48625D-088 59 2.00965D-230
28 6.07844D-092 60 3.51854D-235
29 4.59789D-096 61 5.95917D-240
30 3.24800D-100 62 9.76849D-245
31 2.14757D-104 63 1.55065D-249
32 1.33190D-108 64 2.38488D-254
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ACCURATE AND EFFICIENT NUMERICAL
COMPUTATION OF SOMMERFELD INTEGRALS
FOR LAYERED MEDIA GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
Bradley L. Brim and David C. Chang
ECE Department - Electromagnetics Laboratory
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0425
The name of Sommerfeld has come to be aissociated with a general class of integral often found in
electromagnetics and other field. of applied physics. The form of such integrals may be written as
g(r,z) f f"0 G(ý) JVo(r )0 exp(-uz) d X()
0
with u=
The necessity of numerically evaluating such integrals arose in our investigations of a spatial domain
moment method-type analysis of microstrip structures. A similar analysis is developed in [3,51 and will not
be discussed here in any detail. We are only interested in evaluation of (1) for a single, lossless dielectric
layer botunded on alternate sides by free space and a perfect conductor, aul for both source and field
points on the air/dielectri, interface (ic: g(r,O)), see Figure 1. Although this is the case, what is
presented here is applicable to more general layered media Green's functions as well. Specifically, we are
interested in two functions, G(A), for the parameters z=0 and V =0
Gm(X) ix _ , Ge),) - Gm(X) [Lo +uiTanh(Kdul)] (2)
[uo + u 1 Ctnb (Kdul)] 'uo +[ uTanh(.dui)]
with u0 = (>2-K2)A and u1  (X2  -l.K)½ ,for RE[uol >0 (K free space wavenumber).
On the original, infinite, purely real contour (C 0 in figure 2) the integraud is ill- behaved due to the
o0cillation of the Bessel function, the presence of a branch point at K , and possible poles between K and
I K on the A axis f'om possible simple zeroes in the denominatois of Gm(X) and Ge(X). Our choice of
z=0 further complicates evaluation using contour Co, since we do not have exponential decay in the
integrand. It is well known that we can consider contours other than Co, for example: a partially
deformed contour (C) or a fully deformed contour (C2) , both shown in figure 2.
Previous authors [1-5] have investigated various techniques that. could have been used to compute (1) for
these G(\), but we desired a routine that could perform this evaluation to a pre-specified (possibly high)
degree of accuracy, and we did not find any one of the techniques presented in these references to suit
our needs. Most of these techniques have focused on contours Cq and C2 (or its equivalent). Among
these techniques are those of ... 1) subtracting from G( ,) a term corfesponding to the case for ul = uo
over the entire contour [31, 2) choosing subintervals of integration in order to form a monotonicaily
decreasing, alternating series that cat be truncated with a known error bound [1,21, 3) Fldon's (Shank's,
Averages) method to accelerate convergence [1,3,$1, and 4) various asymptotic methods [1,3,4,5]. We
desired to use a single method of evcluatiou in order to reduce programming time and the ambiguities
involved with choosing wlhch of a multiple set of routines to use foi each unique set of parameters.
Oar routine .iiquely applies some of the above mentioned techniques, or ones that are somewhat similar,
to obtain highly accurate vsIues for gm(r,C) and ge(r,0) to be used in the numerical charactcrization of
micto-trip structures. The values of the radial distance r vary from zero to less than a few free space
wavelengths at most, and app.opriate techniques must be used accordingly. The first feature of our
routine is that we choose to use a method similar to 1) mentioned above, in which we subtract a term
from G(X) corresponding to the well known static portion of g(r,O), done only over certain portions of the
chosen contour (a direct and image terms for the "m" case - a direct and weighted image summation
terms for the "e" case). We then choose to add back in the image portions of these g(r,O), in effect,
subtracting only the singular (C 1) portion of the spatial domain Green's function. Therefore, we define
g(rO) = g(r,O) - a/r (3)
with a = 1/2 for the "m" case and a = 1/(E + 1) for the "e" case.
It is well known that it is advantageous to evaluate g(r,O) using contour C 2 for "large" r, and as many
authors have thoroughly investigated the use of contour Co and found it difficult to obtain high degrees of
pre-specified, known accuracy (even for "small" r) we chose to more thoroughly investigate the use of
contour C2 for all r of interest to us for the function g(r,O).
We find that the real axis portion of Ca is evaluated quite adequately uwing an adaptive Newton-Cotes
routine, and that the possible residue terms (corresponding to the pol.-s of G(x)) are also quite easily
evaluate4, therefore neither numerical procedure will be discussed further here. The imaginary axis
portion of (1), using (2), over contour C2 is of main concern, and the composite integrands (summed for
each side of the branch cut) of gm(r,O) and ge(r,O) are shown in figures 3 and 4; for r=0.01, Kd=0.10, and
c, =9.9. The corresponding integrands of ^, (r,O) and ge(r,O) are shown in figures 5 and 6. From figure 5
one might conclude that method 3) above could be used advantageously, but it turns out to yield little if
any improvement. From figure 6 one might conclude that Series methods (ie: 2) above) could use
subintervals "folded" about the obvious points of large derivative, but again this yields little if any
ihprovcment. The application of method 2) above is an adequate choice, but the creation of a
monotonically decreasing, alternating series is more effort than is required. We find that it is more
tuse 1-eie subi-tlenmais %-hilc"Men ing an altemadna Seri which eventually becomes
monotonically decreasing, and to increase the number of these subintervals to obtain an adequately small
absolute error. The reasoning behind this is that these extra subintegrals are evaluated very quickly with
a minimum number of function e,.aluation, as their absolute error criteria is identical to the earlier
subintegrals, but their magnitudes are much less. We find that we can evaluate mn(r,O) and ýe(r,O) to ten
or more digits of relative accuracy for all r of interest other than zero using this simple subintegral/series
method. The resultant values of ,m(r,O) and ge(r,O) corresponding to figures 3-6 are shown in figures 7
and 8 respectively.
For the necessary case of A(0,0) we can choose to use one of three methods (noting that the Bessel
function term becomes unity for r=0) ... 1) use contour C2 for a number of small values of r and then
• .... to C,- or ...u ... ntr * fr qAu icp, r',nttmr (', (nr .nttrnatedv C,) fnr rLfl. WeIo$,*oif.•nutv u -U, -,s •1 • 2l -l.r , v - -1 - . ... . •.
found it most efficient to use the third method with contour , to avoid the numerical problems that
exist on the real axis. To further assist the convergence of this method, asymptotic terms may be
subtracted form the integrand, which allows the shortening of the infinite interval by adding the
corresponding known analytical truncation terms for some "large" X. We found through much mathematical
manipulation that the derivatives of grn(r,0) and ge(r,0) wrt. r, for r-0, are expressible analytically in very
simple forms, and therefore no further computations are required to obtain their values extremely
accurately. The three methods above may be compared to show that the same accuracy may be obtained
for &(0,0) as for ^(r,O).
The verification of the accuracy of these computations was carried out in several ways, the fuist being the
comparison of the various techniques mentioned above. Even though all these techniques were not
optimized to yield adequate accuracy for our purposes, a few (or possibly several) digits could be compared
among them to establish that the proper values were being obtained, then a convergence study could be
made on those few methods chosen, and these results compared. Also, the :-suits for the case of an air
dielectric (F 1 -1) are analytically known, and were compared to our routine of final choice when it did not
take advantage of this fact. These results are shown in figUre 9.
In our analysis of microstrip structures we must repeatedly evaluate ým(r,0) and ge(r,0). If we were to
numerically evaluite the corresponding Sommerfeld integral each time we needed it, we would be foolish,
for the functions 'm(r,O) and ge(r,0) are quite smooth wrt. their single parameter r. Therefore, we are
able to fit these functions quite accurately using cubic spliner. In fact, since their derivatives at r=0 are
known, analytically, it is advantageous to use a cubic spline fit for known first derivatives at the end
points. As seen in figure 10, we can fit the functions quite adequately with a reasonable number of
function ev "',ations.
Fmally, it should be ment'oned oncs again that this routine is specialized to z.0 and a unique geometry of
a layered media. This, however, does not specialize the routine presented here to the point of not being
useful for more general geometries. For example, in any problem (be it layered media or not) the 3-d
Green's function will exhibit the same singular behavior (r-1), and similar methods may easily be developed
to remove this behavior, allowing a much more efficient computation of g(r,O) for "small" to "moderate" r.
Geometry restrictions are easily removed by using a G(X) that corresponds to a different set of dielectric
layers, with the corresponding static terms obtained from the asymptotic form of this G(X) for large X.
The lossless dielectric restriction 'can be removed by making E• a complex number, slowing the
computations a bit, but quite easily done. If the restriction z=0 is removed, the same routine may be used
for r/z "large", but for r/z "moderate" ot "small" it wAil likely be more efficient to use the contour C.
(or CI), since significant exponential decay will exist for increasing X•.
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Abstract
This paper describes some numerically useful mathematical
properties of the transcendental function introduced by Maliuzhinets
in describing acoustic or electromagnetic scattering by a wedge with
two different face impedances. For a given wedge angle the
Maliuzhlnets function can be written in terms of an infinite integral
in the complex plane. The independent variables are thus the wedge
angle and a complex variable containing all other parameters in the
scattering process, including incidence and scattering angles,
polarization, and two complex face impedances expressed as complex
Brewster angles. The region of convergence of the integral is an
infinite strip in the complex plane with width dependent on the wedge
a.ngle a. 4~ nv.,, 4 t,,.a 1-nrl. 4 = ^t4-e
4
oln the .. ngl- of r'n-cnenraý
there always exist recursion arid symmetry relations allowing the
desired result to be obtained. When the Maliuzhinets function is
examined as a function of a complex variable, it is found that it Is
analytic everywhere in the infinite strip in which the integral
converges. It is in fact a conformal mapping of the infinite strip
into a region in the complex plane with the width on the real axis
mapped into a finite segment of the real axis, and the point at
infinity mapped Into a point on the unit circle. Furthermore, for
all wedge angles the resultant values on the unit circle fall within
the sector w/8 • jArg zi s w/4 . These results have important
4- shn 4 n.4- 4-. .. a1u 4 .lrn. 4 .4 4 .r sA
4
v-n 4.'- ia'., t 4 r 4 an*
algorithms For evaluation of the function, especially in terms of the
amount of storage required.
1I
The p•cblem of acoustic scattering by a wedge with two different face
impedances was .solved by Maliuzhinets [1] in terms of a Sommerfeld contour
integral. The M-Irjzhinets solution is expressed in terms of the complex
transendental functihn Tv(z), where o is the exterior wedge half angle, and
the complex variable z contains the remaining physical properties describing
the scattering process, including angles of incidence and scattering, and the
complex surface impedance of each face. The Maliuzhinets function has found
widespread application in variou:; treatments of both acoustic and
electromagnetic edge diffraction.
Maliuzhinets discussed many of the properties of ,(z) in his original
paper, such as recussion relations, values for particular wedge angles, and
two explicit representations, one as a double infinite product, and one as a
complex integral. Neither of the two representations given by MeAiuzhinets is
particularly amenable to numerical evaluation. Later, Zavadskil and Sakharova
[21 presented what they called expressions suitable for computing the function
•(z) on an electronic computer. However, their methods are not all that
practical for rpnid numerical evaluation. and the numerical tables described
in their paper are not readily available. This paper describes the results of
an investigation of the numerical properties of the Maliuzhinets function.
For the particular case of backscatter it is shown that numerical evaluation
of the function can be considerably simplified by making use of some of its
mathematical properties.
The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. The incidence (and
scattering,. fnr the rase of hackscatter) angle is measured from the
illuminated face, while the wedge angle is expressed as the external half
angle. The Maliuzhinets solution leads to a product of four ratios of the
form
rT(z) 0 (z) (1)
for backscatter. In the more general case of bistatic scattering the argument
in the numerator depends on the scattering angle, and the denominator is a
function of the incidence angle. When expressed as the ratio (1), the




CU tanh ns/2 sinh s(n/2 ± z) ds
I+(z) fo-n sin slnh 2s (3)_
Written in terms of exponentials, (3) is
Y±(z's) ds (4)I.(z) = x(s) s 
0
where
Y!(z,s) = cos ys[(e'S-l)e±xs + (e-SM-1)e+XS]
±i sin ys [(enS-l)e±xs - (e-nS-l) Jxs] (5)
and
X(s) = e(2o + r/2)s+e(2; - w/2)s-e(w/2 2o)s-e-(20 + w/2)s (6)
Examination of the explicit form of (4) given by (5) and (6) shows immediately
that the integral converges in the open interval
lxi < 2o-n/2 (7)
for all y. The region of convergence is therefore an infinite strip with
width given by (7). It is possible to devise a quadrature scheme that is
valid everywhere in the strip in which the integral converges. There Is one
wedge angle, 3w/4, for which a closed form solution for r± exists. We have
developed a quadrature method that reproduces this exact result to within 5 or
6 significant figures. Yip and (ýiavetta have recently discussed this subject
in some detail [31.
Considerable reduction in storage required for numerical applications can
be achieved by making use of symmetry and recursion relations displayed by the
Maliuzhinets function. These are summarized in Figure 2. While the present
work was in progress, the symmetry relations permitting numerical evaluation
3
to be limited to the first quadrant were also noted by Herman, Volakis and
Senior [4].
An even more significant reduction in storage requirements is achieved by
noting that the Maliuzhinets function is a conformal mapping. The infinite
strip containing all information on the scattering process for a given wedge
angle is mapped onto a finite region in the complex plane. An example, for a
wedge angle of 37/4, is shown in Fig. 3. Although the complex reflectance of
a passive surface must lie within the unit circle, the Fresnel equations
relating reflectance and impedance map the unit circle into the right half
plane. It would seem therefore that in numerical work it would be necessary
to calculate, or have available in storage, values of the wedge function over
the entire infinite strip in which the integral representation converges.
However, the limiting case as the imaginary part of z becomes infinite, the
ratio given by (2), can be shown to approach
lim r+ = exp(; i 2/8,) (8)
so that lim 1r+1 = 1 (9)
The point at infinity is thus mapped onto the unit circle. This important
result holds for the ratio of two Maliuzhinets functions describing bistatic
as well as monostatic scattering, although in the case of bistatic scattering
(8) depends on the difference in incidence and scattering angles as well U-7
the wedge angle.
Since the external wedge half angle is constrained to lie between n/2 and
the limiting case for backscatter lies on the sector
4/8 : jArg zi j /4 (10)
The particular case in Fig. 3, for a wedge angle of 3r/4, leads to a limiting
value of Arg z - ± 4/6. According to (10), the entire range of possible
angles results in mappings not too far from the case shown. Therefore it
appears sufficient to store values for only a quite limited number of wedge
4
angles for interpolation during execution. Also, from examination of Fig. 3
it is apparent that a fairly coarse grid in independent variables can be used;
in particular, not very large values of y = Im z have to be considered.
That the mapping is conformal can be shown from the integral
representation (2) and (4). The partial derivative of r+ are
ar 3 al _-+(z) 3
ax axe =-xr± (11)
and
ar 
- al -I±(z) al
-= - e r+- ayr (12)
The derivatives on the right-hand side of (11) and (12) can be carried out by
Leibnitz's rule, so that
31+ 1 aY±d ds I1
and
S1 Y± ds (14)
ax= 0 XT iT s
from which it is easily verified by differentiation of (5) that
Re1- -m (15)Bx ay
and
ar+ ar+
Re =-z- - Im (16)
ay ax
so that the Cauchy-Riemann conditions are satisfied everywhere in the strip in
which the integral coverges. Therefore r+ is analytic and the transformation
is conformal.
Because it is a conformal mapping, the curves of constant x and y
generated by the impedance wedge function are orthogonal trajectories.
Bilinear interpolation can be expected to be quite accurate except in the
5l
vicinity of the limit as y approaches infinity. Examination of numerical
values of the impedance wedge function as y increases for constant x has shown
an exponential behavior with a slope of approximately -0.64 as the limit is
approached. Figure 4 shows the asymptotic behavior for several fixed values
of x. An analytic study (51 of the asymptotic behavior of the function in the
neighborhood of the limit shows that for constant x the limit is approached as
exp(-2y/3).
This behavior is used as the basis for the linear-exponential
interpolation algorithm we have developed for use in the interval between the
last y value stored and the limit. The algorithm is show schematically in
Fig. 5. The largest y value stored is Y1. Then for a given X between the two
values Xi and X2 the quantities U0 (X,Y1 ) and V0 (X,Y1 ) are obtained by linear
interpolation. Finally, the values U(X,Y) and V(X,Y) are obtained by a
combination of linear and exponential interpolation, given that the distances
S and S1 are related exponentially as shown, with the constant a equal to 2/3.
An 1a1de ad...te of the analvtice nature of the wedge ftunctinn is that
slopes are easily calculated along with the values of the function, permitting
more accurate bicubic interpolation to be used instead of bilinear. The
necessity of incorporating this refinement is currently being investigated.
In view of the results obtained so far, the addition of bicubic interpolation
will probably not be necessary. Figure 6 shows a comparison of values
obtained by numerical quadrature of the intergral representation and values
obtained from linear-exponential interpolation in the vicinity of the limit
for infinite y. The wedge angle is 3n/4, is that the limiting values are
IRe(r±)I = cos 30c and IIm(r±)I = sin 30°. Also, for this case exact closed
form values are available. The interpolation scheme is seen to yield values
that agree with the exact values (and those obtaind by numerical quadrature)
to within 0.2 percent in the four outermost examples, and to within 0.1
percent in the cases closer to the limit.
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Values needed only in first quadrant because of:
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ABSTRACT
A comnputer program that calculates backscattering in-
cluding hidden surface removal is described. The scatter-
ing geometry is Lnbedded on a lattice which is oriented
towards the frame of reference of the observer. The x and
y coordinates of the lattice are mapped to the pixels on the
compute: console as well ks to virtual screen arrays com-
hysical optics (11O) and physical theory of dif-
ac t ion (PID) contributions.
By using discrete values for the z direction as well, it is
possible to use the FlPT algorithm to sum the phase fac-
tors due to the propagation delay. Separate virtual screen
data are necessary for the physical optics contribution and
fnr the. ede current correctionqi because the comnonenLs
comprising these transfornations differ by a wavelength
factor. Both three dimensional arrays of virtual screen data
are summed in the x and y direction before the FFI is ap-
plied.
Polygons represent the suiface of the scattering object
in the lattice. At each monostitic angle the polVons are'
sorted by depth and written to the -lattice. The video
graphics library VID calculates the interior points of the
polygon, making them available for, integration. The code
runs on an IBM PC AT or compatible that is equipped
with an EGA screen. Separate codes are used to generate
wnd build up the ASCII geometry file.
A"
Introduction
Descriptions follow for an algorithm and an experimen-
tal prog ram LATTSCAT that calculates hidden surface
removal or shadowing and draws a false color fina~e of the
object as viewed in the reflectivity calculation with color
representing alternatively amplitude or phase. An IBM
fCAT video grpislibrary VID.bIB was recently com-
pleted with the additional capability of calculating integrals
over'surfaces using the sane* algorithms used to fill
poly~ons imbedded-in a three dimensional space. Point
drawing subroutines are used both to enable piixels on the
video screen, and to fill "pseudo screens" of two dime.--
sional arrays for use in calculations that include hidden stir-
fiace removal or shadowing. Three dimensional views of
th%-ý object thius rendered, include a view of the Fresnel
regions with the phase displayed as colors on the surface
of the scatftemer,
Ass-Ilmiktion of Grap~hical Data
Many rcievant
questions that must
be. asked in evaluat-
irig, the reflectivity of
an object, can be 
- &4 U
answered through eof"6 UM
the u~se of a visual tbe
tool that displ1ays thD fa&cats.
way that phase and
to form the resultant
amplitude. A view
of the sca~ttcnrng ob-ject, based on, refkec.
tivity, is presented,
The awrz.Hude oC a
physic.al, optics scat-
terer is equal to the
projected area of the scatter-r as viewed in the direction of'
the mncinostatiC illuniination-so~.,rcc. When, there are many
differmit areas,3 of approximate-ly equal color, the reflectivity
is low. Waves of Ur EC-
color representing
the actual PýAw A (M
electromagnetic





gained by visually ex-
periencinfg the
process. The visual
isplay makes the in-
Sformation tangible.
Motivation for the Program
VID.LIJB, is a low level graphics library written for
Microsoft FORTRAN which includes hand optimized as-
,•]lluiy llgtwugt" iULJ1UULUtJU lu'! l1•!i lulk-, UI.WUIg 1NIngl
Bresenham" s algorithm, even faster horizontal line draw-
ing, polygon fil-and interfaces to the BIOS and DOS inter-
rupt functions for expanded control of the graphics and
system operation of the IBM PC board.
VID.LIB was used to write IBM PC/AT graphics
drivers for the higher level DIG.LIB graphics library in-
cluding drivers for CGA and EGA screen modes and arrow
key crosshair functions as well as dot matrix printers andpioiters~Prrnintg drivers are available for the wide varnety,
of printers that follow the IBM and EPSON printer stand-
ards. Supported on these printers are single, double, high
s peed double, quadruple density modes, smgle and double
density plotter modes which have dot densities of 60, 120,
240, 72 and 144 horizontal dots per inch respectively. Ver-tical resolution is 72 and 216 dots per inch. 'IThe highestdensity mode supports 240 x 216 dots per inch which
amounts to over 4 million dots on the print area.
- - - -- ~ ~P"*A ~ ~ .
Shadowing and Hidden Surface Removal
Because some objects obscure the view of other ob-jects, the screen drawing process can be considered a mul-
tivalued function that takes polygoni coordinates from thý
domain of disk files and maps these coordinates to the I.
range of (x,y) pixel locations and the pseudo screen. The(also discreteý) z coordinate is stored in the two dimen-
sional pseudo screen array. Hidden surface removal
amounts to selecting the branch of this multivalued func-
tion with the highest z value. In the LATISCAT program,
shadowing is accomplished by comparing the z location of
the pixel to be drawn with the z location of any pseudo
pixel that has already been drawn into the same x and y
location.
Shadowing effects are often more significant than
second order diffraction. Hidden surface removal is also
useful for doppler effects because in some cases, the move-
ment causes modulation due to shadowing of background
scatterers.
It is iroxic that in the very regime where tl e high fre-
quency approximation becomes accurate, the simulation is
ihaccurate becamse of a limitation in the expmision func-
tions used to aapproximate the geometry. For example,
spheres are modeled as multifaceted polyhedrons consist-
ing of a connected collection ofpjolygonal flat plate, At
the highest frequencies, each i-dividual flat polygon is evi-detnt onlv when the incident ray is normal to the polygon.
"The hi-gh resolution of the iraphics screen should be
equivalent to a large number of facets if the sphere were
drawn from a high level with each pixel location depth(z value) calculated from the equation for spheres.
Hiowever, in the current version of LATTSCAT, the
spheres are drawn as polygonal facets.
Vmzg P MObna ,dq1 IN IaY.4 tv IA
.awAul
Viwof a sphere withas colm
effects.
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Objectives and Alporithm Description
The primagy objective is to add shadowing while main-
taining thc accuracy of the physical optics and physical
theory of diffraction calculations of the reflectivity of a
complex 3 dimensional object and to draw the input file
eunicu y. IJUXM& LIIC LoWUiUqut dJP~l- LI) r-C diffracu-
tion as well as physical optics, first consider physical optics
only. After the screen and associated data has been cadcu-
lated, the scattering centers are scaled as necessary by the
wavelen~th and other factors and projected on the z axis
by counting tb number of pixels that lie a fixed z position
and storing the result into a histogram array that includes
an entry or ind-.cx value for each z position. Area as a fu.c-
tion of z is the result. Dividing the area in the histogram
L.rrav by thv- z Step di,3tance gives the area density as a func-
ti)n ,,,f z.
For physical optics, no dot specific scaling is necessary.
"I'le:; resulting linear array of complex values is summed
with an exp(2ik2) weighting factor to account for the phase
shift due to propagational delay. Round trip path length
s=2z replaces z in the phase expression, exp(2ikz)=exp(iks).
, +++ .... o 4
The concept of area is extended into the complex plane by
inclusion of the phase factor so that an area element be-
comes exp(iks) &7A, where dA specifies the area projected
on the x, y plane perpendicular to the line of sight of the
viewer (the ray of incidence) which is also the area seen on
the image drawn on the screen. Summation of the com-
plex area elements results in a total complex area. The ab-
solute value of the complex area is then used in the flat plate
formula.
The flat plate formula:
= 47 JAI(f/c)-
where A is the complex erea.
f is th-i froqaoenay and
O is the spoed of light. ,
Summation of the area elements is generated by per-
forming a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm on the his-
togram after it has been centered and zero extended to a
512 value array. Area as a function of frequency is what
results from the FFT. These values are scaled using the flat
plate formula mentioned above to produce the cross sec-
tion.
For calculating edge diffraction using Ufimtsev's for-
rniflatinn of the nhv.ical theory of diffraction, additional
pseudo screen arrays are needl- to store the amplitude and
z position of the edges. Amplitude must be stored because
the amplitude of an individual pixel is not constant as with
physical optics. Depth (z p6sition) is also stored in a
separate pseudo screen because the frequency dependence
differs by a factor of f in the forimula analogous to the
physical optics (flat plate) formula given above.
Three Dimensional Polygon Filling
Polygon filling is achieved by drawing horizontal lines(the EGA cards on PCs draw horizontal lines the fastest)
according to a "pen up", "pen down" routine wherein the
line segments that intersect the current row to be filled are
sorted so that as the pen moves from left to right across
the polygon, the pen is toggled between "up" and "down"
whenever a polygon boundary is crossed. When a vertex
P'.I C~.o..,_ t C.p
- .. a
a nJr _
=MLVJ S•~~A-A.0. ft M-.*,•
ATTfCAT - f'•- Iý -_
(or a horizontal boundary segment of the polygon) lies on
the current row being drawn, additional information must
be available to decide if the pen position must toggle. The
line drawing routines use the Bresenham algorithm (which
does not use multiplication when drawing lines,) both for
drawin.g on the screen and for providing point coordinates
to routines that need a series of coordinates to evaluate a
summation or integral over a line or polygonal surface that
is imbedded in a lattice. Lattice lines can have a left and a
right hand side if the total vertical distance is less than the
total horizontal distance spanned by the line segment. The
extreme case is a horizontal line segment..VID. has routines
for ftining the left and right (or iow and hign) sides of a
lattice line because this type of information is necessary to
fill a polygon without counting any polygon point more
than once. The line drawing subroutine collection includes
three dimensional line capabilities by drawing two depend-
ent lines simultaneously, for example in the x-y plane and
in the x-z plane. The final operation of ectually drawing
the pixel at the various arrays representing the (x,y) loca-
tion will be undertaken only if the z resulting will be greater
than the existing z value at the point (xy). Otherwise, the
noint under consideration is shadowed and need not be
drawn.-
Discretization Effects
Unexpected results can occur when drawing fast lines
in this fishion. The figure shows a triangle tlat is almost
perpendicular to the line of incidence. Both left hand ver-
tices are at the same z level whereas the
Tht hand vertex is slightly raised.
e endpoints of the horizontal lines
used to fill the triangle are determined
by line drawing routines for the
boundary segments and are have dis-
crete z values. A slower but more ac- -
curate process would retain real values -
for the segment boundaries and thus
always map each (x,y) pair to the z value closest to the
polygon surface. This could be done by using a two
dimensional polygon fill routine to identify the (x,y) pairs
that lie within the projection of the plane and then caiculat-
ing the z coordinate using an equation for a plane.
I,.- I-,:! *"7 '
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Summary
Graphics routines were used to project thr'ee dimen-
sional faceted surfaces onto a three, dimnensional lattice with
hidden surface removal. The resulting collection of points
was then plotted on the video screen and .projected onto -
thez7 axmr es ui•ntma in •t it~n~itv . firnrtinnl Af di.•t~rnc
F'ast- fo'urier frmto•o-fthe area dens-ity function
yielded area as a function of frequency. Finally the area
was substituted into the flat plate formua for cross section.
Edge diffraction is handled-similarly. Improvements are
planned for geometry h andling iricludinig higher level
specification of shapes like spheres so that fa~cetinig will notbe necessary. Also changes are planned to eliminate dis-
cretization effects that were encous tered when falling three
dimensional polygons.hiddn srfac reova. Th reultig clletionof it
was henploted n th vieo cree anprojcteont
PROTECTING SCATTERING COMPUTATIONS FROM EFFECTS
OF INTERIOR RESONANCES
Francis X. Canning
Rockwell International Science Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
It is well known that hollow, closed, conducting bodies can support interior
resonances at certain discrete frequencies. This physical fact generally gives rise to
numerical problems near these frequencies in computer codes that use the Electric Field
Integral Equation (EFIE) to calculate a scattered (external) field. The Magnetic Field
Integral Equation (MFIE) is actually invalid at these frequencies, so it wili not be con-
sidered in this paper.
Due to the simplicity of the EFIE approach and the existence of computer
codes utilizing it, it would be ueetul to have a general method for determining the sever-
ity of the numerical problems and for correcting them if necessary. This paper describes
such a method, and the very simple modifications necessary to implement it in an exist-
ing computer program. Previous work by this author '2 showed that, in principle, the
correct external field is determined by the EFIE. It wa• observed that the problems
found to date are purely numerical in nature. More importantly, it was also shown that
as the frequency of the resonance is approached, the "cavity model contributes less and
less to the scattered field. This behavior is the opposite of that found in nunmerical solu-
tions, in which approximations result in the cavity mode generating a strong scattered
field. The theoretical work gives a rigorous basis for the simple method that we describe
below, which corrects these numerical errors.
The numerical instabilities occur for only a somewhat narrow range of fre-
quencies around the frequency of each resonance. However, as one moves from two to
three dimensions and treats larger and larger bodies, the resonances get closer
together. Thus, the laeger the problem that one is trying to solve, the more likely one is
to encounter difficulties.
As a trial case, we examined scattering by a circular conducting cylinder,
using the EFIE for the TM polarization. Pulse basis and delta function testing functions
were used. We considered frequerncies near the resonance at ka = 8.417..., which is
degenerate in that the currents of the corresponding modes have azimuthal dependences
which may be given as cos2e and sin2e. Results for 64 and 128 unknowns are shown in the
figures.
From Fig. 1, it is clear that the smallest singular value occurs near ka = 8.435
for 64 unknowns and near ka = 8.427 for 128 unknowns. We see that when more unknowns
were used, the numerical resonance moved in frequency towards the correct value (ka =
8.417...). These singular values were found by an expensive computational tool, the
singular value decomposition. The cost of this tool is several times that of matrix 4
inversion.
1
We now present a method of calculating the smallest ririgullar value, which has
a negligible cost compared to matrix inversion. We also show how to correct the current
for numerical errors due to the cavity mode. In the moment rr.thod, one solves the
matrix equation
ZI =V(I
where I is the surface current and V is minus the in'7ident field, evaluated on the surface.
We will use a slightly different notal.ion, and call 1. the f ist attenmp1~at a solu-
tion, so that
It) =ZV (2)
To imnprove this approximation. I., we need to deiermine whether we are close.
to a resonance, and if so we also need "o determine thL, cavity m~ode. Bpcausc Z is non-
Hermetian, we mnust deal with its singular valuesý and associated vectors iiiatead of wi-ch
itseignv~ue arfigenvecbors.' The sinu r values of 7- are the s'juare 1-oots of the
eigenvaliues of ZZ (which equal those of Z7 'Z).
All that is necessary to correct a calculation near a .,es'onant frequer,:Y is to
calculate the smallest sirngular value of Z and the ýpp&-opr Ldv_ assoi-J1cted rnce&. Thisz
smallest. sirtgular value of Z will be the rzcA'iiwocal of the largest singular value of Z-1,
which wilt be, much lat .. ,r than any othei s of Z-1. Therefore - an ' Le~gtive techniqu-:
called the power meth., 30 will be very eff icient wlhan. applied to Z 1 (Z~-)
We a.pply the power method to find the smallest singular va'ue of Z and its
associated ca~vity mode corrent to orthoaonalize the solu'.ion current to the cavity mode
current. TAhi's generates the for mulas:
C (1." 1H0 /P1 [1 0Z1C 1 (4)
I Y 1 10)1,2) (4
The superu:c`,pt H denotes He~rmetian conjuga te. S1 is an approximnation to the smallest
singular vaL' _- of 'Z, and should be reUl to the pi-ecision of the arithmetic used. P I is an
approximation to the cavity inode current, an~d 11 is thL corrected cur-rent.
Furthcr accuracy is obtained by iterating, for £2,3,...,. accordinh LO the rule
F Z-1 (Z- I P 1 (6
2
,(P 1-1' PZ-I)) 112(7
(I, P)
It should be noted that this tecnnique is extrcmely efficient numerically. Only about 4n 2
floating-point operations are required per iteration. This, the cost of this calculation is
insignificant compared to matrix inversion.
Figure I plots S1, the estimate after one iteration of the smallest singular
value as a function of cylinder radius. One may observe that close to the resonance, i.e.,
when the singular value really is small, only one iteration is recessary! Far away from
the resonance, one does not need to calculate any cci-rection. Calculations were also
made of S, and Sý. Throughout the region plotted on Fig. 1, the values of S2 and S3
agreed with the calculation using the singular value decomposition to better than one
part in a thousand.
This discussion provides a simple method for correcting numerical problems. If
S 1 is large, do nothing. It S1 is small, then use I I instead of 10. In the region where SI is
small, we have calculated I , 1 12 and 13, and the resnlting radar cross section at 01 aid
180'. They are plotted in 'ig. 2 for thf: 64 unknown case. The rada7- cross sections for
9. = 1,2 arnd 3 are identical to several decimal place., arid are the nearly horizontal lines
on the figure. The i 0, or uncorrected, radar cross sections give the wildly varying
curves.
Clearly, the method we have presented ha,, wide applicability to any internal
resonance problem in which the matrix is explicitly inverted. Furthermore, we saw that
it is an efficient method, both in terms of execution time and the human effort required
to implemen' it. This .:urrection an easily be added to existing computer progrLms.
Oe .imply makes use of 10 and Z- to cirect 10 and replace it by J, when necessary.
Finally, and possibly most irnportantly, the corrected currents thus generated allow the
calculation of the scattered field to be highly accurate and dependable at all frequencies.
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Fig. I The smallest singular value of Z as a function of its radius for scattering by a
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short dashed and short-long dashed curves represent both the results of the
singular value decomposition, and the results (identical to at least three deci-
mal places) of two or three iterations (z = 2,3) as given by Eq. (7), The solid









Fig 2 The radar cross section for backscatter, a (0°), and for forward scatter, a
(180°), as a function of ridius for 64 unknowns and the calculation described in
the text. The dashed lines show radar cross sections based on the uncorrected
current, I . The solid lines show the radar cross sections based on I1, I1 or I,
as all of t&ese results agree to several decimal places.
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SI NGULPTY EXPANSI ON METH1OD (SEX) NATURAL NODES AS EFITICI ENT
ENTIRE DOMAIN EXPANSION FUNCTIONS IN THE ANALYSIS OF
FREQUENCY SELECTIVE SURFACES
L.S. Riggs, M.E. B8.ginski, F.J. German
Electrical Engineering Department
200 Broun Hall
Auburn University, Al. 36849-3501
Abstract
In this paper an Isolated symmetric penta-arm element Is
analyzed using the Singularity Expurnsion Method (SEM) (1]. SEM
poles, and modes yield considerable insight Into the ftndamental
scattering characteristics of this element. Is Is shown that a
simple sinusoidal approximation to the. SEM current modes represent
a highly erficient entire domain current expansion set when
employed in the usual1 Floquet-Moment Method description of the
Pent a-arm FSS sarray.
Introduction
A frequency selective surface (FSS) may be defined as a
doubly periodic arrangement of elements on either a planar or
conformal surface. The elements can be perforations In a
conducting (or resistive) screen or an array of conducting (or
resistive) plates backed by a dielectric support. Practical
designs often employ several layers of elements sandwiched between
multiple dielectric layers.
FSS may be used to combine electromagnetic waves of different
frequencies into a single propagating medium (diplexing) or to
separate electromagnetic waves of different frequencies from a j
Af~k-H'----
single propagation medium (filtering). As illustrated in Fig. 1, a
single reflector antenna employing an FSS subreflector can operate
at two different frequency bands wherein the diplexing/filtering A
feature Is used In the transmit/receive mode L21. The Voyager
spacecraft employed a shaped FSS subreflector that was transparent
at S-band and reflective at X-band (a band-stop to band-pass ratio
of 3 to 1) [3].
FSS are often constructed by etching periodic simple metallic
elements on thin Kaptan sheets. These thin FSS sheets are then
fixed to a low density styrofoam and/or dielectric honeycomb panel
to form the finished structure. Commonly used FS6 elements are
shown in Fig.1 and Include the linear dipole, tri-arm, crossed
dipole, and Jerusalem-cross. At the resonance frequency of the
element the FSS array becomes completely reflective so that for
band-stop at X-band the tip-to-tip element length would be
approximately 1.5 cm (one half wavelength at 10 Ghz). It is
generally desirable that the filter characteristics of the FSS be
independent of polarization and angle of Incidence; therefore, it
is Important to be able to accurately predict the frequency
signature of the array for all variatlons in the parameters which
define the electromagnetic system.
In order to accurately predict the frequency signature of an
FSS array an electromagnetic boundary value problem must be
solved. A full wave analysts Is performed using harmonlc matching
with fields on either side of the screen expanded in Floquet
harmonics. An Iter-gral equation in terms of the current induced on
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Fig. 1 a. ) Reflector antenna sys;tem employing a frequency select -ve
surface and b.) Commonly used frequency selective surface elements
enforcing boundcxy conditions. Using the method of moments (MOM)
[4], the current Induced on the elements is computed and the
transmission nna reflection coefficients determined. The MOM
discretizati• of' this Integral equation results In Impedance
elements expressed in terms of doubly Infinite series over
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) planc, wave
modes. Consequently, numerical processing time Increases
drumatically as the number of' expansion functions is increased.
Furthermore, as the number of expansion functions Increases a
greater number of Floquet harmonics must be summed to obtain
convergence of the Impedance elements. Generally, the number of
Floquet harmonics necessary Increases with increasing spectral
bandwidth of the basis functions Involved [5]. For this reason,
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efficient as entire domain expansion functions.
An additional requirement, of course, is that the expansion
set chosen span the physIcal current d~stribution on the 17SS
element. It Is rather obvious In the case of simple dipole
form an efficient entire domain expansion set. However, an
efficient physically accurate expansion set is not as easy to
select for scattering elements with junctions. Case In point Is
work by Agrawal and Imbrlale [2] who anmlyzed the crossed dipole
FSS array using continuous sinusoldal functions over the
perpendicular arms of the cross. Tsao and MIttra [6] later
demonstrated that Improved results for the crossed dipole array
require that Agrawal and ImbrIale's expansion set be extended by
including current expansion functions which bend at the Junction.
The importance of this so-called "Junction function" has been
Identified by several others [7].
In this paper the Singularity Expansion Method (SEM) is used
to analyze isolated FSS elements The SEM factors the transient
current response of the element into poles (damped exponentials In
time domain), natural current modes, and coupling coefficients.
The SEN natural cuL'rent modes are used to construct an efficient
physically accurate entire domain expansion set for the
Floquet-MOM analysis of the FSS array. Since the SEM analysis of
the isolated element is based on a MOM formulation using simple
box like expansilon and testing functions, no prior knowledge of
the physical current distribution is required (except for the
usual end and junction conditions). Preprocessing using the SEM
also provides important insights Into the ftundamental scattering
properties of the FSS element.
SEN Description of an Isolated FSS Element
Fig. lb shows the geometry of several commonly used frequency
selective surface elements. A ium matrix equivalent of the
electric field integral equation (EFIE) for an isolated FSS
element (linear element, trn-arm element, crossed dipole, etc.)
may be written, in terms of the complex frequency variable s-fl+Jc,
as
2(s) I~s) - VCs) (1
Pulse expansion and testing functions are used in the MOM
formulation and Kirchhoff's current law at an N-arm Junction is
satisfied by extending cra'rent half-pulses for N-i of the arms
onto the Nth arm. A singularity expansion of the system inverse
gives a solution
a V(s) + W (s) (2)) s-s e
a4 a
with the system residue matrix at the ath system pole defined,
using Cauchy's residue theorem, as
is M 22's)dr
a a a n
C
a
where c denotes a contour enclosing no poles other than that at s
s ( , and t denotes the transpose operation. Also, We (s) is an
entire function which will henceforth be suppressed. The dyadic
nature of the residue matrix In (3) is expressed in terms of a
natural current mode vector R and Its transpose; ft is simply a
convenient proportionality constant so that the current mode's
maxi1muvb value is real and unity. (Recall that the natural current
modes, 1 , form the entire domain expansion set for the FSS
aritay.) Substltuting (3) into (2) and writing the excitation
vector as V(s) - f(s) X(s) (f(s) is the functional form of the
of the electric vector of a TE or TM impulsive plane wave alonig
the ith segment of the isolated element) yields
I(s)- f(s) s-S O (s) (4)
with k, coupling coefficient defined as
71(S) M A Ms)()
a a a
The coupling coefficient determines how much the othi current mode
couples, Into the response.
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Scattering From A Frequency Selective Surface
In recent years numerous investigators have formulated
analyses to predict the reflection and transmission coefficients
of FSS, and by now a rather substantial body of literature exists
on the subject. Recently, a special issue on FSS was published
which contains new results In the field, and articles therein
provide an exhaustive list of references [8]. Here, the important
steps In the development of the Integral equation for the FSS
array are summarized without mathematical detail. The reader
interested In a more complete development Is referred to a paper
by Montgomery [9].
In Fig.2 is shown an infinite FSS array made up of
arbitrarily shaped elements mounted between two dielectric sheets.
The incident field, defined as the field in the absence of the
conducting elements, can be determined by assigning standing waves
in the dielectric regions (+z and -z traveling waves with unknown
amplitudes), a transmitted (traveling) wave for zs-d (with unknown
amplitude), a reflected wave zrd (with unknown amplitude), and an2
incident wave with known amplitude. Application of the boundary
conditions (continuous tangential electric and magnetic fields at
z=d 2 , z-O, and z=-d 2) uniquely defines the incident field In every
region in terms of the known incident amplitude.
The next step Is tv assume that an electric current exists
over tle perfectly conducting patches located at z-O. The electric
and magnetic fields radiated by this current are expanded In terms















Fig. 2 FSS arra~y ade up of arbitrarily shaped elemonts mountedbetween two dielectric sheets.
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ztd2 and zs-d respectively, and standing waves in the regions
-d Iz5O and Oszsd 2. Again, continuity of the tangential electric
and magnetic fields is enforced at z=-dI and z=-d At z=O the
tangential electric field must be continuous, but the tangential
magnetic field Is discontinuous - the change in the magnetic field
from z=O+ to z=O is exactly equal to the electric current at z=O.
Lastly, on the conductors at z=O, the incident tangential electric
field must cancel the tangential electric field radiated by the
currents. Applying this final boundary condition and employing the
orthogonality of the Floquet modes results In the desired electric
field integral equation (EFIE) for the unknown currents induced on
the conductors at z=O. The MOM can be used to solve for- the
induced currents, and then it Is a simple matter to compute the
total reflected and transmitted fields. The total
reflected/transmitted field is, of course, the sum of the
reflected/transmitted field due to the dielectric slabs (with no
conducting elements) and the reflected/transmitted field radiated
(in the presence of the dielectric slabs) by the Induced currents
at z=O.
The MOM equation , I = V, for the FSS array has some
interesting features. Because of the Floquet expansion of the
scattered fields , elements of the impedance matrix are
represented In terms of a doubly infinite series over TM and TE
plane wave modes. More precisely, an element of the matrix 2, say
z N, is represented as an infinite sum of products. One
multiplicand is the product of the (P'q)th TE/TM Floquet mode and
the nth MOM expansion function integrated over the region occupied
by the conducting patch. The other multiplicand Is ,as expected,
the product of the conjugate of the (P'q) h TE/TM Floquet mode and
the mth MOM expansion function integrated over the same region. As
mentioned in the introduction, electrically short (fraction of a
wavelength) subdomain expansion functions have larger spectral
bandwidths than electrically longer entire domain expansion
functions. It is natural to expect that the above mentioned
integrals will have significant amplitudes even for relatively
high order Floquet modes if electrically short subdomain expansion
functions are used. Therefore, to maximize numerical efficiency It
is important to use entire domain expansion/testing functions In
the MOM description of the FSS array.
Numerical Results
In order to demonstrate the theory, numerical results will be
presented for the symmetrical penta-arm element shown in Fig.3.
First, the SEM poles and corresponding natural current modes for
this element will be presented. These SEM current modes are then
used as an efficient physically accurate set of entire domain
erxnansion/nt.itnu functions in the Floauet/M1M analysis of the FSS
array. Reflection and transmission signatures for the penta-arm
FSS array are presented for a variety of excitation conditions.
SEM poles for a simple thin linear element occur in layers
roughly paratllel to the imaginary'axis [10]; and only those poles
in the layer nearest the Imaginary axis, those with small damping
constants, contribute significantly to the response. Poles In the
fundamental layer, when multiplied by the tip-to-tip arm length
(say 1) and divided by the speed of light, have imaginary parts
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Fig.3 Geometry a.) and excitation configuration b.) for an
Isolated symmetric penta-arm element.
length of one-half, one, . .wavs.dengths. As expected, the SEM
natural current modes associated with these fundamental layer
poles correspond to the resonant current distributions of a dipole
driven at its center.
One finds that the tri-arm element (see Fig.1) has a double
pole in its f'irst layer fundamental resonance region wid that the
crossed dipole (see Fig. 1) has a double pole and a single pole in
its first layer fundamental resonance region. (Actually, it more
accurate to view these "double'" poles as single order poles with
second order degeneracies.) The tri-arm element with its doubly
degenerate pole has two distinct current modes; one flows from the
tip of a-m 1 through the junction to the tip or arm 2 (no curre, 1.
on arm 3), and the other flows from the tips of arms I and 2 into
the junction and onto arm 3. It is matural to identify the former
as an anti-sym•retric and iatter as a symmetric mode [11]. The
doubly-degenerate pole of the cross has one mode th1at flows fromr,
the tip of arm 1 to the tip or arm 2 (no current on arms 3 and 4),
and another wherein the current, flows from the tip of arm 3 to the
tip or arm 4 (no current on arm. 1 and 2). The crossed dipoli's
other fundamental resonancte rz'gion pole has a mode, the sc,-called
crooked mode [13], whlcn flows from arm 1 to the Junctlon then
onto arm 3, and from arm 2 to the Junction onto arm 4.
A thin-wire MOM program has been used to extract the SFM
parameters of the isolated penta-arm geometry of Fig.3. Poles are
located via a numerical search for those complex frequencies which
drive the determinant of the system matrix to zer:o. The
corresponding modal current distributions are found from a
-.. .
numerical adaptation of (3). Fig.4 gives the location of first
layer poles for the penta-arm element of Fig.3. The penta-ermCE
element has a pair of "double" poles in Its fundamental resonance
region. Figs. 5-8 show the modal current distributions
corresponding to these poles. Current modes shown In Figs. 5 and 6
correspond to the "double" pole farthest from the imaginary axis
while those shown In Figs. 7 and 8 correspond to the "double" pole
closest to the imiginary vd, is. Currents shown in Fig. 5 flow from
arms 4 and 5 into the junction then onto arms 2,3, and 1. Currents
shown In Fig. 8 flow from arm 3 into the Junction then onto arm 2,
and from arm 5 Into tAe Junction onto arm 4. The currents shown in
Fig.7 flow from the tips of arms 2 and 3 Into the Junction and
then split and flow onto arms 1,4, and 5. Current flow directions
shown In FIg.8 are similar to those of Fig.6 except the currer1
magnitudes and flow directions are reversed.
Now that the SEM modes for the isolated penta-arm element
have bc-n Identified, the next step Is to employ these modes as
entire domain test'ng/expanslon functionsi in the Floquet MOM
analysis of the penta-arm FSS ar-j.,io This is accomplished by using
simple sinusoidal approximations to the SEM natural current moods
of Figs.5-8. The geometry of the Penta-arm FSS Is shown in FIg.9,
and all the results given here are for an arraw with 1=6.Omm,
w=0.lbmm, D1=6.0mm, D2=4.67mm, a=130O, d =0.0, d aO.037mm, and1 2
£ r2"3.0. Fig.10 shows the convergence of the TM/TM reflection
coefficient (or equivalently the TM Impedance eleme:tts) for,
varying numbers of Floquet Dmodes - convergence is essentially
reached with 529 Floquet modes. TM/TM and TElTl reflection and
transmIsslon signatures are given in Figs.11 and 12 for various
4*=
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Fig.4 Location of the first six poles nearest the imaginary axis
for the symmetrical penta-arm element with a tip-to-tip arm
length-to-radius ratio (1/a) of 200,
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Fig. i1 TW/T frequency response for the array geometry of Fig. 9
with 1=6. Ontm, w-0. 15mm, D1-6. Ommn, D2:4. 667mm, cc-130, d =0, :_
d -0.O37mm, and cr-3.0+. a.) TM/TM reflection coeff icient, b.),• ii
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Fig. 12 TE/TE frequency response for the array geometry of Fig. 9 i_
wi th 1=6.0nu,, w=O. 15mam, Dl=6. Omm, D2=4.667mm, ot=130 °,d1=O,
d2-0.037mm, and v -3"0. a, ) TE/TE reflection coefficient, b.
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angles of incidence. The TM/TM reflection coefficient resonance
point experiences a 2.0 GHz shift as the angle of incidence Is
varied from 0-0* to 0=600. This shift can be reduced by adjusting
the thickness and/or capacitivity of the dielectric sheets which
support the array.
In general, the penta-arm FSS array has filter
characteristics which are fairly insensitive to polarization and
angle of incidence variations. On the other hand, the TM/TM
frequency signature of the crossed dipole varies considerably with
only slight variations In angles of incidence. (The TE/TE
frequency signature of the crossed dipole is quite stable.) A
stable frequency signature Is also observed for the trn-arm
element. It is curious that planar slnale junction n-arn elerent_
with an odd number of arms seem to have stable responses (e.g. the
trl-arm and penta-arm elements) whereas elements with an even
number of arms (e.g. the crossed dipole) seem to have polarization
sensitive frequency signatures. Further Investigation Is, of
course, requlied to establish the validity (or lack thereof) of
this trend.
Conclusions
In the Floquet-OlM description of scattering from an FSS
array, efficient and accurate results depend on the analyst
ability to choose a minimum set of expansion functions which
result In a physically accurate representation of the current
induced on the scattering elements. This paper has demonstrated
that foi the penta-arm array just such a set can be synthesized
from the SEM natural current modes of an isolated penta-armr
element. The 1OM-SEN analysis of the Isolated element employed I _kM
simple box like expansion and testing functions which require
little or no prior knowledge of the physical current distribution
(except for the usual end and Junction conditions). Preprocessing i-
using SEX provides Important insights into the fundamental
scattering properties of the element.
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The problem of minimizing the scattering crows section of an obstacle by varying the sur-
face impedance can he discreetly approximated as a non-linear optimization problem. This
problem can be wonomically solved by incorporating the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
(SMW) formula into moment method codes such as NEC.
An apptlopriate objective function depends on the scattering cross section at the angles
and frequencies of interest. Let n be the number of cells in the obstacle and let p be
the number of cells with variable impedance; in practice n >> p. Then application of the
SMW formula results in objective function evaluations requiring an 0 krp + 9P) operation
count. In contrast, application of the classical method of moments results in objective
function evaluations requiring an 0 ([0) operation count. Additionally, application of
the SMW formula yiedis objective function gradient evalwuations requiring an Oknp)
operation count. Storage savings can also be exploited.
The SMW formulation and required code modifications awe explained. Operation counts
and efficiency comparisons are examined. Calculations and timing statistics are presented.
Calculations are performed using a 2-1) code and NEC.
~1 "' -- ~'. .
INThOUUCTION
We are interested in minimizing the scattefing cross section of an obstacle by varying the
rau•ce impedance. The discrete approximation to this problem is a nonlinear optimization
problem. In the analysis below we consider a single angle and a single frequency; practical
ipplications usually crnsider a range of angles and fiequencies. For simpjicity, the ca=e of
real-vulted impedance is prewnted in the, analycis. The generl cwe in solved by treating
the real and imaginary parts as separate variables.
Let p be the vcctor of dincrete impedances of the cells in the scattzring obetacle. Let B
be the impedance mntix associated with th? obstad-le geometry and p. Then the objective
function of the optimization problem is a ==a o(it) where a = IL (z) 12, where L is a linear
A. , .A., ýnf. of s. anu w.hr A. ,anlw, P.v, = A ,4;th A the uaaLe erv-iltctinn vn-tfnr.d
ih pr.&•LCe the impyrdance ia varying over p cells with n >> p, ab the toWal number cf
cefls in the problem, After solving for a -unce using the classical methed of moumtnts, thel
Sherman,--Monison-Woodb'ry I(SMW) formnlula can be apl-ie- to iron.omically evaluate
or~ ij 4 mbBeuN..J)t values of P.
r1'he SMW fo-zma;. efficiently kolves the system of haear eqi.-tioun B. = b when A - B
conhAsts of a few m-w. ort ooll'nam Axd A- b is eui.,y co*nmkiptd. Specifically, if A-B U
with U and I1.,, ther.
B-1 = A- + A-') (I - VO'A-'U v r'A"''
is the SMW formnula.
Fur simplicity, %name below that the cella in the model are ordred so that the only
the first p, cells have variable impedance1 , and that ,hese imp& taces vaty indepeudently.
The veueral cae ,:an be handled by coluan pivoting and miner manipulation of indices.
Let A be the impedance matrix associated with an initial impedance Mo &ad let B be the
impedance matrix at an updated value of p. Using the above notation, A - B = UVT =
U [110] where D is a pzx diagonal matrix and U is independent of p. This last observation
allows U to be overwritten by A-'U at the outset of the problem, then referenced during
all subsequent objective function evaluations, Likewise. A-Lb can be computed once and
stored.
The flow of the optimization calculations and the necessary programming proceeds as
follows. Minor modifications to an existing moment method code allow processed geotne-
try, the factored impedance matrix, and pivoting information to be writteu out for later
use in the optimization calculation. At the outset of the optimization calculation. U and
Liare- calculated-A ýuGea~g -amlxu7-esdetedt' fio f. thvintjng mom ent tEod code, then
overvwritten with A-'U and A-'b. At this stage A-' is no longer needed, so the memory
ueed by A-' can store A-U if appropriate I/0 operations have been used to compute U
and A-U out of corx. Next the optimization loop begins with the bulk of the compute,
tional expense incurring in the objective functioa evaluations. Since optimization software
is readily available, t,\ke main programming effort ties in coding the objective function. The
flow of the above cackulations is summarized in figure 1.
The dettils of the operation count for the objective function evaluations appear in figure
2. It can be ee,-n that using the £MW formula results in an 0 (np + e) operation count
compared with an 0 (n') operation count using the classical method of moments.
TThe utility of derivatives in optimiation algorithms is well known. A finite difference
approxinmat',-n to the gitdient of a, requires 0 (,yt9) operations. The gradient can also
be computed in 0 (np') operations by applying the SNIW formula •nd observing that
required intermedicte quantitki are already stored for objective function evaluawionn.
2
Recall that
S= IL(z)i2 = () L (z)
from which
8 -LI 2t-)2 L (z) + L(z)L 8 I
by the linearity of L. The derivatives of z are obtained by implicitly differentiating BI = b:
OB ax
-H-+ R- = 0
= i,, --Jr( t
If We write 0 = (,... Z)T sand U =(Ur,,. .14), then =(0, ... IU,1 . ,)
and so w z = xt-k. orom this it 16tows thtt -O-- = -- rlft'(U,,). Now the SMW
formula can be applied to compute B-E (Uk) in 0 (rnp) operations using the fact that
A-' (Uk) is already stored for use in evaluating the objective function. Aesuming that
(Q - V"A-'U)-' is also already stored, the gradient of a can be calculated ae above in
C) (np') operations.
We first present timing statistics for calculations performed on a VAX 11-786 computer.
We arnsider below a 2-D conducting ogive with a resistive taper. The ogive is viewed
edge on, towards the tapsr, with the electric field vector patallel to the edge. The model
contains 75 cells, and the resistive taper conaia .3 cells. The tesistances arc, allowed to
vary; in the above notation, n = 76, and p = 3. Ac optimization wsm perfow-ded nreeI
three frequencies. The initial clasmil method of moments caklculation required V cpu
seconds for all three frequeucies. The optimization calculation required 39 cprt soeeond -Lo
perform a total of 2311 objective function evaluaiions, each aver a0 three frv-tunc&&% This
3
8 r ~ l , U W . i t t.t M j f
4d-~ i
rerages to about .165 cpu seconds per iteration, or about a 150 fold improvement over
the classical method of momenta in this setting.
We now present an example using the NE(2 code. It is well known that impedance
loading can be uxed to control the scattering From dipoles. For example, [21 reports 30 to
40 db reductions in broadside scattering from center loaded dipoles. Wre consider a pair of
parallel dipoles viewed in the plane of the dipoles. The dipoles are 1 meter long, spaced
.2 meters apart., and are divided into 6 segments. The center two segments of each dipole
are loaded with impedances of 78 + 407j and 56 + 487j. The scattering was optimized
over the sector from 0 to 41) degrees using 5 akglec at a single frequency, 300 mb2. The
resu! of the loading can be seen in figure 3.
We have shown that the well known technique of impedance loading can be efficieutly
applied using moment method techniquem The implementation c.•n use subroutines hrom
existing moment method codes and existing optimization softwre. Unlike earlier tech-
niques [2], a separate analysis is not required for erdh new geometry.
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The development of computational techniques for the analysis of
inhomogeneous dielectric bodies began more. than two decades ago, with
the work of Richmond. Since then, numerous formulations based on
integral and differential equations have been proposed. Many of these
formulations are based on the electric-field integral i' luation (EFIE).
Throughout the past decade, observed inconsistencies in numerical results
produccd by some of the EFIE methods led to controversy regarding their
accuracy. The lack of consensus evident in the literature is due in part to the
absence of systematic validation procedures for computer codes of this type.
Adequate validation procedures would identify both software "bugs" and
limitations of the mathematical formulation on which the code is based. An
important goal of the validation process is to employ a wide range of
parac-l.LW n.4 YUAzLIE, L%.OuA1r, LJ~w.QL&%' WApi4AJ11t.%o 1UrZ LIMdL LUULIL %,ur;
remain robust only over a rather limited range of parameters.
This paper will trace the deyelopment of integral equation
formulations for scattering from two- and three-dimensional dielectric
bodies. Nunierictl results will be used to illustrate instabilities with some of
the EFIE fortu .ation-,. Numerical difficulties are observed only when
surfacc charge plays a significant role ;n the scattering mechanism, and thus
affect the validity of the zwo-44&mensional EFIE for the TE polarization and
the three-cdiP;ns!onal UEFE. After a discussion of validation issues, the
paper will consider recent remedies to the numerical difficulties.
2INTRODUCTION
Radome design, microwave energy deposition in biological tissues, and radar cross
section prediction for complex targets all involve electromagnetic scattering from dielectric
bodies. Although numerous techniques have been presented for the electromagnetic
analysis of wire structures and other perfectly conducting scatterers, relatively few methods
have been developed for the treatment of highly inhomogeneous bodies. The most widely-
used procedures suitable for inhomogeneous structures are based on volume discretizations
of the electric field integral equation (EFIE). Richmond proposed EFIE formulations for
two-dimensional dielectric cylinders based on a pulse basis / point-matching discretization,
and square cell models [1-2]. Livesay and Chen presented a similar procedure for treating
the three-dimensional case, employing cubical cells or "block" models [3]. Since these
original formulations were developed, several techniques employing higher-order basis and
testing functions and more sophisticated scatterer models have been proposed. For the
low-frequency two-dimensional transverse-electric (TE) case, Hill, Durney and
Christensen presented a scheme using linear basis and testing functions with the EFIE in
conjunction with polygonal cells [4]. Al-Bundak, Langan and Wilton developed a EFIE
..... C - . . . . .- . .__ -_ IL__ -__ __. . * _ __ _ -- ii-. rr Z• .. . -I
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magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE) formulation has been developed by Peterson and
Klock for the TE case, employing linear basis functions and point matching with triangular
cells [7]. For the general three-dimensional case, Schaubert, Glisson and Wilton presented
an EFIE formulation employing rooftop basis functions and a tetrahedral cell model [8].
Tsai et al. presented an EFIE formulation using linear basis and testing functions with
polyhedral cell shapes [9].
Because of the relative simplicity of the original pulse basis / point-triatching EFIE
formulations compared to the other approaches, the methods of Richmond [1-2] and
Livesay and Chen [3] have been employed by many researchers over the past two decades
3for radar scattering work and analyzing power deposition in biological media [10-16].
Unfortunately, observed inconsistencies in the numerical results produced by these simple
formulations have contributed to controversy regarding their accuracy [17-21]. Recent
investigations into the accuracy of these methods suggest that the difficulties are only
observed when surface charge density contributes significantly to the electromagnetic
scattering mechanism. In other words, difficulties occur for the three-dimensional and the
two-dimensional TE formulations. In addition, numerical instabilities appear to get worse
as the relative permittivity of the scatterer becomes large. Borup, Sullivan and Gandhi
attribute these difficulties to two factors, the presence of fictitious charge at interfaces
between cells and the inadequate modeling of interfaces where charge should occur [21].
It is noteworthy that two decades have passed since the introduction of the original
pulse basis / point-matchiia EFIE formulations for cylinders, and almost 15 years since the
analogous formulation for the three dimensional case. Yet, the apparent difficulties have
only recently been clearly recognized and their origins identified. One possible explanation
for this delay is the lack of systematic validation procedures to test computer codes for
electromagnetics problems. The history of the difficulties associated with EFIE
formulations for dielectric scatterers suggests several conclusions related to code validation
issues.
This paper will discuss the difficulties associated with the EFIE formulations for
inhomogeneous dielectric scatterers. Although alternatives to volume integral equation
formulations have been developed for treating highly inhomogeneous dielectric scatterers,
this paper will not consider time-domain methods, differential equation formulations,
"body-of-revolution" formulations, or those approaches that employ iterative algorithms to
solve the linear system of equations. Note that all of these alternative procedures can be
effective in certain situations and may even be preferable to the integral equation approaches
discussed here.
4THE ELECTRIC-FIELD INTEGRAL EQUATION
The electric-field integral equation (EFIE) representing a three-dimensional
dielectric scattering problem can be written in several forms. If expressed entirely in terms
of the magnetic vector potential, the EFIE is
VW2---
Eifl½=Et o t - ( A
If expressed in terms of the vector and scalar potentials, the EFIE is
jj =inc "o + j&4iA-+ V4 (2)
where
A'(x,y,z) = JJJJ(x',y',z') e dx'dy'dz'41R(3) 
-
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and
R = (x_•,)2 + (y-y') 2 + (zz) (= ~(5) ,
The incident field is the field that would be present in the absence of the scatterer. The
typical geometry is shown in Figure 1. Although these forms of the EFIE are analytically
5equivalent, they may differ in implementation because of various approximations typically
made when constructing a method-of-moments matrix equation [ 17],
The equivalent polarization current density appearing in Equation (3) is defined
I =-jo)eo (et- 1) Etot  (6)
The charge density appearing in Equation (4) is related to the electric field in the dielectric
region by
P = o Cr E to t- v ( ) FIT (7
Consider the effect of the geometry on the location of charge density. In a homogeneous
dielectic scatterer the relative permittivity er is a constant. The gradient in Equation (7)
vanishes except on the surface of the scatterer, where it contributes a Dirac delta support to
the charge density. Because of this, the integration of Equation (4) will collapse to a
surface integral. In a dielectric region that is piecewise homogeneous, charge density is
confined to the interfaces between different media. If the scatterer has a continuously
varying permittivity profile, there will be a continuous distribution of charge density
throughout the volume of the scatterer (as well as a surface layer of charge on any
interfaces that may exist).
THE PULSE BASIS / POINT-MATCHING EFIE FORMULATIONS
In the original Richmond formulation for the two-dimensional TE polarization, the
internal equivalent current density is expanded in terms of pulse basis functions defined
'-'4!
6over cells that are approximately square. It was observed that if the cells were replaced by
circular regions, the integrals could be evaluated in closed form [1,2]. The computational
efficiency of this approach was appealing, as it circumvented the need for two-dimensional
numerical integration. A similar procedure was suggested by Livesay and Chen, who
presented closed-form expressions for the diagonal elements of the matrix based on
replacing a cubical cell by a sphere of the same volume [3]. They recommended using
some form of numefical integration to evaluate the off-diagonal elements. The early
formulations [1-3] all employed the form of the EFIE appearing in Equation (1), and thus
did not specifically address the treatment of surface charge density.
CELL DENSITIES
The general "rule of thumb" in dealing with integral equation formulations for
electromagnetic scattering problems (specifically, when employing subsectional basis and
testing functions) is to require the cell sizes in use to fall in the vicinity of 1.0 cells per
wavelength. Translating this into the context of a volume dielectric region, this suggests
recommended cell densities of
10 I cells2
X0o (8)
for the two-dimensional problem and
1 cells
1000 (9)-
7for the three-dimensional formulation. Note that the wavelength in the dielectric medium is
scaled according to the complex permittivity, so that X0 represents the free-space
wavelength.
It is interesting to examine the recommended cell densities proposed in the
literature, and even more interesting to examine the cell densities actually used in a number
of applications. Richmond recommended a minimum cell density of
88 cells
0 (10)
with his original pulse basis / point-matching EFIE [2]. Al-Bundak, in connection with a
rooftop basis / triangular cell method [5], suggests cell densities of
128 I cells
(!2
Both these estimates are in line with the "rule of thumb" mentioned above. However, a
paper by Hagmann et al. presents a lower bound of [16]
10 e---cells
(12)
This density seems inadequate to ensure the validity of the numerical solution.
Analogous recommended cell densities are available in the three-dimensional case.
In their original paper, Livesay and Chen suggest [3,12]
64 cells
0( (13)
8This estimate does not take into account the permittivity of the medium ard is obviously
inadequate. Schaubert et ai. recommend a cell density of [8]
3cells500 I 3-
2 3o (14)
This is in line with the "rule of thumb" mentioned above. However, Hagmann et ai.




Although this cell density seems ridkiulously low compared to the "rule of thumb,` it
appears to have been used as a reasonable value by other reseaichers [15,18].
A survey of the published literature suggests that the cell densities in use are often
insufficient. For example, Chen and Guru present results based on [12]
i.,.. ;Ž- cells10 1 :;rl 2 x30I (16)
Massoudi et al. [18] present an example employing a cell density of
go !. 1o- ,s2 x
0) (17)
Chen, Livesay, and Guru attempt to model a conductor with the EFIE fomiulation,








In a three-dimensional volume formulation, it is difficult to employ adequate cell
densities because of the large required matrix storage. Howevcr, these examples suggest
that many of the published results based on the EFIE formulations are based on cell
densities significantly below that necessary to ensure accurate numerical solutions.
DIFFICULTIES AND REMEDRES
Harrington [' 7] commented on the TE formulation of Richmond [2], and suggested
that pulse basis functions should not be used to discctize the EFIE because they are. not in
the dcrowin of the operator. In actuality, the true equivalenz current may exhibit jump
discc•minuities at boundaries between different media, and thus a pulse type of
discontinuity seems acct;ptable. However, jump discontinuities in current ihdicate the
presence of surface charge layers, and a pulse expansion will by necessity introduce
fictitious charge layers throughout a homogeneovs medium. These fictitious charge layers
introduce additional error in the fields. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the degree to
which the boundary condition
10
00t = Elflc + ES (20)
is satisfied throughout the interior of a dielectric cylinder for the T.M polarization (using the
Richmond formulation [1]). There is no surface charge present in the TM case, and the
error in the fields seems reasonable. Figure 3 shows the identical case for the TE
polarization. Note the additional error in Equation (20), concentrated at locations of
fictitious charge layers.
Altho gh the presen~ce of fictitious charge suggests a problem, it is not always
apparent from the numerical solutions. For example, Figure 4 shows the internal E-field in
a circular dielectric cylinder for the TE polarization. Good agreement is seen between the
numerical solution and th. exgect analytical result. However, difficulties due to the charge
appear to get worse as the relative permiirtivity becomes greater. Figures 5 and 6 show the
B-field mragnitude and Prins, widihi a± CIltulaf IrieietAkiccyiinderLHaVinger-24-j50Y. LFigreUV I
shows a similar graph for the case £e.=75-J300. One explanation for the degrading accuracy
is that it is necessary to make the cells smaller to treat media with greater relative
permittivity. As the cell size is reduced, fictitious charges seem to play a more dominant
role.
Above, we mentioned that the original formulaticnus of Richmond [2] and Livesay
and Chen [3] involved replacing the square or cubical cells by circular or spherical cells in
order to evaluate the integrals. Hagmann and Levin suggest that this approximation is a
source of error, however, and recommend that the integrals for the off-diagonal matrix
terms do not employ the replacement of square or cubica0 celAl shapes by circles or spheres
[20]. They suggest that the form of the EHIE fromn Equation (2) be used as an alternative,
and ttiat the surface integrations of Equation (4) be carried out over the proper ce'll
boundaries.
For reasons of simplicity, results are oftcn ba.,)id on models that employ uniform
cell sizes throughout the dielectric region. An additional motivation for the us,- of equal-
11 -
size cells arTanged along a lattice is the discrete-conv'olutional nature of the matrix operator,
ard the ease with which iterative solution algontilms may 0- employed to significantly
reduce the storage requirements due to the Toeplitz symmetries [21-22]. A typical equal-
size model of a circular cylinder is shown in Fir,'Ire S.,
In addition to recommending against the rep] cement of square cellsby circular cells
when integrating over the surface charge density, Hagmann and Levin recommend against
employing equal-size cells thrc.ughout the scatterer. They suggest that sigrificantly better
results can be obtained by employing small ce'11 in the region of the boundary or any
interfaces [20].
Borup, Sullivan and Gandhi have recewl? investigated these issues in detail [21].
First, they studied the effect of fictitious charg(- tliroughout the interior of a homogeneous
TE cylinder modeled widh equdi-size celi k. T_ i ,v reported that eliminating the fictitious
charge did not significantly improve the rcsu!ir. In_ addi-tin, they --- i-r- the. effe-t f the
boundary model on the accuracy, by Te :ac: ig square cells along the outer edge with
polygonal cells. They reported a signif.rcant A..nprovement in accuracy when the boundary
shapes were made to conform to the dcshf d scatterer shape, as opposed to the "staircase"
approximation required by the equal-si :. square cell model.
SUMMARY
Volume discretizations of the EFIE employing pulse basis functions and point-
matching over square ox %ubical cells are popular because of their simplicity. However,
recent research suggests that these formulations are inadequate unless modified in twu
ways. First, fictitious charge layers throughout the cylinder should be eliminated. Second,
boundaries where charge actually exists must be modeled more accurately than a "staircase"
approximation permits.
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The drawback to the modified EFIE approach described by Borup et al. [21] is the
additional complexity required to model the scatterer and construct the matrix equation.
The additional complexity appears L.-% make alternate formulations for dielectric scatterers [4-
9] competitive with the pulse basis / point-matching EFIE. Since many of these other
approaches employ triangular or polygonal cell shapes, they should be free from the
difficulties associated with accurately modeling interfaces between dissimilar media.
CODE VALIDATION ISSUES
From the above discussion, it is apparent that difficulties with specific formulations
and computer code implementations can remain andetec.ed or poorly understood for
decades, In many cases, "common sense" aloi-,5 would suggest better ways to validate
computer codes from the time of their origination. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons
these ideas have not become routine as of yet.
The first general principle we can conclude from the above is that validation
procedures should employ a wide range of parameters. The difficulties with the EFIE
formulations discussed above are not apparent unless the complex relative permittivity has a
large magnitude. The fact that the accuracy of the pulse basis / point-matching EFIE
formulations is dependent on the permittivity is not well-understood suggests that this
dependence was never investigated.
A second principle not discussed above but relevant is the idea that it might be very
misleading to base validation procedures on volume-averaged parameters. Specifically,
quantities such as the Specific absorption rate (SAR) discussed in connection with
biological media or the Radar cross section (RCS) are often the desired results of interest,
and may be the only results actually studied to any great length during the typical validation
13
process. However, these parameters often conceal large errors in the primawy unknown,
i.e., the interior fields or equivalent current density.
Results suggest that the pulse basis / point-matching EFIE formulations are very
sensitive to changes in the shape of the scatterer model. This fact does not seem to have
been identified until recently, and suggests the following: Validation procedures should
seek to identify the sensitivity of an approach to slight changes in modeling parameters.
The discussion concerning the cell densities in use raises some additional points.
First, we lack a uniform measure of "accuracy." As a case in point, Richmond described
his results as being in "excellent agreement" with exact solutions [2]. Harrington later
described the same data as being in "appreciable" error [17]. In addition, it would appear
almost essential to report the range of cell densities employed in connection with any
numerical result, regardless of the type of problem under consideration. There is also a
need for more universal agreement on minimum required cell densities.
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Figure 5. Magnitude of the electric field within a circular cylinder (TE
polarization) compared to exact eigenfunction solution, for er=2-j50.
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COMPUTATION OF FREQUENCY-DOMAIN AND
TIME-DOMAIN SCATTERING FROM A CROSS WITH THE
GEMACS AND CASSANDRA CODES
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ABSTRACT
Scattering from a crossed-dipole antenna by a
vertically-polarized plane wave is analyzed with the GEIvIACS ana
CASSANDRA modeling codes. The crossed dipole consists of a
three-quarter wavelength vertical cylinder and a half-wavelength
horizontal cross-arm; the horizontal arm is located at the
half-wave high point, i.e. two-thirds of the way up along the
vertical cylinder. The frequency-domain response is modeled
with the GEMACS code; the GEMACS Method-Of-Moments
solution is obtained with piecewise sine + cosine + constant basis
compared to those of other Method-Of-Moments codes and to
measured data, as described in the Second Annual Review of
Progress in Applied Computational Electromagnetics (R. W.
Adler, "A Comparison of Thin-Wire EM Modeling Codes for the
Case of Scattering From a Cross", March 1986).
In addition, calculations for the time-domain problem are
presented; here, the incident field is modeled as a double
exponential waveform. The time-domain results are obtained with
CASSANDRA, an admittance-based transmission line code




i'his paper addresses the problem of scattering from a crossed
dipole antenna; the antenna and the incident field are pictured in
Figure 1. The crossed dipole consists of a three-quarter
wavelength vertical cylinder and a half-wavelength horizontal
cross-arm, located two-thirds of the way tip along the vertical
cylinder; the radius of each of the dipole arms is 0.0185185
wavelengths, and the dipole is connected at the bottom to an
infinite and perfectly-conducting ground plane. The incident
electric field vector is parallel to the vertical arm, and the
propagation direction is perpendicular to the plane of the cross.
In Reference 1, R. W. Adler has compared the results of 6
thin-wire moment method codes to measured data for this
problem; the measurements, obtained by R. W. Burton, are
described in Reference 2. In this paper, results for this problem
produced by the GEMACS code (General Electromagnetic Model
for the Ar-alysis of Complex Systems) are compared to those of
References 1 and 2. The crossed dipole problem presents a
stringent test of thin-wire codes, especially as regards their
treatment of continuity of current and equal charge per unit
length at the junction. In addition, a description of the
CASSANDRA code solution of the frequency-domain and
time-domain problems for the crossed dipole will be discussed.
£1A C4C4 A XYr%7r, A 2- __ 1ý ý ^ +1,^ 1
transmission-line network is excited by an arbitrary external field
drive.
GEMACS SOLUTION
The GEMACS Method -Of-Moments (MOM) solution is obtai,.•d
with piecewise sine + cosine + constant basis functions, and a
collocation testing method. The MOM routines in GEMACS were
UeLLNUIAV.L JLIJUUA L JLIA 4-1.&VJJ. PAJr'L&a's 
-f- -_~ -_A ý I tn crA n
described ia Reference 3. For this problem, the frequency of 30C
MHz was used, so that distances in meters correspond to fractions
of a wavelength. Roughly 32 segments per wavelength were used
(24 on the vertical arms, and 16 on the horizontal arms).
The GEMACS results for the crossed dipole scatterer are
shown in Figures 2,3,4, and 5. For ease of comparison, the plots
have been set up to have the same scales which appeared in
Reference 1; as in this reference, the plots were adjusted vertically
to obtain the best fit with the measurements. The bottom,
junction, top, a-ad end of the crossed dipole are labeled B,J,T, and
E as shown in the figure. Figure 2 shows the relativc current
amplitude for the horizontal arm in dB; Figure 3 shows the
relative phase in degrees for the horizontal arm. Figure 4 shows
the relative current amplitade for the vertical arm, and Figure 5
shows the relative phase for the vertical arm.
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Figure 1. Geometry for the Crosaed Dipole scattering Problem,













Figure 2. Relative Current Magnitude in dB For the Horizontal
Arm of the Crossed Dipole: GEMACS vs. Measured Data
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Figure 3. Relative Current Phase in Degrees For the Horizontal
Arm of the Crossed Dipole: GEMACS vs. Measured Data
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Figure 4. Relative Current Magnitude in dB For the Vertical
Arm of the Crossed Dipole: GEMACS vs. Measured Data
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Figure 5. Relative Current Phase in Degrees For the Vertical
Arm of the Crossed Dipoie• GEMACS vs. Measured Data
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Of the 6 moment codes examined in Reference 1 ( OSU,
Syracuse, MININEC3, TCI, BIGANT, and NEC3 ) , GEILACS
results overall compare most closely to those of the NEC3 and OSU
codes. Like NEC3, GEMACS uses a three-term basis function
with a collocation testing method. GEMACS did not predict the
horizontal arm current magnitude as well as BIGANT, but
predicted the horizontal arm phase quite well. The vertical arm
current magnitude prediction compared well to those of OSU,
NEC3, and MININEC3; none of the seven moment codes predicted
the drop in vertical arm current magnitude at the junction. The
vertical arm phase prediction was closest to those of OSU,
Syracuse, and NEC3, all of which predicted phase ramps at the
quarter-wave point and at the junction. The disagreement of the
moment code predictions with the measurements are due to the
thin-wire approximations of negligible circumferential currents
and invariant-axial current density along the circumference; for a
real junction, rotational symmetry assumptions collapse.
CASSANDRA SOLUTION
CASSANDRA is an admittance-based transmission-line
code. It is written in FORTRAN for 8086-based personal
c pute. rThe Rat " t. in using CASRSANDRA tn predict
scattering from a structure is the development of a
transmission-line, or "branch" model, of the structure. An
example of a branch model of a 747 airframe is provided in Figure
6(a); the 747 itself appears in Figure 6(b). Each branch is
characterized by its length, radius, and its average height above
ground (if the ground is present); branches are connected at nodes
to form a three-dimensional model of the structure. The user
specifies several problem parameters, including the ground
conductivity and permittivity; the waveform parameters,
elevation, azimuth, and polarization of the incident
electromagnetic field; the desired solution points; the frequency
range for the solution process; and the desired time range for
time-domain outputs. Once the CASSANDRA run starts, the
code computes the characteristic impedance and propagation
constant for each branch, at all frequencies of interest. In
addition, the component of incident electric field parallel to a
given branch is integrated over part or all of that branch to
develop a source current term, I.. At each frequency, the matrix
equation
Is = Y Vn
is solved for the unknown ijede voltages V., in terms of the
computed source currents Is and the known admittance L Once
the node voltages have been determined over all frequencies, the
current and voltage at any position along any branch can 'be
found.
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Figure 6. Comparison of CASSANDRA Prediction to
Measurement for EMP Scattering from a 747 Airframe•
(a) CASSANDRA 10-Branch Model of the 747; (b) 747/
Field Geometry for both the Prediction and a Full Scale
Measurement on an E4-B; (c) CASSANDRA Prediction
for Axial Surface Curr ;nt Density on the Fuselage
Behind the Wing Root; (d) E4-B Measurement of Axial
Surface Current Density on the Fuselage Behind the
Wing Root.
The frequency-domain solutions are transformed to the time
domain numerically, with a slope-difference Fourier integral
transform. Quantities such as axial surface current density,
charge density, and normal electric field strength can be
determined from the appropriate branch currents and voltages, if
desired: A representative CASSANDRA calculation for the axial
surface current density at a point on top of the 747 fuselage, just
behind the wing root, is shown in Figure 6(c). The incident field is
horizontally polarized, and is coming in parallel to the fuselage at
an elevation of 35 degr-ees; the waveform parameters used were
obtained from the Bell laboratory characterization of an
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) as a double exponential. Figure 6(d)
shows a full-scale measurement of the axial surface current
density, for the same incident wave/ test point geometrical
configuration; this measurement was made on an E4-B aircraft at
the Horizontally Polarized Dipole (HPD) facility at Kirtland Air
Force Base in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The computed axial
surface current density is found by dividing the CASSANDRA net
branch current by the given branch's circumference. Although
the measured current density decays faster than the
CASSANDRA prediction, the amplitude and wave shape for
measured and the predicted waveforms are in generally good
agreement.
CASSANDRA was used to examine the original crossed dipole
problem of Figure 1. A 4-branch model was used; the combined
length of the 2 vertical arms was 0.75 meter (3/4 X at 300 MHz),
and each horizontal arm was 0.25 m ( X/4 at 300 MHz).
CASSANDRA wao run in "continuous-wave" mode (excitation
independent of frequency) for several points along the horizontal
arm, and the results for each point at 300 MHz were tabulated and
plotted; the result appears in Figure 7, along with Burton's
measurements. CASSANDRA predicts the horizontal arm
current magnitude fairly well, except at the end (E), where the
prediction falls short by about 12 dB. As with the moment codes,
CASSANDRA uses the assumptions of nonexistent
circumferential currents and constant axial currents along the
circumference. The relative current magnitude along the
vertical arms was also examined : the result appears in Figure 8.
The CASSANDRA predictions compare reasonably well to the
measurements between the bottom of the dipole and the
quarter-wave point, fall about 9 dB too low between the
quarter-wave point and the junction, and are about 6 dB too high
between the junction and the top of the dipole. The discrepancies
between CASSANDRA and measurement for vertical arm
currents are most likely due to the difficulty of defining a
characteristic impedance for transmission lines which are















Figure 7. Relative Current Magnitude in dB For the Horizontal
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Figure 8. Relative Current Magnitude in dB For the Vertical
Arm of the Crossed Dipole: CASSANDRA vs. Measured Data
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Normally, CASSANDRA produces the carrent magnitude at a
single poirt on a branch, over a wide range of frequencies. One
such calculation is presented in Figure 9; the point in question is
located just 0.01 meter above the crossed dipole's junction, on the
vertical arm. For this figure, unit excitation was used at each
frequency (continuous-wave mode). The resonance at 300 MHz is
obvious; however, a oignificant resonance can be observed at 75
MHz as well. The 75 MHz resonance occurs because the
horizontal arms effectively add to the antemna's length, making it
look like a quarter-wave monopole over ground at this frequency (a
)4 monopole at 75 MHz is abou' 1.0 meters long, while the vertical
length of the crossed dipole is 0.75 meters).
The crossed dipoie problem was rnu again, this time using the
double-exponential Bell laboratory EIM1P waveform, given in the
time domain as E(t) = 52.5e3 [ (exp(-4.0e6*t) - exp(-4.76e8,t)].
Frequency-dcmain results for the point 0.01 meter above the
junction, on the vertical arm, are shown in Figure 10; here, the
high-frequency roll-off of the EMP waveform serves to emphasize
the effect of the 75 MHz resonance over the 300 MHz resonance.
The time-domain solution for the same point was obtained with a
numerical Fourier integral transform, and is displayed in Figure
11; the response is doninated almost entirely by the 75-Mhz ring.
CONCLUSION
Solutions of problems concerning scattering from crossed
dipole antennas with the GEMIACS and CASSANDRA codes have
been discussed. Like the other moment-method codes examined
in Reference 1, GEMACS predictions have difficulty with curren'
and charge at the junction of the crossed dipole. Results from th(
CASSANDRA admittance-based transmission-line code were
compared to measured data for problems involving both the
crossed dipole and a 747 aircraft.
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Figure 10. CASSANDRA Frequency-Domain Solution for Net
"Axal Current at a Point 0.01 Meters Above the Junction of the
Crossed Dipole, On the Vertical Arm: Bell Lab EMP Waveform
Excitation.
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An EM Language Translator and Macro Processor
Edgar L Coffey Allen Lockyer
Advanced Electromagnetics Pravit Tulya than
5617 Palomino Dr. NW Northrop Corporation
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Introduction
Much of the effort in making electromagnetic raodels of physical structures is spent in
the mechanics of describing the geometry to the EM computer program. In addition,
many times it is desirable to use more than one program in analyzing the problem
electromagnetically. Yet, the popular EM computer programs (BSC, GEMACS, NEC)
have similar though distinctly different geometry languages and capabilities. To use all
three codes to model the same structure many times would require that three different
geometry descriptions be developed.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a language translator program which will
automatically re-write a user's input geometry language (be it in BSC, GEMACS, or
NEC) into one of the other languages. For example, a set of "GW" NEC wire
commands can be converted into equivalent GEIACS "RA" and "WR" commands.
Likewise, the BSC GTD geometry elements (plates, cylinders, end caps) can be converted
into GEMACS "PL", "CY", and "EC" elements. A side benefit of using the translator
is that other EM languages can take advantage of the PC-based GEMACS Graphics
package (GAUGE) [1, described elsewhere in this volume.
A second capability of this program is an embedded macro language command set.
Geometry elements or operations which are too complex for most computer programs
(e.g., generating a spiral geometry) can be performed by using a set of macro language
commands for loops, branching, calls to subordinate routines, and arithm.tic operations.
Description of the Translator Package
The EM Language Translator (ELT) is a single FORTRAN program composed of 59
FORTRAN and one assembly language subroutines. It is hosted on an IBM Personal
Computer (or compatible) with at least 512K and DOS 2.1 or greater. A color monitor
enhances the program but is not necessary.
The user interface to the ELT is a single split screen, which is displayed when the
translator is run. The top two thirds of the screen (blue on color inonitor3) is the: user
"nput area (or "panel"). In this window the user enters i-,at and output files, input and
output languages, and several optional processing Cirectives. The lower third of the
screen (black on color monitors) is a window which displays the input Atatements as they
are processed and the output statements as they are generated. Figure I shows how the
&ianslator screen might appear when the ELT is executed. The responses are in upper
case in the figure, though on the screnn they are highliahted in a distinct color.
This work was sponsored by Rome Ail Development Center, RADC/RBCT, Griffiss Air
Force Base, NY under contract F30602 -87..C-0110 to Northrop Corporation, Aircraft
Division, Hawthorne, California. The software desctibed in this paper is available
through RADC/RBCT (Kenneth R. Siarkievicz), GriffisU AFU, NY 13441-5700.
GENACS/GAJJGE TRANSLATOR AND MACRO PROCESSOR
Primary Path an), C:\EM\EXAMPLES\ Execute macro: NO
MACLID Path ='us C:\GEKACS\J4CROSX Check for macros: No
!nput file nuns> SHIP.NEC Input Language: NEC
Output fite sun> SHIP.GEM Output La"guage: GEMACS
Debug filie -=>u DERUG.OUT Debug On/Off: OFF
model fil~e ....= > MDEL.GEO Build Graphics Model: NO
Conimend file -u EXEC.CMD Save Exec. Co~rmndan: YES
A D VA N CED E LE C T ROHA GN E TI CS
5617 Palomino Dr. NW Albu.querque, HM 87120
Use cursor keys to move bor to select Item to change
Press -cF9>. to begin execution
Press <Esc-o to leave program without executing it
Figure 1. Initial Translator Input Screen.
TM Screen in figure 1 shows that the input file is C:\EM\EXAMPLES\SHIP.NEC, and
the input language is NEC. The output file is C:\EM\EXAMPLES\SHIP.GEM, and the
oLutput lanoninoe ih- GEMACS, The translation nrocess is started by pressing the <F9>
key. The NEC gecanetry commands in SHIP.NEC are read by the ELT, processed by the
program, arid output into SHIP.GEM in GEMACS format.
For now we will ignore the "Execute macro" and "Check for macros" fields as they will
be discussed below. The "Debug file" and "Debug On/Off' fields enable debug
printouts unto a peripheral file. These are useful in finding problems when a
particularly complex structure does not translate correctly. The "'Model file" and "Build
Graphics Model" fields generate a point and polygon based databajie which can be read
by graphics proGrams other than GAUGE. The "Command file" and "Save Exec.
Comnmandis` fiAdý p~iwmit comments and other non-geometry commands to be tempo-
rarily savw,1 eiawi-rn linriuage translation. then Dlaced back into the output file in the
same placc3 frmi wki,;h they were extracted.
A NEC to CEMIACt, Example
One of ibe initb4n .actors in upgrading computer programs is the regeneration of
input data in Lt'! w program's format With the ELIT, this task is made trivial.
Consider the a NEC geometry model of a square shown below. There is one wire
composed o.' onw z~gmen( for each leg of the loop.
04 NEC' G-!Gn1fTf)Y VW.EL OF A SQUARE LOOP
C~ IFCVV'010H ýAIM) LY (DO NOT EXECUTE)
GV1 1 1 {i C. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0.01
GV 2 1 1. 0. ('. 1. 1. 0. 0.01
1W 3 1 1. 1. f-. 0. 1. 0. 0.01
QG 4 1 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.01
Notice that the NXt.deck has a true free--fiek*A input format. 11vch an input cannot be
read by NEC N, o n't try to execute it "as is"), but the ELI' doesn,'t care about thil
format of the inm F:ields can be separated by blankpi, cumm;A, or buth. Vihen the .
NEC deck shown above is run through the ELT, the following GEMACS deck is
generated. 4
$ NEC GEOMETRY MOOEL OF A SQUARE LOOP
$ LIENONSTRArION ONLY (DO NOT EXECUTE)
#,A .01u.3
PT 11001 .. JO0OOOE+O0 O.OOOOOOOE+00 O.OOP.OOOE÷O0 0
PT 100q? 1.LOOOOOE+0O 0.OOOOOOE+00 O.O0OOOOOE+00 0
C? 10001 10002 1 1 1
PT 10003 1.000OOO0E+00 1.OOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOE+O0 0
CP 10002 10003 1 2 1
PT 10004 O.OO0O000E+O0 1.OOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOE+00 0
CP A0003 100U4 1 3 1
CP 10004 10001 1 4 1
END
The NEC comments (CM, CE) have been turned into GEMACS comments ($). While
GEMACS has a "WR" command syntactically equivalent to the NEC "GW" command,
the translator chose another wire generation format. Points are defined by the "PF'
commands, then segments are generated between two points by the connect point (CP)
commands [2]. Point numbers are automatically generated in this example, beginning
with point 10001.
A BSC to GEMACS Example
The geometry description for a simple aircraft (example 20 of [3]) has been extracted
from a BSC input deck atid is shown below.
C4: BSC EXAWLE 20, PAGE 7-112.
CM: POLARIZATION HH,ROLL ANGLE 0.
CE: THIS IS THE GEOMETRY PORTION OF THE DECK ONLY ONLYI
UN:
3
CG: THE 5IODY OF THE PLANE
0.,0.,0.90.,0.,(•'.0
6. 6.
-• 4 ,,. 'ANQ. I,9;J.
PG. kI3HT REAR STABILIZER
-24.,-6.,0.





















-25., -36. ,0. -"
"-12., 36. * 0.
40.,'6.,0. :
a, *,,~,-7 li '.. .. -;, ), , , &
The aircraft itself is shown in figure 2. The GEMACS output of the ELT follows the
BSC input deck quite closely. The BSC UN: (units) command corresponds to GEMACS'
SC command. The BSC CG: (cylinder geometry) generates a GEMACS coordinate
system (CS) in which are located a GEMACS cylinder (CY) and two end caps (EC).
Each BSC PG: (plate geometry) command generates GEMACS points (PT) for the plate
corners and plate (PL) for the surface itself. The ELT output is shown below.
s U1SC EXAMPLE 20, PAGE 7-112.
S POLARIZATION HH,ROLL ANGLE 0.
I THIS IS THE GEOMETRY PORTION OF THE DECK ONLY ONLY1
S THE BODY OF THE PLANE
Cs 10001 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 90.0000 .0000
Cy I 1.52400001-01 1.5240000-01 2.1336000E+QO 10001
EC 1 1 0.0000000E+00 0.0000001G+00
EC 2 -1 1,8000000E.02 0.0000000E.00
S RIGHT NEAR STABILIZER
PT 10001 -1,0668000100 -1.52400001-01 0.0000000E+00 0
PT 10002 -1.2192000E+00 -5.20700001-01 0.00000001.00 0
PT 10003 -1.1176000E+00 -5.2070000E-01 0.0000000E4'00 0
PT 10004 -6.09600001-01 -1.5240000E-01 0.00000001.00 0
PL 1 4 10001 10002 10003 10004 0
S LEFT REAR STABILIZER
PT 10005 -1.0668000100 1.52400001-01 0.0000000F.+00 0
PT 10006 -6&0960M00-01 1.52403001-01 0.0000000E+00 0
PT 10007 -1.11760001.00 5.2070000E-01 0.00000001.00 0
PT 100U.) -1.2192000E+00 5.20700001-01 0.00000001.00 0
PL 2 4 10005 10006 10007 10008 0
S VERTICAL STABILIZER
P? 19009 -1. 06680001.00 0.00000001.00 1.52400001E-01 0
PT 10-011 -1.1176000E.00 0.0000000E+00 5.2070000-01 0
PT 10012 -6.0960000E-01 O-0.00000001.0 1.5240000t4-01 0
PL 3 4 10009 10010 10011 10012 0
S LEFT WING
PT 10013 7.62000001-02 1.52400001-01 O.oOOOOOoE+oo 0
PT 10014 -6.3501)00-01 9.14400001-01 0.0000000E.00 0
PT 10015 -3.04800001-01 9.14400001-01 0.0000000E+00 0
PT 10016 1.0160000E+OO 1.52400001-01 0.0000000E.00 0
PL 4 4 10013 10014 10015 10016 0
S RIGHT WING
PT 10017 7.620000E-02 -1.52400001-01 0.0000000E+00 0
PT 10018 -6.35000001-01 -9.14400001-01 0.0000000100 0
PT 10019 -3.04800001-0i -9.14400001-01 0.0000000E+00 0
PT 10020 1.0160000E+00 -1.52400001-01 0.0000000E+00 0
FL 5 4 100i7 *I0u1o !UuIY !'.,G W
END
Figure 2. Simple Aircraft from BSC Example 20.
A Mixed L- ;guage Example
It is also possible to intermix GEMACS, BSC, and NEC input languages to achieve a
hybrid model. For i.-•xnple, there is no GEMACS equivalent to the NEC GA (wire arc)
geometry command. Sk, a mostly GEMACS deck could be supplemented by one or more
GA commands from Nk2 fm• well as other NEC or BSC commands) and still produce a
valid GEMACS output deck. Th7s ELT performs mixed language input processing when
the "Input Language:" field :s sit to MIXED.
In addition, the BSC and NEC ;uinguages do not have as many CAD-like geometry
commands as does GEMACS. Het~ce, a mostly NEC deck, for example, can be
supplemented with GEMACS defined vi ýmcnt (DF) commands, etc.
DF NECGEO
GV ...
Cu ... I(Define NECGEO element with NEC geometry elements)
DE
RF DF NECGEO Y Z 1 (Reflect NECGEO throug'h the xz- and xy- planes)
The Macro Language Processor
The GEMACS, BSC, and NEC codes have a fixed set of "hardwired" teometry
commands from which a user can select to describe his structure. The geometry
command rPenrtnore fnr sill thrp.e is extensive, _nd nuit_ c¢rrnlex structures nan be
described with a minimal number of commands. Yet, as would be true wAth any
command set, there are structures which do not lend themselves to GEMACS, BSC, or
NEC. For example, the wires which comprise a simple spiral antenna must each be
entered individually with one WR (GEMACS) or GW (NEC) command per straight wire
segment. This not only yields hundreds of GEMACS commands for a simple antenna,
but the coordinates of each wire must be calculated by hand and entered explicitly on
the commands.
The Macro Language Processor (MLP) can alleviate the tedium of calculating data by
hand, entering repetitious blocks of data, and re-entering frequently used descriptions of
structures or narts of structures- The MLP allows GEMACS. BSC, NEC. and many
other EM codes to have predefined and stored parametric geometry models in plain
English text without having to write new FORTRAN and modify the host code for each
new model the user may wish to conceive.
The MLP is built upon GEMACS (or any other language's) geometry commands,
replaceable macro parameters (like FORTRAN variables), a set of MLP commands for
conditional execution, looping, and calling subordinate macros (like FORTRAN
subroutine calls), and an arithmetic statement processor which can be used to evaluate
expressions for parameter assignment, loop indices, and conditional execution switches.
Replaceable parameters are FORTRAN-like variables composed of up to 18 characters
(A-Z, 0-9, and underscore _) the first of which must be alphabetic. They are used in
GEMACS, BSC, or NEC geometry commands so that the parameter itself is replaced by
its value (calculated elsewhere in the macro definition). For example, suppose the
parameter NSEGS had been set to 10. Then the statement
WR 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.0 &NSEGS I I
would be output as
WR 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.0 10 1 1
The ampersand (&) precedes the parameter to be replaced to distinguish it from a
geometry keyword.
MLP arithmetic operations are used to manipulate the replaceable parameters. The MLP
has a FORTRAN-like syntax processor that will interpret valid FORTRAN assignment
and mathematical statements, evaluate them, and assign their results to a replaceable
parameter. To distinguish these statements from the EM language geometry statements,
each arithmetic statement begins with an ampersand (&). An example to calculate the
hypotenuse of a right triangle is shown below. The statements with (!) are macro
comments and are neither printed nor executed.
I
I Compute the hypotenuse HYPO of a right triangle idith sides
I SIDE1 and SIDE2
&SIDE1 - 3.n
&SIE2 a 4.0
gHYPO s SQRT(SIDE1**2+SIDE2**2) lo1e the 1" could be used for '**k
S RESULTS: HYPO a &HYPO
The first three lines are MLP comments and are not printed to the output file. The next
two lines assign 3.0 and 4.0 to SIDEI and SIDE2 respectively. Note that the replaceable
parameters (and MLP commands) must use upper case letters, though MLP and
GEMACS comments may have lower case letters as well.
The hypotenuse is computed in the next statement. A number of FORTRAN functions
are available in the MLP, as discussed in a later section. The parameters SIDE I, SIDE2.
and HYPO are available for use on GEMACS commands, such a4 the GEMACS
comment in line 7.
Neither the MLP comments nor the MLP commands (with the & as first character) are
printed to the output file. The sole output from the seven-line macro model above is a
single line.
$ RESULTS: HYPO a 5.OOOOOOOE+O0
There are presentiy tweive (i2) MLP keywords which may be used io defuc, eii-ht
distinct MLP commands.
&DEBUG Turn on/off debug printing
&CALL Call a subordinate macro definition
&MACRO Begin a macro definition
&MEND End a macro definition
&LOOP Begin a loop/label block
&LABEL End a lo'.p/label block
&IF-&THEN Begin if/ ýen/else/endif block
&ELSE Optional alternative in if/then/else/endif
&ENDIF End an if/then/else/endif block
&INPUT Prompt user for input
&OUTPUT Display output to user
&JUMP Jump (relative)
Explanation of each command is beyond the scope of this paper, but full descriptions
may be found in [4].
.m
An Example Macro: The Spiral Antenna
The spiral antenna can be modeled well by GEMACS or NEC, but its input must be
generated by hand if unaided by the MLP. Below is a MLP description of a spiral
antenna, complete with user-input parameters. Its output (when processed by the MLP)
is a set of GEMACS geometry commands that will produce a MOM wire segmenit model
of the antenna described by the user's input parameters. The spiral macro is invoked by
answering "YES" to the "Execute macro:" field of the ELT input window.
&MACRO NTPI NTOT IR NSEG WD HEIGHT
I This micro generates a two-arm Archimedeen spir*e, antenna
I centered at the origin and In the (x,y)-ptane.
I There is an option of generating a NspiraL-coneN antenna by
Ientering a positive entry for HEIGHT
IrInput Parameters:
I NTPI z Number of turns per Inch
I NTOT - Total ihinber of turns in the spiral Cone arm.)
I IR a Spiral Inner radius (inches)
I NSEG a Numb~er of GENACS Wire Segments per turn
I RAD z Radius of the wires modeling the spiral





&IF (HEIGHT .GT. 0.) &THEN
IDZ uHEIGHT/TOTSEG I indent for clarity, not required.
IDRIVEI I
ION IVE2 a2 + TOTSEG
IDIAM *N!OT/NTPI*2
tAHOO z 1I(2*PI*WTPI)








I Compute Longest segment to determine highest operating frequency
&RHO1MAX z RHOO*PHIMAX
UXMAX = RHOMAX * COS(PHJMAX)
LYMAX a RHOMAX * SIN(PHIMAX)
LPNINXT a PHIMAX - DPHI
&RHONXT a RH00*PHIINXT
£XNXT a RHONXT * COS(PHINXT)
£YMXT a RHOWXT * SIN(PHINXT)
&LENGTH m SQRT((XMAX.XNXT)**2 + (YMAX-YNXT)"*2 + DZ**2)
£LANDDA a 10 *LENGTH / 39.37
£FRQKAX a 300./LAMODA
S ----------------------------------------------- -------------------
&IF (HEIGHT I.LE. 0 ) &THEN
S GEOMETRY FOR AN ARCHIMEDEAN SPIRAL ANTENNA
lELSE
S GEOMETRY FOR A SPIRAL-CONE ANTENNA(LiSting Continued on Next Page)
LEND I F
$ GENERATED ON: &DATE
$ TURNS PER INCH: &MTPI
S TOTAL TURNS: &NTOT
S INNER RADIUS(In): &IR
S SEGS PER TURN: &NSEG
S WIRE RADIUS(In): &RAD
S TOTAL DIAMETER: &DIAM
&IF (HEIGHT .GT. 0.) &THEN
S ANT HEIGHT (In): &HEIGHT
&ENOIF
S
S MAX SEG LENGTH(In): &LENGTH
S FREQ. LIMIT(NHZ): &FRQIAX FOR LAMSDA/1O MODELING
S$
S THE ANTENNA SHOULD BE DRIVEN WITH +0.5 VOLTS ON SEGMENT IDRIVE1
$ AND -0.5 VOLTS ON SEGMENT &DRIVER
$ -------------------------------------------------------------------$
SC IN WUNITS PRESUMED TO BE INCHES IN INPUT DATA
RA RAD
S DRIVE SEGMENT# &DRIVZI
WR &XMIN &YMIN O. 0. 0. 0. 1 1 1
&PHI a PHIMIN - DPHI
I
I Loop over the total number of segments in one arm, with COUNT as






&Z2 m ZI + DZ
I
I Print out a GEMACS comment every 10 wires so that the user can keep
I track of the segment numbers easily.
I
LIF (COUNT/10*10 .EQ. COUNT) &THEN
&COUNTI a COURT + 2
£COUNT2 a (;OUHT + 11
&IF (COUNT2 .GT. TOTSEG+1) &THEN IThe Lest btnck of wires my not
&COUNTZ a TOTSEG + ¶ Ihave a full 10 segments.
AEMIUF
$ BELOW ARE SEGMENTS &COUNTI TO &COUNT2S
&ENDIF
I
I Negative end point quantities
I
&PHI r PHI + DPHI IThe angle (radians)
&RHO a RHOrPHI IThe radius (inches)
LMN a RHO*COS(PHI) IX-coordinate
LYN * RHO*SIN(PHI) IY-coordinate
I
I Positive end point quantities
I
&PHIP m PHI + DPHI IThe angle (radians)
&RHOP K RHOO*PHIP IThe radius (inches)
UXP m RHOP*COS(PHIP) IX-coordinate
&yp a RHOP'SIN(PHIP) IY-coordinate
I
&IF (HEIGHT .GT. 0.) &THEN
WR XN LYN &Zl &XP UP &Z2 1 1 1
&ELSE
M LXN &YN O. &XP &YP O. 1 1 1(Listing Continues on Next Page)
LENDIF
&COUNT a COUNT 1
LIABEL
I End of looping... .Now mako the other arm by using the RZ counaind
ATOTI a DRIVE2
&TOT2 a 2*(1.TOTSEG)
S ROTATE ARM ONE TO GENERATE ARM TWO
S




This macro deck is quite extensive because it performs a lot of error checking and gives
a lot of extra output. The first part of the miacro's output is shown below. Notice the
frequency limit in the header comments and the automatic calculation of drive segments.
S
$ -----------------------------------------------------------------
S GEOMETRY FOR AN ARCHIMEDEAN 3P;RAL ANTENNA
S
S GENERATED ONd: 11-13-87
S TURNS PER INCH: 3.OOOOOOOE+300
S TOTAL TURNS: 15
S INNER RADIUSCIn): 5.OOOOOOOE-01
S SEGS PER TURN: 10
S WIRE RADIUSCIn): l.OOOOOOOE-02
3 TOTAL DIAME.TER: 1.OOOOOOOE+O1
$ MAX SEG LENGTH(In): 3.4405370E+00
S FREQ. LIMIT(MHZ): 3.4328940E+02 FOR LAMBDA/lO MWDELING
S THE ANTENNA SHOULD BE DRIVEN WITH +0.5 VOLTS ON SEGMENT 1
S AND -0.5 VOLTS ON SEGMENT 152
------------------------------------------------------------------
SUNITS PRESUMED TO BE INCHES IN INPUT DATA
RA .010
S DRIVE SEGMENT# I
PT 10001 -6.0818920E-08 -1.4816670E-02 0.00OOO00E+00 0
PT 10002 0.0000000E+00 0.OOOOOOOE.0O 0.0000000E+00 0
CP 10001 10002 1 1 1 0
S BELOW ARE SEGMENTS 2 TO 11
S
PT 10003 9,2066410E-03 -1.2671930E-02 0MOOOOOOE+OO 0
CP 10001 10003 1 1 1 0
PT 10004 1.5701930E-02 -5.1019120E-03 0.0000000E+00 0
CP 10003 10004 1 1 1 0
PT 10005 1.6507190E-02 5.3634660E-03 0.0000000E+00 0
CP 10004 10005 1 1 1 0
PT 10006 1.06996D0E-02 1.4726790E-02 O.OOOOOOOE.00 0
CP 10005 10006 1 1 1 0
PT 10007 3.5390260E-08 1.9050000E-02 0.0000000E+00 0
CP 10006 10007 1 1 1 0
PT 10008 -1.1694950E-02 1.6096770E-02 O.0000000E4-00 0
CP 10007 10008 1 1 1 0
PT 10009 -1.97280S0E-02 6.4100720E-03 0.O000000E+00 0
CP 10008 10009 1 1 1 0
PT 10010 -2.0533320E-02 -6.671656DE-03 0,0000000E+00 0
CP 10009 10010 1 1 1 0(Listing Continues on Next Page)
PT 10011 -1.3187960E-02 -1.8151640E-02 O.O000000E+00 0
CP 10010 10011 1 1 1 0
PT 10012 -1.3969840E-08 -2.3283340E-02 O.OUOOOOOE+0O 0
CP 10011 10012 1 1 1 0
$
S BELOW ARE SEGMENTS 12 TO 21$
P; 10013 1.4183260E-02 -1.9521590E-02 0.0000000E+00 0
CP 10012 10013 1 1 1 0
PT 10014 2.3754230E-02 -7.7182200E-03 O.000000EO0 0
CP 10013 10014 1 1 1 0(etc.)
Summary
The EM Language Translator and Macro Processor described in this paper have the
potential for vastly multiplying the effectiveness of the EM engineer as he uses several
of the more popular EM computer codes. No more does he have to meticulously trans-
late by hand the geometry descriptions from one language to another language.
Moreover, he may mix his languages in order to achieve even more effectiveness.
The Macro Language Processor can be used with any geometry description to produce
structure data that would be unthought of with just a computer code's geometry
processor. In addition, the MLP can also be used with a code's execution commands to
produce an "expert system" which can guide the usev into the correct modeling methods
and command selections for a particular application.
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ABSTRACT
A new, user-friendly, IBM PC based graphical interface for GEMACS and other
electromagnetic codes is described. GAUGE enatles users to perform pre- and post-
processing of electromagnetic models and data. Interactive graphics and CAD features
are tailored dircectly towards electromagnetic modeling.
Features of the GAUGE grav'hical processor are illistratvd by discussion of specific
electromagnetic examples modeled by GEMACS and NEC. The examples discussed are
bistatic scattering from a cube, electromagnetic coupling for an AIM-7 illuminator,
MOM and G'rD hybridization modeling for a spiral antenna, and the near field of an
antenna located on a shipboard platform. The pre-processor graphical features
illustrated include: view (zoom, view angle, cole-, etc.), show/no show,
rotate/translate, interactive picks, rejects, merging models, and saving all or part of a
model. Post-processor features discussed are: the display of computed observables by
color coding elements, contours on structure, two dimensional plots, cut and paste, hard
copy to dot matrix printer, HP pen plottet and a HP laserjet printer.
INTRODUCTION
GEMAC3 (General Electrcmagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems),
although comprehensive in its ability to solve a wide range of e!ectromagnet'c problems,
need(,d an ./O graphical interface to support the current version (4.0) and for future
growth (version 5.0). Until now, a user had to interface his own graphics package with
the GEMACS code for construction of model geometry or to display computed results.
"To avoid this difficIty a graphical inter'face entitlcd "Graphical Aids for Users of
GEMACS" (GAUGE)' has been designed based on universally available hardware - the
IBM PC. The software developed is user-friendly and should encourage further use of
the GEMACS code aniong the government, its contractors, and to the electromagnetic
community at large.
GAUGE interfaces with GEMACS by external file manipulation leaving the paren•t
code unchanged, and is flexible enough to interface with other electromagnetic codes
This work was performed by Northrop Corporation sponsored by RADC/RBCI'
under contract F30602-87-C-01 10.
including NEC (Numerical Electromagnetic Code), BSC (Basic Scattering Code).
MISCAT and NASTRA.N. GAUGE consists of 350 subroutines and 39,000 (approx)
lines of code programmed in Microsoft Fortran 4.0 and use- IBM PC assembly lantguage.
Details of the vrogramming design are described elsewhere 1'].
GAUGOE can be implemented on IBISM PCs, or compatibles, and supports both
Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) and Color C "kphics Adapter (CGA) monitor options.
The minimum required hardware is an IBM T ith tow floppy diskette drives, 640K of
memory and the CGA monitor. For performance, an IBM AT with a hard disk, an
80287 numerical coprocessor, and an EGA catr is recommended.
Functionally, GAUGE consists of three individual partu: a graphical processor which
performs ll the pre- and post-processing of GEMACS derived data, a macro-
processort l2 to enable more complex geometry structures to be defined and stored in a
macro library, and t3 ranslators which change the data format of the parent program for
suitabh.: processing - .
Much of the design philosophy for the GAUGE program was developed at Northrop
as part of an on-going IR&D research activity eiztjt led "User-friendly Electromagnetic
Workstation", and has been previously published t'J. This paper will show how the
tcchniques embodied in the GAUGE graphical processor are applied to four specific
electromagnetic modeling examples. The examples discussed are 1) bistatic scattering
from a cube, 2) electromagetic coupling between AIM-7 missile and ilLuminator, 3)
MOM/GTD hybridization modeling for a spiral antenna, and 4) the induced skin
current from near field shipborne antennas computed by NEC. The first example
discussed, though simpler electromagnetically, will be covered in .nore detail than
subsequent exampls to introduce the reader to the GAUGE graphical processcr menu
structure.
The graphical features illustrated in relation to these electromagnetic examples are:
view (zoom, view angle, color etc.) rotate/translate, interactive picks, rejects, merging
models, saving all or part cf a mo.c, color coding elements, contours on structure, two
dimensional plots, electronic cut and paste, and hardcopy to a pen plotter or HP laserjet
printer.
BISTATIC SCATTERING from a CUPY
For this first simple example, the steps in solving a GEMACS problem using the
GAUGE graphical processor will be described in some detail. Suppose we wish to
compute the far field scattering at 300 MHz from a simple cube with dimensions 0.1 X
0.1 x 0.1m from a plane wave source with a vertically polarized E-field located at
THETA-90 PHI-0, and the observation is from PHI-0 to PHI,-180, and THETA-90. We
wish to find the current and field distribution at both 300 MHz and 9 GHz.
GEMACS can be used to solve this problem using the MOM solution technique at 300
MHz and the GTD method at 9 GHz. Formerly, we would have used the GEMACS
command language to formulate this problem and its rather tudimentary tabular output
to view the results, But noN the model can be easily constructed with the pre-processor
option of GAUGE, the model integrity once built can be viewed and modified if
necessary, while the post-processor can be used to display the GEMACS computed
results. Figures 1LA and I .B show the extent of the graphical processor menu tree and
will not be discussed in detail here, It is possible, however, even for the casual reader,
to see the relationship between the GAUGE main menu and the first tier of sub-menus
which are outlined in bold.
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Construction with the GAUGE Pre-processor Options
The first task is to provide four points defining the base of the cube: (-.05, -.05,-
.05), (0.05,-0.05,--.05), (.05,.05,-.05), (-.05,.05,-.05). These points are provided through
the use of the pre-processor's add points menu. The point ID starts at "I" and
automatically increments by unity. Upon exiting the menu, four- points are drawn on the
screen.
Rather than specify each separate corner point to build the wire grid mnodel, it is
quicker to make a plate and then use the pre-processor's powerful translate features to
construct the cube. This can be accomplished in two easy steps in the Translate/ rotate
option of the pre-processor function by using the add plates and connect Plates sub-
options.
The final step in constructing the cube is
to check the plate normals. Normals may be
turned ON in the parameter menu, as may -
plate ID values. When the model is re-
drawn. it is clear that plate ID I has a
normal pointing towards the interior of thc
cube. From the edit plate normals menu in
the pre-.processor we can specify plate ID 1.-
When the model is re-drawn all the nwimals
will be correct as shown in Figure 2. Trhe
cube can then be retained in a file specified
in the pre-processor sawe model menu,
assigned the file name "cubeplat.geo" arnd
used as a GTD plate geometry niocel for
GEMACS. Figure 2
The next objective is to build, a wire frame inodel of the cube to use in
the GEMAC:S MOM modeling solution process. This is an easy task - accomplished in
one step frnrm the pre-*nrccessoc Plates -- > wire.5 conversion menu. When the mode! is
re-drawn (with shrink plot ON) the plate:s and wvires can clearly be distinguished not
only by their shapes but also by the differenit coicors used to display plates arid wires,
The plates are now unnecessary and sh~ou'Ad be deleted. One way to delete the plates is
to go to the show/rjoshoiv merm and specify show by, type. Wires are selected by
specifying type I and show only,. Wheni the model is re-drawn, only the wires will be
displayed. The plates are then deicted fr'oni the pre-processor delete n15osho items menu.
Nothing changes in the display of the raodel, but the model stQ1s sub-menu under
utilities shows that there are only 12 wirfes (ClP) in the model.
At this point the wire MD vahues, should toe .Jhecked, the wires were created when
the plates were still in the model anid so have ID) values that were autOm~atically
incremented. Turning plate&CPdAPA 11) ON in th~e parareteer fnenu shows that the wime
IDs start at 7. The wir'es aire renurnbered ii,) the pre-p-ocessor renumber menu by
turning plaoes&CP&PA ON and not changing,~ 6-,r 4 efault start ID anid incrertent. When
the model is re-drawn, see Figuire 3, ;he ID)¶al; start at 1. This wire i~arne model
may be retained in the pre-processor s(AI' model meniu under the filenamne
"~cutiewire.geo".
~ [N tWires crest"d hA)pla"u,.t",s" After creating the two geometry files,
the GEMACS command language would
have to be added to the geometry
description to complete the required
GEMACS input deck used to process the
I z.ý. results for the wire grid MOM model at 300
I[. , MHz and GTD model at 9 GHz. This is
' .iexplained in greater detail in [2] Section B.
2 1- % 7 However, for information purposes, the
I/ I ,-.1 GEMACS command deck for running the
Io .seo.,,. •/ MOM example for this problem is shown in
$Figure 4.
Figure 3
S GEAACS COkMANDS TO CAI.CULATE BISCATTERING FROM A CUBE
$ AT 300 MHZ BY METHOD OF MOMENTS.$
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ZGEN GE-AT.A.=UE ZHAMTRX-Z!J GEMACS
SRCaESRC(CUBE) SW.-l.,0. THETA090. PHIl0. (COMMAND
SOLVE ZIJ*I*SRC STREAM
PRINT I ADDED
FFLDI=EFIELD(CUBr) T1n90. P.,O. DPol. P2s180. TO GEOMETRY
PRINT FFLD1 FILE
END OF CO"MANDS COMPLETES
$ GEMACS
$ GEMACS GEOMETRY UIRE GRID REPRESEN1ArION OF CUBE INPU" DECK$
RA .I000E-O2
PT I -. 50-OE-01 -.500E-01 •.500oO-01
PT 2 .5000E-01 - .5000E-01 -. 500OE-01
PT 3 .5000E-01 .5000•-01 -. 5000E -01
PT 3 -. 5000E-01 .50OOE-01 -. S00DE-01
PT 4 - .5000L0i -.5000E-Ol *.5000'LO1
PT 6 .5000E-01 -. 5000E-01 .50OOE-01
PT 7 .50001-01 .5000E-01 ,50OOE-01
PT a - .50O0E-01 .5000E-01 .5000E-01
CP 1 2 1 1 1
CP 1 4 1 2 1
CP 1 5 1 3 1 GEOMETRY
CP 2 3 1 4 1 COAMANDS
CP 2 6 1 5 1 CREATED
CP 3 4 1 6 1 BY THE
CP 3 7 1 7 1 PREPROCESSOR
CP 4 a 1 8 1 AND STORED
CP 5 6 1 9 1 IN
01 5 a 1 10 1 CUBEWIRE.GEM
CP 6 7 1 11 1
CP 7 a 1 12 1
GAD
FIGURL 4 GLMACS Command Deck
Model Display and Plotting with the GAUGE Phst~- pcijessorpti
The GAUGE graphical processor can be used to examine the results of thle
GEMACS run. Assume that the fields arid currvents com.ýputed by GEMACS are in, a
suitable data format for further processing by the post.. processor ([21 Section P.) and
stored in "cubewire.crl". Current can be nmapped onto the wireframe model arnd
eisplayed by color. The color by current mienu in the post- processor option maps the
current density to the geometry structure. The results are not shown (monochrome
paper) but display the highest current along the wires parallel to the Z.-axis as would be
expected. The global axes and a legend showing the correspondence of current to color
values c;an also be added using the text/aexe/ etc. menu option.
An L-field pattern is displayed by choosing 2--D plots under the post- pro.-cesor-
mrenu, then read plot data and specifying tilke file 'cubewire.ef 1" which was created by
the GEIMACS output translator. Of the eight columnns of' data available, tile only data
to be used in tile polar plot are the "PHI" values (angle) and thle "E-THETA' values for the
radii. A dli plot is chosen and thle minimumn radius value is set ýo -10. The set
color&fill nenu is used to set the color to pink (12) anid fill turned ON., A box
cudlining tile size of the p;ot is moved and sized on screen and, then, the polar plot is
draA'r~ ýs illustrated in Figure S.
irotai risid
0.1/0 lrt ere
Va r ini plar I& plat oaiop t),* A&Ltnn%61ablr plot aholylo* v,%. data file*
outp~t IIi') -cubeswimr sf1l'. "Lt0 -:!" ~r.4-*
FIGURL 5. PolaL Plot FIGURE 6. Rectangular Plot
The results of the Gil) ruin are displayed by again choosing 2-D) plot and reading
the plot data file "cuberiLit.efl". Reclanguler plot is chosen, showing the total L-field
from the source and thc scattvred Gield from the cube. The X-axis (hofizontal) is "PIll1",
and the Y-axis is "E-TIILTA". A di3 plot is chosen arid the forMats for X and Y are
set. -Sci colur~fill ,% used o~ set the cul')r to g~eeri (4) arid fill turned O1-T. A box then
appears on screen ano~ is moveJ arid sized. When return is oressed, the rectangular plot
is then shown as illkcAstcad in 1-igure 6.
4M-.7 ILLUMIATPAOR
Our next cxan~pie shows sonme of the jgraphical featurci useo to Ymodel the AIM-.7
illuminator, A. prtvivus publicatiou (51 showed how Northrop'; 3-D) mainframne CAD)
package (NCAL)) cov~d be used to &generate or display sophisticated aircraft geometry
Figure 9 shows a cavity-backed spiral constructed using the GAUGE graphical
proces'sor's pre-processor function to build the GTD portion of the geometry with plates,
.,nd the macro-processor for the MOM spiral portion. Figure 10 shows the far field





FIGURE 9 Cavity-backed Spiral FIGURE 10 Far Field Pattern
ANTENNA NLAR FIELD DISTRIBUTION on SHIPBORNE PLATFORM
The final example demonstrates the capability of GAUGE to accept and process
NEC data. GAUGE has been designed with sufficient flexibility to interact with
other electromagnetic codes and can interpret NEC geometry commands. The graphical
processor cannot interact directly with NEC, but (as in the case for GEMACS data)
needs to go through a translator [6). Details of this are explained in ([2], section
Dj).
Figure 11 shows a NEC MOM geometry
model of a ship displayed by the GAUGE
graphical processor, The zoom feature of the
pre-processor function, combined with the
ability to change the view angle, uncovered a
number of duplicate wires which were "I .."0
subsequently removed by the delete points Ith
Tmenu, After performing all the model
integrity checks in the graphical processor, an
antenna radiation problem was run using a
mainframe version of NEC; and the results
were saved in an external file, Figure II
Since the antennas are modeled with a different wire radius, they can be identified
by the post-processor option to select wires by radius value which, in conjuntion with
the very powerful show/no show option, can be used to identify the antenna locations.
This is illustrated by Figure 12.
models, which could be reduced from a MOM representation to a simplified GTD form
by interactive picks. The same methodology can be used with the GAUGE graphical 7
processor at the PC level without incurring the expense and complexity of a
sophisticated mainframe refresh tube or software support.
Figure 7 illustrates the polar antenna
patterns for roll arid yaw plane cuts of the
AIM-7 illuminator transmit antenna located *
in the fairing of' the vertical stabilizer. The
GAUGE post-processor features illustrated
here include not only model view. polar V, , Poll PI&TM
plotting, and textual annoiation, but the pattern- pattern
ability to associate related computed
observables (plots, model, etc) in one screen
by Electronic Cut & Paste. Hard copy to an
HP laserjet is also illustrated since the figures
are photocopies of the actual plots created by
the GAUGE graphical processor.
AIR? Figure 7
bir rr-t ion
trG" 601%9 Figure 8 shows the electromagnetic
-. ý. I I ý 001coupling between the transmit and receive
antennas mounted on the missile iocated
on the outboard pylon. The upper plot
shows the expected diminishing of
antenna-to-antenna coupling (dB) with
Figure 8distance afte: the missile is fired. The
figure illustrates thl- post-processor linear
plotting capability and the ability to draw
a box to encapsulate areas such as the
wing diffraction portion of the plot,I;•r.e ve an'tenna
MOM MODELING of a CAVITY-BACKED SPIRAL
An application of the GEMACS MOM solution technique to compute the far field
antenna pattern of a cavity-backed spiral is described in 16] GEMACS Source Book.
Antenna input impedance, current distribution and field patterns can all be computed by
a GEMACS hybrid run, when the geometry has been defined. The crux of the problem
is to construct the center archimedean spiral poition of the antenna. This would be a
formidable undertaking if constructed manually- by the modeling technique offered in
the standard GEMACS program.
GAUGE, however, offers a powerful macro modeling feature [3] separate from the
graphical processor, which alleviates the tedium of calculating data by hand, and re-
entering frequently used descriptions of stru,:tures or parts of structures. A Macro-
Library capability in GAUGE allows a GEMACS or GAUGE user to define and store
parametric geometry models in plain English text without having to write new
FORTRAN and modify GEMACS or GAUGE. This is also described in ([2] Section
Dj).
! ,pqf.
,X component (Q9 scale)
III
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FIGURE 12 Antenna Locations FIGURE 13 Current Contours
Figure 13 illustrates yet a.other powerful feature of the GAUGE Output translator,
the ability to map data onto the geometry and look at its distribution. This was
performed for the distribution of E-Field component across the ship's deck due to near
field antenna excitation. This is particularly useful for locating "hot spots" and critical
areas on the ship's deck where sensitive equipment should not be placed. Figure 13
further illustrates the graphical processor's zoom capability, and the grey-scale shading
feature, useful for assigning different grades of shadow for specific ranges of mapped
current as zn alternative to color.
CONCLUSIONS
The lessons learned during the IR&D research activity User-Friendly Electromagnetic
Workstation program [4) made it possible to code a versatile graphical interface,
GAUGE, in a short six month period. The GAUGE design interfaces a powerful set of
features, based on the IBM PC, to the paient GEMACS code. GAUGE can be
interfaced with other codes by writing a suitable translator as has been proven with
NEC, BSC, MISC AT and NASTRAN. All of the software is public domain and can be
obtained from RADC/RDC'1, Griffiss AFB, New York 13441-5700, through the
government representative Mr. K. R. Siarkiewicz, at (315) 330-2465.
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ABSTRACT
A new, IBM PC based, graphical interface for GEMACS and other electromagnetic
codes is described. GAUGE enables users to perform pre- and post-processing of
electromagnetic models and data. Interactive graphics and CAD features are tailored
directly towards electromagnetic modeling. The discussion emphasizes the design
philosophy during programming the GAUGE graphical interface software, and highlights
database design, language choice, menus, drivers, utilities, hardcopy and hidden line
compromise, and documentation as key items adopted by the approach.
INTRODUCTION
A new, ,se5-friendly, graphical interface termed GAUGE (Graphical Aids for Users
of GEMACS)t '" has been developed for usq3With GEMACS (General Eectromagnetic
Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems)t and other electromagnetic codes, The
GAUGE software has been written for installation on the IBM PC and is programmed in
Microsoft Fortran 4.0 and IBM PC assembly language.
GAUGE resides at the PC level and interacts with mainframe-implemented versions
of GEMACS by external file manipulation. The graphical interface helps an engineer
build, view, ane store geometry for electromagnetic models, and conveniently displays
GEMACS processed results in a variety of different ways. GAUGE was programmed
specifically for GEMACS to support all version 4.0 electromagnetic solution techniques
including MOM, GTD, FD and hybrid formulationst, and wires, patches, plates,
cylinders, end caps and apertures for building complex shapes. Enough flexibility wrs
programmed into GAUGE for it to "stand alone" or interface with cthe electromagnetic
codes. The rich set of graphics features developed on this program ''J can already be
interfaced (to a degree) to NEC (Numerical Electromagnetic Code, BSC (Basic Scattering
Code), and MISCAT.
The programming of the GAUGE graphical interface was performed in a six-month
period. The programming described was accomplished by Northrop Corporation and
sponsored by RADC/RBCT under contract F30602-87-C-01 10, During that period, over
350 subroutines and 39,000 lines were coded.
iMtthod of Moments (MOM), G;eormtrical Theory of Diffraction (OTD), Finite Difference (FD) awe different
electromagnetic solution techniques which can be hybridisd in GEMACS.
The suc, ess of the contract depended on programming GAUGE quickly and
choosing a very specific approach to the program design. Some key attributes of this
approach are discussed herein and include database design. language choice, utilities,
hardcopy and hidden surface, and documentation with emphasis throughout on the
programming design rationale.
GAUGE DESCRIPTION
GAUGE, illustrated in Figure 1, is not executed in a single program step. The
complete GAUGE ensemble consists functionally of four program modules: a graphics
processor, input translators and output translators, and a macro-processor. The
translatois are used to convert between the EM-derived d'atabase format used by
GEMACS and the database adopted by the GAUGE graphics processor, which are
different (as explained later). Details of the macro processor, which enables more
complex geometries to be defined, the translators, and how GAUGE interfaces with
GEMACS, can be found in References [1,2,4].
INPUT TRANSLATOR 
GAG
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Figure I. GAUGE Modules and Interface
The focal point of the interface design is the graphics processor comprising more
than 70% of the total program code, whose role is to provide a wealth of graphics
features for the pre and postprocessing of GEMACS derived data. The graphical features
are not discussed in detail but include: create wires, patches, plates, cylinders, end caps,
apertures, rotate/translate, projection onto plane, reflection through plane, use of arrow
keys for geometry construction, 3-D rotations, zooms, translations, scaling, show noshow
options, shrink plots, skeleton plots, hidden surface plots, ID labeling, and polar and
cartesion field pattern plotting.
GAUGE can be implemented on IBM PCs or compatibles and supports both
Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA) and Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) monitor options.
The minimum required hardware is an IBM PC with two floppy diskette drives, 640K of
memory, and the CGA monitor. For performance, an IBM AT with a hard disk, an
80287 numerical coprocessor, and an EGA card is recommended.
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PROGRAMMING DESIGN APPROACH
Background and Restrictions
Many of the concepts used in designing GAUGE were derived from a parent IR&D
program at Northrop entitled "User-friendly Electromagnetic Workstation', where the
design objective is to develop a graphical interface for many codes sharing a common
data base. A PC-based graphics package termed PCNEWS (PC - Northrop
Electromagnetic Workstation) was developed[5], but the coding requirements were
entirely different. PCNEWS[6] is coded in the "C" programming language and uses an
inexpensive commercial graphics package (Metagraphics) as the interface driver to the
IBM graphics card monitor. The restrictions placed on the GAUGE software design
required all software to be coded in Microsoft FORTRAN and no commercial software
to be used.
Despite these restrictions, the programming design gal was to achieve a user-
friendly, portable, modular graphical interface that would be easy for engineers to use
and flexible enough to interface a variety of EM codes (other than GEMACS). From
the many important considerations used to achieve this goal key items discussed are
data base design, menu structure, basic algorithms and utilities, onscreen help, and
documentation.
Database Design
The database format is the most critical element of the graphical processor design.
It enables a large repertoire of graphical features to be coded and used to display EM
models in an efficient, flexible manner giving the graphical processor considerable
generality.
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"Figure 2. Graphics Dats Base Arrays
Careful examination of the GEMACS database revealed that it was not suitable, or
optimized, for the display of graphics. For example, a cylinder must be cconverned to
points -and polygons before display, Similar shortcomings were fcund with other
electromagnefic; codes (NEC, BSCI, etc.) while considering how to m~ake the softwar-e
versatile.
Rt was thus decided to choose points and polygons for the new data base form?-.t for
simplicity and efficient display of GEMACS data. Figuie 2 illustrates how data are
stored in the graphical processor data~base in a series of arrays. There are point arrays
and tables and a large polygon table containing all the wiie, plate, patch and polygon,
information fcr GEMACS, and another 'ablu for nonpolygonal elements for GEIMACS
cylinders, apertures, coord cards etc.. GEMACS geomnetric entities that icre not points or
polygons (e.g. cylinders) are kept in separate arrays; however, for display purposes,
dummny points and polygons of these entities are generated and also stored in the point
and polygon tables,
This data base airangement was adopted
for simpliciiy and speed. Plctting routines
merelly have to cycle through the point and
polyS~on tables when displaying information.
The trade-off is si'mplicity and speed
versus memory allocation. The generated
lists of dummy polygons can be large but
are drawn efficiently. The number of
allocation to 1500Q each, which is sufficient A1IWt
for most modeling purposes. Figure 3 iQ
shows a GEMAC_'S MOM wire grid model of
an F-20 plotted near the data base limits.
Fig. 3 Wire grid model at Database Limits
3-D Cons iderat ions
A method had to be devised, to visually rupresent three -diinenisiuzzkal objects
formuiated by MOM and GID electromagnetic miod~eling of cyiindcrs or 3-D 4-rcrat-11
geometries on~ the two-dimensional screen.
The georvetry datad'asa- depends on points and how they are connected. Every
polygon; refers to tht stored point arrays for its cotners. For model viewing on the screen
each point's world coo- 'inates needs to be converted to screen coordi:iates representing
the ,creen pixels. Thii pio-zess is accomplished in three main steýps indicated in' Figure
4. First, a view orientation specified by the user is usA~ to create 4 four by four
rotation matrix. Next, the r'otated and projected coordinates (Pxt P~,) foi each point are.
generated using the rotation matrix. Finally, the rotated and pi.ojek-ted coordinates are
scaled and hif ted to the exact screen pixel locations.
Storing VX P (the rozated projected coordiirates) allows great flexibility in model
display. The model can be redrawn easily wlih little reccomputation as loing as the view
orientation doe~s not cliange.
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The graphic drivers and utility routines were design factors instrumental in
progressing the skeleton design toward more established code.
Graphic Drivers
The timely design of the assembly language graphics drivers presented a formidable
problem that had to be quickly resolved, since the FORTRAN graphics software routines
could not be tested wthout the drivers "in place". An interim solution to this difficulty
was provided by the l'..etagraphics' Metawindow routines already developed for PCNEWS
and described elsewhere[5,6]. This solution permitted graphics subroutine software to be
developed and tested while the assembly language drivers were being coded. The
Metagranhics interface used for bit mapping and screen operations was completely
replaced by assembly language routines in the final software.
ypical assembly language routines coded include: drawdot, drawpolygon,
fi,:;j!j,'gon. and drawmessage. Details of these routines with subroutine descriptive data
can te found in Reference [1], Section F. Complete program listings are provided with
the progrim source code,
Utility Subroutines
A library of utility subroutines was formed early" in the software design phase.
These utility subroutines greatly simplified the coding performed downstream and
enabled the prugxai• to be ac..o. pis.hed withi: the tight ohel, requiremenlt.
Preeminent among routines developed for this purpose were the menu utilities.
Implementing menus as utility programs early in the design phase standardized the menu
appearance and prevented much duplication of code. Aitother important group of
modular utility routines is contained in the graphics module. These routines were
designed not only to facilitate programming as the software progressed but also serve to
make the GAUGE graphical processor portable. The rest of the program only calls the
FORTRAN routines in the graphics module, which call the appropriate assembly
language routines. This isolates the rest of the code from dependencies on a particular
graphics card or machine.
Another usefil utility developed during the software development task was the
getfile rot;tine. This is used in any module for I/O to an external file providing extra
features which cannot be accomplished by simple FORTRAN "open" and "close"
statements. For example the path and seefiles option enables users to search any desired
suodirectory for a user-specified extension.
HARDCOPY AND HIDDEN LINE COMPROMISE
There are difficulties posed by providing "true" hidden line[8] capabilities for
hardcopy devices driven from personal computers. The problem is associated with the
PC's restricted processing power (as compared to mainframes) to compute multiple
intersections required by true hidden line algorithms[9].
The graphical processor proviaes hidden line capability with the painter's algorithm
which is used to display models with their hidden lines removed on the PC video
monitor. This technique uses a raster screen's ability to color fill polygons by
overpainting the screen. The polygons are sorted and drawn in order from background
to foreground; thus, closer polygons will "hide" portions of the model behind them.
written in IBM assembly language for the graphic drivers. The graphic drivers.
discussed elsewhere, are used for bit mapping and screen opew'ations interfacing with
IBM's Extended Graphics Adapter (EGA), and Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) options
for the screen monitor.
Menus, Drivers, and Utilities
The software design strategy adopted in O
the original phases of the program focused on P) PoiflM' Wim paadeveloping a working skeleton outline that L) PW CmvWxJt
N) PluM NomiAlu
could initially read and perform very basic )C) anfunctions required by the final software. For
example, the skeleton could read geometry Edit Menu
files, view the screen model, and store model
information in output files. The menu Save Frloctel
structure and appearance, were determined PaMC : /GAUGE
during the infancy of the design process evien Flu CUBEPLAT.OEO
So* R"e -Ot;bthough a great majority of the menus A a F
originally acted only as "place holders". ACrE"(F2) EAd (Flo)
Gradually, these menus were finalized as the
software design evolved. Figure 6 shows Save Menu
some typical menus used in the initial
skeleton design whil e IFigr -7 sh- h FiRt. 6 Tyvical Menus
menu tree of the graphical processor.
T - ff-.
= ra. I
FIGURE 7. Menu Tree for Graiphical Processor
This is illustrated in Figure 8 by comparing the original cluttered image with the
resulting solid-looking profile. For screen viewing, the hidden line removal can be
removed quickly and efficiently, and the screen can be dumped to a lasez printer for
high-quality hardcopy, or a dot matrix printer for draft-quality copics (see Figure 9).
I.-'"7 ", , ," ' -4.. .
i •~~-, '4,;,...
FIGURE 8. Hidden Line Removal FIGURE 9. Draft Quality Print
The ,iinte.. ,l-o-ri-thm -nnroaeh has been incorporated into the graphical processor
design for hiddien-line applications because the method is easy, quick, and flexible, and
is not CPU intensive. But the real utility for this particular design is the flexibility of
the technique. Hidden surface cani be combined with other graphic features includ]ing
shrink, skeleton, and contouring[ 1,5,6] to produce very powerful graphics for the post-.
and pre-processing of GEMACS data, including current mapping to structure. Figure 10
illustrates hidden surface, hidden surface together with the shrink option, hidden surface
with skeleton, and finally hidden surface plus skeleton and contour fill features all
combined.
""W--•- 4Ima The disadvantage of the painter's
'ki.-b "sagorithm method is that it lacks some
precision i.e. it is about 95% accurate, and it
cannot draw models to non-bit mapped
devices such as pen plotters. An alternative
approach not currently supported by the
graphical processor is to compare each of the
d'sw"O, ,*'--, polyg aal faces to the remaining faces, or
portions of faces that are not visible, and
then draw only the visible lines. This method
has not been installed in the current version
of GAUGE but should be incorporated in a
future upgraded version.
FIGURE 10. Hidden Surface Flexibility
DOCUMENTATION
An exposition of the programming approach described in this paper must be
addressed since it played an important role in the development of the software.
Comments were provided liberally throughout the code to explain special or unusual
features. Other programmers were the target audience. As each subroutine was coded, a
header block defining its purpose and I/O variables was written (see Reference I
Sections F,G,11). This proved useful for reference purposes during the software
development phase.
A valuable feature which proved helpful during software testing, and for persoinel
unfamiliar with the software interface, was the incorporation of an on-line screen help
facility that is readily available by pressing the <FL> function key from any menu.
Twenty-two lines of text are used to convey guidelines for novice users. This is
illustrated in Figure 11. Each menu contains a cross reference to more detailed
descriptions contained in the program users guide (Reference 1. Section C).
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Figure II. GAUGE On-line Help Feature
A further feature facilitating documentation was the playback feature. This is yet
,another helpful utility which enables keystrokes for a particular sequence of events to be
rucorded, stored in permanent file, and played back for viewing or demonstration
purposes,
Since the GEMACS code does many things and is quite extensive (over 120,000 lines
of FORTRAN), GAUGE is also laige. The Users Manual therefore provides desriptions
of each of the GAUGE program modules and their interaction with GEMACS.
Information in the final report is presented in a progressive manner to avoid
overwhelming the reader all at once. The documentation begins with a short introductory
first section [1] and follows with a "Getting Started" section to provide an opportunity
for a user to gain a quick appreciation of the graphics software capabilities without
having to read the entire document first. The macro processor section and more detailed
subsequent sections are intended foi experienced GEMACS users.
CONCLUSIONS
Full justice to the uny~re set of software design considerations used in programming
GAUGE cannot easil.) bt; Eiven irn a short paper of this nature, but hopefully the key
items have been addressed. Experienced and novice GEMACS users arc. encouraged to
obtain the software, which is public doaina and available from RADC/RBCT, Griffiss
AFB, New York 13441-5700, through the government representative Mr, K. R.
Siarkiewicz, at (315) 330-2465.
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Introduction
Mathematics is the fundamental language used by scientists and
engineers to describe and analyze physical phenomena. In fact, much of the basic
training received by the scientist or engineer is designed to teach him or her how to
understand and use this language of mathematics. This use of mathematics to express
fundamental physical laws Is riot some historical accident; Instead, it is based on the
fact that mathematical expressions can be used to capture vast amounts of information
The scientist or engineer typically works with many types of mathematical
expressions which are often combined to create a "model" of the phenomena under
Investigation. This model will depend on the expressions used and the values of
parameters inserted in the expressions. Building a model or studying its performance
often involves trying to understand the interrelationships between equations and the
effects of parameter variations. One method for understanding such relatioliships is to
characterize functional 'mappings' which relate input values to output values, and a
method lor displaying such functions is the xy-plot where y is plotted as a function of x.
MathPlot is a microcomputer program designed to help the scientist or
engineer to build such mathematical models and to help in understanding the
relationships by providing the capability for Interactive graphical displays of vaious
types of xy-plots. MathPlot Is designed to run on the Apple Macintosh"" computer; it
Incorporates a number of the user-interfact features built into that computor such as
buttons, windows, and menus. The MathPlot program is written in MacForth (from
Creative Solutions) and is b~sicaliy a specialized set of extensions to the Forth
computer language.
MathPlot lets the user create a mathematical model by typing some set of
expressions describing the basic parameters and functions which characterize the
phenomena ef Interest. The functions can then be plotted on linear or logarithmic
scales and the parameters varied by simply selecting a parameter and changing its
value by 'clicking' a button or typing a number. Parameters are stored in a linked list so
that whenever one parameter is changed, any other parameter which, depends on if, Is
Oili
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also updated to reflect the new value. New functions can be overlayed on previously
plotted functions or the same function can be replotted with a new parameter value.
This whole process is designed to be easily implemented so that the scientist or
engineer can concentrate on the equations in his/her model rather than the mechanics
of the computer program.
MathPlot is in some ways similar to a spreadsheet program. The primary
idea used in a spreadsheet, h:)wever, is some table of numbers. That table can
depend on equations of be plotted in a graph, but the tables of numbers themselves
are the primary focus of spreadsheet operation. ( This is not too surprising, since
spreadsheets were designed for financial planning where numbers (i.e. dollars) are
the primary focus.) In MathPlot, however, the mathematical expression is the primary
item and the user does not need to worry about building some table of numbers to see
a plot of a function. (The program does build such a table, but it is invisible to the user.)
Program Description
MathPlot functions are divided into three areas, each of which has its own
window on the screen. These windows are: (1) the command window; (2) the editor
window; and (3) the plot window. The command window is simply used for entering
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Macintosh select, cut, and paste features) which is used to create descriptions of the
models being created. The plot window lets the user create a variety of plots and
easily do parameter studies and compare functions.
lu?~dlng Models
Models are created in the editor window using two types of expressions
callod VARs and FUNCTIONs. A VAR is a combination of what might ordinarily be
called constants, variables, and mathematical expressions. VARs arb bGst thought of
as objects which have a name, an associated value, and perhaps a defining
expression. Some examples are:
VAR 2P1 - 2 * P1 ; \ VAR used as a constant
VAR XXX ; 3.0 TO XXX \ VAR used as a variable
VAR ZZZ - 2PI * XXX / SQRT ( 3 ) ;
\ VAR with an expression
Note that VARs are created by starting with the word "VAR" followed by the name of the
VAR, an optional defining expression or constant value, and terminated by a
semicolon. Spaces are used as required delimiters around names and operators. -[The
expression "3.0 TO XXX" puts the value 3.0 into the VAR xxx.]
VARs are similar to cells in a spreadsheet in that VARs are linked in a
linear list as they are created. When the value of any cne VAR is changed, the values
of all VARs further down the list are automatically recalculated. For example,
VAR XXX; 2 TO XXX \XXX now has the value 2
VAR YYY - 2 *XXX; \YYY 4
VAR ZZZ - 2 YYY \ZZZ 8
3 TO XXX \ YYY is now 6; ZZZ = 12
Recalculation occurs only when a new value is stored into a VAR using <number> TO
<Var-Name>. This feature allows one to build a model which contains a number of
small pieces in the form of VARs, and then go into the model at any level and change
parameter values and see the results automatically.
The second major building block for models is a FUNCTION. A FUNCTION
is a named operator which 'maps' one or more input values into one or more output
values. A number of predefined functions are built-in, including SIN, COS, TAN,
ARCSIN, ARCCOS, ARCTAN, EXP, LN, LOG, -, SQRT, SINH, COSH, TAHN,
ARCSINH, ARCCOSH, ARCTANH. (The four operators +, -, *, and / can also be thought
of as functions; complex number versions of these operators are also included.) In
addition, the user can create user-defined FUNCTIONs by combining previously
defined FUNCTIONs and VARs. For example, one might define POWER as
FUNCTION POWER ( X N ) - X ^ N END
A FUNCTION can have any number of input variable and any number of output
variables. Of course, a FUNCTION with one input variable and one output result is
particularly useiul since it can be displayed as an XY-plot.
A table of x-y pairs of numerical data can also be used to define a
numerical FUNCTION. This avoids the need to create some sort of analytic curve fit to
numerical iniormation. One can simple read the data from an ASCII text file and thus
create a named FUNCTION which can be used just like any analytic function.
FUNCTIONs and VARs, once defined, can then be used in any subsequent
definitions of new FUNCTIONs and VARs. A simple example of how one would define
the difference of exponentials in terms of FUNCTIONs and VARs is shown below:
EDE= Ep ko(e Pt- 0 "- at) Difference of Exponentlals
VAR ALPHA ; 4.76E8 TO ALPHA
VAR BETA ; 4E6 TO BETA
VAR EP; I4 TO EP
VAR KO I.E/ 1 ( ALPHA /BETA - 1.E ) *O
( BETA / ALPHA ^ ( 1.03 / ( 1.0E - BETA / ALPHA ) ) ) ;
FUNCTION F1 ( X ) E ( KXP ( -1.OE * BETA * X )
- EXP ( -1.0E * ALPHA * X ) ) END
FUNCTION EDE ( T ) =K0 *EP * F1 ( T ) END
The Plot Window
The Plot Window is reproduced in Figure 1. As is indicated, it consists of
the Plot Area, the Value Box, the VAR List, the FUNCTION List, and the PLOT and
OVERLAY Buttons. The Plot Area is, of course, where plots are actually drawn. Unear
or log scales can be chosen using the PARAMETERS menu, and minimum and
maximum values of the scales can be set by the user. The curve to be plotted is
chosen from the Function List by 'pointing' with the mouse to the FUNCTION name of
interest and 'clicking' the mouse button. The FUNCTION List contains all the currently
defined FUNCTIONs; the list will scroll using the scroll bar on the right if more
functions have been defined than can fit in the box. Once a FUNCTION name is
selected (i.e. hilighted in black), that FUNCTION can be plotted on a new graph by
'pressing' the PLOT button below the FUNCTION List, or it can be overlayed on the
existing plot with the OVERLAY button.
Similarly, names of all the current VARs are shown in the VAR List box.
When a VAR is selected by pointing with the mouse and clicking, the value of that VAR
appears in the VALUE Box directly above the VAR List. The value of the selected VAR
can then be changed by clicking in the VALUE Box and then entering a new number.
[The number in the VALUE Box can also be changed by factors; of 2 by clicking the up
or down arrows directly to the right of the box.] Note that whenever a new value is
entered into the VALUE Box, all VARs below the currently selected VAR are
auiomaticaiiy updated. it is th-us very easy to do a para,,ieter vaautlon study by simply
plotting a FUNCTION, selecting the VAR parameter of interest, changing Its value, and
then pressing the OVERLAY button. That is how the series of curves shown in Figure I
were generated.
Another example showing the use of the PLOT Window is shown in Figure
2. This figure shows how several different FUNCTIONs can be compared using
different types of scales. The PARAMETERS menu and the dialog box for setting graph
parameters are also illustrated.
An Example of a MathPlot Model
As an example of the kind of models one can build with MathPlot, consider
the Issue of the currents induced on a cylinder by an incident electromagnetic
.'--v
transient. One first describes the incident EM waveform using a difference of
exponentials. Parameters include the peak value, rise time, and decay time of the
waveform, as indicated in the equations below and shown graphically in Figure 3.
"Double Exponential" Incident Waveform
Eic= Epko(e" t -eat)
where
ko
The step-function response of a cylinder is then represented by the
expressions below (also shown in Figure 4), where the resonant trequency and decay
time of the fundamental mode depend on the cylinder dimensions. [For those
interested, the formulas given here are curve fits to numerical data from a
fiif . f ,-,r a I, ar gl ,Imti,•n 1
Step-Funclion Cylinder Currents
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Now, these step-function response formulas can be convolved with the
expressions for the Incident field to give the expressions for the cylinder current for a
double exponential incident pulse. In this case, one can obtain an analytic formula for
the axial current on the cylinder, but the expressions (shown below) are complicated
and it is far from obvious how a change In Incident field risetime or cylinder length
would change the final current.
* , , '4 A 4I I '4 I I
Cylinder Currents for a Double Exponential Incident Pulse
lDE=1IOcos {ke- sin(2icfnt)





k= D(I3-a)/ (2 fn)-Da(cL-a)/(27tfn)
With MathPlot, however, it is relatively easy to see how parameter
variations change the response functions. Some examples are shown in Figure 4. The
plot window on the left shows the set of curves generated by changing the risetime
variable ALPHA by factors of 4, while the plot window on the right shows the
corresponding effect on the axial current on the cylinder. Such parameter variation
studies take only a few minutes to carry out once the model has been created and
entered into the program.
Summary
MathPlot is an experiment in trying to develop a specialized computer
language and graphics system which lets the scientist or engineer concentrate on
hbilrlinn mathematinnl mordlsl rather than ngttinn tnn inun•lue in the dtqails nf
computer programming. The program is still "under construction" with many desirable
features not yet implemented (e.g. a 3-D or contouring plotting package to display
functions of two input variables). Even in its present state, however, It has been quite
useful for examining the how parameters affect the various functions in fairly simple
sets of equations.
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PC PROGRAM FOR PLOTTING THE VECTOR FIELDS .1
Darko Kajfez,
Department of Electrical Engineering
U. of Mississippi, University, MS 38677
and
James A. Gerald
Department of Electrical Engineering -
Syracuse U., Syracuse, NY 13210
Abstr~act
The operation of the program VI4AY is described, which displeys and
plots the vector field data in an interactive manner. Any vector
field, such as electric, magnetic, current density, etc., specified
at the number of equidistant points, can be mapped in terms of
smooth rield lines. Even a small number of input data points can
produce a realistic appearance of the interpolated field lines.
Introduction
Plotting of scalar fields is accomplished with the so-called "contour
plot" programs (1], which are commercially available. This paper
describes a PC based program for plotting the vector fields. The
program constructs the field lines for general vector fields,
irrespective of the fact whether the field in question can be described
in terms of the scalar potential or not.
The principle of operation has been described in [2, 3]. Basically, the
procedure consists of incrementing the field line in small steps, which
is reminiscent of a second-order Runge-Kutta solution of the
Miiffn ranrt4vlI anm,,nrfnn The apnrninnh 1 1t-4 1 4 7 A here- ±sa to ea^t h
program for the numerical solution of the vector field values from the
program which generates the field plots. The field evaluation program
is required to create a file of vector field components at a set of
equidistant points. This computation is usually performed on a
mainframe computer, although in some simple cases these data may elso be
generated by a personal computer.
The convenience of the program VNAP is that the operations which require
an interactive mode (like selecting the position and density of field
lines, drawing the outlines, etc.) are performed on a PC, which is under
the total control Df the user. The results of each command are
instantly displayed on the screen, or plotted on an x-y plotter.
IMnput data files
Program VMAP has been developed for the DOS of IBM PC or compatibles.
In order to increase the speed of execution, the program is compiled in
Turbo Basic [4]. The input data must be stored on a diskette. Each
point in the equidistant grid must contain the horizontal and the
vertical component of the vector field in question. The first data line
specifies the size of the illustration, the number of horizontal and
vertical divisions, the position of singular points (if any exist), and
it also specifies whether there will be any comments at the end of the
file.
When the program is executed, the data files are normalized to the
largest field amplitude, and stored in an integer array, allowing up to
100 by 100 data points.
As an example, consider the electric field of the TE 1l mode in the
square waveguide, with sides 1 m by I m. The data file for a grid of 4
by 4 points is given in Table. 1.
TABLE 1
Electric field of the TEll mode

















The first line specifies that there are 4 rows and 4 c.humns of data
points, the total size of the illustration is 1 by 1 (arbitrary units),
there are no singularities and no comments. Afterwards, we have 16
lines containing the horizontal and the vertical components of the
-rector field to be plotted. They are entered starting with the left
lower corner of the illustration.
The user oelect.s the mode of operation with the menu shown in Fig. 1.
The first step is to read the data from the diskette. As a next step in
creating the field plot, the user selects the F3 key, which enables the
selection of "flux intercept lines" [3]. The interactive display will
appear, which is shown in Fig. 2. In this display, the input data are
graphically displayed in the form of arrows. This gives the user a
feeling of the shape of the field, so that he can decide where to put
the intercept lines.
In this example, one places the first intercept line along one of the
waveguide walls. For instance, the user may select the left-hand wall
as the first intercept line. This is done conveniently by moving the
red dot with the cursor keys, and pressing <s> for start and <f> for
finish. If the cursor steps are too large or too small, they may be
changed by using the keys <i> for increase or <d> for decrease.
After selecting the intercept line, the user presses <g> for graphing.
The program reacts by asking for the desired number of field lines which
should be crossing this intercept line. Figure 3 shows the electric
field lines constructed from the data shown in Table 1, by requesting 4
field lines crossing the intercept line. It is seen that only one half
of the field pattern is obtained in this way. To map all the electric
field lines of this mode, another flux intercept line must be placed
along the right-hand waveguide wall. Up tc 20 additional flux intercept
lines may be accommodated by the program.
The resolution of the ordinary PC graphics monitor is only 200 pixels in
the vertical dirtction, which allows only a crude display of the vector
fields. However, the program VMAP is designed to drive an x-y plotter,
which has a resolution of 0.025 mm (HP 7475A or equivalent). Thus, the
quality of the final copy of the field depends only on the step size of
constructing the field lines, and on the state of the plotting pen.
The standard stan si! i.s 1/0 nf the d=agnnal nf thp tnttl
illustration, or 1/3 of the grid size, whichever is smaller. This step
size is selected as a compromise between the speed of plotting and the
quality of the field lines obtained in this way. The user may increase
or decrease the step size through the menu commands. He can also plot
the illustration over the entire page of the paper, or select the
margins so that the illustration falls on a particlar portion of the
paper.
Figure 4 shows the TEll electric field pattern plotted by an x-y
plotter, constructed by using the data from Table 1. The field lines
are remarkably rmooth, considering that the entiLe area of the
illustration is described by only 16 data points.
When the x-y plotter is not available, or when the plotter is available
but the pens are all dried out, a hard copy of a lesser quality can be
madc3 on a dot matrix printer. Figure 5 is a plot of the TE 0 1 mode
magnetic field in the circular cylindrical cavity, obtained by the PrtSc
command on a dot matrix printer. The left-hand border of the figure is
the axis of rotation, so that only one half of the total cavity cross
section is visible.
VMAP will work on IBM PC, XT, AT or compatibles, with 256 k or more
storage. The mathematical coprocessor is desirable for the speed of
execution, but not required. The color monitor is convenient, but the
monochromatic monitor will also work. The x-y plotter may be HP7470 or
HP7475A, or compatible.
To obtain a copy of the diskette with the comptled version of VKAA,
please include a check for $25 and write a letter on the. stationery of
your institution or company to:
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Mississippi
University, MS 38677
(1] SAS/ Graph SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, 1981, p. 43.
[2] D. Yajfez and T. Uard, "Plotting of two-dimensional vector flelda
e, ~ Dr~n,%r+ T7 ^ 4 -" Mccircafwnnl N I fn"W.L ýL L , K a -s. N f-
No, PB86-196318, April 1986
[3] D. Kajfez and J. A. Gerald, "Plotting vector fields with a personal
computer," IJIM-..Tl1, .lia ,•,Y Tht9SS.yTeli._VOl. t'fl -35, pp.
1.069-1072, November 1987.
[4] IroBaI •,•_n 's t Handbook, Berland International, Scoltts Valley,
CA, 1987.
Two-dimensional Vector FieldE
FI: Read data from disk. F2" Plot preview.
F3: Select intercept lines. F4: Graph field lines.
F5: Plot field lr~es. F6: Change step size.
F7: F8: Change default settings.
F9: Save default settings. FIO: Exit program.
The current step size is 100.00Q of standard.
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Fig. 2 lnteractive display of TE1 1 mode in a square waveguide
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Fig. 5 TE01 mode in circular cylindrical cavity, magnetic field
lines using dot matrix printer
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SESSION V - 'GEMACS"
Moderator: David E. Thomas
The BDM Corporation
*GEMACS - The Present and the Future"
KR. Slarkewlcz Rome Air Development Center
"A GEMACS Source Book'
E.L Coffey Advanced Electromgneftic
KR. Slarlewicz Rome Air Development Center
'Solution of Multi-Region, Aperture-Coupled Problems with GEMACS 4.0*
E.L. Coffey Advanced Electromagnetics
ie! Va __~c Rome Air Dwvelowment Center
"Application of (3EMACS-IV for Small Aperture Coupling"
R.J. Baleti Sooz Agme & Hamilton, Inc.
"GEMACS on a Personal Computer"
E.L Coffey Advanced Electromagnetic3
GEMACS - The Present and the Future
Kenneth R. Siarkiewicz
Rome Air Development Center
Griffiss AFB, NY 13441-5700
The General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems (GEMACS) is
a general-purpose computerized electromagnetic fields analysis tool in wide use through-
out the Air Force and its contractor community. It has evolved from simply providing
an estimate of the electromagnetic coupling between pairs of antennas to being capable
of system analysis, including consideration of both the interior and exterior regions of a
structure, coupling the two by modeling the arbitrary apertures in the structure skin.
The computer program has gone through three major modifications since it was first
released in 1977, as shown in figure 1. It can be seen from the figure that GEMACS
has generally taken advantage of existing technology and its computer implementation, at
times incorporating whole sections of existing computer programs that had been
previously developed under government contract. The generally unique features include
the Banded Matrix Iteration (BMI) technique to speed up. the solution of the matrix
equation, the overhead structure including the file handling and input language pro-
cessing schemes, the use of Kron's finite difference diakoptic method and Householder's
method of modified matrices in the development of the finite difference (frequency
domain) formulation, and the hybridization scheme that connects the MOM, GTD, and
FD formulations. It should also be noted that the computer program is highly
transportable, being written in ANSI standard FORTRAN (1977), with all system-
dependent routines, such as date and time and elapsed processor time, all clearly
identified for installation ease.
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Figure 1. Development of the GEMACS Computer Program. H
GEMACS exists in the form that it does for a number of philosophical reasons decided
upon in 1972. It was determined that the primary users of this tool would be govern-
ment contractors, rather than a limited number of government agencies. This decision
required high transportability. It also required a more cumbersome overhead structure to
accommodate the installation of the program on an arbitrary host machine. The growth
and diffusion of this computer program attest to the robustness of its oiiginal design.
In addition, since it would be required to solve a wide range of geometries in an equally
wide range of scenarios, and do so across a broad range of frequencies from HF to
microwave, the program would need to incorporate more than one computational
electromagnetic field analysis technique. This required that a high degree of flexibility
be designed into the overhead structure to allow the data to flow in the proper format
among the various formulations incorporated within the code.
It is the success in achieving the original design goals that has enabled GEMACS to grow
in capability and expand its sphere of analyzable problem types and observables.
At the present time there are several generic problem types to which GEMACS has been
put. These include antenna analysis (both in isolation and in the presence of a given
environment), coupling between pairs of antennas collocated on a complex platform, the
susceptibility and vulnerability of weapons systems when subjected to a given
electromagnetic environment, the effect of dielectrics as opposed to metal on the
shielding and performance of a given system in the presence of electromagnetic
irradiati3n, the electromagnetic scattering (both monostatic and bistatic) of a structure,
and the characterization of measurement setups designed to quantify electromagnetic
phenomena associated with a given structure.
Figure 2 shows the various antenna types and the GEMACS solution techniques that
could be used when these antennas are studied in a free space environment. The
parameters of interest that could be computed include bandwidth, center frequency,
directivity, ellipticity, efficiency, gain, input impedance, patterns (both near and far
field), and polarization. Many of these observables are not automatically calculated and
output by GEMACS, but the computer program does provide the needed data to perform
the off-line calculation of the quantity.
Th¢se ba•bi antiCxma typs can also be modeled in siau in order to determine their
operational characteristics in the presence of a complex conducting obstacle. It is here
that the power of the hybrid methodology comes to the fore. It is generally true that
the radiating or receiving element is small compared to a wavelength (resonant at best)
and the platform is large compared to a wavelength. In this situation the user of
GEMACS can model the antenna using MOM elements and the platform using GTD
elements. A typical example of this would be the analysis of a blade antenna located on
the surface of a B-52 aircraft.
The initial application of GEMACS at RADC was the determination of the electromag-
netic compatibility (EMC) posture of a subset of a given system. The primary goal is to
calculate the amount of electromagnetic coupling that exists between pairs of antennas
on a structure, and determine whether or not excessive interference is present at the
terminals of the victim antenna, This has been easily extended to an analysis in which
more than one transmitting antenna is present and the effect of all radiators on one
receptor is the issue. GEMACS does directly provide a measure of the power delivered
to a specified load connected to an antenna, One further extension of this concept
would be to calculate the open circuit voltage and short circuit current and then off-line
calculate the power delivered to any arbitrary load.
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Figure 2. Amtenna Types and GEMACS Solution Techniques.
Several other applications flow from these basic uses to which GEMACS was applied.
Many of the antennas that can be analyzed include reflectors or top hats or some other
focusing device. These can be considered to be scatterers of the incident energy from
the source element. Thus, GEMACS is capable of determining the electromagnetic
scattering from any structure that can be properly modeled. The electric field dato
output by GEMACS can be used in off-line calculations to analyze the monostatic and
bistatic radar cross section of the structure. Moreover, since GFMACS is capable of
near-field as well as far-field calculations, it can be used in the correlation of far-field
calculations from near-field data. Compact ranges can thus be "calibrated" to provide a
measure of the error introduced by the measurement environment. More will be said
about this later.
Since the cz. ',-lation of the scattered energy using MOM presupposes knowledge of the
current distribution on the surface of the structure, the analyst can find the location of
"hot" spots on the platform. Knowledge of these areas can provide information to the
design and system engineers such that they will avoid placing apertures and antennas for
sensitive receivers in such areas.
The ability to calculate scattered energy enables an analyst to also model test facilities
and measurement setups and their equipment to determine extraneous sources of electro-
magnetic energy which can color the results of the measurement program. The predicted
magnitude can be used !o "calibrate" open antenna test ranges, mounting platforms in
anechoic chambers, compact range environments, and radar cross section measurement
ranges.
Of particular imporvince in the use of the last type of facility is the determination of
the "glint," the apparent instantaneous angular displacement of the RCS center of a
target from the actual position of that target. Since this results from the variation in
phase of radar signal scattered by separate scattering sources on a target, and since the
target consists not only of the object of interest but the mounting structure and the
physical environment as well, the output from a GEMACS analysis of the measurement
setup with the object in place can be useful to eliminate "spikes" and other spurious
data from the patterns obtained by the measurement.
Alternate methods to reduce the scattering from an object can be studied now that
GEMACS can take into account the conductivity and permittivity of the material of
which the object is constructed. Although this is a brute-force calculation in the sense
that the interior region FD formulation is used to study a portion of the external
problem and thus is not the most efficient way to approach the problem, at least the
user does have a tool with which the problem can be approached and studied.
Finally, with the addition of the FD formulation the user of GEMACS can now evaluate
interior responses to external electromagnetic stimuli. That is, given a specific set of
incident electromagnetic waves one can calculate as a total interior/exterior problem
space the current induced in any wires and cables inside the structure. This has
application to the study of high power microwave (HPM) phenomena,to the deter-
mination of the susceptibility and vulnerability of the system to any electromagnetic
threat, and to the analysis of the effectiveness of proposed fixes for the elimination of
unintentional ports of entry on the vehicle. Since this capability allows one to calculate
the electromagnetic fields set up within the structure, a system designer can locate wires
and equipments in regions of low electromagnetic field intensity, thereby designing in an
assurance that the system as a whole will have a minimum susceptibility level.
These and other applications are described in detail in a soon to be distrituted RADC
technical report entitled GEMACS Source Book, developed under contract by Advanced
Electromagnetics in Albuquerque, NM. This is a rather extensive document that covers
a broad range of topics &ssociated with the area of computational electromagnetics,
including both the theoretical aspects of the MOM, GTD, and, FD formulations, as well
as the hybridization schemes tying these techniques together. Many examples are
described, set up, and have their results shown. While the document itself uses
GEMACS as the base computer code, it does have much usefulness for anyone versed in
electromagnetics, but recently introduced to the field of computer-aided electromagnetic
fields analysis. A summary of the report's contents is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. The Foiir Layers of the GEMACS Source Book.
As powerful as it now is, there ame numerorus at-eas in which GEMACS could be
:mproved. The GTD formulation as irrplerneriaed in the code is one of those areas.
This formulation is based on the worlc acc oiri*-hfd by ,)hio Stat. Univ'eisity (OSU) in,
197b-80 and implemented in their first Version ýDf the Basic Scatteriuq, Codc (BSC-1).
There ere several def~ciencies that are beinL, addresseu in a cuireni: RAL)C' ctmtravrt -wi!th
Advanced Electroma,,netics. These are shown in figure 4.. First, the modeling clerrf.;Ilts
(piaies, cylinders, and era caps) are aii assumedJ to be p,ýriect2y conduicting. The nf.w%
version of GýM.ACS will allow the user the oppcrtunity to arbitri"riy locate or, an
element arbit~arily shaped patches of material with arbiftrýY.: values of cmnductivity at,iý
permit1'i-.!y. More than one such patch may be located on the sante e~ernisi ar!1- such
pantches mady also share a common boundary.
EXISTINC LIMITATIONJS
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Figure 4. Limitutions Existing in GEMACS 4.0.
Secondly, at the present time only one Cylinder and its two end caps are available with
which the user can model the structure. Furthermore, the cylinder must be entered in its
own coordinate system arid may be al~gned only along the L-axis of that system. This
seriously limits the -Iexibility of the user in being abie to inp~ut the data to model the
structure. The present work will allow for ten cylinders and twenty eni caps (limlits set
by array sizes and therefore also -variable). The cylinders will be able to be lo-eated
arbilirily 1#1 any previously defined coordinate system and will not need to be in any
preconceived geometrical r,-Iationship with each other. It may even be possible for the
cylinders to intersect each otlmr in almost any manner.
Third, while the geometry routines of the prersent version of GEMACS do allow the user
to attach a wire to the (yhiader, the physics aie iaot implemented to assure continuity of
curie-it bervceri the wir'ý and the cylinder at the point at which ti e wire is attached.
GEMACS now treats that end of the wire as Xf it were un=conectrd to anything (a fxec
space condition). The present work will imrnlement the physics to picivide a path of'
current flow into the cylinder. There may be a limitation on thi., requiting large radii
of curvature for good enginee-ing nppi'ox5mation. However, this may not be a serious
situation since one assumes ohnt re is wcking with an clectri.ally ýarge object wheu.
one is using the GTD analyss technivie.
Finally, the existing version of GEMACS hosts a very limited set of interations among
the var'ous modeling elements. These include the usual repeitoire of reflection avd
diffraction from single surfaces and edges a!ong wit!% a number of double iimeractions
(i.e., reflection/diffraction, diffraction/reflection, rellect-o•/re'iection), A summary of
what is available and what is p!anned fcr incluz.ion in i future release of GEMACS is
shown in figures 5, 6, and 7.
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Figure 5. Second Order Plate GTD Interactio.-s for GEMACS 5.
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Figure 6. Second Ordee Plate-Cylirder GTD Interactions fur GEMACS 5.
Work has progressed well ia achieving the objectives of the contract. One highly
significant feature from the standpoint of implementation of theory in computei code is
the fact that even though nea ly 70 interactions will be available for analysis, thi ,
amount of computer program lines will in all likelihood be reduced from the nresenrt
amount. This is due to the fact that an iterative step process will be used to cfAlculate-
the field at a point due to a source at an arbitrary pcat. Starting with ýhe source point
and magnitude, first calculate the propagation loss to an interact:on point. Then
calculate the interaction loss at that point. This is followed by the calculation of the;
next propagation loss to the second interaction point, the second interaction 1s, and the
final propagation loss to the field point from the secorid interaction point, This is F'r.
alternative to the present method of determining the path from source to field point and
then calculating the total path loss in one subroutine specifically add.ressing the
combination of phenomena associated with that overall prth. It also follo%.V that otne
could continue to concatenate other interaction points aid propagation raths to aay level
that the user would want, recognizing the law of diminishing returns (calculation time
vs. relative magnitude of higher level interaction sets).
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Figure 7. Cylinder-Cylinder GTD Interactions for 0EMACS 5.
Secondly, it has been determined with a fair degree of certaihty that all of tht, 1.lheory to
accomplish the objectives of the contract is available. The varying number of physics
ind geometiy modeling ussurkptions make it uncertain at this time just what the
accuracy and applicability of the upgraded computer program will be. For example,
patches of lossy dielectrics will be defined by stepped values of relative dielectric
,onstant rather than smooth curves. Also, layered dielectrics will be represented by
equivalent constitueat parameters, which in turn will affect the surface wave
calculations.
At the present time the 6esign document for the code development and integration is
under review. Subroutine hierarchy trees, common block struccurmi, data flow and
availability are being considered in great detail to assure the smooth and complete
integration of new FORTRAN with that already in place. Code development,
4g j fl
integration, and prelimiinr~ry testing are expected to be comrpieted by September 1989.
Further testing and final documentation preparation wi;Hl necessitate. that the fielding
date for vwhat promises to be version 5 of GEMACS occur in the second quarter of
calendar year 1990.
The newest addition to the GEMACS arsenal is a 5set of graphical aids to support the
electTomagnetics analyst. TYhe Graphical Aids for the User of GEMACS (GAUGE) is a
PC-based computer program that ease.; geometry data i-nput to GE MNACS and output data
iormatting. It is written in Microsoft FORTRAN~l (version 4.01) and PC assembly
language for screen and keyboard drivers. There is no propriety software within the
computer program, and it is anticipated that the transportability of the software will be
as great as that for the GEMACS cede itself. Features of GAUGE include:
o Screen drivers for EGA and CGA
o Pen plotter HPGL hat dcopy support
o In-line documentation of' the source code
o Extensive hardcopy documentation
o Automatic generation of GEMACS geometry input deck
o Augmented by input translator
- Full compatibility with, existing geometry decks
- Conversion of NEC diecks to GEMACS format
- Conversion ot I3SC decks to GEMACS format
- Mi;xed languag.e capabilitý.
o Multi-color Palette for data screen or hardcopy
c. d-11za U -iV .r
o On-line HELP scrtens
Mi.r~imum system requirements are an IBM PC or compatible with two floppy drives,
640K of memiory and a CGA. monitoi. For best performance, an ILM AT or compatible
with a ',ýa-rJ 4&izk, 640K. of RAM, an 80287 numerical coprocessor, and an EGA card is
i-ecomraendcd, The cido itbeW is transferred via 10 floppy disks in source language, as
we'l as executables for both LGA and CGA cards. Greater detail regaraing capabilities
and coding for connpuiav~ona! electromagnetics on a PC are given in "Graphical Aids for
the Users, 0i GEMACS (GAUGYE)" by Allen Lockyer and Pravit Tulyathan, "Graphics
Programming for Eietro~vagactic Modeling" by Garth Upshaw and Michael J. Grage,
Lockyer, all of which are fo-und elsewhere in these symposium proceedings.
While on the subject of computer programs end the PC machines, it should be noted that
GEMACS itsel7 is available on floppy disks for the IBM-AT compatibles. Furthermore,
this is a fu]l version of GEMACS 4.0 with capabilities equaling those that a.., available
for the mainframe computers, including both the interior and exterior analysis features.
The advantages, of having GEMACS on a PC are numerous, among which Par quick
turn -around times for small concept studies, greater case and opportunity for executing
classifiied- studies, and ease of modification and upc'-te. Further detail can be found in a
cortipaniofl paper "GEMACS on a Personal Computer" by Edgar' Coffey,
As is appire'nt from these developments, GEMACS is a continually growing analysis
system. New !z;".tures are being added to increase its usability and versatility, as well' as
provide a capabilit-y for studying finer details with more precision. Other tools, such as
the Source Book ai.d GAUGE, make approaching and using GEMACS easier than has
ever been available for any conmputational electromagnetic fields analysis tool.
A GEMACS Source Book
Edgar L Coffey Kenneth R. Siarkiewicz
Advanced Electromagnetics Rome Air Development Center
5617 Palomino Dr. NW RADC/RBCT -
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120 Griffiss Air Force Base, NY 13441
Introduction
A Source Book for the GEMACS (General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis of
Complex Systems) computer code has been written to a:d the user of GEMACS in areas
which require electromagnetic analysis, design, and measurement. Over goo pages long,
its purpose is to aid in the transfer of "lessons learned" in the use of GEMACS to solve
practical problems, a tool to help you use GEMACS better. It is definitely not a treatise
on theoretical -. Z,,romagnetics or fundamental numerical techniques, though there is
material on these subjects. The greater bulk of material concerns "what" GEMACS'
capabilities are, "how" those capabilities can be tapped to solve practical problems, and
a little of "why" GEMACS does some things the way it does. Though some of the
material is very specific to GEMACS (e.g., multi-region aperture coupling), many of the
concepts and ideas will be useful to users cf other computer programs.
This paper delves into the contents of the Source Dook, including applications and
examples, by discussing its concept, layout, and the so? ution of some of the cxamplei,
containe.1 in it. It is hoped that readers will be, encouraged to submit their own
contributions to the authors and that the Source Book can serve as a vehicle for
interchanging EM modeling ideas and "lessons learned."
Source Book EM Concepts
The first major section of the Source Book is devoted to a desc-ription of the GEMACS
execution and geometry commands, GEMACS concepts an I the thought processes one
might go through in setting up a typical eleztromagnetik, problem with GEMACS.
Figure 1 shows a communications hut with roof-mounted antennas for which eilght (8)
different electromagnetic problems have been formulated.





6. Emissions from Structure
7. Vulnerability to I.lectromagnetic Threats
8. Interior Coupling
For each problem category, the major electromagnetic issues are identified and possible
solution approaches discussel. Then, a skeleton outline of a GEMACS input to solve the
problem is given. Each command line is cross referenced to a Source Book section
which more fully exp.lains the command syntax and function.
This work was sponsored by Rome Air Development Center, RADC/RBCT, Griffiss Air
Force Base, NY under contract F30602-86-C-0015.
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Figure 1. Comnmuniications Hut with Roof-Mounted Antennas.
LWaýor in the section, the concepts discussed for the eight example problems are distiled
into a discussion of their common attributes. These include (1) Problem topology,
(2) structare and environment (both exterior and interior regions), (3) the interface of
xnultiplv regions at apertUres, and! (4) structure modeling guidelines. All sub~jects have
been cross referenced into the various scctions of the Source Book in which tbe concepts
aif. iLore thoroughly discussed and have been illustrated with other examples. The
section ends with a discussion of selecting a well-.suited solution method from among the
Seven major solution approuhus uivfVZAUJ 'Uy GY]I
I1. ?vcethod uf Moments (MIOM) with Wires, Patche5, or Both
12. Meti~od of Moments Combined with Plane or Rotational Symmetry
3. Method of Moment,, Combined with Banded Matrx Iteration (BIMI)
4r Gerometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD)§
5. A fAOM/GTD Hybrid Method
6. Finite Differences (FD) in the Fiequeiicy Domnain
7. FD hybrids with MOM and GYiD
Other subsetions of the EM Concepts section deal with hosting GEMACS or, a
comnputer anid -puiizi~s of 1.11 the GE11VMACS executio. andgomtyc adA h
si'bsection on hostir.N (;EMACS g.;vcs information reparding GEMACS' structure into six
(6) inodqoi.s, CyElvfAOCS' pse-ipheral fie system, ani1 some ideas on how tu interface
GEMACS with other compute.- projrarnS (e.g., a CAD/CAM graphics system). Thz
substu-;tions on execution ani yeoun.try commands discuss the "~ins and outs" of w~ing the
comnmands, though infornia~inn in t~he GEMACS User Manual is not repeated here. For
instance, it is shown how to brip (,vex frequ~rrcy in both linear and logarithmic -,t( .-
the function and use of ause: r-do fined syrn~boiic names, and how to chang~e the thysics
interactions re..)doay thirough a problem to ac'liva Jený tme saying',.
Source Book Techniques
The Scurce Blook material has been divided into concepts, techniques, applications, and
refetence nialerial, widt the vast tulk of material d?,afing with teciw-iqrues arnd
appli~ations. The-e arc seven teJiniques imp meniend in GLM.ýCS, each off which is
diva~tssed in the Source: book:
111)e uniformi theory of' diffraction is included in this category even though the "GTU'
desigynation is used throui~hout the paper.
I
o Method of Moments (wires, patches, hybrids) (MOM)
o Plane and Rotational Symmetry
o Banded Matrix Iteration
o Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD/UTD)
o A MOM/GTD Hybrid Technique
o Frequency-Domain Finite Differences (FD)
o Hybrids of MOM/GTD and FD for Apfrture Coupling Problems
The overall purpose of each chapter in the Techniques section is to give the reader a
better understanding of the basic solution techniques in GEMACS version 4. The theory
of each method is discussed, not by page after page of complex equations, but in terms
of concepts with which a practicing engineer would be familiar. Emphasis is placed on
transferring the "theoretical" knowledge into an utdeistanding of how to implement a
particular solution technique with GEMACS execution commands and how to construct 4
geometry model of the structure for that solution method. Most chapters have at least
one worked problem showing the GEMACS input deck and the actual output listings
generated by the GEMACS modules.
These chapters also attempt to introduce "thought provoking" ideas which a reader can
develop more fully oq his own. For example, when one thinks of modeling a surface
with a thin-wire mesh, inevitat!ly one draws a surface with square or rectangular
meshes. However, it is shown that a triangularly shaped mesh (figure 2) yields the same
density of coverage with a 13% savings in the number of wire segments. This could
yield a matrix fill time savings of 28% (i.e., 1.131 - 1.28) ar.d a matrix solution time
,^r A A( W (jI 1.13'3 1 .A' A
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Figure 2. Triangular Thin-Wire Mesh Generated by GEMACS.
As an e;.ample of how the Source Book covers a part;cular technique, consider the topic
of Plane and Rotational Symmetry. First 1he plane and rotational symmetry concepts are
described ir terms of everyday phenomena, folklwed by a discussion of the advantageý
and disadvantages of using symmetry with GEMACS. Then, the reader is walked
through the concepts which he must consider if he desires to utilize symmet-y. Finally,
three complete examples using plane or rotational symmetry are described and solved
with GEMACS.
The results of the examples are used to drive hor ý the important concepts of the
section. For instance, the savings in computer time ,hat can be achieved with various
orders of symmetry is illustrated by running a symmetric cylinder problem with several
degrees of symmetry. Results such as those shown in figure 3 make clear that symmetry
can give great time savings up tv ',Le point that the overhead in utilizing symmetry
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Figure 3. Time Savings Achieved Us.ing Rotatio-nbl Symnt.-try with• a M OM Cylinder. l
Source Book Applicatiors
Seven app~lications topics were chosen for in~clusion ii, 11t infitial reease of the Source •
Rook. It is hoped that as the Source Book become-. used by the E M ctomwunity others
will contribute now topics and augmeat, the present or'e,4 listed WAh v.---
o Antenna Aiialysis
o In-Place Anter.na Analysis (Antennas on Structu-i.s) -l•="
o EMC/EMI Antenia-to-Antenna Coupling
o EM System "P1ireats (e.g., Aperrtie Coupling)
o EM Problems wvith Materials
o EM Statler
o Char;•cterization of Measurement,:
The Source Book application chaptci., focus, on the issues, t echiariqaes, a.nd solution
imethods of a pai:icuk~r topic area. For instance, the -antenna 4,nalyý;Ag ciapter defines
thv standard anienna parafneterý (e.g., imrpedlaic~e, gai,,, efficienc~y) irn- rmlates them to
GEM'ACS outputs, (e'.g., ctire~nts, power invat, *.' ek fi ld 3irength). Al'-',natt, suhltion
approaches are Siven w•hen• iieasibc.-, such tiý the fotr ,iifferen)t n:eho%4,s of mo~leling a
cavity.-backed sp-.:.al z.nteannz Numerous exuyaples S•. iven .iii each rh.apit=r, Aincluding
GEMACS inputs and result.-,
0-
Unusual and unique approaches to problems are pointed out, too. For instaRce, the
GEMACS checkpoint/restart feature is used to find the effects of a parabolic dish feed
type arid placement on dish field patterns for several feeds with just one MOM
interaction matrix for the patch model of the dish surface. This represented a 60:1 time
savings on the second and subsequent simulations. The interaction matrix is computed
and factored for the first feed type and position, then stored in the GEMACS
checkpoint file. Subsequent feed types and positions are studied by first restarting
GEMACS using the previously generated checkpoint file. This reads back into the
problem the factored interaction matrix. A new excitation is defined and back
substituted to generate new dish currents.
To illustrate the content of a Source Book application area, consider the Characterization
of Measurements application topic. This Source Book chapter discusses the principal
issues on an outdoor electromagnetic measurement range (figure 4) and how most of
them can be modeled with GEMACS. For instance, figure 5 shows a B-52 aircraft on a
turntable at the RADC/Stockbridge range. This scenario was studied with GEMACS to
see how the Stockbridge results compared to free space predictions for various turntable
heights and soil conductivities with an eye towards identifying any range-related flaws
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1. ANTENNA PATTERN AND GAIN 6. DIFFUSE SCATTER
2. RANGE LENGTH 7. GROUND PLANE SURFACE PROFILE
3. ANTENNA HEIGHT 8. GROUND CONSTITUTIVE PARAMETERS
4. TARGET HEIGHT 9. ATMOSPHERIC ANOMALIES
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Figure 4. Outdoor Test Configuration Showing Principal Sources of Measurement Error.
Not all range examples need be as complex to illustrate an important point. One of the
most revealing range examples in the chapter is a clutter fence placement study. Clutter
fences are used to break up ground reflections on ranges where target and antenna
heights are insufficient to keep ground clutter to a minimum. However, the price paid
for having no ground reflection is that rays will diffract from the edges of the clutter
fences (figure 6), creating some standing waves in the working volume. The GEMACS
study in the chapter shows how one could efficiently simulate various fence positions
and orientations to achieve the "best" field taper in the working volume. In the
particular example given in the Source Book the SWR in the working volume was
reduced from greater than 12 dB (no clutter fences) to less than 1.3 dB (with 3 fences
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Figure 6. Placement of Clutter Fences to Break Up Specular Ground Scatter.
Source Book Appendixes
The Source Book contains appendixes of (1) cross reference topics and (2) customizing
GEMACS for a particular computer. Over 180 EM topic areas are cross referenced into
nearly 2,000 Source Book sections so that the reader may find all discussions on a
particular topic by referring to this appendix. Cross references are also liberally
sprinkled throughout the Source Book so that the reader can immediately find additional
information on a topic about which he is reading.
The second Source Book appendix shows how the GEMACS program can be customized
to any host computer system by changing its array sizes. This is not merely a "big is
better" discussion but an approach for optimizing the use of available computer
resources for the types of problems a particular user is most likely to encounter. For
example, MOM-only problems run more efficiently the more that storage can be
allocated to the matrix factor process (GEMACS SOLVE command). But GTD-only
problems do not generate an interaction matrix, thus freeing storage for more geometry
elements (plates, cylinder, end caps). This appendix shows the user the effects of
changing the array sizes on all GEMACS solution techniques and gives clear instructions
as to exactly what changes are required for a particular situation.
- 4 4 ---
Solution of Multi-Region, Aperture-Coupled Problems
with
GEMACS 4.0
Edgar L Coffey Kenneth R. Siarkiewicz
Advanced Electromagnetics Rome Air Development Center
5617 Palomino Dr. NW RADC/RBCT
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120 Griffiss Air Force Base, NY 13441
Introduction
Many of the important electromagnetic (EM) analyses which must be performed on
today's complex military systems involve the calculation of coupling through breaks in a
structure's outer "skin" onto cables and equipment inside the structure. Computations
are also frequently performed on the radiation of internal signals which "leak" out
through these same breaks in the structure surface. In either case the coupling
mechanisms need to be evaluated.
The popular electromagnetic techniques in use today (MOM, GTD, FD, etc.) have
difficulty working an exterior/interior problem. MOM and GTD are well-suited for
fields analysis external to closed surfaces because they utilize the integral form of
Maxwell's equations. Finite differences, by virtue of its differential equation form, is
better suited for interior or cavity fields analysis. But neither category of physics works
particularly well outside its region of applicability.
A multiple region hybrid solution capability has been implemented in version 4.0 of
GEMACS in order to attack problems such as thes.. A complex structure is divided into
a number of separate regions (e.g., an exterior and several interior regions). ATeas
between adjacent regions which permit the flow of EM energy are called "apertures,"
and may be thought of as "holes" in otherwise solid, perfectly conducting surfaces.
Basis functions are defined within the apertures, and each problem region is worked
separaiely from- ihe otinhr, with Us aperture basis functions as unknowns. Since the
regions have been separated, the eAterior can be worked with MOM or GTD, while the
interior(s) may be worked with FD. This method has been given the name "FD
Hybrid."
This paper describes the physics and mathematics of working multiple region aperture-
coupled problems. Two examples will be used to illustrate the technique: (I) rectangular
aperture in an infinite screen and (2) waveguide opening onto a finite ground plane.
Overview of the Theory
The foundation for the FD-hybrid method is the ability to divide an electromagnetic
problem into several regions so that different numerical techniques can be used on
different parts of the structure. Perhaps MOM and GTD could be used in the exterior
and FD (or finite elements) in the interior. There may be more than one interior region,
as shown in figure 1.
This work was sponsored by Rome Air Development Center, RADC/RBCT, Griffiss Air
Force Base, NY under contracts F30602-83-C-0183 and F30602-86-C-0015.
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Figure 1. Aperture Coupling Among Five Problem Regions.
A region can be thought of as a volume almost completely enclosed by an opaque
boundary, with at most a few "holes" cut into the boundary surface. These holes are
called apertures, and it is cnly through the apertures that electromagnetic energy can
penetrate into a region.
The basic theory of the FD-hybrid method comes from Mautz ard Harrington [1]. Basis
functions of magnetic current are defined in each aperture area (figure 2). These
functions then interact with the structure from which an interaction muatrix§ can be
computed using standard MOM or MOM/GTD techniques. Likewise, sources in a region
will impinge on the aperture basis functions and create a MOM-like excitation vector.
SOLID SOLID
Figure 2. Division of ApeTture Into Basis Functions.
Mautz and Harrington compute interaction matrices on either side of the aperture, add
them together, and solve the resulting set of simultaneous equations for the magnetic
surface current (hence, electric field) in the aperture. Once the aperture field is known,
the fields anywhere on either side of the aperture can be found.
§The units of an aperture-to-aperture matrix element is admittance, hence the term
"interaction" matrix instead of "impedance" matrix. The matrix symbol [Z] will be
retained, however.
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This approach is straightforward to implement for simple problems involving only a
single aperture and no other MOM elements, but it is cumbersome to use for the general
case such as the one shown in figure 1. A more general formulation becomes mathemat-
ically tedious (beyond the scope of this paper to present) but yields an elegant numerical
implementation. Details on the mathematics may be found in [2] and [3].
Perhaps the clearest way to explain the general formulation is by analogy with network
theory. The interaction matrix and excitation vector for the physics in each problem
region can be thought of as a network interaction matrix [Z] and excitation vector [V].§
In figure 3 the left-hand network represents region A, while the right-hand network
represents region B. [Z] and [V] for each regioai are computed with the networks
disconnected (e.g., not coupled). The common network nodes, in the center of the
figure, represent the aperture field voltage equivalent [VMp]. The electric current
flowing into the region A network is [Itot.I]A, and the current flowing into the region B
network is [Itotal], the negative of [Itotl] ' The currents represent the aperture
magnetic field in the analogy. The network nodes not joined together represent non-
aperture unknowns in both regions (e.g., wires, patches).
EI otsl3A Eltoat l3B
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Figure 3. Network Connection Analog to the Aperture Problem,
The problem in figure 3 is solved for [VAp] and [ltotI] in each region, Once these
quantities have been determined, they can be used as "stiff" sources to drive a particular
region. This lets the adjoining region(s) be ignored, as the "stiff' sources mask out their
effects. Hence, to find wire currents, cavity fields, etc. in regions A and 8, the network
analogy in figure 4 can be used.
0- REGION REGION I
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Figure 4. Replacement of Aperture Unknowns with "Stiff" Sources.
By following the network analog, the solution approach becomes obvious.
§Note that while the symbols [Z] and [V] imply units of ohms and volts, the actual units
of [Z] and [V] can be just about anything.
1. Disconnect networks A and B 1, y shorting the common terminals.
2. Find [Z] and [V] for each of ihe disconnected networks.
3. Enforce known boundary conditions at the nodes not associated with apertures-
4. Reduce [Z] and [V] for each region to just the common ijodes.
5. Connect the common nodes together and solve for voltage and current at the
interface.
6. Use the interface voltages and currents as "stiff" sources to again disconnect the
regions.
7. Solvs for observables of inturest in the disconnected regions.
This approach is not limited to just one aperture between two regions or to a classical
layermd topology. It allows a layered topology to any depth, multiple apertures on any
and all boundaries, etc., as shown in figure 1. In addition, any region can h-ve other
unknowns (wire and patch currents) as manifested by the unconnected nodes in figure 3.
, inally, the method is not dependent on how the physics of the individual regions are
tr., nsformed into a numerical equivalent. The only constraint is that there must be field
points analogous to the connected nodes in figure 3. Hence, we are free to pc.e cavity
problems with finite differences, finite elements, unimoment method, etc. while at the
same time work the exterior problem with MOM or MOM/GTD.
hnplementation in GEMACS
The solution approach described above has been implemented into GEMACS version 4.0
by using existing execution commands for generating physics quantities, adding a new
CONECT command to join together multiple regions, and using existing execution
commands to factor and solve the matrices generated by the simultaneous equations.
What lets us implement so powerful a method with so few changes to GEMACS is the
introduction of the aperture basis function (following the approach of [1]). Apertures
are short-circuit mudeling elementt, (cf. open-circuit wire segments), so the problem
regions are disconnected automatically (step 1 above).
Apertures can be thought of as holes cut into an otherwise solid surface. Hence, the
structure model for a multiple region problem can be built as follows. For each region
of the problem:
o Build what would be a solid enclosing boundary (were there no apertures) from
GTD geometry elements. This boundary may be multiply connected (e.g., a
cavity within a cavity.
o Add conducting and dielectric obstacles within the boundary using modified GTD
geometry elements.
o Model cables, hydraulics, etc. with MOM wire elements.
o Cut ornt the aperture ' hole" by adding aperture elements to the boundary where
the hole should be cut.
GEMACS reads and processes geomei,'y d,-,ta into a form readable by the physics tasks
with the GMDATA command. For an FD-hybrid problem there will be as many
GMDATA commands as there are multiple regions. Among other things GMDATA
sorts the basis function unknowns so that wire segments appear first in the [Z] matrix,
then patches, and finally aperture elements. By sorting the geometry with GMDATA,
GEMACS can easily distinguish between the connected and unconnected nodes in
figure 3.
The physics for each region is cast into numerical form (step 2) with a number of
GEMACS commands. The numerical technicue to be used in a particular region is
selected with the SETINT command. The interaction matrix is generated by the ZGEN
command. Excitations can be voltage sources (VSRC command) or field sources (ESRC
command), and near and far fields may be requested with the EFIELD comrmand.
Physics commands for a particular region are grouped together in the GEMACS input
stream, as shown below.
SETINT MOM GTD $UELECT MON AND GTD PHYSICS
GMDATA=JTER $READ AND PROCESS GEOMETRY DA'A
ZGEN GMOATAzOUTER ZMATRX=ZIJ SGENERATE [Z]
SRC-VSRC(OUTER) V=I.,O. SEGS=47 SG'qNL.ATE WV,
EPLANE = EFIELOCOUTER) P190. TI=O. UTz. T2=180. $VIELD PATTERN
IlPLANE - EFIELD(OUTER) Ti=90. PI=O. DPz1. P20180. WFIELD PATTERN
Steps 3-5 in the last section are all executed with a single GEMACS command:
CONECT. The CONECT command tells GEMACS which apertures in which problem
regions are to be joined together. Suppose apertures 1, 2, and 3 in region OUTER
correspond to apertures 11, 12, and 13 in region INNER. Then the CONECT command
to join apertures 1-3 to apertures 11-13 would be
CONECT OUTER(AP 1-3) TO INNER(AP 11-13)
and would appear in the GEMACS input stream after all the physics commands. What
CONECT does is to fill in the unknown excitations in [V] for each region so that the
problems can again be disconnected (step 6). The mathematical foundation of the
connection nprocess is not the solution of simultaneous eauations but Householder's
method oi" modified matrices. Details of the mathe-,matics may be found in [2].
Once the regions have all been connected together and aperture excitations determined,
any remain;r.g observables may be found (step 7) by using one of the GEMACS solution
commands (BMI or SOLVE). For example, currents in region OUTER may be found
with
SOLVE Z'J * I = SRC
PRINT I
Example 1: Aperture in an Infinite Screen
1ust about the simplest two-region probiem that can be imatzined is that of a simple slot
cut into an infinite conducting sheet (figure 5). It is this problem that Mautz and
Harrington use to illustrate their technique [1]. The slot is 0.05A x 0.5A and is modeled
by nine (9) aperture elements. Since each aperture element has two tangential cont-
ponents of magnret• ct;rrent, a total of 18 unknowns are generated in each region.
Region I is the half space z < 0, while region II is the half spare z > 0 and contains the
plane wave source. The geometry data for each region are identical, as listed below.
Note that the "infinite" screen is modeled by a very laige (200m x 200m) GTD plate.
$ -------------------------------------------------------
t GEOETR4Y DATA FOR REGION I (Z < 0)
$ -------------------------------------------------------
PL 1 4 -100. -100. 0.
* 100. -100. 0.
* 100. 100. 0.
* -100. 100. 0.
PT 1 -0.20 0. 0.
XL PT 1 8 0.05 0. 0.
AP 1 PT 0.0025 0. (. PL 1 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89
END
Figure 5. Slot in an Infinite Sheet.
The physics commands for the two regions are diffe:'ent, however. Regiorv H contaiins
the source, which models a pseudo-plane wave as a spherical wave far from the
aperture. The ircen field is I V/rn. In addition, scattered fields are request'ýd in the
principal planes. The phkysics commands are shown below and correspond to the outline
given earlier. Note that the piate reflection (PR) GTD interaction Is selected with
SETINT to turn off the diffractions from the plate edges, giving the effects of a true
infinite screen. )J1V; e iaUIl~U ofL b-------------------y the. rhysics- (nn
sources are in region 1) but permits problem solution in that region if desired. A












SETINT MOM PR ES WPR IC USED TO SIIPJLATE "10.iINITEH GROUND PLANE
GMDATA-GEOM2
ZGEN IMATAnGEOI12 ZIMITRXzZ2KAT
SRC2xESRC(GEOM2) S~z1OOO.,O. R-1000. TIIETAnO.1 PHIz9O.
The above commands generate all data required before reconnecting the two regions
together. Once the problemn has been connecteei (with CONECT), the observables in a
region may be found separately fromn the other vagions. In the listing below, region I
has been reconnected with region 11, and then reý..on 11 is solved for the aperture fields
(symbui 12). Of course, the same fields would bt obtained by solving region I instead.
S
S ---------- I----------------- ------------- I----------
S MA~NECT THE REGIIONS TOGETHF1 AY'D .IMLVE REG73N 11
S ---------------------------------------------------
CONECT GEOWi (Avl) TO GEOM2 C^;'ul1-
SOLVE Z?J4AYTI2aRC2
PRINT 12
The computed aperture fields (12) are plotted In figure 6 along with predictions from [1]
using different basis functions and solution methods. The field p~tterns from GEMACS
and reference [1] arc identical and are shown in figure .
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Figure 6. Aetr il;frthe Problem of Fignre 5.
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Figure 7. Transmitted Field Pattern of Figure 5.
S~Example 2: Waveguide Opening onto a Finite Ground Plane
S~A more interesting example is the structure shown in figure 8. A section of WR=90
:,i waveguide forms a cavity which or.!ns up onto a finite ground plane. It is excited by a
S~prc be very close to the back wall of" the cavity. In this case, different solution methods
S~~must be u~sed to find the fields in the opening, fields in the cavity, and far.-field pattern -
• ii of the waveguide-plate combination. However, all these observables may be found in









Figure 8. Waveguide Opening onto Finite Ground Plane.
Let region I be the interior of the cavity. As such it is formulated using finite
difference physics. Its geometry model is shown below and is nothing more than a box
made from six GTD plates, one of which has an aperture opening cut into it. This
aperture has been modeled with six aperture elements, yielding a total of 12 unknowns
per region. The GRID command tells the FD physics to subdivide the cavity interior
into a uniform grid of 0.01563 x 0.02186 x 0.0547 meters. The x-dimension has been
more finely subdivided than the X/10 criterion requires so that higher order modes
(introduced by tnho placement of the probe) can 1 ,• adequately supported. The z-
dimension is the 2ntire height of the cavity. Other runs with finer z-axis subdivisions
took much more computer time but yielr;kd little difference in results, indicating that
the z-dimension Aield taper is neariy uniform. The COND command places a
conductivity of a = 5.7 x 108 mhos/m on the cavity boundary.
$--------------- I-----------------------------------------------
S GEO•ETRY DESCRIPTION FOR REGIOA I (CAVITY)
S THIS HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM THE GEMACS ENGR MAN (P. 174.1)
S------------------------------ --------------------------------
GRID U.01563 0.02156 0.0547
CC.1D 5.7E8
PT 1 0. 0. 0.
PT 2 0.1094 0. 0.
PT 3 0.1094 0. 0.0547
PT 4 0. O 0.0547i •T •~r .•. 0.2;•,3O
PT 6 0.1094 0.21883 0.
PT 7 0.1094 0.21883 0.0547
PT 8 0. 0.2883 0.0547$
PL 1 4 1 2 3 4 1 $SACK WALL
PL 2 4 2 6 7 3 1 S SIDE WALL
PL 3 4 8 f' 6 5 1 S FRONT WALL (CONTAIN.; APERTURE)
PL 4 4 5 1 4 8 1 * SIDE WALL
PL 5 4 7 8 4 3 1 S TOP WALL
PL 6 4 5 6 2 1 1 S BOTTOM•WALL
PT 10 0.01563 0.21883 0.02733
XL PT 10 5 0.015630 0. 0. SPTS 11-15
AP 1 PT 2.44253E-4 0. 0. PL 3 6 10 11 12 13 14 15
END
The exterior geometry model is identicail to the interior's model except that the GRID
and COND commands have been removed and that the corners of plate 3 have been
extended to make a 60 x 60 cm ground plane.
-~ -- - -~.- - ~
The GEMACS execution commands are shown below and are similar to those for the slot
problem. The major difference is that now two different physics techniques are
required, as manifested by the different SETINT commands for,the two regions. Now
region I requires an FD solution, while region II uses MOM (for the aperture basis
functions) and GTD (for the plates). Like the slot problem, a dummy drive (DRV) has
been defined for the exterior. The zero excitation vector (DRV) creates a valid
GEMACS symbol which is used in the SOLVE command for region 1I. Since the
excitation is zero, the physics are unaffected by it.
S
S---------------------------------------------------------
TITLE "OPEN-ENDED WAVEGUIDE OPENING ONTO A FINITE GRO(JND PLANE"
$-------------------------------------------------------------
NUNFIL-27
TIME - 40. SESTIMATE FOR IBM PC-AT
FRQ * 2000. 3SET FRE.UENCY TO 2 GHZ
S
S--------------------------------------------------------------





$ SET SOURCE AT (0.0547, O.J054747, 0.02735) METERS
SRC = ESRC(CAVITY) DW=1.,O. R=0.0614 THETA=63.55 PHIx5.71
ZGEN GMDATA=CAVITY ZKATRYuZIJMAT
CAVFLD=EFIELD(CAVITY) Z!=0.0274 X1=0.1094 Y1=O.DY=O.02186
* Y2=0.2188 $ CAVITY F!ELDS
S
$--------------------------------------------------------------
$ SET UP GEOMETRY AND PHYSICS 'OR REGION II (EXTERIOR)
S--------------------------------------------------------------
S
SETINT MOM PL EI
GMDATA a OUTSID
ZGEN GMDATA=OUTSID ZMATRX=ZOUT
DRV a VSRC(OUTSID) V-O.,O. SEGS=1
YAWFLDzEFIELD(WO'SID) T1.90. PIO. 1'P=1. P2x360. $FIELD PATTERNS




$ CONNECT THE REGIONS TOGETHER
S-----------------------------------------------------------------$
CONECT CAVITY (AP 1) TO OUTSID (AP 1)
S
$--------------------------------------------------------------
$ SOLVE REGION I PROBLEM
S -------------------------------------------------------------
S








PRINT 12 SAPERTURE FIELDS
END
The fields in the aperture look essentially like figure 6 and are not shown. The cavity
field pattern is shown in figure 9 and is taken down the center of the waveguide fiom
the back wall (near the probe) to the front wall (at the aperture). Note that GEMACS
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Figure 9. Cavity Fields of Figure 8.
The principal plane far-field patterns are shown in figure 10. These follow the same
shape as the patterns from the slot (figure 7) except for the ripple and back lobes caused
by diffractions from the plate edges.
FORWARD FORWARD
E-PLANE H-PLANE
Figure 10. Principal Plane P&~tterns of Structure in Figure 8.
Summary
An overview of how GEMACS version 4.0 solves multiple region, aperture-coupled
problems with the FD-hybrid method has been presented. Theoretical details have been
omitted in favor of a conceptual discussion as the theory can be found in the literature
(1-3]. The two examples in the paper show the fundamentals of using the technique,
though the implementation of FD-hybrid in GEMACS has tar more power thani can be
shown in a single paper.
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APPLICATION ON OF GEMACS-IV FOR SMALL
APERTURE COUPLING
R.J. Balestri
Booz Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
East West Towers
4330 East West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814
INTRODUCTION
The recent release of GEMACS-IV with the incorporation of
aperture models should be of great utility in modeling coupling
of electromagnetic energy to the interior of structures. This
paper will explore the effect of the selection of the number of
aperture points and their location on the current induced on a
wire located behind an infinite ground screen with an
electrically small aperture. Comparison with results obtained by
Butler 1 and Lin and Curtis '. Both of these works deal with
electrically small apertures and the Lin and Curtis paper
presents measured data. As will be--demonstrated, GEMACS-IV is
quite sensitive to the number of point chosen to represent the
aperture as well as the excitation employed to drivc -he
aperture. At this time, no modelling guidelines can be developed
to aid the user in correctly modeling small apertures although
large aperture results compare favorably with 3 which is the
formalism implemented in GEMACS-IV.
MODELING APPROACH
GEMACS-IV models apertures using the method of moments
formalism [3] to provide the exterior to interior coupling in
support of the frequency domain finite difference solution
process to solve for interior coupling. Th1ca -.
associated with the plate and cylinder GTD model elements. When
apertures are placed on plates, they are associated with the side
of the pite for which the normal is defined. Thus a small
aperture in an infinite ground screen is constructed by placing
the aperture cn the positive side of a plate using one of the
GEMACS-IV AP geometry commands. The solution is then obtained
using only the GTD and MOM processes. The FD process is not used
since there is not a closed volume representing the back side of
1 Butler and Umashankar,IEE PROCEEDINGS, vol. 127, pt. H,
pp. 161-169, June 1980
2 tin and Curtis, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND
PROPAGATION, vol. AP-24, NO. 2, MARCH 1976
3 Mautz,Harrington and Auckland, ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING
THROUGH APERTURES, RADC-TR-81-380, JANUARY 1982
2
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Figure I - GEMACS-IV Geometry Regions for Apertures in an
Infinite Screen
the plate. This approach is presented in figure I where the wire
to be coupled to i& located on the back side of the plate and the
source is on .the positive or front side of the plate and
illuminates the aperture. While this inveestigtiou waas limiLed
to a single wire, the objects on the "back" side of the plate
could be any MOM developed structure. The two regions are joined
by using the CONECT command. Only the aperture elements on the
GTD side of the plate are driven by the spherical wave source.
Continuity of the field components is performed by the CONECT
command.
Since GEMACS-IV models apertures using pulse basis
functions, the rule of thumb would dictate using 10 sample points
per wavelength, however, since these apertures are extremely
small, this rule leads to a single point aperture. In this work,
several models were used to determine the sensitivity of the
computed results to the number of points in the aperture. The
results will be presented in the next two sections for the data
presented in references [1] and [2] respectively.
COMPARISON WITH BETHE SMALL HOLE THEORY
Butler's work is based on Bethe small hole theory. His
geometry ir depicted in figure 2. Figure 3 corresponds to figure
6 of [1], however curves b and c in [1] are mislabelled and have
been corrected here. It is worth noting that the results as
depicted in figure 3 are normalized to wavelength leading one to
believe that, with proper scaling, the results should be
identical for any wavelength for which the theory is valid.
Figure 4 presents the GEMACS-IV results for a frequency of 300
MHz and all configurations of figure 2. The agreement is
excellent using a single point to represent the aperture on a
plate.
Figure 5 presents the results for configuration (a) cf figure 3
for frequencies of 100, 300, and 1000 MHz. All elements have
been scaled to the wavelength. The results bring into question
the validity of the scaling presented in [1] , however, the
agreement fourLd at 300 MHz was obtained by trial and error in the
first place. There is not sufficient information to determine if
the data in (1] was actually computed with a wavelength of unity,
however, if this Is so, GEMACS-IV is readily adaptable to small







Figure 2 - Small Hole Theory Geometry '2]
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Figure 3 -Small Hole Coupling Results
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Figure'5 - GEMACS-IV Results for Figure 2(a) at 100,300, and
1000 MHz
COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENT AND BABINET PRINCIPLE MODEL
The model of Lin and Curtis [2] was based upon using
Babinet's principle with the aperture currents computed using a
pulse expansion function. In [2], the grid used to represent the
aperture appears to- h.av.. e been represented usinLg 49 basis points,
however the exact model is not presented.
Figure 6 illustra-es the geometry of the problem and the
results obtainad using Babinet's principl3i and a transmission
line model to obtain the open circuit voltage are presented in
figure 7. Figt.re 8 presents the GEMACS-IV results for Z aperture
L:odels containing 16, 4 and I point. As can be seen, the number
of apertuze elements greatly influences the results with the 16
point model being in close agreement with the results of (2] . It
is worth noting that the aperture half wavelength circumference
corresponds to 82 MHz which is the resonant frequency observed in
both models ihereas the measurement of figure 7 indicates an
.observed resonance closer to 70 MHz. The details of the cavity
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Figure 8 GEMACS-IV Results for Three Aperture Models for (2)
While the model of [2] satisfied the boundary conditions onthe aperture edge as well as in the aperture, GEMACS-IV actuallydisplaces the boundary condition points off of the aperture edge.Since the dominant frequency observed corresponds to theperimeter of the aperture, it seems wise to consiJer this as the
controlling model guideline. In the 16 point aperture model offigure 8, the sampling of the perimeter correzponds to an upperfrequency of approximately 200 MHz at 10 samples per wavelength.That the results are in good agreement with [2) is then not
surprising since they also effectively used method of moments
with pulse expansion functions.
CONCLUSIONS
It appears that when standard MoM rules of thumb modellingguidelines are used, GEMACS-1V can be used to represent
electrically small apertures in infinite ground screens. For
extremely small apertures such as those of [1], a single point
aperture model is sufficient, while for the moderate size
aperture of (2], the aperture perimeter is the major modeling
consideration. From the experience gained in the preparation of
this paper, it can be stated that 
_ygsr/under sa 0linR tb.
apertuxre dill -re ault in exLtreme variation in leslt as depictedin figure 8. This in partly due to numirical precisiorx since theMoM interaction elements are on the order of 104 while apertureinteraction elements are on the order of 10-6. It should be re-
emphasized that no finite differencing was required due to the
association of apertures with the positive side of GTD plate
elements. Hence, when cavity effects are not important or first
order approximations are sufficient, GEMACS-IV has a new and
unique method of combining the GTD and MOM modules to obtain
solutions for structures illuminated via apertures.
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Most electromagnetic computer programs until recently have required host machines of
mainframe or super-mini size. The large number of complex computations needed to
genera:. and solve a method of moments interaction matrix or a geometrical theory of
diffraction ray tracing set forcel the user to the largest computer available to him. This
was not necessarily an ideal solution, since mainframe computers must support a large
number of users in order for them to be cost effective. A typical electromagnetic
analyst using GEMACS, BSC, or NEC might only be able to run two or three problems
per day in this shared environment.
The power and speed of the present generation of personal computers now makes it
possible (and even desirrloe) to host large electromagnetic codes on machines reaidily
9vailable to most engineirs. We have converted a number of supposedly "mainframe"
programs to personal com'iputers without having to sacrifice any of the original
capabilities of those progranms, thus creating an electromagnetic; engineering work st.tion
at modest cost. We have found in addition that foi' all but the largest EM problei•s the
PC-based work station gives better turnaround than larger mainframe or super-mini
computer systems, primarily because the PC is a single-user machine.
The purpose of this paper i3 to show how RADC's GEMACS (General flectromagnetic
Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems) computer program has been successfully
installed on 80286- and 80386-based personal computers (PCs) [1]. The GEMACS code
was selected for the paper because it is by for the largest and most complex of the
popular general-purpose electromagnetic programs, having over 100,000 lines of code. It
also has most of the same capabilities and physics of the NEC and BSC computer
prugramis, as well as many features not contained in any other code.
Whether or not the reader is interested in GEMACS per se, he will find the information
given in this paper to be a useful guide in configuring and converting other large
electromagnetic codes for his particular installation.
Vital Statistics
GEMACS for the PC is composed of eight (8) FORTRAN programs (or "modules")
which execute sequentially, as opposed to six (6) programs for the mainframe version.
Each program executes a portion of the physics, mathematics, or input/output, as shown
in the following table. In the mainframe version, GEMGTDI, GEMGTD2, afad
GEMGTD3 are combined into a single GEMGTE.EXE program.
This work was sponsored in part by Rome Air Development Center, RADC/RBCT,
Griffiss Air Force Base, NY under contracts F30602-86-C-0015 and F30602-86-C-0186.
GEMACS MODEL NAMES, FORTRAN PROGRAMS, AND FUNCTIONS
NODULE NAME FORTRAN NAME FUNCTIONS
INPUT GEMINP.EXE PERFORM COMMAND LANGUAGE SYNTAX AND GRAMMAR CHECKS. CHECK
FOR EXISTENCE OF DATA SETS. PROCESS GEOMETRY COGMANDS A!4D
CHECK FOR SYNTAX AND MODELING ERRORS. CHECK FOR DATA SET
CONSISTENCY. CHECK MULTIPLE REGION GEOMWETRY INTERFACES.
FD GEMFFD..AE PERFORM ALL FINITE DIFFERENCE (FREQUENCY DOMAIN) CALCIJ-
LATIONS ON INTERIOR (CAVITY) GEOMEYRIFS. GENERATE APERTURE
INTERFACES FOR INTERIOR PORTIONS OF MULTIPLE REGION
PROBLEMS.
G-D1 GEMGTDI.EXE PERFORM ALL GTD RAY TRACING AMONG PLATE GEOMETRY ELEMENTS.
GENZRATE THE GTD PORTION (PLATES ONLY) OF THE PHYSICS DATA
FOR 1OM/GTD AND MULTIPLE REGION HYBRID PROBLEMS.
GTD2 GEMGTD2.EXE PERFORM ALL GTD RAY TRACING AMONG CYLINDER AND END CAP
GEOMETRY ELEMENTS. GENERATE THE GTU P'ORTION (CYLINDER AND
END CAPS ONLY) OF THE PHYSICS DATA FOR MOM/GTD AND MULTIPLE
REGION HYBRID PROBLEMS.
GTD3 GEMGTD3.EXE PERFORM ALL GTD RAY TMACING BETWEEN PLATES AND CYLINDER/END
CAP ELEMENTS. GENERATE THE GTD PORTION (PLATE-rYL ONLY) OF
THE PNYSICS DATA FOR MOM/GTD AND MULTIPLE REGION HYBRID
PROBLEMS.
NON14 GEJG4ON.EXE PERFORM ALL METHOO OF MOMENTS INTERACTIONS WITH WIRES AND
DATCHMES GNIEDATE ILhOAD aND EXC!TATIfltS FOR MOM OBJECTS.
GENERATE THE MOM PORTION UF THE PHYSICS DATA FOR NC4/GTD
AND MULTIPLE REGION HYBRID PROBI.EMS.
SOLN GEMSOL.EXE PERFORM ALL MATHEMATICS AND SOLUTION PROCESSES IN GEKACS.
IMPLEMENTS AIATRIX BANDING AND BANDED MATRIX ITERATION. DOES
LU-DECOMPOSITION AND BACK SUBSTITUTION ON FULL AND BANDED
MATRICES, JOINS MULTIPLE REGIONS TOGETHER AT APFRTI!AES.
ALLOWS ALL DATA TO BE MODIFIED BY USER PRIOR TO PRBLEM
SO.LU'ION. PURGES UNWANTED/UNNEEDED DATA SETS.
OUTPUT GEMOUT.EXE COMBINE SCATTERED AND INCIDENT FIELD DATA AND PRINT OUJT ALL
REQUESTED FIELD PATTEPNS. PRINT ANY AND ALL GENACS DAYA TO
TO PRINTER OR WRITE DATA TO A PCRIPHERAL FILE.
It is convenient to break up the eight modules into eleven (11) sets of subroutines.
There is one set for each module plus additional sets for common blocks, subroutines
used by the GTDI, GTD2, and GTD3 modules, and subroutines used by several
modules. The statistics on each set are given below.
Hardware and Software Requirements
The only unavoidable hardware requirement for GEMACS on a PC is having a minimum
of' 640K of RAM memory installed, and the only unavoidable software requirement is
having the DOS operation system version 2.x or 3.x. Practical considerations dctate
several more requirements. However, GEMACS has been run on computers as small as
an IBM PCjr (with 640K). And this is not a "miniature" version, but rather the same
code that you may be using on a mainframe. Of course, running a mainframe code on a
PCjr takes a lot of time!
STORAGE ZCQUIREMENTS FOR GEMACS ON A PC
N4OIJLE NIMBER O* URCE OBJECT EXECUTABLE
WANE ROUTINES SIZE SIZE SIZE
INPUT 59 456K 520K 499K
FO 42 380K 412K 559K
GTD 65 464K 692K1 ....
GTD1 5 72K 80K 432K
GTDQ 5 64k 84K 454K
GTD3 5 64K 68K 518K
MON 26 196K 288K 372K
SOLN 8 160K 172K 544K
OUTPUT 52K 48K 261K
C• .X.lBS 64 372K 376K -.---
COMMONS 104 416K
TOTALS 398 2,696K 2,740K 3,639K
A more practi :al set of hardware requirements is:
o 80286 or 80386 CPU
o 80287 or 80387 Math Coprocessor highly recommended
o 640K RAM memory (Operating system plus 580K for GEMACS)
o Hard disk drive with 8+ Megabytes storage available to GEMACS
(80286 machine) with 80287 math coprocessor, 640K RAM, and 30 Megabyte hard disk
and (2) a COMPAQ 386 (80386 machine) with 8)387 math coprocessor, 640K RAM, and
130 Megabyte hard disk. Additional RAM memory (extended memory) ha.s been
installed on both machines and is used for a disk cache and/or RAM disk (see below).
The software used by Advanced Electrornt'.gnetics for GEMACS is:
o Microsoft DOS 2.i or greater (3.x recommended)
o Microsoft Optimizitig FORTRAN Compiler Version 4.01
o Microsoft Macro Assembler (Any Version)
o Word Piocessor which reads/writes ASCII text files
Microsoft FORTRAN 4.01 is listed because it is the latest version. GEMACS has also
been compiled with versions 3.31 and 4.0 of Microsoft's compilers, as well as Ryan-
McFarland and Lahey FORTRAN compilers. However, beware of a number of bugs in
Microsoft's FORTRAN 4.0 when performing operations with complex numbers
(especially the CMPLX function).
Code Conversion to the PC
As GEMACS is written in ANSI FORTRAN 77, its conversion to a personal computer
was straightforwaid, though time consuming. First, all subroutines and common blocks
were put into separate files for easier text editing and modifications. Common blocks
are now accessad by the individual subroutines via $INCLUDE: statements. The
subroutines are combined together again to make the GEMACS modules at link time.
This one step accounted for 90% of the code conversion time.
*1.......
The second conversion step was to write assembly language interface routines between
Micro3oft FORTRAN and the operating system, since Microsoft FORTRAN did not
originally have function calls for time of day, CPU time, etc. Four (4) simple assembly
language programs were written so that GEMACS could operate under DOS:
DATE Calendar date in mm/dd/yy format
ITICK Elapsed CPU time in timer ticks (1/18th see)
MAXFIL Overcome DOS file limit (see below)
TIME Time of day in hh:mm:ss format
These routines are self-explanatory with the exception of MAXFIL. MAXFIL was
written because of a DOS limitation on the number of files which can be open at one
time. DOS restricts the user (arbitrarily) to a maximum of 20 open units, regardless of
how large a number is placed on the FILES-, command in the CONFIG.SYS file. DOS
takes three of the 20 for itself, leaving only 17 for GEMACS (or any other program).
Many GEMACS problems can be run with just 17 peripheral files, but the multiple
region (interior/exterior) coupling problems and some complex exterior region MOM
problems require many more files.
MAXFIL overcomes the DOS limit by setting aside its own storage for up to 255 open
files. Hence, the new open file limit is imposed by the FILES- command .':-
CONFIG.SYS or by the compiler itself. For example, the "C" language compiler
imposes no restrictions, and all 255 files can be open. Some FORTRAN compilers allow
,, 25.5 fils, but .I M iOTncr,, tODRTAN -m~lear ,nly allows 27 files. Suibtracting
three files for DOS leaves 24 files for GEMACS. This is enough to work a four region
interior/exterior problem on the PC.
The third GEMACS conversion was to make GEMACS' file system compatible with
DOS. This change was not strictly required, but not to have made the conversion wouid
have invited much extra effort in executing the code.
GEMACS uses the NUMFIL command [2] to tell GEMACS how many peripheral files
are available to the program. On the PC file names are generated for all peripheral files
using the format FORnnn.DAT for files whose unit number nnn is less than or equal to
% LJMLIL & d Ake f,,-mt *LeM" fo,#V ,•, TR- "nr filp•eQ whnc tin;t iiimber is greater than
NUMFIL. The FORnnn.DAT files are automatically closed and deleted (except for the
checkpoint file [2]) when a module terminates.
One file conversion feature tbat is rot ANSI standard is the use of the BINARY file
structure (rather than UNFORFIATTED) and the BLOCKSIZE- parameter in the OPEN
statements. For compilers that 4on't support these extensions of the ANSI standard,
change BINARY to UNFORMA'[TED and omit the BLOCKSIZE- field on the OPEN
statements.
The final conversion step was to divide the single mainframe GTD module into three PC
GTD modules: GTDI, GTD2, and GTD3. The real purpose of dividing up GTD was to
allow for future growth in GEMACS version 5. However, it was fortunate that GTD
had been divided with the release of DOS 3.2. some 20K larger than DOS 3.1. A single
GTD module which worked fine with DOS 3.1 won't fit into memory with DOS 3.2.
It is possible to change GEMACS' array sizes to optimize thM code for a particular
machine or problem type [3]. But this step has not, been performed on the PC version.
To Cache or Not to Cache
A number of software progrnms have been touted as greatly speeding up the
performance of a hard disk by 2:1 or better. The programs basically set up a portion of
memory to be used as a large diUk I/O buffer with the idea that once data are in
memory the disk do esn't need to be accessed every time the data need to be read. Such
a system is called 9 •'disk cache."
Since GEMACS is so I/O intensive, the use of such a program sounds attractive. And
for small problems, a disk cache will provide minor improvements (ca. 10%) in
performance. Yet a disk cache does not lend itself to the GEMACS I/O file structv-e.
All GEMACS data sets are unformatted, sequential files. Since GEMACS is set up to
access these files sequentially, the disk cache buffer will not normally contain the file
data desired. The savings from those few times that a "hit" is made are lost in the
overhead of running the cache in the first place. For very large problems (ca. 500
unknowns or more), the cache has created a performance penalty! Hence, it is strongly
recommended that a disk cache not be used.
Advantages of a RAM Disk
A RAM disk is a section of computer random access memory (RAM) set up to emulate a
disk drive. The obvious advantage of a RAM disk over a hardware disk is that the
RAM disk operates at the speed of memory while the speed of a physical disk is limited
by its hardware. The RAM disk's disadvantage is that it is electronic: the data disappear
when the power is turned off. in addition, the size of a RAM disk is limited by
available RAM memory.
We have found that an 3028:5 or 80386 computer with extended memory (memory
beyond 1 Megabyte) configured with a RAM disk in extended memory can give
performance increases of 1.5:1 in the MOM module (matrix fill) and over 5:1 in the
SOLN module (matrix factor and back substitution) for large problems. The best
speedup figures are obtained with the 80386 chip since the RAM disk routines are
written for a 32-bit data path (as opposed to 16 bits for the 80286) and the 80386 can be
operated in its "virtual 8086" mode.
IWe highiy recommend the use of a RAM Uisk for aii GEMACS problems. A 1.5 Mega-
byte RAM disk can handle up to a 200 urnknown problem (including interaction matrix,
factored matrix, scratch files, and the checkpoint file). For larger problems, more
extended memory is needed or the RAM disk concept must be abandoned in favor of
the standard hard disk.
Running GZMACS on a PC
To run the GEMACS program on a PC, an input file containing phyrics, mathematics,
and geometry commands is generated with an ASCII-output word processor. Most all
PC-bated word processors have an ASCII output mode, though that mode may not be
the default (e.g., WordStar, pfs: First Choice). The input file should be given the
extension GLM to indicate that it is a GEMACS input deck.
The eight GEMACS modules are. then executed in the order listed in the first table.
However, if the physics of a particular module is not needed, that module may be
eliminated from the list in order to save a few seconds of execution time. For example,
a MOM-only problem (e.g., a dipole antenna in free space) would only require the
INPUT, MOM, SOLN, and perhaps OUTPUT modules.
The output of each GEMACS module is a printer image (132 column) ASCII file. It is
suggested that the extension for the GEMACS outputs correspond to the name of the
module generating the output, such as .MOM for the output from the MOM module.
The primary file name would be the same as the file name of the .GEM input deck.
Hence, with an input deck named DIPOLE.GEM, a MOM-only execution would
generate DIPOLE.INP (from the INPUT module), DIPOLE.MOM (from the MOM
module), DIPOLE.SOL (from the SOLN module), and DIPOLE.OUT (from the OUTPUT
module).
To facilitate the automatic execution of GEMACS, a batch file named
GEMACS.BAT is included with the PC version of GEMACS. GEMACS.BAT executes a
list of GEMACS modules given by the user for a particular input deck. After executing
each module, all scratch files are eliminated, and the module's results are renamed using
the convention described above. The format of GEMACS.BAT is
GEMACS input-file-name list-of-modules..to-be-rw,
where the input-file-name is the file (without .GEM extension) containing the input data
(e.g., DIPOLE for DIPOLE.GEM). The list-of-modules-to-be-run is a list of the
GEMACS programs to be executed in the order listed' The first three letters ("GEM")
of each program name are omitted, as well as the .EXE extension. Hence, to run the
INPUT module (GEMINP.EXE), specify only INP and not GEMINP.
Suppose the commands and geometry of a MOM-only dipole antenna have been stored
in DIPOLE.GEM. Then, GEMACS can be invoked by typing
GEMACS DIPOLE INP MOM SOL OUT ,cEnter>
The INPUT, MOM, SOLN, and OUTPUT modules will be run in sequence, generating
four output files named DIPOLE.INP, DIPOLE.MOM, DIPOLE.SOL, and DIPOLE.OUT
which contain the results of each GEMACS program.
In addition to the standard printer (unit 6) FORTRAN outputs, the user can specify that
status messages be displayed on the computer screen by using the undocumented
DISPLA command. These messages are helpful to the user by letting him know how :he
execution is progressing through each module. The DISPLA command should almost
always be one of the first executable commands in the input file. Its format is
DISPLA ON/OFF LU-unit
where DISPLA is the computer screen message keyword and unit is the logical unit
number to which the messages are to be written (default-0, the screen). To invoke
status messages throughout the GEMACS execution, enter
DISPLA ON LU-0
as one of the first executable commands.
An Exemple Run ivith PC GEMACS
Below is a listing of the file DIPOLE.GEM. It contains commands to perform a MOM-
only execution on a simple dipole antenna centered at the origin and directed along the
z-axis. In GEMACS the execution commands (to generate excitations, fields, etc.) come
first and are terminated by the END command. The geometry commands follow the
execution commands, and they, too, are terminated with END. More information on the
execution and geometry commands may be found in [2].
S
$ DIPOLE EXAMPLE FOR THE PC VERSION OF GEMACS
S WRITTEN BY: E. L. COFFEY
S DATE: 16 FEB 88
$
$ REQUIRES- INPUT, NOM. SOLN, AND OUTPUT MODULES
---------------------------------------- I-----------$
DISPLA O• LU=O $TURN ON SCREEN MESSAGES
NUMF!La17 SALLOCATE 17 PERIPHERAL FILES
FRQ•300. $SET FREQUENCY (MHZ)
TIME a 1. $SET EXECUTION TIME LIMIT (MINUTES)
SETINT MOM $SELECT MOM PHYSICS
GNDATAzDIPOLE SREAD AND PROCESS GEOMETRY
ZGEN GMDAYA=DIPOLE ZMATRX=ZIJ SGENERATE MOM INTERACTION MATRIX
SRCzVSRC(DIPOLE) V-1.,O. SEGS=6 SEXCITE CENTER OF DIPOLE WITH 1 VOLT
SOLVE ZIJ*IuSRC $FACTOR AND BACK SUBSTITUTE TO FIND CURRENTS
PRINT I SPRINT CURRENTS
FLD = EFIELD(DIPOLE) PI=0. TI-O. DT-2. T20160. $CONPUTE FIELDS
END OF COMKANDS
S
S GEOMETRY FOR A SIMPLE RESONANT DIPOLE ANTENNA$
RA 0.001 SRADIUS OF 0.001 M
WR 0. 0. -0.2375 0. 0. 0.237T, 11 1 1 S'JIRE WITH 11 SEGMENTS
END OF GEOMETRY
Execute this problem with GEMACS on the PC by typing
GEMACS DIPOLE INP MOM SOL OUT
When execution is complete, the DOS prompt returns to the screen, and the file contents
can be printed or examined with an ASCII-based word processor. Here is a summary of
what the files contain:
RESULTS OF THE DIPOLE.GEM SIMULATION
MODULE FILE NAME CONTENTS
INPUT DIPOLE.INP LIST OF COMMANDS
GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION
MOM DIPOLE.M(A STATUS MESSAGES FOR MOM PHYSICS CALCULATIONS
SOLN OJPOLE.SOL SOLUTION PROCESS MESSAGES
INPUT IMPEDANCE
INPUT POWER
OUTPUT DIPOLE.OUT DIPOLE WIRE CURRENTS
DIPOLE FIELD PATTERNS
The GEMACS output files are in standard line printer image format with up to 132
columns of text per line. Hence, when printing, use a wide carriage printer or
compressed type on a standard carriage printer to avoid "line wrap."
Performance Statistics
The table below shows a sample of GEMACS' performance on PCs compared with a
number of larger systems. In general, the file I/O on PC systems is terribly slow when
compared to mainframe machines. Hence, computationally intense problems with little
I/O compare favorably with mainframes, while I/O bound problems on the PC perform
much, much slower than their mainframe counterparts. Note however that the timing
statistics for the PCs include both CPU and I/O time (essentially wall clock time) while
the mainframes have only the CPU time listed. By including I/O time in the mainframe
statistics, the performance ratios will become better.
EXECUTION TIME (SECONDS) OF GEMACS PROBLEMS ON VARIOUS COMPUTERS
PROBLEM COMPAQ 286 COMPAQ 386 VAX 11/785 Isim 3084
SPIRAL ANTENNA 7,340 1,400 1,774 167
20 ELEMENT ARRAY 782 197 298 42
SPHERE (224 PATCHES) 399 58 71 10
MONOPOLE/FINITE GROUND PLANE 703 78 84 23
THREE REGION EXT/INT COUPLING 24,736 6,959 N/A 844
Limitations Imposed by the PC
Perhaps the first PC limitation on GEMACS which comes to mind is that of inferior
CPU performance. Naturally, a PC-based system is going to be several times slower
than a mainframe system. But this is not a "hard fence" limit since the PC can be run
several times longer if necessary.
The second limitation which comes to mind is that of core storage. A PC operating
under DOS is limited to 640K of which about 40K is consumed by the operating system,
device drivers, etc., leaving only 600K for GEMACS. Mainframes have many times this
amount of storage available. But GEMACS' file system lets users work problems many
times the size of available memory. For example, the PC version of GEMACS will solve
problems with up to 1,375 unknowns with the arrays dimensioned to fit within 559K,
though 1,375 complex unknowns will generate an interaction matrix of about 15 Mega-
bytes.
The true "hard fence" which GEMACS faces on a PC is the lack of hard disk storage
space. For every version of DOS through DOS 3.3, the maximum hard disk device size
has been 32 Megabytes, though a large physical drive could be partitioned into several
32 Megabyte drives. But by the time the interaction matrix, LU-decomposed matrix,
scratch files, and checkpoint files are all considered, 32 Megabytes translates into an 800
unknown problem. Banding and banded matrix iteration [2,3] can increase this to a
2,000 unknown problem.
Code Availability
The GEMACS software and documentation are subject to the Arms Export Control Act
(Title 22, U.S.C., Sec 2751 et seq.) or Executive Order 12470. Requests for the code
and/or documentation should be referred to RADC/RBCT (K. R. Siarkiewicz), Griffiss
Air Force Base, New York, 13441-5700, telephone (315) 330-2465 (commercial) or
587-2465 (Autovon).
The PC version of GEMACS is maintained and supported by Advanced Electromag-
netics. Requests for the PC version should also be directed to RADC in order to comply
with the Export Control Laws. Upon receipt of approved paperwork from RADC,
Advanced Electromagnetics can distribute the PC version of GEMACS to you.
Summary
Is GEMACS on a PC for you? Before deciding against it, consider the true cost and
true turnaround time for a mainframe computer. Execution time rates may be fairly
reasonable, but add to them I/O, page fault, and disk storage charges and the true cost
of an hour of VAX 11/780 CPU time may be $500.00. Just 16 hours at $500/hr will
pay for the 80386 PC system described above.
A study of turnaround time on the time-shared Honeywell 6180 mainframe at RADC
showed that 16 simple GEMACS problems could be batched through the system in one
day, assuming that one problem had finished prior to submitting the next one. On the
80386 PC system, we run the same 16 problems in a single hour!
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THE DESIGN OF ANTENNA MATCHING NEh-WORKS
USING A MICROCOMPUTER
S. T. Li and D. W. 3. Tam
Naval Ocean Systems Center, Code 822
271 Catalina Blvd.
San Diego, California 92152-5000
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In a communication system, one of the primary concerns is maximum
efficiency in signa)l transmission and reception. For maximum power transfer
there must be an impedance match between the antenna and transmitter (or
receiver). A basic problem is to design a coupling network berweer. a given
source and a given load so that the transfer of power from the source to the
load is maximized over a given frequency band of interest. The device used to
perform this impedance matching is called an antenna matching network.
The number of fieces of equipment requiring an antenna connection in some
applications may exceed the number of acceptable locations available for
antennas. One solution is the use of broadband antennas that have a low VSWP.
(voltage standing-wave ratio) over the operating'band. Broadband antennas are
usad in conJunction with multicouplers (filters with multiple inputs) to
provide a sufficient number of antenna connections.
Despite the aid of Smith Charts, the traditional design of an antenna
matching network by enginesring experience and manual calculation means is an
extremely time-consuming task. This report is intended to relieve the
engineer of the tedious numerical calculations involved in the network design.
Antenna Matching (ANTMAT), an interactive BASIC language comp ter program
to aid in the design of a matching network for a broadband antenna, has been
developed. (S. T. Li and 0. Wý S. Tam, NOSC TD 1148, September 1987).
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An optimization algorithm finds the value of the components that
minimize the input reflection coefficients. At first, the ANTMAT program uses
the optimization algorithm with an exponential weighting function for the
determination of a list of network candidates from which a matching network
topology is selected. After a topology (either a pi network or a T network)
is specified, the optimization algorithm with other weighting functions finds
the values of the components that minimize the input reflection coefficients.
2.0 AN OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
2.1. THE MINIMIZATION OF VSY-R
The objective of designing a broadband matching network is to minimize
VSWR over the operating frequeucy band. VSWR is defined as:
VS -+R Fr (1)
where r is the voltage reflection coefficient.
Figure I shows an antenna with matching network.
Za MATCHING ,-
Za- ~~~NETWORK Z .. •
Figure 1. Antenna with matching network.
Za is the anternna impedance. ZL -.s the impedance at the matching-network
terminal. Z is the characteristic impedance, which is 50 ohms for the Navy
shipboard application. The voltage reflection coefficient can be expressed
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as:
r - ZL + Z (2)
L 0
Consider a frequency band consisting of N frequencies, fit i 1, 2,
N. The impedance at the matching-network terminal at each frequency fi is
Z, The reflection coefficient at each frequency is then.ii
ZL. - 50
r- where i - 1, 2, 3, ... , N (3)Z -4- 50 + .
A minimum VSWR in the specified frequency range can be obtained by Minimizing:
N 2f(plIP 2 ,P 3 )- X Iril 2 , (4)i-ii
where pI, P2, and P3 are component values of a desired matching network which
consists of three branches.
The desired matching network is a lossless two-port network, which can be
realized as either a pi network or a T network as shown in Figures 2 and
3, respectively. The pi (or T) network has three branches. There are six
possible types of elements (L, C, L-C parallel, L-C series, short-series~and
open-parallel) for each branch of the pi (or T) network, except as limited by
the following rules:
1. L-C parallel should not be used for a series branch.
2. L-C series should not be ust for a parallel branch.
3. Short-series should not be usAd for a parallel branch.
4. Open-parallel should not be used for a series branch.
Figure 4 shows the six possible types of elements. Each type of element may
have two components, one component, or zero components. For examples, an L-C
parallel element consists of two components, but a short-series element has no
circuit component.
Since f(pl, P2 ' P3 ) is a continuous and differentiable function, it can
be minimized by any methcd of optimization. The method of Steepest Descent
is used here.
R2n
Figure 2. Antenna with 7r matching network.
1z) JZ3
IZe JY 2 ZL
Figuro 3. Antenna with T matching network.
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H L and C in series (LCS)






'Figure 4. Six possibie typew ol elements in a branch.
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2.2 WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION FUNCTION
N
As an alternative, XI 1r1 2 can be replaced by a weighted optimization
i-i
function, which is
f 2 I Wijr, (5)
wh.re W. is a weighting factor that can either be chosen by the user or
3.
calculated by the program. The use of weights allows the user to put more
emphasis in the matching over certain portions of the frequency range.
The weights can be chosen by the user or calculated by the program. There are
fou:nt options available to the user for selecting weights:
1. Exponential weighting function.
2. Around-the-average weighting function.
3. User input weights on selected frequencies.
4. Weight is 1 on all frequency points.
!.I- 1Ltle LJSL ' tL4 LL, kLLC WCLPLl~.lkLL6 J.,LuL J.Il in. proportion
to some exponent of the VSWR. The values of the exponent must be greater than
ane which may be specified by the user. If the user does not specify an
expoo-,ent value, an exponent of 1. 02 is used in the program. The larger the
exponent is, the more weight is put on the impedance point which has a high
VSWR. It will pull this impedance point into the definition circle on the
SsitCh Chart quickly. However, it may push another impedance point which has a
low VS11P. outside the definition circle. The weighting factor is calculated by
the to![Vrwing expression:
i L , if VSWR•i () vlk: . .. ,'(6)
S(VSWRQ 0e, if VSWRi > v
where W new weighting factori
- - current VSWR value
v 1.0, if user does not tnput any value
a - 1.02, if user does not input any value
Th7o exponential weighting function option with an exponent of 1.02 is used in
the detx-mination of network topology procedure.
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The second option is intended to bring each VSWR to a narrow region
around its average value. This option is used when the average VSWR value is
less than the required VSWR value (say 3:1).' A weighting factor is assigned
to each .requency point when its VSWR is greater than the average VSWR value
4n acco:.-c-nce with the following calculations:'
SLI - Maximum (Wc W old) if VSWR. > AVSWR
c'od'1, (7)
SW old ,if VSWR < AVSWR
where
W, - new weighting factor
W - CONST - (VSWR - AVSWR) + I
CONST - First multiplier for average weighting
- 2, if user does not input any value
VSWRi - Current VSWR value
AVSWR - Average VSWR value
Wold - Current weighting factor
LI - Second multiplier for average weighting
- 1, it user does not input any value. However, if Wold - 1,
then LI must be 1.
(W, if W" > W Ia
Maxiaum (W, Wold) -
Wold' if W o Wld
The third option gives user a chance to change weighting factor at any
selected frequency. This option allows the user to put more emphasis 5n
certain selected frequencies according to the user's engineering judgment.
The last option sets the weighting factor to 1 on all frequency points.
2.3 Practical Range of Component Values
in general, for the HF frequency band (2-30 MHz), inductors should be in
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the range of 0.25 pH to 12 pH. Capacitors usually should be in range of 50 pF
to 2500 pF. Initial component values, as well as the final design component
values, should remain within these practical ranges. The establishment of
practical ranges is based on physical size considerations.
3.0 AN ANTENNA MATCHING PROGRAM
3.1 OVERVIEW OF THE ANTMAT PROGRAM
The ANTMAT program is based on the optimLzation algorithm described in
section 2 to aid in design of a matching network for a broadband antenna. It
is written by using Microsoft's BASIC language. The ANTMAT is a function-
driven program. That is, the user is given a menu of the various functions
that the program can perform. From this menu, the user selects the function
or sequencing of functions that allows him to carry out the desired operation,
The menu of the various functions are:
A. eaadU adLLLUIM LULF•JUMULUC LJ...U
2. Determine network candidates.
3. Optimize selected network.
4. Adjust component value manually.
5. List network candidates.
6. Digitize impedance plot from tablet.
7. Exit.
Because it is of a function-oriented nature, ANT'AT is driven by a main
routine (called "menu driver") that waits for a command entered via the
function key, processes this command, returns to the menu driver, and
continues in this manner until the exit function is chosen.
3.2 DETERMINE NETWORK CANDIDATES
This section discusses the determination of a list of network candidates
from which a network topology and initial component values are obtained by
using the ANIMAT program. The network topology is either a pi neuwork or-a I
netL-ork. A network should consist of as few
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components as possible to minimize losses. The fewer the components in a
givet. tiesign, the more efficient will be the resulting network. The number of
network coaponents ranges from one component to six components. This is
because:
1. There are three branches in either a pi network or a T network (see
Figures 2 and 3).
2. There are sx possible types of elements in a branch. Each element
may consist of zero components (such as short-series element and open-parallel
element), or one component (such as L element and C element), or two
components (such as LCS element and LOP element) as depicted in Figure 4.
The ANTMAT program inquires as to the number of network components. The
program will investigate all possible networks which haze the specified number
of network components . For each of these possible
networrs, ANTMAT uses the optimization algorithm described in section 2 to
find the component values that minimize the input reflect-on coefficient. The
initial component values used for the optiwization are 6.!25 pH for inductors
and 1275 pF for capacitors, which are the middle points within the practical
range of component values. The number of iterations for the optimization
process is set between 30 and 60 for speeding up the process. However, the
user can override these preset values. The exponential weighting function
option with an exponent of 1.02 is used in this determination of network
topology procedure. The program then calculates impedance and VSWR with
matching network at each frequency. For each and every possible network with
the specified number of network components, the ANTMAT calculates the mean (M)
and standard deviation (a) of VSWR and ranks these possible networks according
to the following ranking factor (RF):
RF - m + 3a (8)
The network with the lowest value of RF is ranked as the first choice among
the network candidates. A network with a negative component value will not be
considered as a candidate. A network with a component value outside the
practical range is ranked as a candidaLe with caution (o. question mark is
shown). The ranked network candidates can be saved in a data file which can
be recalled by using the "list network candidates" command. Usually a few top
ranked networks will be selected for further consideration. The network
topology and the component values which are obtained by using this "determine
network candidates" command will be considered as inputs to execute the next
"optimize selected network" command.
3.3 OPTIMIZE THE SELECTED NETWORK
Upon tde completion of "determine network candidates" command, there
exists a list of network candidates with initial component values available to
the user. The user will select a network from the list for further
optimization. The same optimizatioh algorithm described in
section 2 will be used. However, a weighting function which is different from
the exponential weighting function can be employed. These weighting functions
are discussed in section 2.2. Usually at this stage of the design, the around-
the-average weighting function will be used. The number of iterations for the
optimization process is increased from between 30 and 60 to between 100 and
200.
When the optimization algorithm finds new network component values for a
specified weighting function, the user should decida whether these component
values are acceptable and are to be saved in a disk file for future use. If
the component values are not acceptable, the user should return to menu driver
and select an appropriate command to continue the design of a matching
network.
4.0 SUMMAkY
An interactive BASIC language computer program to aid in design of a
matching network for a broadband antenna has been described. The ANTMAT program
provides a computdr-aided design tool for determining network topology
element values of the networks. It improves the speed and accuracy of the
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broadband matching network design procedure. An optimzation algorithm finds
the values of the elements that minimize the input reflection coefficient. At
first, the optimization algorithm with an exponential weighting function is
emp].oyed for determining a list of network candidates (either a pi network or
a T network) from which a network topology is selected. After a topology is
specified, the optimization algorithm with other weighting functions is used
for finding optimum element values.
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Design Program for Microstrip Antennas with a Dielectric Cover
Randy Bancroft
P.O. Box 179 Mail Stop H8080
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group
Denver, Colorado 80201
Microstrip Antennas are often designed with a dielectric cover (radome) to protect the
microstrip element from the environment and to increase power handling capability.
A program to design covered microstrip antennas has been written using equations presented





Er = Dielectric constant
jEr 2 Substrate
Figure 1





Where: c=Speed of light
Fr=Patch resonant frequency




The percentage change in resonant frequency of the covered to uncovered case is presented in [2],
equations (4) and (5) below:
(4) AFr/Fr=(1Ee4Ee-o)/'4Ee.
If Ee=Eeo+AEe and AEe <= 0.1 Eeo, then (5) is more accurate
(5) AFr/Fr=(AEe/Eeo)/(2* (1+ 1/2*AEe/Eeo))
Where: AFr=Change in resonant frequency
Eeo=Effective dielectric constant of antenna without radome and substrate
Ee=Effective dielectric constant of antenna with radome and substrate
The effective dielectric constant of the radome covered antenna may be found from [1] as:
(6) Ee=Cd/Co
00 2w 2
.6/ S in(-•-) 2.4 2_ Sin(.-) Sin' • 
2.
(7) 2H*-*= **** , 2 - - ) + )/
0 [Erft - WH( + 2 CotH(B) 1
'L JErl+TanH(..) +1 ]
Where: Cd=Line capacitance with dielectric present
Co=Line capacitance without dielectric present
Eo=Permittivity of free space
The characteristic impedance of the line is given by:
(8) Zo=1/(Co*c)
(9) Z=Zo/qEe
Where: Zo=Line impedance without dielectric
Z=Line impedance with dielectric
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The integral presented in equation (7) was approximated using a 96-point Gaussian
quadrature [3] equation (10) below:
96 W ,2




This approximation was compared to the results of [1] and [2] with good agreement. A
further comparison of equations (3) and (6) was undertaken. It was discovered that for values of
"-:.W/1-I15 and 1l5Er<10, equation (3) was within 1% of (6) for the uncovered case. The
computer program uses (6) in place of (3) for the open patch in (1) and (2).
Equation (11) predicts the resonant frequency of the open patch and when multiplied by
equation (4) or (5) produces a value of AFr for the covered case. The integration in (7) is
independent of the patch lenth and therefore the effective dielectric constants used in (4) and (5) are
also independent of patch length.
(11) Fr- c/(2*(L+2*A1)*4Eeo)
Equation (12) is an expression which may be written in terms of patch length only.




Equation (4) or (5) may be substituted into (13) to produce
(14) L=((1-Var)*c)/(2*4Eeo*Df)-2A1
Where: Var=-AFr/Fr as defined in (4) and (5)
The dielectric covered microstrip patch length may now be obtained from Equation (14).
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Fiqure 2a presents a plot of patch lengdh vs. iadorne thickness for the special case of
Erl=Er2=2.17 (all graph values are in free. space wavelengths). The graph indicates that the patch
length approches an asymptotic value. This result is consistent with Ee approaching Er as the
radome thickness becomes infinite. This patch length value remains essentially un-changed beyond
a one-hilf wavelength thick radome. The total patch size change is 1.56%.
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Radowe Dielectric Constant (d-O.1 lambda)
Figure 2b
H=4.025 lambda
Figure 2b shows the relationship between patcb size and radome dielectric constant with the
radorne thickness held constant at one-tenth wavelength. This range of dielectric conrtants
produces about a 14% patch size change.
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Figure 3a again presents a plot of patch length vs. radome thickness; this time for
Erl=Er2= 10.2. Note that beyond one-half wavelength the patch lengilh change is again negligible
as was the case in Figure 2a. The total length change is 3.14% in this case.





0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Radome Dielectric Constant (d=0Al lambda)
Figure 3b
H=0.025 lambda
Figure 3b is lie same as Figuie 2b with a substrate dielectric constant of 10.2. The patch
length is less affected by this range of radome dielectric constants than that shown in Figure 2b, as
expected. For this case the total change is 9.14% vs. 14% for Figure 2b.
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Experimental Results:
The experimental results in [6] correlate very well with predicted theoretical values.
However, experimental verification of the predicted dimensions of radomed microstrip antennas has
been less than successful for this author. 3elow are the results for a pair of antennas constructed
using 3M CUCLAD 233 microwave substrate (Erl=Er2=2.33 H=0.062" D=O." 52"). Impedance
and return loss were measured using an HP 8510 automatic network analyzer.
Patch 1 W=0.9575" L=0.9502" +1- 0.001"
Patch 2 W=0.9516" L=0.9521" +1'- 0.001"
No Radome Radome
Resonant Frequency (GHz) Resonant Frequency (Gliz) Frequency change %
Predicted Measure' Predicted Measure' Predicted Measured
Patch 1 3.958 3.83._ 3.896 3.63 1.56% 5.22%
Patch 2 3.951 3.2 1 3.889 3.60 1.56% 5.75%
The uncovered antenna resonant frequency predictions are too high by about 1.5%. The
predicted percentage change from the open to radorned case may be seen to be 1.56% vs.
approximately 5% experimental.
Antennas fabricated for the SICBM program at Martin Marietta have mirrored this
discrepancy between theory and experiment. The difference in experimental results beween [6] and
the author's results awe not readily explainable. Reference [6] presents two sets of data for the same
prototype antenna. Upon more careful examination, it appeared that the data matched theory well
only when the patch area alone was covered. Experimental data in a secorid table gave measured
values of percentage change in frequency with the antenna completly covered with dielectric. The
predicted theoretical values were not included for comparison. This author generated the
predictions and noticed that, for 10 significant data points, the mean difference between theory and
experiment was 2.03. Other data not published here, also showed the factor of two change. A
factor of two was placed into equation (14) due to these empirical considerations and is rewritten as
(15).
(15) L=((1-2*Var)*c)/(2*.Eeo*DO-2Al
Equation (1.5) is used in the author's computer program. The experimental data consulted
indicates that (15) should be accurate within 3.0% for 2.1<Er2<2.55 , 2.1<Erl<10.5 and d/1l<2.0.
The new predictions vs. the measured data are in the table beiow. The delta is close to the accuracy
expected for most open patch formulas.
2AFr/Fr measurcd
Pch #1 3.17% 5.22% A - 2.04%
Patch #2 3.18% 5.75% A - 2.56%
A further examination will be undertaken in the futture to determine if a theolretical basis exists
for the factor of two introduced in (15).
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The program calculates S:1 VSWR bandwidth using a formulation presented in [4]. This
treatment argues that the bandwidth of a 1/4 wave patch is approximately 80% of the bandwidth of a
1/2. wave patch. This difference is attributed to the fact that the radiation Q for a single radiating
edge is different from that of two edges because of mutual coupling effects. The patch radiation
efficiency is calculated from [5], while the directivity is from [2] as are- the impedance and edge
resistance calculations. The bandwidth and gain calculations agree well with experiment but tend to
be slightly low. Feed point impedance calculations also agree very well. The measured return loss
and. input impedance for patch 1 are -25.63 dB and 45.77 -j5.09 ohms respectively for, the open
patch. When the radome was attached. it became -22.92 dB and 55.93 +j4.10 ohms respectively.
Patch 2 showed similar results.
Conclusion:
A Fortran program has been presented which predicts dimensions for a rectangular miccostrip
patch antenna within 1.5% without a radorne and 3.0% with. The program designs quarter or
half wavelength square or rectangular patches and predicts the location of a probe feed when
provided with a desired real input impedance. It provides bandwith and gain information of use to
the rnicrostrip antenna designer.
Rceferences:
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EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF THE FAR FIELD OF DUAL
OFFSET REFLECTOR ANTENNAS WITH OFFSET FEEDS
John S. Hoover Larry Q. Bowers
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group
Denver, Colorado 80201
I. INTRODUCTION
An efficient method of computing the far field of dual offset
reflector antennas with offset feeds has been developed and validated by
measurement in the Martin Marietta Near Field Test Facility. The method
relies on the use of Geometrical Optics to evaluate the vector field in the
aperture of the reflector on a grid of equally spaced points. Once the
aperture fields have been computed, two-dimensional discrete Fourier Transform
techniques are used to rapidly compute the far field radiation patterns and
1t -f b the cc- and cross-polarized c * odifsd &AG al L
are also used to compute principal plane far fields dircctly from the aper'ure
field data. A modified form of the Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm allows densely
spaced far field data computation over a specified angular range, making no
unnecessary intermediate calculations.
The method differs from that described in [1] in three ways. Dual
reflector surfaces are analyzed by modification and extension of the
reflection point location algorithm. Secondly, reflector surface errors
(usually derived from accurate mechanical measurements) can be accounted for
in the computations allowing a quantitative evaluation of the effects of
surface error on the beam-steered far field pattern. Finally, the reflected
field divergence is obtained directly from the gradient computations
associated with the numerical location of reflection points on the dual
reflector surfaces, thus minimizing the computer time required for evaluation
of the aperture field.
The analytical techniques and algorithms associated with this method
(as well as some important considerations) are discussed in detail below.
Comparison of computations and meaurements of a 20 foot diameter cassegrain
antenna (operating at 13.6 GHz) not only demonstrate validity of the modeling
techniques, but also show that much insight into beam-steered dual reflector
design and optimization can be gained.
Ii. EVALUATION OF THE APERTURE FIELD
Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the offset dual reflector
antenna as well as the aperture plane. The aperture plane is positioned
perpendicular to the axis of the paraboloid, a fixed distance (in the
Zi-.imension) from the vertex of the parent paraboloid. Rays emanating from
tY~e feed strike the aperture plane at various points depending on the
reflection points on the dual reflector surfaces.
In order to evaluate the Geometrical Optics vector reflected field at
each of the aperture grid points, the asociated reflection points on the
reflector surfaces miust be determined. For electrically large apertures, this
can be a formidabhe task since there is no "closed form" solution for
arbitrary aperture and feed point locations. In one form or another, a
r;umerical algorithm is required to determine the reflection points by
successive iteration.
In [l], this is accoirplished by numerical minimization of the
distance function between feed and aperture points along thc reflected ray
path. The technique described here makes use of an error function defined in
aperture plane coordinates and numerically drives the error to zero resulting
in a solution for the reflection points for a desired aperture point.
Referring t; Figure 1, the process is initiated with the choice of a ray
direction frcm the feed, R. This vector is then stepped (minutely) in the o
and 0 directions tu prodace R, and R. . R, R, and R. are then traced to
the apertkt to dr-termine the correspornding aperture point locations. If the
error function is defined 4s the distance (in aperture plane coordinates)
between the desired aperture point and the "ray-traced" aperture point, then
the zero of this function ihoujd correspond to the value of R which satisfies
the law ol' reflection. The gradients of the error function can be written as:
Sax Sax 5 a-
and are easily evaluated numerically. From these quantities, a new value of R
is determined, and the process is repeated until the error is insignificant.
This algorithm is extremely efficient in that it is not computationally
intensive, and convergence is typically achieved in 1 to 3 iterations.
Once the reflection points associated with an aperture grid point
have been determined, the Geometrical Optics vector reflected field can be
computed. As given by Kouyoumjian [2], the reflected field is:










Ei(QR) is the vector incident field at the point of reflection resolved
into the components which permit the use of the reflection dyad, R. A(s) is
the divergence coefficient which describes the divergence of the wavefront as
It reflects from QR and radiates outward. As such, the quantities plr
and p2r are the principle radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront
evaluated at the reflection point, QR"
For a single reflection (with spherical wave Incidence) the
evaluation of the divergence coefficient is a relatively simple matter.
Multiple reflections from doubly curved surfaces, however, make this
computation difficult and time consuming since the reflected wavefront radii
of curvature are functions of the incident wavefront radii of curvature, the
radii of curvature of the surface, and the principle directions of the surface
and incident wavefront. Fur these reasons, a simpler formulation for the
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In this way, the divergence of the wavefront from feed to aperture point is
accounted for and conservation of power in a "ray tube" is satisfied. With
reference to Figure 1, it can also be seen that these computations are the
same as those performed in the gradient calculations associated with the
reflection point location algorithm. This allows for an extremely efficient
evaluation of the vector field in the aperture of the dual reflector antenna.
III. EVALUATION OF THE FAR FIELD
Once the vector reflected field has been evaluated in the aperture
planpe the data must be integrated to obtain the far field. Conventional
aperture integration techniques can be'employed, however, they are usually
computationally Intinsive for even moderately sized apertures. Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) tech~viques are ideal since they are not computationally
intensive and can be employed to compute the cumplete spatial pattern (in the
forward hemisphere) or principal plane far field patterns.
The transformation techniques used to produ 4 far field data from
near field measurements in the Martin Marietta Near Field Facility are
essentially the same as those used in the modeling method described here. In
the test facility, near fields are measured on an equally spaced grid of
aperture points on a plane parallel to the radiating aperture. As described
above, the analytical model computes the near field along a similarly
positioned sample lattice. The antenna far field radiation patterns are then
computed in the same manner. Differences between far field measurements and
those predicted by theory are traced to near field disagreement and usually
indicate the source of error in the model.
The far field is related to the near field by
M N
A(kxky)- . , E(xi,Yj) e64p(-J(Y-i, (+ yjky))
I11 j-1)
The far field argument, (kx,ky) is in wave number, actually the Cartesian unit
vector components scaled by the propagation constant. The far field location
is represented by the unit-vector u, in the same coordinate system as the near
field. The three components of u are
U UXX + UyY + UZZ (2)
The wave number far field argument is
k -(27 u (3)
Principal plane cuts are more efficiently determined by rewriting (1) as
M N-
A(kx,ky) - i. . E(xiyj) exp(-jyjky) exp(-jxikx) (4)
i-1i -
This form is convenient because each of the rows of the two dimensional near
field matrix may first be collapsed to a single value, represented by the
inner sum'aion. The outer summation is then performed on the resulting
column vector for each far field value desired. For principal plane pattern
calculations, far less arithmetic operations are required than would be
necessary for a two dimensional FFT [31].
Directivity is computed from both the analytical and measured near
field from
D - (41/r2) (Ax)2 (Ay) 2  A(kx,ky) (5)
where delta x and delta y are the near field sample spacings in x and y. The
maximum directivity of the far field pattern is the value of (5) for which
A(kx,ky) is maxirwzed.
IV. CONSIDERATIONS
In reality, imst reflector surfaces show some degree of deviation
from the ideal analytic curves and can be expected to alter the far field
pdttern with respc;ct to that one would predict for a perfect surface. The
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analytical method decribed here lends itself well'to the study of these
effects. If the surface deviations are much less than a wavelength (as they
are for most functional high gain antennas), then the phase of the aperture
field can be modified appropriately based on a knowledge of the local surface
deviation. if the aperture plane is placed close to the antenna, the effects
on the divergence of the wavefront can be ignored, and the amplitude of the
field can be computed as described above.
Dual reflector antennas, in many cases, exhibit significant aperture
blockage due to the subreflector and strit supports. This can be accounted
for in this method by shadowing the aperture and assuming the field to be zero
in those regions of the aperture where the rays are blocked by reflector
structures. Again, this works well when the aperture plane is located as
close to the reflector as possible.
Computer time computational requirements are an important part of the
evaluation of techniques and methods such as that described here. If a 20
foot diameter aperture is analyzed at 13.6 GHz using a 512 x 512 aperture
point array, the number of aperture points is 262,144. If the grid spacing is
chosen to be three quarters of a wavelength, then two dimensional FFT
processing will produce valid far field data out to 450 off boresight of the
antenna (this also corresponds to the alias free range). The computer time
required to compute this far field is approximately one CPU hour on a DEC VAX
11/780 computer system. Considering the fact that the antenna is 275
wavelengths in diameter and that far field data in a 90ý Cone boLt bUo 1i1ht
is produced, this computer time benchmark clearly shows that this method is
extremely quick and efficient.
IV. COMPUTED AND MEASURED RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the antenna used to validate the
pattern prediction method. The 20 foot diameter reflector was measured at
12.0, 13.6, and 15.2 GHz. The feed was mounted on a fixture allowing all
three dimensions of translation and one angle of rotation. The subreflector
support also allowed these independent variable positioning alternatives.
These fixtures were designed to provide accurate focusing capability of the
antenna and accurate steering of the beam using both feed and subreflector
movement.
Surface deviations of this reflector are large enough to
significantly modify the far field radiation pattern. The surface was
measured mechanically and the measurements incorporated into the model as
described above. Figure 3 illustrates the mechanical fixture used to measure
the deviation of the reflector. Dial guages were mounted to a parabolic
reference template with focal length equal to that of the reflector. The
template was aligned so that it rotated about the axis of the parabola.
Surface deviation was measured along 16 radial locations every 7.5 degrees of
template rotation and are shown in contour and format in Figure 4. Far field
patterns for a perfect reflector surface are compared to those with the
measured reflector surface in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) at 13.6 GHz. The measured
pattern of this antenna is shown in Figure 6(b). The surface is seen to
significantly modify the sidelobe structure and decreases the peak directvity
by 0.73 dB. Subsequent predictions of pattern performance all incorporate
this mechanical reflector surface deviation measurement.
The antenna was focused using near field measurements almost
exclusively. Before measurements were begun, the analytical model was used to
explore imperfections in the near fields caused by misalignment of the feed
and/or subreflector to gain insight into the effects of these misalignments.
Computations associated with translation and rotation of the feed and
subreflector from their nominal positions showed that each misaligr.lent
possibility uniquely perturbs the near field. These perturbations could be
recognized in a single near field cut across the aperture. Each iteration of
adjustment consisted of measuring and displaying near fields along a single
pass of the probe through the center of the aperture, and moving feed
components based on the interpretation of this measurement. The usual lengthy
mechanical alignment procedure was, thus, avoided.
Focused far field measurements at 13.6 GHz are shown in Figure 6(a)
and the associated model prediction in Figure 6(b). Directivity and beamwidth
measurements and predictions for 12.0, 13.6, and 15.2 GHz are shown in
Table 1. The agreement between measurement and computations is very good.
Deviations in the sidelobe areas are due to an inadequate representation of
the surface errors in the model. The agreement in the sidelobe regions could
be improved if more densely spaced surface measurements were incorporateG in
the model.
High performance beam steering by movement of the feed horn requires
the phase center of the feed to be positioned along an optimal surface, and
the feed to be tilted at an optimum angle. The computer model (described
here) was used to find the positions and tilt angles of the feed horn for
which directivity was maximized for each desired angle of beam steering before
the measurements were conducted. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the measurement
and prediction of the steered plane patterns for beam steer angles of from 0
to 4.5 degrees, representing 18 beamwidths of steering. Figures 8(a) and 8(b)
show the measurement and prediction of the sidelobe structure for the
extremely steered cased. Figure 9 shows the measured and predicted beam
steering loss for these cases. As can be seen, the agreement between
measurement and computations is extremely good.
Beam steering may also be performed by moving the subreflector.
Optimal positions and tilt angles of the subreflector were determined using
the model before measurements were conducted, then demonstrated with
measurement. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the measured and predicted steered
plane performance of subrefiector tilt for angles up to 2 degrees, or 8
beamwidths of steering at 13.6 GHz. Again, the agreement between measurement
and computations is very good.
V. CONCLUSIONS
An efficient method of computing the far field of dual offset
reflector antennas with offset feeds has been described in detail. Comparison
of results with easurements rondiuterd in the Martin Marietta Near Field
Antenna Test Facility clearly demonstrate the validity of the method and
suggest some improvements which could enhance the capability to predict the
far out sidelobe region of the pattern. Although they have not been
discussed, many of the design problems and issues associated with this class
of antennas can be addressed and studied using the techniques described here.
The versatility and speed of these techniques allows the antenna designer to
vary a wide range of parameters in a short period of time in the process of
developing the best possible antenna system design for a given set of
requirements.
8
In conclusion, several significant enhancements to the model should
be noted. First, a more appropriate method of incorporating reflector surface
deviations should be implemented when these deviations are significant. The
method should account for the incident angle (with respect to the local
surface normal) of the ray field when these angles become large. Secondly,
measured co- and cross-polarized feed patterns in amplitude and phase should
be used wherever possible so long as these patterns are accurate. Lastly, the
edge diffracted field (and slope diffracted field) of the subreflector [2]
associated with the incident field from the feed should be evaluated at the
surface of the main reflector and subsequently computed in the apertureplane
when the subreflector edge illumination is significant.
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Figure 2 Antenna Model Geomletry Specification
Table of values for measured antenna
b 17.9173
Subreflector diameter D - 33.0
Main reflector surface f - 72.0
Main reflector diameter D - 240.0
Feed pattern 12.0 GHz : n - 40.0
13.6 GHz : n - 52.0
15.2 GHz : n - 64.0
Nominai feed position (x,y,z) - (0,0,25.0)
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Figure 4 Mechanically Measured Reflector Surface Deviation A
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Figure 6(b) Measured Far Field Pattern
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Table 1 Directivity and Beanmwidth Comparisons
Measured Measured Predicted Predicted
Frequency Directivity Beamwidth Directivity Beamwidth
Gz dBi Degrees dBi Degrees
12.0 55.51 0.255 55.39 0.265
13.6 56.99 0.230 56.85 0.237
15.2 57.83 0.210 57.90 0.215
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rigur-e 6(a) Predicted Far Field Pattern Showing Sidelobe
Structure for Extremely Steered Case
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The NEC - Basic Scattering Code is a user oriented computer code based
on the Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD). It can be used to
model complex scattering stnrctures with multiple flat plates and finite elliptic
cylinders. The new version under development also allows the use of multiple
sectioned cone frustums and finite composite ellipsoids. A brief discussion of
the new capabilities of this version will be given. Some of the experiences in
developing a code which is approaching 20,000 lines in length will be presented.
Validation of the code ih one of the central issues that needs to be addressed
before a new version can released. Not only does tL• new features that were
added to the code need to be checked, but also so does previous capabilities
need to be re-validated. This becomes more and more difficult as the number
of applications for a code increases. The developer can strive for a structured
environment whereby changes can be made without effecting the rest of the
code, but can this be insured? Experience has shown that a code should be
sent to at least a few knowledgeable but separate users to exercise the code.
This can help find bugs, since a different user way set up the same problem
in a slightly different way and can try various other applications.
Validation of a result can obviously be made by checking the code against
alternative codes or measurements. Of particular concern to a UTD code,
however, is when discrepancies arise in the comparison to what can they be
-tti--11--ite- 16 it & - -- I.-- -I - -. t ;t 1" -2 & _ - __ _ .-- .Dv -
att:zJutu,~ ii is a ~uuA Ug1 iTlcury izumuaizon, or lack ox aml juporarnt U ID
term? A challenging problem is to construct test problems that will answer
whether an individual UTD term is correct or not. This is very difficult because
alternative methods normally give the total result only. Self consistency checks
is one way of addressing this problem.
Validation of the input gcometry and the code's understanding of the ge-
ometry is also an issue. Graphics Is one way of helping the user validate the
input set. Just drawing a pretty picture, however, is not enough. Experience
has shown that drawing a picture using the same geometry algorithms that
the EM code uses helps find more bugs. Thete and other issues of validation
of UTD codes will be discussed.
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The NEC - Basic Scattering Code is a user oriented computer code
based on the Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (UTD). It tan
be used to model complex scattering structures with multiple flat plhtea
and finite elliptic cylinders 11,2]. The new version under developmeat [3]
also allows the use of multiple sectioned cone frustums and finite com-
posite ellipsoids [4,5]. A brief discussion of the new capabilities of this
verision will be given. it adds to many of th c Willv ii e a in a pre-"-ou4
discussion of its immediate predecessor [6].
Some of the experiences in developing a code which is approaching
20,000 lines in length will also be presented. In addition, how some
of the validation issues from the code developers point' of view will be
addressed. Two graphics codes which are helpful toohs tbI developing
and validating the code are discussed. The first is for plo',ting the
geometry, the second is for pattern ploth.
2 NEC-BSC V3.1 Capabilities
As reported last year [6], the NEC-BSC scattering code is in the process
of being improved. The changes previously discussed were centered on
improving ihe structure of the code and the addition of many useful user
oriented features. Since then improvements in modeling capabilities
have taken place. In particular, a multi-sectioned elliptic cone frustuia
and a composite finite ellipsoid capability have added. At the time of
this talk, this version of the code is going through a validation and
documentation process.
An overall summary of the new version of the code is outlined here.
1:
* Useor oriented conmmrtd word based input structure.
* P&ttern calculations.
- Ne1a sone source fixed or moving. "
- Far zone obse~ver.
- Near zone. obaxervcr.
* Single or multiple frequencies.
* Antenna to antenna spacial coupling calculations.
- Nle zone receiver fixed or moving.
* Efficient representation of an.tennas.
- Inrnitesimal Green's function representation.
- Six built. in anwnia types.
- Linear interpolation of table look up data.
- Method of Moments code or Reflector Code interface.
* Multiple sided flat plates.
- Separated or joined.
- Infinite grounad phuie.
- Limited dielect-ic plate capability.
* Curved surfacs..
- Multiple elliptic cylinders.
- Multiple sectioned cone frustumt
Composite finite ellipsoids.
* UTD single and multiple interactions included.
- Second order plate terms not including double diffraction.
- First order curved surface terms only.
- Presently no plate - cylinder interactions.
In addition to the above features, algorithm development is cortin-
uing in a few other areas as given below.
2
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* Under Development
- Double diffracted fields.
- Third order interaction terms.




- Specular dielectric for curved surfaces.
Possible future improvements in the code are being explored as the-
oretical topics at the present time.
* Poteutial Future Devdopments
- Svpcr ellipsoids.
- Composite shaped curved surfaces.
- Creeping waves for all curved surfaces.
- Improved dielectric treatment with surfaces waves.
As an example of the new cone frustum capabilities, the g, z;metry
in Figure I is used. This is from Example 20 of Version 2 of the NEC-
BSC's user's manual. The wings are not included here. The rource and
receiver were 864 inches away from t'.e objzct, it sh:tuld be noted that
Version 2 did not have the cone present. The measured and calcdated
results at 10 Glhz for horizontal polarizations are compared in Figux v 2.
3 Development Issues
As a developer of a user oriented computer code, questions are often
asked concerning the applicability of the code for a particalar applica.
tion. In general, it difficult to give a specific answer without informa-
tion c&bout the specific problem. The applicability of a code like the
NEC-BSC, however, can be best explained by looking at three areas.
They are its modeling capabiiities, numerical limitations, and theoret-
ical corsidezations. The~e areas are not the final say az to the validity
of the code for a particular application, but they provide a usefdl start-
ing point. Ulti~natelv the code should be tried and validated ou each
piobeui's own merit.
3
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Figure 1: Cone cylinder geometry.
3.1 Modeling Capabilities
Codes such as the NEC-BSC are generally designed around a few given
application's needs. Not all possible needs can be anticipated as the de-
velopment proceeds. The given implementation of the code results from
many trade-offs such as computer size, speed, etc. Generally, the UTD
codes like the NEC-BSC have started out by including fundamental
building blocks such as plates and cylinders. These units were deemed
to be basic enough to help a wide class of applications especially for
antenna pattern prediction.
As broader scattering issues have needed to be addressed, it has
been necessary to increa the curved surface modeling capabilities. In
any evrent, whether the present class of surfaces meets the exact needs
of a particular applications it has been generally found that good cause
and effect engineering answers can still be obtained. This increases the
need to understand and validate the conclusions that are zeach in each
3.2 Numerical Limitations
Computer codes must be designed to work on computer which have
finite precision. These leads to possible loss of accuracy or unpredictable
result from computer to computer and implementation of a particular
application. Many examples have arisen in the use of the NEC-BSC
where the size or distance of a particular geometry has caused terms to
be ivcluded in unsymmetric or inconsistent ways. The code has been
devel,)ped to anticipate these problems but many of the fixes turn out to
be conflicting %ith other applications unforseen at the time. Solutions
4
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Figure 2: Cowparis~on of calculated (top) and measured (bottom) pat-
tern from a cxone - cylinder geomnetry.
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such as doing the problem in a different coordinate system sometimes
fixes the problem. In others, using smaller ranges will help and still
give a reasonable result.
Logic to take care-of special cases has also been included in the code.
It has been found, however, that the small number problems associated
with these decision processes can be a cause for error. One possible fix
that works many times is to change the small number bound that exist
in a common block in the NEC-BSC. This often makes inconsistent
results consist, since the logic branch decisions are made at a higher
level. A better means of desensitizing codes to these types of problems
needs to be sought.
3.3 Theoretical Considerations
Many of the modeling decisions and numerical fixes above center around
avoiding limitations in the present diffraction coefficients. On going
work is being done to make the diffraction coefficients as uniform as
possible. The fewer logic decisions made, the less chance for error.
U1 D, z t. h +:. • c -, fe.a ur,. th t evaldity of a code is not completely
destroyed by a small limitation in the diffraction coefficient. In general,
the results obtained may be corrected over the majority of a pattern
and discontiuuous over only a small region.
The number of terms implemented also impact on the level of valid-
ity of a solution. This is usually determined by the application. As the
number of terms are added to a code such as the NEC-BSC, it is impor-
tant to note that the time require to do the calcalations will increase.
Intelligent way to pick the optimum terms for a given application is
being sought. It should. be noted that if terms are left out, ITTD 1 vC a?
gauge of its accuracy by the largeness of the discontinuities that result.
4 Coding Issues
One of the biggest issueo on developing a code is vriting it in a way
that avoids transportability problems. The NEC-BSC is being written
on a VAX 8550 at present using standard Fortran 77. It has also been
run on a number of different machines. Differeat compilers seem to
still find different problems even though nominally Fortran 77 is used.
One example is that the VAX ",/OPTIMIZE" feature sometimes causes
erroneous results to occur. Thiese problems are not easily found and
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removed, especially on another persons computer if they can't be du-
plicated on the developers computer. Desensitizing the code to numer-
ical problems for consistent results and providing good dynamic range
is difficult from machine to machine. Finding good ways to write the
code to avoid these problems needs to be continuously pursued. Little
help is found in the literature.
In ordei to improve development time, validation, and maintance of
a code it has been attempted to write the new version of the code in
a more structured manner. How well can a code adhere to structured
coding over repeated improvement phases is a good question. Large
codes tend to have more than one person working on them. Many
times even small deviations from predetermine conventions lead to bugs
that are hard to detect. Code development would seem to follow more
Inside-Out than Top-Down practices.
A question that is often asked o' the NEC-BSC is will it fit on a small
machine? The answer is that it vill fit on machines whose compilers
will address large sizes. The co'des arrays can easily be adjusted to
smaller size, however, The code is still large in terms of the number
of 4-atmt z t .. 1O , teebriquea, can be used to con-_ute the various
terms separately and then added later.
5 GKS Graphical Codes
With the new versions of the NEC-BSC, two graphics codes are being
prepared. They are based on the Graphic Kernal System (GKS) ANSII
standard. The first draws the geometry based ott the input command
word data set and the second pl•ta- the output, Air, poliar o. rectan-,gl
form.
The NEC-BSC Draws Code reads the same input set as the EM
code to draw the geometry. This gives a good visual aid to ensure
that the input set is correct. In addition to simply reading the input
geometry and outputting a drawing, it uses most of the same geometry
routines for joining plates and organizing the data. It also uses the
same shadowing subroutines as the EM code. This has been found to
be very helpful in validating the EM code. Bugs have been found in
certain geometrical situations that were not found previously by looking
at the resultaat patterns. This suggest that codes that aid the user in
inputting the code alone do not give the full picture for code validation.
An example output for a aircraft model is given iu Figuze 3.
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Figure 3: Example output from NEC-BSC Dr'aws Code.
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The second graphical aid being developed is a NEC-BSO, Pattern
Plot Code. It uses output from the NEC-HSC to draw rectangular
or polar plots of the various polarizations of the fields, power values,
or coupling depending on how the particular run was configured. It 1 :
will also allow the user to plot individual cuts of volumetrical obtained
data froma the code. It will plot based on the prespecified size and
normalization or allow for chauges at plot time.
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The work in this paper forms part of a study of the detailed field structure in the
induction-field region around radiating sources. The variation of transverse wave
impedance is of particular interest as this convys information about both electric and
magnetic fields. In addition, the efficiency of an electromagnetic shield is directly related
to the incident wave impedance and it may therefore be possible to produce an optimum
shielding configuration for a given wave impedance distribution. The eventual aim of our
work is to investigate this possibility.
In some situations it may not be possible to reconfigure the shield and the radiating
source may need to be adjusted. In this paper we consider a smani, resistiveiy iuduedu,
vertical loop above a ground plane. The aim is to assess the effect of varying the load
resistance upon the wave impedance distribution in the plane of the ground. It is known
(ref[l]) that an electrically small loop radiates a low impedance wave in the
induction-field. When loading is introduced, however, the current distribution around the
loop is modified and an element of electric dipole (high impedance) radiation is present.
A high impedance wave is proportionally easier to screen.
Note that the following results consider the transverse wave impedance which is
defined as the ratio of the electrac and magnetic field components perpendicular to the
radial vector from the radiating source. This enables a much simpler practical
xFig. 2a: X-Y- cut Fig. 2b: Y-Z-cut
xz
Fig. 2c: X-Z-cut Fig. 2d: 0(-150 )-Z-Cut
vert. poi., calculated
- vert. poi., measured lIIII z
***hor. p0].., calculatedA
- - - hor. poi., measured
Fig. 2: Radiation patterns of the LIFA-structure.
a) X-Y-cut, b) Y-Z-cut, c) X-Z-cut,
measurement system to be used. The generalized wave impedance also includes the radial
components of electric and magnetic field, which only exist in the induction field.
RADIATING LOOP GEOMETRY AND THE NEC3 MQDEL
The geometry of the radiating source is a 4cm square wire loop mounted on a BNC
connector (fig.1), which was chosen for the ease of practical construction and simplicity of
the NEC3 model. The loop is made of 1mm diameter wire and is mounted vertically
upon a 3m by 1.5m aluminium ground plane. The wave impedance sensor consists of
discrete electric and magnetic field sensois situated 50cm from the radiating loop and 8cm
apart (to minimise the coupling between the sensors). In order to vary the effective
distance between source and sensor, the frequency of excitation of the loop is scanned
from 10MHz to 400MHz which corresponds to a wavelength variation from X/60 to 2X/3.
Furthermore, the effective size of the loop varies from Vi750 to 4V,75.
Resistilve Load
B -E Effective ExcitationBNC _+
77--77" 7-/1/ 7-7 Feed Cable
Fig.1 Configuration of Practical Radiating Loop
In NEC3 this situation is modelled using 5 segments per side, except the side of the
loop with the voltage source which has 6 segments. Thus the shortest segment is v44500
at 10MHz which goes beyond the accuracy limits of NEC, but gives reasonable results for
this simple structure if double precision arithmetic is used. The 8cm separation of the
sensors is significant compared with the 50cm source--sensor separation and this is modelled
as t4.5' offsets from the main axis for the field calculations.
Data is generated for a 180" scan in the plane of the ground and the response is
sampled every 10" (the limit of practical accuracy) at a height of 5mm above the ground.
A full 360' scan is unnecessary as the wave impedance distribution is symmetrical about
the plane of the loop. The results are plotted as a three dimensional surface where the
frequency and angle are used to define 'r' and '0' in a cylindrical polar coordinate system
and the wave imepdance at that point defines the height 'z'. Logarithmic scales are used
on both the frequency and the wave impedance axes.
SIMULATION AND PRACTICAL RESULTS
Figs 2-6 show the wave impedance responses produced by load resistances of
0,40,98,219 and 469f0 respectively. In each case, fig.2(a) gives the distribution predicted
by NEC3 and fig.Z(b) gives the practical distribution, and so on.
The unloaded loop distribution (fig.2) shows the expected (ref[1]) response, rising
from a low impedance wave (typically 3011) and becoming asymptotic to 3770l as frequency
is increased. In addition, there is good qualitative agreement between the two responses
except in the 70" area of the response. This discrepancy arises because the large changes
4n t*ho '7A reeni ,,inlep thi. rjItc vprv cpfvitiv to nrtIn tP
angle measurement, which is not possible with the present practical test set-up. It is
interesting to note that the response is not isotropic in the test plane, as would be
expected from the equations given in [1]. Although the loop is electrically small, its size
is significant when compared with the 50cm source-sensor separation and this causes
variation of the response with angle.
The addition of a 400 load in the loop (fig.3) ifiodifies the distribution significantly.
At low frequencits a high impedance (typically 8000) 'ridge' is present in the 70" response
and, in the practical case, a trough in the wave impedance also occurs in the 70"
response. Less noticeably, the peak in the 90"-180" responses is reduced. Again there is
good agreement between the two responses except in the sensitive 70 area.
As load resistance is increased to 98f0 (fig.4), the trough in the 70" response can be
seen to have developed in both distributions, though it is more pronounced in the
practical case. Away from the 70' region, the responses can be seen to be flattening out,
with the low frequency wave impedance portions starting around 100f".
A further increase in load to 21901 (fig.5) causes a sharp trough in wave impedance
to develop in the distribution, which drops as low as 2012. This is present on the NEC
response at 70" and the practical response at 60". Although this anomaly can be
attributed to inaccurate practical angle measurement and the coarse angle sampling missing
the true depth of the null, part of the discrepancy must be attributed to inaccuracies in
the NEC model. The majority of the practical distribution is approximately flat, though
this is less evident in the NEC distribution.
Finally, fig.6 considers the loop loaded with 4691l. Again a 10" discrepancy exists
between the practical and NEC distributions for the position of the null. Furthermore,
the 0-40" section of the practical distribution consists of much deeper troughs than the
NEC distribution. The tendency of a highly loaded loop to act like an electric dipole can
be seen from this last response if it is compared with the distribution of a monopole
above a ground plane (fig.7).
CONCLUSIONS
The results in this paper demonstrate that NEC3 can be used for very good
qualitative assessment of induction-field wave impedance distributions. The majority of the
discrepancies between the practical and NEC3 distributions occur as the result of
inaccuracies in angle measurement in the practical test set up. Further improvements in
the practical measurement technique should enable a more quantitative analysis of the
NEC3 predictions.
The tendency of a loaded loop to act like an electric dipole as load is increased has
been demonstrated. A trough that occurs in the low resistance distributions (4012 and 9802)
on the 70" response, deepens and moves towards the 0' axis as load is increased. Also
the low frequency portion of the distribution increases in vrave impedance as laod
ircrcases. This suggests that improvements in shielding effectiveness may be possible if
loop loading is modified. Conversely, the sharp null in the wave imepdance may need to
be avoided as this would cause a drop in the shielding effectiveness.
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THE ANALYSIS OF TWO INVERTED F-ANTENNA STRUCTURES
ON A BOX USING NEC WIRE MODEL
M. Somersalo
Technical Research Centre of Finland
Telecommunications Laboratory
Otakaari 7 B, SF-02150 Espoo, Finland
ABSTRACT
NEC has been used to analyse two antenna struc-
tures, the first being LIFA-type (Linear Inverted
F-Antenna), the other a pair of PIFA:s (Planar In-
vetted F-Antenna) on a box. Using M ,C -he radiation
patterns of the structures in three orthogonal
planes are calculated. The bandwidths are determined
through the Q-factor obtained from the calculated
input impedance curve. Comparison between NEC re-
sults and measured data has been Pdee
1. MODELLING THE STRUCTURES
A wire model has been used to analyse two types
of inverted F-antennc.s (IFAs) mounted on a box. The
structures are shown in fig. 1. The anteinna in fig.
la is a wire antenna called LIFA (linear IFA) where-
as the antennas in fig lb are patch-type and called
PIFAs (planar IFAs).
The box of the LIFA (LIFN-box) was modelled
using 124 wire segments and the antenna was divided
into 5+2 segments. The Pl.A-box was modelled using
112 segments and the patches using 18+3 segments.
'The mut coupling between the two PIFAs and
the box was e. .•rcng. Experimentally it was observed
that slight changes in the width of the shorting
section (modelled as two wir.e segments) and the
position of the feed affected greatly the antenna
characteristics. This gave only small hopes for a
very accurate modelling of the PIFA-strucl.•uro.
The radii of the wires have been chosen to b,
equal wit, the radius of the feeding probe i.e.
0.0015K. Doubling the radius seemed to have little
effect on the calculations.
2. RADIATION PATTERNS
2 .1 LIFA-STRUCTURE
The radiation patterns in three orthogonal
planes were calculated using applied E-field volt-
age source excitation (EXO). The current slope
discontinuity voltage source (EX5) gave similar
shape for the patterns, but the gain level was 1.4
dB less (in boresight).
The analysed and measured radiation patterns
are shown in fig. 2a-d. The data is scaled to make
the vertical polarisation curves to touch the 0dB
ring of the polar chart at 0 degrees. In some di-
rections the difference between analysed and meas-
ured patterns is quite considerable. Most of the
error, however, can be explained by measurement
inaccuracies. This is seen comparing the gain lev-
6 lS a t th&e P l -11 ZInte CrG CC t 10'in ar, d keepI ng inri
the structural symmetry about X-Z-plane. As a whole
it may be concluded that the used wire model is
accurate enough to describe the radiation patterns
of the LIFA-structure.
It took 279 seconds CPU-time to calculate the
patterns using NEC2S in a VAX 11/750 computer.
Using NEC2D 820 seconds CPU time was required, but
the difference between the results was marginal.
2.2 PIFA-STRUCTURE
Only the X-Y-plane radiation patterns of the
PIFA-structure are reproduced in fig. 3. The pat-
terns are drawn with dBi scaling the outer ring of
th? chart being the OdBi level.
At first, the calculations were made by a model
without the dashed wire segments of fig. lb. Compa-
ring the analysed and measured field components,
the difference was seen to be most striking between
the axial ratios. Adding the dashed segments to
the model had the effect of moving the gain levels
towards the measured ones as is seen from fig. 3a.
Fig. 3b and c show the cases where the SMA-con-
nector of the parasitic antenna is shorted or open.
The model doesn't take the connector in account,
its effect to the patterns, however, is consider-
able.
Fig. 3d shows the case where both PIFA:s are
feeded in equal amplitude and phase. The measured
patterns are quite far from the symmetry expected
along X- and Y-axes. The figure also supports the
conclusion that the measured patterns made with
more care would be more similar to the analysed
ones.
In the case, where the antennas were fed in
equal amplitude but with phase difference, NEC
didn't give sensible results. The input impedances
of the antennas as well as the radiated power were
far from being equal. No improvement of the results
was obtained when the feeding was made through
transmission lines.
As a whole it may be concluded that NEC can
give reasonable information of the two-PIFAs-on-a-
box-type structures. To avoid severe errors NEC
should be used with much care.
3. INPUT IMPEDANCE
3. 1 LIFA-STRUCTURE
The measured impedance curve on the Smith chart
was a circle and the equivalent circuit of the
antenna structure was therefore a simple resonant
circuit as shown in fig. 4. To find the four un-
knowns it is enough to know the impedance (only) at
four frequencys.
The impedance was calculated by NEC at eight
points for the EXO and EX5 excitations. The fre-
quency deviation compared to the measured one, the
Q-value and the 10dB bandwidths of the equivalent
circuits are collected to table 1.
The measured bandwidth (return loss >10dB) is
2/3 of the calculated one. As seen from fig. 5, NEC
impedance circles are smaller in size than the
I | l
measured ones. The smaller the circle the shorter
the distance of the feed from the shorting segment.
Table 1. Equivalent circuit data of the
LIFA-structure.
f rm- f r
. .. . jIfrm IQ BW
measured - 32 2.2 % fr=
NEC EXO 0.6 % 21 3.3 % calc. res. freq.
NEC EX5 2.4 % 22 3.3 % frm=-
meas. res. freq.
3 .2 PIFA-STRUCTURE
The interaction between the two antennas and
the box deteriorates the impedance circle on the
Smith chart. The equivalent circuit for the antenna
would now consist of three resonators with mutual
couplings. Of course a section of the impedance
curve may still be characterized by a single reso-
nator.
The measured and calculated curves for the
cases of feedina PIFA A and PIFAs A and B are shown
in fig. 6a and b. From figure 6a it is seen that
the NEC-curve has a resonance around the measured
resonance,' too. N~ow the bandwidth and resonant
frequency should be calculated in the vicinity of
this frequency, not from the "circle" in fig. 6a,
as it represents a different resonance. The band-
widths obtained from the more well behavig case of
fig. 6b were within a few per cent the same for
measured- and NEC- curves.
The calculations above were made with the wire
model of fig. lb the dashed wires excluded. The
impedance curve is more affected by the density of
the wire grid than the radiation patterns, but even
the model used gave acceptable results for the
bandwidth and the resonant frequency. The accuracy
in general was, however, not as good as in the case
of a LIFA on a box
xFig. 3a: Calculated X-Y-- Fig. 3d: X-Y--cut,
patt. of fig. lb. with PIFAs A+B fed in phase.
(-) and without (- -)
dash. segm. ±'±FA A~ fed.
Fig. 3b: X-Y-cut PJFA Fig. 3c: X-Y-cut PIFA
A fed, PIFA B open. A fed, PlEA. 8 shorted.
M 4 9 vert. pol. calculated 11
Vert. po1., measured r24
b or. pol., calculated
- - - hor. pal., measured
(fig. 3b,c,d)
Fig. 3 : X-Y-cut radiation patterns of PIFA-struct.
R R
Fig0. f r. BW
Fig4.Equiv. circuit of a one resonance antenna.
Fig. 5: Input impe-
. dance of LIFA.
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On the Analysis and Synthesis of Circular Arrays
Karl J. Moeller and Vaughn P. Cable
ABSTRACT
The characteristics of an open, circular array of antenna elements in free space
have been investigated. With the main beam in the plane of the array
(endfire), calculated antenna patterns reveal an elliptical beam cross-section,
broad in the vertical plane, with high near-in sidelobes. A Taylor-like
amplitude distribution was found to reduce the near-in sidelobe levels in the
horizontal plane without significantly degrading the vertical plane pattern.
Also, mutual coupling effects were found to be significant.
INTRODUCTION
The circular array constitutes a special class of planar array with the ability to
electronically scan an endfire main beam through 360* in the plane of the array. This
ability has made circular arrays attractive for applications in radio direction finding
and surveillance radar [1].
The directive endfire pattern produced by the properly phased elements of a
circular array is shnilar to the pattern produced by a linear array of length equal to the
circle diameter. Due to the symmetry of the placement of the elements in a circular
array, the endfire pattern may be scanned by commutating the current excitations
around the array. As is the case for linear arrays, amplitude tapers can be used to
lower the near-in sidelobes of the directive pattern. Synthesis of such patterns is
considerably more challenging for circular arrays, however, since the mutual coupling
between the elements of a circular array can be quite severe.
The objective of this work was to determine a practical means for synthesizing an
endfire pattern with reduced near-in sidelobes for a circular array of mutually coupled
dipoles. The usual approach to array synthesis is to treat the array (linear or
otherwise) as a set of uncoupled elements with no interactions between elements. In
this case, only the array factor is involved in the synthesis procedure and the overall
directivity of the array is determined by imposing the element pattern as a.
multiplicative factor. This separatability of the array and element patterns is usually
referred to as pattern factorization.
In practice, however, this last step is often an oversimplification which does not
accurately predict the outcome of the synthesis procedure. One reason, of course, is
K. Moeller is with California Milrowave, Inc., Woodland Hills, CA 91303
Dr. Cable, formerly with California Microwave, is with Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company,
Valencia, CA 91355
that the mutual coupling between elements affects the distributions of current on the
individual elements differently. Hence, the elements and their respective patterns
cannot all be assumed to be identical and pattern factorization does not hold. Another
effect which might cause this same discrepancy is interaction with other objects not
normally considered to be part of the antenna array; e.g., finite ground plane effects.
Tbhe results reported here consider the array to be located in free space and only
element to element mutual coupling effects are studied.
BEAMSHAPE AT ENDFIRE (UNCOUPLED CASE)
Consider an array of N elements arranged on a circle of radius a in the xy plane, as
shown in Figure 1.
P (ir,S,#)
Figure 1. - A circular array
The far-field array factor for arbitrarily positioned, isotropicaly radiating elements
(2] is given by
E (O, 4) EJ (1)
n=1
where I,, is the, complex total current and (x,, y,.,, z,,) are the coordinates of the n th
radiator. Since all elements of the circular array lie. in the xy plane,
-rE (9, 4 E = (2)
n=i
j__-
Let 4 denote the location of the n t elemnt on the circle, then
E(0, N) = e Ineijk ( as°luihi s°+ o) (3a)
n~=1
y I,.,,eJ e* ) (3b)
n=1
If I In I denotes the magnitude, and N the (relative) phase of the current of the n t
.'adiator, then
N
E(O, ,) - • I I,. Iei ejoi, °I) (4)
n=1
2irnFor uniform spacing of the elements on the circle, N =
A beam maximum is obtained when the elements are phased to add together in a
single direction. This condition is called cophasal excitation and is obtained when
%, = -kasin0 0cos(0-4 ) (5)
where (00, 4) is the position of the beam maximum.
We examine first the characteristics of a uniform amplitude, (1I,, III)
cophasal circular array. Uncoupled power pattern plots for an 18 element circular
array of z-directed elemnentary dipoles with )/2 interelement spacing are shown in
figure 2. Equation (5) is used to design the beam maximum to point in the direction
of the x axis, (00 = 90", 00 = 0"). These patterns, which neglect the effects of element
interactions, can be generated by multiplying the array factor, given in equation (4), by
the element factor (pattern of an elementary dipole).
The horizon.tal pattern, which lies in the plane of the array elements, has high
near-in sidelobes (-8 dB) and a beamwidth slightly nnrrower than that obtainable from
a linear array of length equal to the circle diameter. A region of back-radiation
approximately 120( wide is present in the direction of the negative x axis. Over this
region the cophasal excitation falls apart and the elements add in a random manner.
The vertical pattern has a wide beamwidth with near-in sidelobes of approximately
the same height as those in the horizontal pattern. The circular array therefore
provides a convenient fan beam for rotation through 360 °. Examination of the power
pattern in additional planes through the main beam reveals that the beamwidth varies
elliptically fron. the vertical to horizontal planes.
BEAMSHAPE AT ENDFIRE (COUPLED CASE)
In order to determine the behavior of the array when the effects of the array factor
and element mutual coupling are combined, the circular array of Figure 1 was
modeled using the Ohio State thin wire codes of Richmond, [3]. Half-wave thin-wire
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Fig. 2 - Power patterns for a uniform amplitude, cophasal circular array
(0o = 90, 00 = 0f) when element inieractiorLs are neglected.
Figure 3 shows the coupled case power pattern plots for the 18 element circular
array and excitation described in the previous section. The overall pattern in the
azimuthal plane is considerably changed from the uncoupled case shown in Figure 2.
The main beam is slightly broadened and near-in sidelobes appear approximately 13
dB down from the main lobe.
CIRCULAR ARRAYS WITH TAPERED AMPLITUDES
When viewed from endfire, the c6cular array appears as a linear aperture with a
higher concentration of elements at the ends of the aperture than at the center. 'This
results in a reduced beamwidth and higher sidelobes in the azimuthal plane of the
cndfire pa 'rem than that which would be obtained from a linear array (of equispaced
elements) of length equal to the circle diameter.
The sidelobes of a linear array can be reduced by tapering the amplitude of the
current excitations from a maximum at the central element to a minimum at the
elements at the array enUl. Similarly, an amplitude taper symmetrically applied to tbe-
front and back halves of a .ircular array will reduce the near-in sidelobes in horizontal
plane of the endfire pattern.
The procedure used here consisted of spatially sampling two amplitude tapers
from linear array theorvy fill recvine. nnap n cidestal and a T'aylnr tvy. dictrihitinn
Sampling locations were determined by projecting the element positions of the
circular array onto the array diameter which lies perpendicular to the direction of the
main beam. Each taper was then applied to this non-uniform linear array geometry
and sampled at the piojected element positions. Ibis results in a symmetric
distribution over the two halves of the circular array bisected by the array diameter.
"The results for a cosine on a pedestal amplitude taper for the uncoupled and
coupled cases appear in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. A general expression for this
distribution can be found in Silver [4]. The particular form used for these results is
given by
f() = 1-.25[1-cos(!Y-)] (6)
where y is the linear apertare dimension variable (the variable of the array diameter
ornto which elements are projected) and d is the array diameter. Again, the coupled
case calculations show sidelobes approximately 7 dB below those predicted from
uncoupled calculations. Also, the main beam is broad3ened in the coupled case.
The uncoupled and coupled cases for the Taylor type distribution are presented in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. A general ex1.1ession for this type of distribution is given
in Collin and Zucker [5]. The form used here is
faW = (7)
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Fig. 3 - Power patterns for a uniform amplitudo% cophasal circular array( 0) = 9C,00, 4 0') when the effects of element interactions are
accounted for.
diameter of the array, y is the linear aperture dimension variable, and c satisfies
1 = (2dc) (8)R [3M•sinh(--•-)
where R is the desired main beam to sidelobe ratio and A is the wavelength of the
excitation. For the results presented here, R = '104. The data presented shows that,
of all the distributions tested, the Taylor type distribution appears to have the lowest
overall sidelobe level in the azimuthal plane for the coupled case.
CONCLUSION
An investigation of the radiation characteristics of a circular array of half-
wavelength dipoles has been presented. An examination of a uniform amplitude,
cophasal array has revealed an endfire patterr with an elliptical main beam cross-
section and high near-in sidelkbes. Sidelobes in the azimuthal plane of the endfire
pattern can be controlled through the use of amplifi.e distributions derived from
linear array theory.
Pattern calculations presented here have shown that the effects of element-to-
eleilneuit ilnu1iui coupling are dramatic for circular arrays. idealized pattern synthesis
techniques which neglect the effects of element interactions are not adequate for this
type of array. Further work is in progress to develop a practical synthesis procedure
which accounts for these effects.
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MOMENT METHOD ANALYSES OF LARGE FINITE PHASED ARRAYS
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1. Introduction
Large planar phased array antennas frequently are included in modern
radar system concepts because of their high directive gains and rapidly
redirectable beams. Because such arrays are expensive to build and diffi-
cult to test, it is important to have analysis tools available for accurately
predicting the performance of candidate radiating elements. Active imped-
ances, current distributions, and radiation patterns are of interest.
The Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) (Reference 1) is one such
tool. The basis of NEC is a finite conducting body moment method that can
be applied to analyzing a finite array of arbitrarily excited thin conductor
radiators. A limitation with NEC, however, is that as the sizes of the
arrays increase, in excess of 50 radiators or so, reasonable computer mem-
ories and computational times are quickly exceeded.
The plane wave expansion moment method (Reference 2) on the other hand,
c6. be applied efficiently to obtain the active impedances, current distri-
butions and active element patterns of infinite planar arrays. All radiators
must be identical, progressively phased, and unitormily spaced. Even large
arrays, however, are not infinite and many radiators of such arrays reside
near array edges or other discontinuities in array periodicity.
An alternative method, the Higher Approximation Analysis, has been devel-
oped that combines plane wave expansion and finite antenna moment methods in
an iterative procedure that is both reasonably efficient for large arrays and
accurate in so far as modeling edge effects and other discontinuities. The
Higher Approximation Analysis is briefly described here and several examples
of its application are given. The method has been implemented into a com-
puter program that applies to phased array lenses as well as to constrained
feed arrays. The radiating elements can be thin conductor types ("dipole-
like") or microstrip patch types.
2. Highe Approximation Analysis
In the Higher Approximation Analysis, an initial solution is determined
by imposing infinite array conditions and solving for the current distribu-
tions on all the array radiating elements. This solution is referred to as
the "first approximation solution" or "Level i solution." An element near
an irregularity such as the array edge, a failed phase shifter module, or a
discontinuity in lattice periodicity then is identified as a candidate for
recomputation of current. The resulting current is referred to as a "Level
2 solution." The current, and associated port voltages and impedances, is
determined by a finite array moment method. The candidate element only,
referred to as the "consideced element," is subsectioned in &ccordance with
standard moment method procedure. The element is "excited" by the existing
excitation (the incident illumination in the phased array lens case or the
port voltage in the constraiied feed array case) and by the first approxi-
mation currents on neighboring elements. The order of the moment method
matrix equation that results is small, equal to the number of current ex-
pansion functions on a single radiating element.
The "neighboring elements" are chluelc Lo fall within a cr..cuar border.
The enclosed area is called the "region of influence." The radius of the
region of influence (rd) is determined by observing convergence of current,
or port impedance, on the considered element as rd is increased. Large
values of rd are associated with increased computer processing (run) time.
Problems analyzed to date indicate that an rd z 3X yields accuracy to within
a few percent.
The procedure continues by computing the Level 2 approximation currents
on other elements near the irregularities in e similar manner. Once a suf-
ficient number of elements are upgraded to Level 2 approximations, the next
higher level approximation could be determined on a designated ("considered")
element. The procedure would be identical with that for Level 2, with the
exception that the exciting currents on neighboring elements (those within
the region of influence) now would be the Level 2 currents as opposed to the
Level I currents.
The procedure would continue until a satisfactory number of higher
approximations (levels) are obtained on elements near irregularities. The
minimum number of levels, as well as the radius of influence, must be
determined by numerical experiment.
SU1M<'ARY
Two inverted F-antenna structures has been ana-
lysed using wire models with NEC. Reasonably good
results has been obtained for the LIFA-on-a-box-
case (fig. la) even though the calculated .bandwidth
was 30% too wide. The difference between the meas-
ured and analysed data was more obvious in the more
.complex case of two PIFAs on a box (fig lb) . hT•C
proved yet to be a potential tool for this sort of
antenna design as the calculated shape of the pat-
terns and the bandwidth are comparable with the
measured ones. As the wire model may still be im-
proved (and more attention may be paid to antenna
measurements) better results are to be expected.
PWA shorting posts
PIIA A
on bo n a) o
S_ J~ l ILIFA
Fig. la: LIFA on a box b: Two PIFAs on a box
Figure 1 shows the relationship between a considered elemedc and the
radius of influence for a circular apertule array. Details including rele-
vant equations can be found in Section 3.3 of Refarence 3.
3. Implementation
The higher approximation analysis has beeu implemented with considera-
tion given to high computational efficiency and east- Of user interface. The
structure of the implementation is illustrated, by example, in Figure 2. The
user identifies a considered element, a radius of influence, and a level of
approximatton. The illustration pertains to a considered element near the
edge of a circular array and a Level 5 approximation. TLe computer auto-
matically schedules Level 4 current approximations on all elements within
the region of influence. To obtain the level 4 currents, Level 3 current ap-
proximations on all elements within the regions of influence of the elements
of which Level 4 currents are required are scheduled, and so on, until Level
1 current approximations are called upon. All computed levels uf current ap-
proximations on all elements are saved to minimize the subsequent computation
of either higher levels of approximation on the same considered element or
any level of apnroximation on another considered element. Thus, whereas sub-
stantial run time may be erperded in the Level 5 computation of a considered
elýment in the beginning of an asalysis, much less run time would be expended
for a subsequent nearby considered element. Because of such structuring, the
run time 'or an N level analysis on all the elements in a N element array
can be shown to be approximately propordional tr N.-Nr.-rd. Of ccurse,
typically only a relatively few elements need undergo a higher approxima-
tion analysis.
4. Va?.idation
An equilateral lattice array of dipole radiating elements X/4 above a
ground plane is shown in Figure 3. The dipole lengths arr3.5A and radii are
.001X. The 37 element array wes analyzed by both NEC and the Higher Apprcoxi-
mation Analysis (HAA). The active impedances of each element in a quadrant
of the array when excited for broadside beam direction are shown in Figures 4
(NEC) and 5 (HAA). Corresponding full array E- and H-plane radiation pat-
terns are shown in Figures 6 (NEC) and 7 (MAA). The element active imped-
ances and radiation patterns are in good agreement. The agreement tetween
NEC and IMA for the array scanned to 60' in the E-plane (Figures 8 and 9) and
in the H-plane (Figures 10 and 11) also is good.
5. Discussion
The higher approximation analysis method described here for analyzing
phased array antennas has only begun to be applied to problems of interest.
Guidelines for selecting minimum regions of influence, minimum number of
approximaticn levels, and minimum number of considered elements must await
extensive application of the method. It presently is being used to (1) deter-
mine the minimum number of outer rings of terminated elements that would en-
sure that all excited elements exhibit nearly the same element gain patterns,
(2) evaluate the mutual coupling effects of subarraying whereby to each phase
shifter is assigned a group of radiating elements, and (3) characterize the
dtsturbance to neighboring radiators resulting from a failed phase shifter
module. For example, the active impedances of elements in the 37 element
array of Figure 3 when the center element phase shifter module is open
circuited and short circuited are shown in Figure 12. These results can be
compared with those of Figure 4.
The implementation of the method includes modeling that applies to a
wide variety of microstrip patch arrays as well ac to the thin conductor
("dipole-like") arrays examplified here.
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Application c' the Network Approach to Electromagnetic
Solutions Involving Apertures on a Body of Revolution
Dr. James R. Rogers
Atlantic Aerospace Electronics Corporation
6404 Ivy Lane, Suite 300
Greenbelt, Maryland 2C770-.1406
1.0 Introduction
The network approach to solving aperture electromagnetic problems
(Harrington and Mautz, IEEE Trans. AP, Nov. 1976) is a powerful way of
formulating the solution of - complex problem into a set of simpler, connected
probl.. ms fletch- u is particularly useffii when parrme~ters of a small pa-t of
the problem are to be changed repeatedly (as in a design process) while those of a
larger part of the problem remain constant. Because of its systematic approach to
constructing solutions, the network approach is ideal for translating for nulations
into a modular computer code.
Using the network approach, we are currently developing a computer
prograai to model waveguide-fed aperture antennas on a general body of







(CURv --,TURE SMALL AT RESISTIVE TO FEED NETWORK
APERTURE LOCAW ION)
While our current implementation is much less general than above, we have more
general modules already developed which can be incorporated after fully
checking the basic network program.
Our basic objectives in developing this computer program are to:
1. rigorously model small apertures on a large, complex
body-of-revolotion, so that various dielectric and installation
effects can be examined,
2. structure the analysis so that the aperture. and interior parts of the
problem can be changed repeatedly while the large exterior part. of
the problem remains constant
3. create a modular program so that parts of the problem (such as the
exterior or interior geometry, aperture shape, etc) can be changed
easily
The remaining sections of this paper will outline the network formulation,
describe th," current program implementation and give an example of
electromagnetic solutions for a rectangular waveguide-fed aperture on a finite
conducting cylinder.
2.0 Formulation
"TIhe network approach makes use of the equivalence principle (Harrington,
Timrgn1.rmonic Electromagnetic Fields, McGraw-Hill, 1961). Depicted on the
next page is an illustration of an original problem consisting of two regions
connected by an aperture; and two coupled problems that are equivalent to the
original problem. This equivalent formulation, which I will call the
"short-circuit" formulation casts the problem into finding unknown equivalent
magnetic currents, M on the aperture. This i-s different from the more usual
application of the equivalence principle where the problem is to find both
equivaleat electric, J, and magnetic currens on all surfaces. The solution of the
short.-circuit formulation can be thought of as containing implicitly the electric
equivalent currents, rather than explicitly.
APERTURE KSREGION e . •
CON.DUITOR REGION i






INTERIOR EQUIVALENT PBQfLEM AETR
SHORT CIRCUITED
CONDUCTOR 1 REGION I
The choice of M in the exterior equivalent pro)1u i d -"u Iv, A ,u ,tv, LL_-
equivalent problem ensure that continuity of tangential electric field is satisfied
across the aperture. TChe remaining boundary condition leads to an operator
equation for the unknown magnetic current source:
UQUEARY QD1TLQU~
ure . w e--exterior
tan total tan total i = interior
OPEB6AQB QI1Q
e i e ei
"H a(M) + n()M) H (KS)+ 11, H~(Ks )
To obtain an approximation for M, we use the method of moments:
N
"• EXPANSION FOR M: M = IV. m.j=1 J J R
"* TESTING FUNCTIONS: W =(i) i = 1, ... N
"* INNER PRODUCT: <W, A> = W*Ads
WHERE :
V -- UNKNOWN SCALAR COEFFICIENTS
In-- KNOWN MAGNETIC CURRENT BASI S FUNCTIONS
Upon substituting the expansion for M into the operator equation and testing the
equation with the N testing functions, we obtain a matrix equation for the
unknown coefficients of our expansion for M:
[ [. + I [v] = [e +
MEFE:
YPi < irn 11P (in.) >
• , tan j
sc,p <M 1p (SP)I,. ' = m.,H (KS)-
1 1 tan
kp denoites region, e oF 1')
~ ~ - - -I- - - -'.
The Y's are the admittance matrix elements (due to the magnetic current basis
functions radiating into the region with the conducting boundary present) and the
ISC's are the short circuit excitation elements (due to the known source radiating
into the region with the conducting boundary present). Both of these are given by
solution of a boundary value problem appropriate to the particular rcgion. Once
the matrix and vector elements are calculated, then we can solve tle system of'
equations for the coefficients V. Although I have written the right hand side as
adding the interior and exterior excitation vectors, usually, the system of'
equations is solved for the V's using the excitation vectors one at a time (i.e.,
either the interior or exterioi excitation vectors are zero).
• -I
"The matrix equation has the following network interpretation:
V
s1c
V1., ... Vn UNKNOWN VOLTAGES
ic Isc KNOWN SHORT. CIRCUIT1 n CURREN F GENERATORS
Shown is an exterior network connected to an interior network through a series of
ports. Each port has associated with it an unknown voltage which corresponds to a
magnetic current basis function.
3.0 Initial Geometry for Program Implementation
We currently have developed the computer program usirg:
1.arecanrgular apertnure
2. a simple rectangular waveguide interior region (same cross
sectional shape as the aperture), matc rcd looking into the feed
3. a conducting BOR exterior regioa
The aperture basis functions are z x the transverse E-field functions of a
rectangular waveguide mode. Usually, we only have one aperture basis function,
namely that relating to the dominant waveguide mode. However, the program
generality allows for an arbitrary nuwi.abxr of basis functions.











yW9 = MODAL WAVE ADMITTANCE
n
We assuime rhat the short circuit termination of the interior region is planar,
which oA'sulas the geuieality of dth plograw to meutangular apertures on surlaces
of small curvature. Using waveguide modal analysis and our choice for the
magnetic current basis functions, the boundary value problem for this interior
region is trivial.
The. xterior equivalent problem is depicted below:









We represent the rectangular aperture on the surface of the BOR by defining a
planar apertur and projecting down onto the surface of the BOR normally.
As in the interior problem, we have two sources in the exterior problem: M
and the known sources (at infinity) which give rise to an incident planewave. Each
of these sources, radiating in the presence of the conducting BOR represents an
exterior scattering problem. As described previously, we must solve the
boundary value problem appropriate to the exterior region to obtain the
admittance and excitation elements. Here, it is desirable to use solutions for BORs
that have already been obtained in the literature: such as those by Mautz and
Hlarrington (AEU,32,157,1978) and Mitschang and Putnam (IEEE Trans.
AP-32.,797,1984). These codes solve the exterior scattering problem by an
application of the equivalence principle to obtain the solution in terms of
equivalent electric current density, J. The typical expansion for J is in terms of
unknown Fourier coefficients, In (not to be confused with the short-circuit
excitation vectors) with the basis functions along the contour of the BOR being
overlapping triangles tuncticns:
J = (Ink t + Pnk ffk(t) eJn1o
n k
!-or our apetlure problem, the exterior admittance and excitation elements
are given by the formulas on the next page. In these formulas, the elements 1'
essentially relarýý the magnetic current basis functions to the BOK basis functions.
Thus, we are solving a BOR method-.of-moments problem simply to obtain
the exterior elements of our aperture method-of-moments problem. If it sounds
like alot of work -- it is!
ADMITTANCE ELEMENTS;
y.e [PI [N] [In]
1 n n]
[I] DUE TO MAGNETIC CURRENT BASIS FUNCTION j
n
SHORT CIRCUIT EXCITATION ELEMENTS:
-E 1P N
[If] DUE TO INCIDENT PLANEWAVE AT CERTAIN ANGLE
Ak k)e p m
T - TRANSPOSE
- COMPLEX CONJUGATE
n FOURIER MODE INDEX
Given the exterior and interior regions as previously described, we have
implemented a computer program which solves the system matrix equstions for
either exterior or interior excitations. A flow chart of this program is illustrated
below:
PROGRAM FLOW CHART
STARTI, rmg= -An WD1 IrQ
INIT __ iWINITIALiZE GEOMETRY
DETERMINE CONSTANTS
ADMIU-ANCE MATRIX ELEMENTS
Y •r-EXCICrATION VECTOR ELEMENTSESCATTERING WI H APLRTURES SHORT-CIRCUITED
_StADMITTANCE MATRIX ELEMENTS
EXCITATION VECTOR ELEMENTS
SCATrERING WITH APERTURES SHORT-CIRCUITED
[-c P [-DECOMPOSE SYSTEM MATR-X
SOLVE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS FOR MAGNETIC
SOLVE -- CURRENT'S
ADO MAGNETIC CURRENT CONTRIBUTION TOLSHORT-CIRCUIT CONTRIBUTION
STOP
The main part of the calculations are in the blocks YE and YI, each of which
calculate admiitance matrix elements, excitation matrix elements and the
short-circuit scatteiii,, -natrix elements (apertures shorted) appropriate for each
region. As implemente.', the minimum storage allocation required is dominated
by the system admittance matrix, Y, and the normalized BOR matrices Zn and Yn,
all of which must be stored in core simultaneously.











Here, the exterior and interior equivalent problems are solved by independent
programs which save only the short-circuit scattering results and those parts of the
matrices needed to calculate the admittance and excitation elements. For many
situations of multiple small apertures on a large BOR, these parts that are needed
to be saved are far smaller than total core storage required in performing the
exterior (or interior) calculations, especially if the region is particulary complex
with multiple dielectric layers, etc. Thus it may make sense to break up the
network computer program into a series of independent programs; withi a separate
program to make the connection.
4.0 Example
The computer program is currently being used for some preliminary
calculations which appear promising. An example is for a waveguide-fed
aperture on a conducting cylinder, illustrated below.
'"- - 10.0
2.0
z (SLOT IN PHI=0 POSITION)
WAVELENGTH - 6.2832
(ARBITRARY UNITS)
APERTURE BASIS FUNCTION: TEl0 MODE FIELD FUNCTION
VrT I I I I I I TA
Some of the results for both interior and exterior excitations are shown in the
figure on the next page. For the exterior radiation calculations (internal
excitation) three different phi-planes for the gain pattern are shown. For the
exterior scattering, only the phi-phi polarization pattern in the phi=O plane is
shown. The plot displays the short-circuited-aperture results, the magnetic
current (aperture) contribution and the coherent total.
5.0 Conclusions
The network approach as described by Harrington appears to be a very
useful way to construct elcctrorragnetic solutions to problems involving small
apertures on large complex bodies. Also, the approach is very useful for
combining different types of analyses into electromagnetic solutions; e.g., series
solutions in one region and method of moments solutions in another. We have
implemented a very modular computer program for waveguide-fed apertures on
a conducting body of revolution BOR. The usefulness of the computer program
appears to be when design issues require that a small part of the problem (such as
the aperture or dielectric parameters of the waveguide) is to be varied repeatedly
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while a large part of the problem (such as the exterior region) remains constant.
Initial results appear promising, but the accuracy of the implementation is yet to
be tested.
Our analysis and computer program is structured so as to be able to
incorporate more general waveguide and exterior regions for which we have
existing computer codes, devloped in-house. These include traveling-wave fed,
thick slots with multilayered dielectrics as the interior region and multilayered
dielectric/resitive shell and impedance BORs for the exterior region. After fully
developing the network computer program, we plan to incorporate these more
general modules.
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A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC










In a previous paper (H. A. Sabbagh, et al, 2nd Annual ACES Conference Proceedings, March
18-20, 1986), [1], we presented a model for computing electromagnetic interactions with advanced
composites, specifically graphite-epoxy. That model, which was developed for use in eddy-current
nondestructive evaluation (NDE), has now been extended to include the effects of lay-ups of
arbitrary order, i.e., in which the principal axes of each layer may be rotated from layer-to-layer.
In addition, an equivalent 'bulk model' has been developed, in which the multi-layer compnsite
slab is replaced by a single layer with an effective single-layer conductivity tensor.
In this paper we will describe the extended model, and discuss its validation using experi-
mental eddy -current data.
II. COMPUTING A NUMERICAL GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A HALFSPACE
In this section, we develop a computational method for generating the Green's function for a
halfspace. The approach we use is based on our need to generalize to workpieces of finite extent
in the z-direction and to multi-layered anisotropically-conducting media.
Using the results in [1] for S14 , S24, S32, and S31 and the eigenvalues ±,A, and ±A3, we make
the following definitions:
a 1 " S1 4 /A1, a 1 0 - S14O/0, a 2 =-24/A1, a 2 0  S240/)kO, (
71 = S32 /A3 , 710 = S320/A0, 72 = S31/1'3, 720 = $31r/A0(
Using the expressions in (1), the eigenvectors L. t;he medium are:
(l (-a, 0(
V, 0 ,V2 -a 2  )3 = 1 1 N = 1 (2)
1 1 -72 72
while the eigenvectors in free space are :
'Supported by The Naval Surface Weapons Centcr (White Oak LabR) undcr Contract No. N60921-86-C-0172,
and The Naval Air Systems Command under Contract No. N00019-66.C-0219, both with Sabbagh Associates.
I
XoI -Clio 0 0
o0 0 , 20 0 'I 3 o 71DV -7
-720 720 /
In the pzesent development, there are three regions; Region A is above the source, Region
B is between the source ard. the haJfspace and Region C is in th. halfspace. If we assume the
tource is at z' > 0 and tne halfspace is located at z -- 0, then the Green's function becomes,
aU2 e-NO(zs') + b C4oe-,O(z'), < z
tzp z') c•)ioe-Q(zz') + d; 2oe-AO(zz-')
+eD 3oe°AO(z-') + fNo4 e AO(z-Z'), 0 < z < z' (4)
c'I.exlz + e03exSz z < 0r
The eight unknowns a-, b, c, d, e, f, c', e in each column vector are computed with the aid of four
boundary conditions at the halfspace-air bandary and four boundary conditions at the location
of the source. Thus, single ply Green's matrices can be computed by solving 8 x 8 systems of
e quations. However, by carefully examining the conditions at the source, we see that the c rnd
e are computed from the source values and that a is a functicn of d while b is a function of f.
Hence, we can reduce the computation to solving an 4 x 4 system for d, ], c, e'.
rni_ 'Lel_ ý._ .. . . _ 2__ ?.__ L .. .. Z &t .!-- "- •_L~ ii _Thle two toables U LoW8,1;w a give'OILUDLu p )------------fi-L-- VUUUL&tuIL fI
relationships with d and f.
Magnetic Sources
coefficient :-directed y-directed z-dirccted
0 -1/2aio (7fok= + y-okV)/2w1 o-y7 o
a d d - 1/2alo d - (72ok, + 7 1oky)/2w/Lo7io
C 1/2 a20 /2a 1 o k=/2wp-y7 1o
b f - 1/2 f - a 2o/2azo f +I- k./2tjpo'yo
Electric Sources
coefficient x-directed -y-directed z-directed
1/2 -720/27-1o --kx/2,aowk33
a d - 1/2 d + 72o/271o d - k3 /2a 1owk 33
e 0 -1/27io -(alOky - a 2ok.)/2a0iok33
b f f - 1/27tzo f + (QlOky -- a 2ok.)/2wcaiok33
2
The actual 4 x 4 system that we solve is
Sx Y,
with
S - ( V20, V40, -V1, -- V3 )
x = (j, ý,eI) T  (6)
Y = (-11oc - V3oe).-&AOZ'
J - ,de'-, f= fe"os'
Note that the right hand side, Y, is a function of the source type, magnetic or electric, and the
direction of the source, x.-, y-, or z-.
The solution of (5) gives J (-4 d), f (4 f), c', and e'. From d and f, we can find a and b
thus giving all coefficients in (4).
If all we desire is the reflection coefficients, which are de21X3 andfe2;o'', then we, solve the
system i
V20, V40, -ii, -. ) ( ) -- 3 1 0 c -- V 3 0 e (7)
X4
for xl and X2.
III. COMPUTING A GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A FINITE WORKPIECE
In this section, we extend our method to workpieces of finite extent in the z-direction. The
expressions (1), (2) ai.d (3) are st!l valid but (4) changes due to an extra region, Region D
which is below the workpiece. We assume that the workpiece thickness is z., and that it satisfies
-zW <z < 0.
The Green's function now becomes.
a-V3oe-X°(X-&') + b. 4oe-XQ(Xz'), z' < z
c•)loeA0("-x') + dfj2oe-AO(2-A'1
6(z, Y') = +e ¢) + fJJ4°'-(z'-)p 0 < z < Z' (8)
Ce'l1 ex" + d°J 2e-k1z + eC•V3eCX3 +- f 5Je-xaz, -- • < z < 0
99~ee(+• +h,93oe•o(-+z ). z < -zW
Again using the boundary conditions and the conditions at the source, wc. can find the uu-
lknowns by solving an 8 x 8 system of equations for d, f, c', e', d', f', g, h and then use the table




V~~~~- - .ýbM .4 %*A e . *k...
where
,= ( )?1 -S 04x2 (10)
0 4x2 SE13 -R 2  
(
and1
R, = V2,0, NO _
R2j = U10 '030 )
s = 'V,'3,V2
eA1X" 0 0 0 "
B13 0 e--3Z 0 
0iEs= 0 e Al= 0 P,_
0 0 0 el\3z .





Again, if all we desire is the reflection coefficients, then solve the above equation for the first
two unknowns with c-A'r' omrted from Y,
The equation (9) is il-conditioned as it is defined, hence we must do some scaling i.n. order to
get meaningful results. Examination of s shows that column 5 is multiplied by e•1zu and column
6 by e•',1. If we divide these columns by the exponentiaJ. factors, 8 is better conditioned which
allows us to solve for X. This, of course, means that the 5fi and 6th positions in the solution must
be 'unscaled' which is zccomplished by dividing these positions by •l 1 w and eAzx', respectively.
IV. COMPUTING A GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A. LAYERED WORKPIECE
ht this section, we extend our method to workpleces of finite extent in the z-direction that are
layered. Again there are four regions; however Region C is now divided into, say 10, subregions
wuich are definued as follows:
Layer I: z < z < Zo=0
Layer 2: Z2 < X < Z_
Layer 10: -z, = z 1o < z < z9
The Green's function now becomes:
4
av2oe-)'%(x-x') + bf 4oe-;O(•z'), z' < z
cijoe'\O(z-z') + d' 2oe-'O(j-z')
+eV30exk°(x-') + fV4oe-'°O(z-'), 0 < z < 'z'OZ Z') (12)
+- f(s)0e-2('-i-•), z1 < z < zi_ 1,i = 1,..., 10
gfjIoex°(x+.) + hV3oeA°O(z4zX) z < -zt,
Again using the boundary conditions and the conditions at the source, we can find the un-
knowns by solving (in the case of 10 layers) a 44 x 44 nyistm of equations for d, f, r_(), eS),
dl), PO) ... , C(1o), e( 10), d( 0 ), fO), g, h and then use the table for Magnetic Sources or
Electric Sources to find c, a, e, b. In general, if there are nj layers, then the system to solve is
(4ni + 4) x (4nL + 4). The form of this system is:
SX = Y, (13)
where
( R, -S() 04x4 0 4x4 -" 0 4x4 0 4x4 04x2
.04I2 S(1),E() -S( 2) 0,.× ... 04x, 0A.4 O- x
04x2 04X4 S( 2 )E(2) _S(3) ".. 04x4 04x4 04x2 I
". -S() 04x, 04x2 (14)
0 4x2 0 4x4 04x4 04x4 ... S 9 )E(Q) -S(Oo) 0 4x 2
04<•2 04x4 0 4X4 0 4x4 ... 04XI S(I°)E('0 ) -Ar 2 j
with the terms not previously defined being
Vo = ( , 3, 1 14)I( \Ihi 0 0 0
00 C -xAhh 0
0 0 0 -'
h = zi-z,.,, (15)
X• (J, 1, c('), e('), PO), fO)..
C(It),I e(1O), P(O), f('o), g, h)•"
IU0,- V~30e -AOa
-k 040x1 e
Again, if all we desire is the reflection coefficients, then solve the above equation for the first
two unknowns with e-O°' omitted from Y,
As before, equation (13) is ill-conditioned as it is defined. The columns of 8 that contain
the factors e-'-a' and e-;kd*i (remember, hi < 0) are the ones that need to be scaJcd and this
is done by dividing these columns by the exponential factors. Again, we must be sure that the
corresponding positions in the solution vector are 'unscaled' to give the correct solution.
Careful examination of S shows that it is a banded matrix with its upper bandwidth m,, = 5,
its lower bandwidth mt = 5 and its (total) m = m,, + ml + 1 = 11. We used subroutines zgbco
and zgbsl from LINPACK to solve the system.
Up to this point, we have assumed that all layers are oriented in the same direction with
respect to a global coordinate system. Let us now suppose that each layer can be rotated. Since
eigenvalues are unchanged aud eigenvectors are merely transformed by the rotation, it is straight
forward to set up the equations in this situation. The rotation matrix in this case is





If we let 0i be the angle of rotation of the ith layer with respect to the global system, then the
eigenvectors for this layer become
-•1'= T(0,) • i) -,V T(O,)i') W WI )W, -'D = T(o,),'). (6)
and the only change in (13) is the definitikn o" SW() which becomes,
sco'=, TvW, Tvo', d') ( W
This is a general model for the computation of the Green's function and the computation
-. A-1 - WLVW V ý hA A4WkL A1 41 -Wfl ýWLkF4ý 'JW'. II GL UI U_,V
have assumed that the conductivities of each layer are the same. However, the generalization
to a model where each layer has its own unique conductivities could be easily accomplished by
computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each layer in its own 'local' coordinate system and
then procecding with the rotation stage above.
We are constantly attempting to validate our computer models in several ways, one of those
ways is comparing computed values with measured values. The figure below shows such a com-
parison. The workpiece consisted of 18 layers, the first eight at 0°, the ninth and tenth at 90%,
and 11-18 at 0'. The results show very good correlation and give us confidence i.n the model.
6•
(Computed Response)
Figure 1. EMF induced into it probe coil due to a circular current loop above a graphite-
epoxy workpiece, whi~ch consists of ewihtrccm unidirectional layer. in a [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 90]s lay-up.
Neither the coniduc0-PBitis of asiy laycen, not the conductivity of the bulk workpiece, were known.
The peak computed v~ue is 3.65V, anJ' the peak measured value is 4.4V.
V. A BULK MODEL
Part 1: Theory
One alternative to modeling layers individually is to model them in bulk with an equivalent
single-layer slab. The bulk model is acceptable when wavelengths are larger than a cycle of plys:
a condition satisfied in our laboratory by the workpieces and radiative frequencies we use. (Many
graphite epoxy layups are built from repeated cycles, with each identical cycle consisting of a few
plys of various orientations. The cycle [+22.5%, -22.5"] describes a layup of plys, each with unidi.
rectional fibers, whose orientations alternate between +22.5' and -22.5".) It is computationally
more efficient to use the bulk model, rather than the multilayer model, whenever the thin-cycle
approximation is satisfied.
The most general conductivity matrix for stratified conductors isDr,0, 0)
(aIX aV 07=.,•= c••  J, (5.1)
0 0 a,.)
where z is the axis of stratification. A short derivation (see our NSWC Phase 2 Fifth Quarterly
Report, Appendix B, pp.18-19) shows that rotating z and y coordinates by an angle 0 changes the
conductivity matrix a follows:
/[ C2UgX + ca( -a0 , + 1)7YL] [c2 oy + cs(a - a 2)] 0
I'(= [c2 •+ CS(uVY --- 32) - a2 •.] [c2 VY - cS(a., + or.) + Sa,.] 0 ,
0 0 a.,)
c=coso, a =sin0.
Two cxamples: a [+22.5°, -22.5°]-layup of identical plys is represented by a matrix -=a'(+22.50)
4 W(.-22.5*)]; a [00, +30, -450,%-45 0]-ayup of identical ply. is represented by • = •[•(00) +
t'(+30o) + 2Y(-450)].
It is easy to show (see ibid., pp.19-21 and our NSWC Phase 2 Sixth Quarterly Report,
Appendix C, pp.1,2) that if the slab is an energy absorber (as opposed to source) then a, = at .
Given that the matrix in (5.1) is symmetric, it is easy to show that rotation by an angle 0--such
that tan 20 = 2aE,/(u,, - ouv)-.lead5 to a diagonal conductivity matrix
0 00
0 0 )
with nonnegati-e elements a., ay, Ia. The angle ý defines a principal coordinate system.
It is for conceptual simplicity that we showed general layered conductors have diagonal
conductivity matrices, up to rotations. In our bulk model, however, it is just as easy to use
conductivities (5.1) as it is to use (5.3); we treat the more general case.
We will not repeat here the details of the eigenmode technique developed in our NSWC Phase
1 Final Report. We will show only how to compute elgenmodes. In our eigenmode technique, a
four-component eigenvector VA and its eigeuvalue A represent a travelling wave according to the
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code (.E, EV, H., Hw)T = VACAZ+iw *, where tilde denotes Fourier transformation with respect to
z and y; each conductor has four such eigenmodes. There is a method for selecting the lin ear
combination of eigenmodes that represents radiation due to a point current in the presence of a
slab--the linear combination defines a so-called Green's matrix. The field du, to a distributed
current is the integral, evaluated over point sources in the distribution, of the field due to point
sources. Thus, eigenmodes are at the heart of field computation for arbitrary currents in the
presence of anisotropkc conductors.
Fourier analysis yields a matrix 0 0 -a b
0 0 -c -d
-3 --f 0 0
= ik~11 , +6 0 0(.' 2
-a -- b =-ipow + -- ,
+ i--, -d = -iwe -,
- -i + i- -6 - -(4) - i--U- 'Xpow ' Aow
C. C=i0--iv=, Ev = to -ism C to, =::-i , . t- .= - i!!=,_-. and•, = - ;-r_ F - j . (,A)..
whose eigenvectors and eigenvat, -a lead to eigenmodes. An elementary derivation (see our NSWC
Phase 2 Fifth Quartedy Report, Appendix B, pp. 22,23) shows that he four eigenvalues (±=l=, ±A 3 )
of 75 may be computed in just a few stepc.
If IJr! > 1r21 then j = 1; otherwise j = 2.
-1Ai± =i• and ±A ± \3 + V ri
There is an algorithm for computing explicitly tLe cigenvectara of "•. (See our NSWC Phase 2
Fifth Quarterly Report, Appendix B, pp.2 4 ,25.) The eigenvector algorithm is as elementtary and
as straightforward as the eigenvalue algorithm.
Part 2: Partial Verification
The bulk model can be uced to predict fields due to an arbitrary current in the prescnce
of an anisotropic slab, provided the conductivity of the slab is known. ,'bh:h Associates owns
anisotropic workpieces (±22.5° layups of graphite epoxy) but has no ",'A and true" means of
9
measuring nondestructively their anisotropic conductivities. We used the bulk model. to infer the
conauctivity of workpieces and thereby verified indirectly the validity of the bulk model.
In the laboratory, a 1MHz alternating current loo? was placed above a graphite epoxy
workp.icce and a pickup coil scanned over loop and slab. The resulting measurements are plotted
in Fig-ire Bl (left). Theoretical computations were performed for the laboratory setup (including
physic-il parameters such as radius and position of current and pickup coils, and the thickness of
tbe workplece) for theoretical -t22.5° layups of various total conductivities. The bulk conductivity
that best reconstructed the experimental data had a. = 60001 and a. = 1000-1; the theoreticil
reconstruLtion is in Figure B1 (right). (The reconstruction is insensitive to o, in the range from l2--
through at least 1000L.) The inferred conductivity corresponds to a ±22.50 layup of unidirectional
plys that each has conductivity co. = 70005- and . 0m; ay -= 0 is reasonable for our workpiecesbecause high resin denisty between fiber tows affects the transverse conductivity as resistors in
seies, zeroing the bulk transverse conductivity. The short-cycle bulk approximation is satisfied
because the computed lMHz wavelengths (2•r/ImA 1 =10cm and 2Tr/IrnA3 --4cm) are much longer
than the ;.02cm cycle length.
Figure B1 representa a partial verification of the bulk model because it shows that the model
can reconstruct experimental data, with the aid of some parameter fitting. The result of parameter
fitting is a conductivity inference that yields conductivities in the right "ballpark" for graphite
epoxy. The verification in Figure Bl is not total because we have not compared conductivities
inferred from eddy-curreut measurements to tried and true conductivity measurements.
.613
II m -
Fig~ure l. Magnitude of EMF at 1M[z for a ±22.50 layup. The experimental data (left)
is in units of A/D) counts. The th( -iretical reconstruction (right) is in units of
volts and asun',en a IA current in the circular exciting loop.
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A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF EDDY-CURRENT PROBES








The design of eddy-current probe coils is important in the quantitative noldestructive evaluation
(NDE) of advanced composite materials, such •,v. graphite-epoxy. Much of the present state of
the art in the design of such probes is empiric-,l, or based on elementary circuit-theoretic models.
These models do not yield as much information as a designer needs, even when the workpiece is
a 'classical material', such as stainless steel. In the presence of the newer composite materials,
the problem becomes exacerbated because a large proportion of these ace anisotropic, and many
of the conventional design rules-of-thumb become useless.
We are developing a computer code that will allow the designer of probes to compute fields
within a multi-layer composite workpiece, and to determine such important probe parameters
as impedance and coupling. The model will be fully three-dimensional and will include the
effects of ferrite cores and shielding. It is based on a volume integral equation that is solved
iteratively using conjugate gradients and FFT techniques. Problems with 12,000 unknowns are
being routinely solved on the Alliant FX/1 minisupercomputer, in reasonable times. In this paper
we will briefly outline the electromagnetic, computational and graphics aspects of the model and
code. in addition, we will describe the first validation stept, which involve code-comparison and
convergence-of-solution criteria.
Ferrite-Core Probe Model
(a) Integral Equation for the Magnetisation
In our previous work" 4 , we have developed a model of a ferrite-core probe over a planar
stratified workpiece as illustrated in Figure 1. In this model, which was developed for NDE, the
field computations require the known currents in the coils and the unknown 'Amperian currents'
due to the magnetization of the ferrite core. Hence, we include a magnetic current source,
J,, = -jwpoM to account for the presence of the ferrite. With two diMtinct current source types
and the surface of the workpiece in the plane z = 0, the magnetic field has the form
fl~r J [~m*)r~rI ;J(r') + G(nlm)(r~rI) -J.. (r')]dr' (11
J. being the coil current. The first superscript on the Green's tensors, G(mhe) and G(mm), indicates
the type of field (m for magnetic and e for electric) and the second the nature of the source
current. These tensors depend partly on the structure and material properties of the workpiece
since such factors will determine the reflected field. In fact all the relevant effects of the workpiece
are embodied in a set of reflection coefficients contained in the above Green't functions. In the
most general case we have encoded, a laminated composite material is modeled as a multi-layered
anisotropic slab structure and the reflection coefficients computed accordingly. Simpler structures
can also be accomodated; for example by putting the reflection coefficients to zero, we compute
the magnetisation of the core in free space.
The first term under the integral in (1) is the incident magnetic field, H(), produced by the
prescribed electric currents in the coil. H(t) is given independently of the ferrite core and is
therefore independent of M or J,,. Hence, assuming a nonconducting core,
H(r) - H)(r) + I G(m"))(rI.r) J( .r')dr'. (2)
Our aim is to define a volume integral equation for computing the core magnetisation, prefer.
ably in such a way that a numerical solution may be found even in casec where the ferrite
permeability is infinite. In most practical situations the relative permeabilty of the ferxite
used in eddy-current probes is fairly large, typically in the range 200 to 2000, and it is use-
ful to get infinite permeability solution for comparison. To derive the desired equation, we put
H(r) = B(r)/po .- M(r), so that (2) becomes
B()(r) = B(r.) _ M(r) + jwpo f G( )(rlr') . M(r')dr'
B_ r -rl)
- -+ jWtof [G(`)rjmrr') -6(rr'] .M(r')dlr'. (3)
I being the unit tensor. Then multiplying (3) by v = (1 - goIs), and using the fact Adat
M = (B/p•)(1 - po/o1), gives
M(')(r) = M(r) + jwpov(r) j._ [G(m')(rlr') r M(r)dr'. (4)
This is the basic integral eqaation for the magnetization vector. Its solution is the starting point
for determining the fields and driving-point impedance of the ferrite core.
The Green's function can be written in the form of a two-dimensional Fourier transform,
G¢("m)(x - x', y - y', z, z') = fj Qu G(t)(k3 , k.; z, z')eh-[k' (-)¢')ikv(Y-01)dkwdkV, (5)
When this is substituted into (4) the integrals over z' and y' become Fourier transforms and the
resulting integral equation for the magnetisation becomes:
MW'(r) = M(r)+
jwpoz~r) Jdz~jJ [n")k=,¾; z, /I) - Žkc2].(k 3 , ky; z2)e 4 k"hty) dk-.dk, (6)200 J
2.
Note that v vanishes for a core region with the free space permeability and is equal to 1.0 when
the permeability is infinite.
The Green's function consists of two parts, a free-space part, which ignores the presence of
the slab and a part which transforms the source into the reflected field. The free-space part, in
turn, consists of two parts, d(0) , and a 'depolarization' term, "(d) • -(0) is given by[ 1 ) ()o/1
1 -k2/k2 2 J~ 0 k ~___
z~~~~~ ~ 0 kklo ±kA/ -AoIz-zt[(C)k .k,,; o , Z.') =i'o/-k~k,,/ko  _ k2i/o2 .±,joky o /k (7)
)±jk,Ao/ko ±jk+ Ae/k2 1 + A)/ko J 2 ),o '
where the (+) sign goes with z > z', (-) with z < z', and Ao = (k; + k2 - k2)1/ 2 . The
depolarization term is g;ven by
(mm')•k .,z' 5 (z - z')
(d)(ky; z, z') aa,. (8)
The reflected Green's function is defined in terms of reflection coefficients R., R., etc., whose
values depend upon the nature of the slab and are independent of the location of the source and
field points. Thus, the reflected Green's function has the general structure
Rca, Rz, 1?z 1
,€"(k,, k,,; Z, z, = v R,, y R. e-•,C+' (9)
R..= Ryv R,.J
The x - z', and y - y' dependence of the complete Green's tensor G(1m1), implies than the source
integation, equation (4), is a convolution in x and y. In addition, the free space Green's tensor
has a z - z' dependence while the reflection Green's term has a z + z' dependence. Therefore
(4) contains the sum of a convolution and a correlation in z. In designing a numerical algorithm
for computing M from a discrete version of (4), we have taken full advantage of this convolu-
tonal/correlational structure.
(b) Discretization of the Integral Equation by Taking Moments
The discretization of the integral equation (4) iB done by subdividing the region of space
occupied by the core into N. layers, each of depth 6, and then expanding the magnetisation
vector and the permeabilty function v using pulse functions. Thus




,VX ,Z 1jPi1mjL )6 M( 6 JJ( -6 ) (11)i=0 M=Oi j=O
where z0 is the perpendicular distance from the workpiece to the bottom of the source grid and
the pulse functions satisfy
p 1, if k< < k +1.0; (12)
0, otherwise.
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We are going to use Galerkin's variant of the method of moments to complete the discretiza-
tion. In Galerkin's method, we 'test' the integral equation (4) with the same pulse functions that
we used to expand the unknown, M, in (7). That is, we form moments of (4) by multiplying (6)
by PI(t)Pm(t)PI(A-&) with M given by (7), and then integrating with respect to z,y and z
over each cell. This yields a linear system for In,,:
N, M. Nv
I1)i = Iipj + vI 1j Z , E E Gj,,j3-Lm-M ILMJ, (13)
J=O L=O M=O
where
= 3L/k6.S/l4t 2  0 0 (k., kv)
(sin(k14)./2)) 2 (sin(ky6,/2 ) 2dk dk 14)
r., j is defined by letting zi = zg + j8,; j = 1, N,, as
.=(tnrm) rX19 tXJ 6[ ___ Z-
(A;.,k) = (* ,z' (5'), ky z, z') - i. (15)
as being of Toeplitz form in (L, L) and (in, M), the matrix of coefficients decomposes into two
matrices, one of which has the Toeplitz form in (5, J) and the other has -a Hankel form in (5, 3).
This structure, which is a direct consequence of the convolutional/correlational nature of the
basic integral equation, allows us to use the fast Fourier transform for computing the result of
multiplying an arbitrary vector by the matrix. It is important that this operation is carried out
efficiently since it is used repeatedly in the conjugate gradient procedure.
Validation and Results
pataagci-i aav uE, ~ uun uyoWL-~ IL ~unu VUL~I~iZILLKyi, I6IItlJ.LIL 9-u.JL.&3,D ULL ILJLU ..ackJa1,c JLLalI V J•JLJrI. LL ULLZT UYf DLL WIULltDb•IDUZU-Y bU l~.I'V l.any' UJ)[3,LIJ•,
results with data computed directly from available analytical expressions and by comparing field
calculations with data obtained independently using a finite-element code designed for solving
two-dimensional electromagnetic field problems6 . Agreement with the two-dimensional finite-
element code is important since it validates a crucial part of the package that determines the
magnetisation of ferromagnetic materials.
To give an example of an external validation, the electric field was determined for an axially
symmetric ferrite-cored probe (core radius 0.25mm, core length 10mm, coil O/D 0.45mm, coil
I/D 0.25mm and axial coil length 0.5mm). The probe, shown in Figure 2, is based on a design
for turbine disc inspection at 1MHz on components of conductivity 0.82 x I.OSi-n and has a
core of negligible conductivity whose relative permeability is 200. The azimuthal electric field was
computed using both a two-dimensional finite-element codes and our volume integral method..
Figures 3 and 4 comparer the real and imaginary parts of the field at the surface of the test piece
for the two calculations showing good agreement between the results.
Experimentally it has been shown that cup-cored probes (figure 5) provide very good coupling
with the workpiece and are well suited for testing composite materials such as graphite-epoxy.
4
Figure 6 shows the azimuthal electric field At the surface of an isotropic testpieze for zero lift-off,
showing that the field is mainly confined within the probe region. An assessment of the coupling
can be found from the normalized impedance chpracteristic and therefore it is important that
impedance calculations are included in the model. A normalized imped.,ance diagram for the
cup-core probe at various lift-off values is shown in figi re 7. These reaults were computed for the
cup core probe above an isotropic half-space of conductivity 20, 000Sn-I.
Conclusion
A comprehensive computer code for research and design stuflies in electromagnetic NDE is
now at an advanced stage of development. It has the capability of predicting the impedance
characteristics of fully three-dimensional eddy-curret probes in the presence of metals, semicon-
ductors and advanced composites, as well as finding the electric, atd magnetic field. By using
a combination of the conjugate gradient method applied to a matrix and FPT techniques, we
have arrived at an algorithm that is both efficient in CPU time and has modest storage require-
ments. Pre- and post-processors are currently being developed to make the pakagc available to
the general user.
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Figure 1. A ferrite core eddy-current probe over a stratified anisotropic
workpiece.
sAas aa a
Figure 2. High resolution eddy-current probe. Core length 10mm, diam-
eter 0.5mm, coil O/D 0.9mnm, I/D 0.5mm, axial length ox coil
0.5mm,
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Flgure 3. Radial vwratiorn of the azimuthal electric field, E#, at the
surface of a homogeneous half-space conductor for the probe
shown in fig.2. Comparison of volume integral and finite ele-
ment results: imaginary part.
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Figure S. Cup core eddy-current probe of a type suitable for the inspec-
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Figure 6. Radial variation of the azimuthal electric field, 14, at the sur-
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COMIPARISON OF SOIL MODELS WITH
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This paper exarnines soil models which are useful for calculations of responses of long,
acrial wires to plane wave excitation. Electrical characteristics of non-rnagnetic soils are
compared for soil models with frequencyl-dependent and frequency-independent
constitutive parameters agoil and c:3oil. Responses of aerial wire,, are presented for plane
wave excitation with risetimcs ranging from 0.1 ns to 10.0 ns.
Introduction
It has long been known f+hat soil conductivity and dielectric constant are
fieqincy-delpendcut .Early measurements by Scott3 were used to formulate a soil
inod(lel whose frequency-dcpendent constitutive parameters are calculated solely from
volumetric water content2 . By extrapolation of the ex!erinoent.l q.at.a he resuilt.ingf SoiI
rood(.l can be used over a wide frequency band from a few Ilertz to about 30 GIz.
llowever, since this model ignores potentially important variables such as soil composition
and temperature, it is necessarily limited in applicability. For example, later
inca.urementls of soil conductivity and dielectric constant for samples obtained near
Albuquerque, NM were not in agreement with the earlier data As will be discussed
below, there is also a lack of agreement betw'eci soil models presented in the first two
references.
Electrical properties of soil have also been an inportant concCrn for g(eoplhysical
a pplications 5,6. Soil models for the 1 GIz to 20 GlIz band have been formlated ly
several authors based upon soil temperature, composition, and volumetric water content.
Semii-cmpirical models show good agreement with experimental data at microwave
frequencies However, these models are limited to a relatively narrow band of microwave
frequencies. Very detailed analytical models based upon dielectric mixing have also been
6,7emp)loyed for the microwave region6'7. These analytical models require detailed
specification of soil composition and macroscopic structure. Unfortunately, these detailed
models contain adjustable parameters, such as dispersed and crevice water fraction, that
allow considerable variation in results.
Thus, while there has been considerable study of the electrical properties of soil, there
are not many frequency-dependent models that provide ready tools for calculation over a
reasonably wide bandwidth. In the sections below we discuss the various soil models
available for calculation of plane wave response for a long metal wire above soil. Then
calculations of wire response in the frequency domain are transformed to the time domain
using the Fourier integral transform.
ao Models
Soil models suitable for calculations at radio or microwave frequencies range from
very simple models, which assume constant constitutive parameters, to extremcly detailed
models in which frequency--dependent soil constitutive parameters are functions of soil
moisture content, temperature, and composition.
One of the more convenient soil models for calculations is the "Universal" model
which is based on some early experimental data in the 1.00 iHz to 1 Mhz band2 '3 . This
timdodl is particularly convenient for calculations with non-magnetic soils because it
provides frequency-dependent constitutive parameters over a wide frequency band. Since
this soil model is discussed in reference 2 in detail, we will summarize the essential features
here.
The "Universal" soil model assumes that a unit volume of soil can be
clectromagnetically modeled as network of resistors and capacitors. Experimental data
available at the time the model was formulated3 indicated that values of the equivalent
caplacitors remain fixed with respect to soil water content, while the equivalent resistances
increase with increasing water content. Using the fact that measured values of the soil
dielectric constant for various water contents tend to overlay when shifted in frequency,
Loigrnire and Smith 2 were able to formulate a wideband soil model which gave good
agreement with the available experimental data. In essence, this model gives:
E(-) =- + E[f/fn(P)l (1)soil- 00 ;
a 0oil = 0n(P) + 0' [f/fn (P)I (2)
where f/fn denotes scaled frequencies, P represents the volumetric percentage of water,
and index n is determined from available experimental data. By extrapolation of the
experimental data, Longrnire and Smith obtained a 13 parameter model for
water-dependent soils. Figure 1 shows the loss tangent as a function of soil water content
a.t various frequencies calculated with the "Universal" soil model. Below about 100 ktlz,
this soil model is dominated by electrical soil conductivity for all but the driest soils. On
the other band, above 100 MlIz the model indicates that all but the wettest soils are
domrinated by Adelef•r.it, .Q;r-- ; , n .. 1 ;- a 0^ . ... 4... -1-
wvaves having risetimes from 0.1 ns to 10 ns, both ends of the frequency band are of
interest.
It should be noted that not all measurements of soil constitutive parameters are in
accordance with the "Universal" soil model. Later measurements by Mallon, et al., are
quantitatively at odds with the model, and furthermore do not allow the frequency scaling
which provided extrapolation of the Scotts' experimental data 3. As another example, we
have attempted to match generic soil models of reference 1 (see Figure 2). In this case we
attempted to reconcile the "Universal" model and generic model by minimizing I 'universal -
U geineric I, where the generic soil model is characterized by
BM (3
y = Bx2 MIz < x < 30Mthz, (3)
where x denotes the frequency, y represents soil dielectric constant or conductivity, and
constants B and M are different for each generic soil type. Although several schemes for
matching the two models in the 2 MJIz to 30 Mltz hands were attempted, the agreement is
not very good. As indicated in Figure 2, one would anticipate very poor agreement over a
wide frequency band. Table 1 summarizes the values of the "Universal" soil miodel used to
represent the various soil generic types. Column 1 lists the generic soil type, while the
l)ercentage of water content used to model the generic soil type is given in Column 2.
Average values of soil conductivity and relative dielectric constant in the fiequency band
from 1 KHz to 1 GHz are listed in the third column. In the sections below, we will
compare responses of aerial wires over the soil types listed in Table 1.
Excitation and Wire Models
Figure 3 shows the configuration for a conducting wire located a distance h above a
concducting soil. Elevation angle T is the complement of the angle of incidence. We
assume that the conducting wire is illuminated by a vertically-polarized plane wave. For
convenience, we selected the time-dependence of the incident field as:
Einc (t) = 1/2 {1 + sin [Wr(t - 'rr)]} t6 < t < ts + tr (4)
I ts + tr < t_< ts + tr + T (5)
1/2 {1 + sin [wr (t-- rf)]}
ts + tr + T < t ts + tr + T + tf (6)
=0 elsewhere (7)
where Wr = 7r/tr, Wf = r/tf, Tr ts + tr/2, and rf t, + tr/2 + T. This waveform is
c'au..sal, smIooth, and Tinl-l In , appicaion 1 , assume that thek incid;en. t1ý
electric field is described by this time-dependence with T = 0 and tf = 1000 tr. Figure 4
shows a comparison of the sum of sinusoids with a commonly used double exponential pulse
having 10 ns risetime and (roughly) 1000 ns falltirme.
The response of long wires above soil has received considerable attention in the past
because of the practical importance of electromagnetic surges in communication and power
systems8-11. In order to facilitate inclusion of frequency-dependent constitutive
l)aran-ieters for the soil, we adopt the scattering model developed in refereace 8 for an aerial
wire of outcr radius "b" above a conducting soil:
J (w) = jEinc(w) 6"jkozco°8 (1 - Rve-j 2kohlsin0)/C (8)
where
C k b Zbb 114 2)(k b sin V') + sin 0b H (2 )(kob sinýt') (9)
and Rv is the reflection coefficient for vertical polarization:
Rv +(10)with +
ý=( q•oil/j. . )[ 1-(ko cos O/ksoj 02]1/2 (1
Here ko denotes the free space wave number, w/c, and ir represents the intrinsic
impedance of the medium,
=2  jw1,/(u + jw() (12)
and
1:2 = i,,, (or + •,,) (13)
\Ve use II( 2) (x) to denote Hankel functions of the second kind of order v and argument
x. Surface impedance Zb is given to a good approximation by:12
Zbb [iNwire/(27rb)] [coth (kwir t) ± 4 kie ( 7' +] (14)
1ý .U ,IIV- L I 111%, I% 1Q VtL UL ,%,IV. Y;, O1.L IM3I CI9 I . C6 IU IIVtUO UII\. Ill ,II L LG.UIU( L
of the outer shield (t = b - a).
In the sections below, we are primarily concerned with near-grazing incidence.
Recall that for the case of vertical polarization, if the angle of elevation, ', is less than
the Brewster angle, then the reflected wave is in-phase with the incident wave. However,
for conductive media, the Brewster angle is frequency-dependent. As illustrated in Figure
5, A low frequencies soils act as good electrical conductors (Uroil >> WCrf)jI). The
reflection coefficient is nearly real with magnitude with 1. As the frequency increases, the
reflection coefficient can become purely imaginary. As the frequency is further increased,
or the elevation angle is decreased, the reflection coefficient again approaches one in
iiaigniitude with phase near 1800. As indicated in Equation 8, this means that the reflected
,Vave adds constructively with the incident wave. An example of this constructive
interference is shown in Figure 6 for the driest soil indicated in Table 1.
:, 10
In the event that the surface impedance of the wire vanishes, Equation 8 for the
current reduces to:
(,o) = 4Ein0 Zjkozcosv -(1 - Rv vj2kohsin¢) (15)
w is sin Ho(22)(kobsiný)
As illustrated in Figure 7, inclusion of finite wire conductivity is necessary to avoid a
singularity in the expression for current a3 w approaches zero.
Results
In order to compare the various soil models, calculations of currents on aerial wires
above soil were performed with both frequency-dependent and frequency--independent
coiistitutive parameters. Figures 8 and 9 show the impulse response (Einc = 1) calculated
fromn equation 8 for water-depen(lent models in Table 1 and some commonly used values
for the constitutive parameters. Comparing results in the two figures, the calculated
ipllise responses are similar in shape for both models. As one would anticipate from
Figure 2, volumetric water contents in excess of about 30% correspond to soils with
frequency-indepcndent conductivity above 10-2 S/rn. Similarly, a frequency-independent
conductivity below 10-4 S/m is required to closely match frequency-dependent soils
chharacterized by volumetric water content below about 1%. Figure 10 displays a
i'n rif tHAMr CA;l nlt nnrxm and nnfIr-rwA'ino" invi(oneC At. fronirnriq ahnvo
about 10 MlIz, the two soil models yield about the same re.uaits. At the higher frequencies,
t.hc impulse response calculated with the average soil conductivity (see Table 1) exceeds
the corresponding response calculated with the frequency-dependent constitutive
parancters. This is to be expected since the average soil conductivity is less than the high
frequency value. The opposite is true at low frequencies, so that the impulse response
calculated with P = 5.5% water content exceeds that obtained from the model with
constant constituti-ve parameters obtained by averaging over the frequency band from I
Kllz to 1 GIIz..
Variations of the impulse response with angle of elevation are illustrated in Figure
11. As indicated in equation 8 and 9, the magnitude of the impulse response is limited by
the DC resistance of the wire as frequency vanishes. The first term on the right side of
equation 9 also limits the wire response to finite values as the elevation angle vanishes. As
indicated in Figure 12, the impulse response eventually decreases from maximum values
near I = 1° as the elevation angle approaches zero.
As a final example of impulse response in the frequency-domain, Figure 12 shows the
impulse response calculated for a long steel wire above a water-dependent soil. Due to the
relatively high surface impedance of the steel wire in comparison with copper wire, the
impulse response is significantly less than that obtained for copper wire. As indicated in
the figure, the impulse response is nearly in direct proportion to the wire radius.
Figures 13 through 15 show wire responses in the time-domain for incident fields
wvith risetirnes, tr, of 0.1 ns, 1.0 ns, and 10.0 ns, respectively Referring to equations 4
thirough 7, for all calculations the parameter T was zero and tf = 1000 tr. Finite values
for start time, t,, were used to insure integrity of the Fourier integral transforms which
were used to obtain wire currents in the time domain from inversion of Equation 8.
' i-arii - ui i inFig'ures 13 "61i* .....u. 1U5, the UJI1)4iInY i CUufies Calculated Witulh uIIU
two soil models increases with increasing values for risetime. This trend is in general
a-g'ccment with frequency domain responses discussed above where it was shown that the
disparity in impulse responses increased with decreasing frequency.
Also note that results calculated with frequency-independent and
ficquency-dependent soil parameters are in better agreement as the volumetric water
cont~ent increases. This is illustrated in Figure 16 for the came of normal incidence. The
rcason for this is that the frequency-independent portion of soil conductivity, oro (P) in
e(jation 2, eventually becomes the dominant contribution to soil conductivity as P
increases.
Conclusion
This paper has examined plane wave respon.'es of aerial wires above various soil
niodlels. The "Universal" soil model was used to characterize soils with
frcquency-dependcnt constitutive parameters. This soii model assumes that soil
conductivity and dielectric constant deperl solely on volumetric wate;r content, and hence
(do not provide a good estimate of constitutive parameters when variation soil composition
or temperature become irnpomtant. Nevertheless, it provides a useful computational tool
over a wide frequency band without requiring a detailed description of soil structure and
comlposition.
It was found that for very wet soils, variations in the constitutive parameters with
frequency can reasonably be ignored in calculations of the response of aerial wires. Soils
characterized by volumetric water content less than a few percent are now likely to require
a frequency dependent model for accurate calculations. The disparity in results between
frequency-dependent and frequency-independent soil models were shown to decrease with
increasing risetimre for the incident plane wave.
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NEAR FIELD ANALYSIS OF LARGE PARALLEL-PLATE EMP SIMULATORS USING NEC





The Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) produced by a high-altitude nuclear burst presents a severe threat
to electronic systems due to its extreme characteristics. In order to test the vulnerability of large systems,
such as airplanes, missiles, or satellites, they must be subjected to a simulated EMP environment, charac-
terized by a highly peaked transient pulse with a planar wavefront that uniformly illuminates the test
object. One type of simulator that has been used to approximate the EMP environment is the Large
Parallel-Plate Bounded-Wave Simulator. The parallel-plate bounded-wave simulator is a guided wave
simulator which has the properties of a transmission line and supports a single TEM mode at sufficiently
low frequencies. Ideally, it has a uniform characteristic impedance that is independent of frequency and
when terminated by a matched impedance provides a pure traveling wave.
Parallel-plate bounded-wave EMP simulators consist of finite-width parallel-plate waveguides,
which are excited by a wave launcher and terminated by a wave receptor. Typically, conical tapered
waveguides are matched to the parallel-plate region in order to excite and terminate a plane wave in the
parallel-plate region. This geometry is illustrated in Figure 1. The apex of the wave launcher is excited
by a transient source which has a rise time, on the order of 1-5 nanoseconds, that is significantly smaller
than the transit time of the waveguide, and a fall time on the order of I microsecond. In theoretical com-
putations, the pulse is usually represented as a double exponential waveform and has broadband charac-
teristics.
In this paper, the characteristics of the simulator and the field distribution within its central region
are to be determined. The simulator is an open waveguide structure and its complete field representation
is a superposition of discrete and continuous modes. At very low frequencies, where the plate separation
is much less than one-half of a wavelength, only the TEM modes of the discrete spectrum will propagate
along the waveguide and the field distribution is easily computed using a quasi-static analysis [1]. How-
ever, in practice, the plate separation will be quite large in order to accommodate large test objects.
Under a transient pulse excitation, there will be significant energy distributed throughout a very broad
band, extending into the high-frequency region. As a result, higher-order TE and TM modes will pro-
pagate along the waveguide, in the high-frequency region, and the open simulator will act as a radiator no
longer supporting purely guided modes.
There has been much work done on computing the field distribution within the simulator by modal
analysis [2-5]. These works offer excellent physical and theoretical interpretation of the parallel-plate
bounded-wave EMP simulator by considering ideal situations. Through such analysis, the explanation of
notches in the magnetic fields has been determined [61, optimum loads have been designed, and other
standards in design have been developed [7]. However, these works have been restricted to infinite and
semi-infinite empty waveguides. When designing an EMP simulator, the engineer has much more to con-
sider than the transmission line properties of the simulator itself. A test object, piaced within the paradiet-
plate region, can greatly perturb the simulator fields and the relative amplitude of the modes may greatly
differ from those calculated in the empty working volume. Therefore, one cannot treat the calculated
fields of the empty working volume as the incident field that establishes the charge and current density on
the test object throughout the entire bandwidth of operation. This so-called "simulator-obstacle" interac-
tion can be analyzed analytically for certain geometries only [8], such as an infinite cylinder in a
PJ6J Jl.-jJa U., W GV I,6UIUI.
In this paper, the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) is shown to be a valid tool for perform-
ing a dynamic field analysis of the parallel-plate bounded-wave simulator in the frequency domain. WIi-
tially, the development of the wire mesh approximation is presented and the computed characteristics of
an asymmetric parallel-plate EMP simulator is given as an example. Finally, the problem of simulator-
obstacle interaction is presented with the use of NEC.
DEVELOPING THE PROBLEM
The parallel-plate EMP simulator is characterized as a transmission-line type of simulator which, in
this paper, will be treated as a thin-wire scattering problem. The conducting surfaces of the simulator will
be approximated by a thin-wire mesh model, and the incident field will be an applied vcltage source dis-
tributed across the source gap region. In this section, the thin-wire model of the simulator is discussed.
NEC is used in this paper to analyze the thin-wire scattering problem (a complete analysis of the
NEC-2 code is provided in [101). NEC is particularly useful in this application since it provides the capa-
bility of modeling multiple-wire junctions. The unknown electric current distributed over the wire mesh
is expanded into subdomain basis functions defined by a three term spline function, in which two terms
are eliminated by enforcing charge and current continuity across each multiple wire junctions, and the
third by satisfying the surface boundary condition on the tangential E-field by point matching the Electric
Field Integral Equation (EFIE).
A preliminary study of the plane-wave scattering from a finite-dimensional conducting plate,
modeled by a thin-wire mesh, has verified that the NEC code provides a valid approximation to such a
scattering geometry [9]. in order to minimize the number of unknowns as well as best approximate the
surface currents, a rectangular mesh was used to model the plate, with segment lengths no greater than a
tenth of a wavelength. Furthermore, the area of the mesh openings was kept constant. This model pro-
vided a good approximation of the edge singularities. The conducting surface of the EM] simulator was
modeled in the same maimer, with the inclusion of an edge wire, and continuous wires along the longitu-
dinal direction. A sample geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.
NEC has been used to wire-model conducting surfaces for a large number of problems in which the
principal area of interest was the far field. In the EMP simulator problem, however, one is interested in
the near field characteristics, viz., the field distribution in the central region of the simulator. NEC
enforces Kirchoff's current law across each multiple wire junction to satisfy total current continuity.
However, the discontinuity in the vector currents, at a wire bend or at a wire junction of more than two
wires, leads to non-physical singularities in the neai field which could produce errors in the results. It
was found through numerical solution that the singularities are negligible when sampling the electric-
field at distances of at least M/12 from the wire mesh [9].
An accurate source model is extremely important to establish the proper excitation of the
transmission-line type of EMP simulator. It must be distributed across the source gap region, as well as
excite the dominant TEM mode. Similarly, the load model is important to properly terminate the
-A
waveguide, minimizing reflections due to model limitations. The Applied E-Field (AEF) source was used
distributing a constant E-field over the source region. The wire model used is illustrated in Figure 3. Fig-
ure 4 illusirates the surface scattered E-field computed along the source wire segment for a 1-volt excita-
tion. The amplitude, as expected, is constant and has a phase of -180o. There is a noticeable singularity
in the pulse due to the sharp wire bend of the model, however, it was found that the error due to this
singularity in the fields in the central region of the simulator is negligible. Figure 5 illustrates the thin
wire approximation of the load model used. Ideally, it is desirable to place a resistive sheet across the
load gap, terminating the fields. However, purely resistive loads were distributed along the thin wires to
establish the termination.
The source and load models of the parallel-pate simulator were. developed through the analysis of
the transmission-line type rhombic EMP simulator. The models described above provided an excellent
approximation of the desired distributed source and load and reproduced both the theoretical and experi-
mental results reported by Shen and King [1i,12j. It should be noted that error was encountered in the
characteristic impedance of the simulator, computed with the use of NEC, when the source and load gap
heights were on the order of one-quarter of a wavelength. This was due to the phase shift in the current
inherent to the model limitations. Despite the error in the matched impedance value, the simulator fields
and the conductor currents compared extremely well under matched conditions [9].
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The simulator to be analyzed is that of an asymmetrical, parallel-plate simulator, with conical tapered end
sections. The dimension is same as the ACHATES simulator, designed by the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory [13]. The ACHATES simulato" was chosen for its unique characteristics which will subse-
quently enable the results to be easily interpreted.
The ACHATES simulator has a height to width ratio of
h =1.2335 .
This aspect ratio is chosen such that the simulator has a quasi-static characteristic impedance of 100 Q.
Furthermore, it can be shown that a one-volt excitation across the source gap will produce a field of one-
volt per meter at the ccnter of the ground plane (at x = 0). The length of the conical tapered end sections
is chosen such that the simulator has an operating "bandwidth" of 450 MHz. This bandwidth is 4eter-
mined by a time dispersion that results from the matching of a quasi-spherical wavefront, supported by
the conical tapered end sections, into a planer wavefront of the parallel-plate region. When the maximum
dispersion distance, defined by the maximum lag along the curve of constant phase, becomes on the order
of a quarter wavelength, energy is coupled into higher order modes significantly distorting the fields. The
frequency associated with this wavelength defines the upper cutoff, or bandwidth, of the simulator. The
dimensions of the simulator are illustrated in Figure 6.
The E-field distribution has been computed in the central parallel-plate region, often referred to as
the working volume, due to a one-volt excitation. In each case presented, the simulator was terminated in
its characteristic impedance, which was defined as the resistive load that minimized the current standing
standing wave ratio, and maximized the amount of power dissipated by the load. Two examples will be
illustrated: 1) 75 MHz, which has a computed characteristic impedance of 120fl, 2) 125 MHz, which has
a characteristic impedance of 9550. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the vertical E-field (E,) computed along the
longitudinal-direction. The fields are quite uniform and have a linear progressive phase shift throughout
the working volume along the longitudinal direction. It should also be noted that there is very little
change in phase along the vertical direction since the propagating waves have planar equiphase fronts. As
expected through the design of ACHATES, a one-volt excitation produces a one-volt per meter vertical
E-field at the ground plane and at x=0. Some deviation is due to the existence of non-TEM modes, as well
as some limitations of the approximate simulator model.
Figure 9 illustrates the vertical E-field as a function of the vertical direction due to a 125 MHz exci-
tation. The fields are quite uniform throughout the height of the simulator. However, it is apparent that
there is error in the computed field close- to the thin-wire mesh. The error is due to both the wire mesh
approximation of the conducting surface, as well as the singularities of the current discontinuities at the
wire junctions. Figure 10 illustrates the longitudinal field (Ey) in the x=0 plane which is representative of
the propagating TM field. The longitudinal field is on the order of a magnitude smaller than the vertical
E-field. Ey becomes more significant in the higher-frequency regions which can be explained as follows:
A "quasi-spherical" wavefront propagates from the wave launching conical tapered section into the
parallel-plate region. Along the ground plane, the incident E-field is purely TEM. However, due to the
misimutchA t!e TM modtr becomes more significz-ni along the vertical dii•tion above the ground plane.
At highcr frr.quencies, the tailing edge of the slpherical wavefront will become comparable to a
wavelength and ý.ieoificxti. TM modes ave ,erte-d. Furthenruoiie, it is noted that E. tends to be a
minimum a,. y=O and increases agari as y progveiises due to t1;i mismal:ch with the teirainating conical
end section.
SIMULATOR-OBSTACLE )[NTERACTION
The purpose of an EMP simulator is to nimula'me the conditiois of a test object being illuminated by
the edectromagnetic pulse produced by a nuclear explosion. The currents induced on the object and the
fields coupled within, due to various defects, are then me, zured in order to determine its vulnerability.
The electric field within the central region of the parallel-plate simulator closely approximates the plane-
wave pulse erironment desired, with some deviations as expressed in the previous section. However,
when a test -object is ple -Wel w, ithiri the simulator, the desired environment will be distorted due to mutud
coupling. Th'refoiw, an undeistanding of the interaction between the simulator and the test object is qCite
important.
Once a test object is placed within the central region of the simulator, the fields will - a superposi-
tion of both the incident field and a perturbed field, which wih introduce coupled energy into undesirable
modes. Not only will this distort the pulse environment, but the characteristics of the simulator can
change, i.e., the simulator may no longer be matched. If the test object is small compared to the dimen-
simou of the parallel-platc region, then there will be very little change in the simulator characteristics.
However, when the dimensions of the test object become comparable to half the height of dJe pzxrallel-
plate above the grodnd plane, the arpount of coupling can be quite. significant. This problem can bL stu-
diei with the ae of the NEC code by introducing a test object, modelcd as a wire mesh, in the working
volutue of IhN simulator. Wile the itroduclion of the test object, the perturbation of the simulator
characteristics can be otserved.
For h, puxposes of t~ti, papxr, we will presenrt the, probkl.m of placing cube, with a side dimension
of o1IC-iulff (f tlA: Sitmulator height, wilhin the parallel-plate i'egion. 7l1is is illustrated in Figure 1!.
Figure 12 illustrates the vertical b-field computed along the ground plane for the case of an empty work-
ing volume, as well as in the presence of the conducting cube for a 100 MHz excitation. In the presence
of the obstacle, the fields within the simulator are a superposition of the incident field, the scattered field
and the fields multiply-scattered between the object and the simulator.
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the edge currents of the simulator for the case of the empty working
volume and in the presence of the cube, respectively. Comparing the two figures, it is observed that
indeed there is a perturbation of the surface currents, thus distorting the desired environment. Measuring
the input impedance of the simulator under both conditions [9], it is found that under matched conditions,
the input impedance of the simulator with an empty working volume is 97.04+j 14.68 Q, whereas with
the cube in the working volume the input impedance was 76.64+j 17.03 0. Furthermnire, due to coupling
the simulator is no longer matched by the 120 0 load and subsequent reflections are encountered by the
termination.
COMPUFATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The NEC-2 code was rewritten and compiled in double precision Microsoft Fortran, and the compu-
tations presented in this paper were performed using an AT&T PC6300 desktop microcomputer or a co,n-
patible DOS machine. The program itself requires 450 kbytes of RAM to load, and approximately 6
Mbytes free on a hard disk for out of core solutions with up to 600 unknowns (problems with, over 800
unknowns have been solved on the PC). Table I lists the computation times required to fill and factor the
moinnt matrix for the ACHATES simulator with a 450 MHz bandwidth. It should be noted that the
computations include one plane of symmatry about the x-axis, which reduces the computation time by a
factor of ?12/4. Ore obvioas limitation of the use of the NEC code is that as th, frequency becomes
larger, the number of unmnowns increase as 1/V. Therefore, in the high-frequency region, where the
wavelength is quite small compared to the simulator dimensions, thf toW, numbe-r of unknovns becomes
exuemnely lahuge.
-,+AM fl? 'vlalttt4%l',Mr • W&!*flrf, Wlwerr'MVitfl'
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it has been shown that the Numerical Electromagnetics Code can be used to develop
the characteristics of a parallel-plate bounded wave EMP simulator using a thin-wire mesh approximation
of the conducting surfaces. The fields computed within an asymmnetric, parallel-plate. simulator operating
in its mid-frequency range were presented, and the simulator characteristics were developed. Further-
more, NEC has been shown to be a useful tool in analyzing the more complex problem of simulator-
obstacle interaction. With the use of the NEC code, more complicated configurations may be studied as
well, and using the model described herein, useful results may be obtained.
Imaw
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TABLE I COMPUTATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEC
(run on an AT&T PC6300 microcomputer)
Fr-equency Vo.of SegmCl it Mut rixFill Fact orizat ion
(MI-z) (xec) (sec)
75 220) 2,59)5. .(X)3.
100 320 5,485. 3,095.
125 466 11,597. 12,059.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BASE DRIVES AND FIELDS
IN BROADCAST MEDIUM WAVE DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
James B. Hatfield
Hatfield & Dawson, Consulting Engineers, Inc.
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Abstr----
FCC specifications for the patterns of AN staroad broadcast
medium wave directional antennas Include constants known as
the 'field parameters'. Th field parameters for each tower
in an AN directional array are the ratios of the magnitudes
and time phases, relative to an arbitrary reference, of the
electric field component of the radiation that results front
the suwmation of the current moments In that particular
element of the directional array.
The field parameters and voltage drive parameters are not
the swne. The correct base drive voltages for method of
moments programs can be found by inverting a matrix that is
forced using the field parameters and antenna current monent
sumnations for the various array elements. These voltages,
wfsn used as base drives for AN anterna modeling with the
NEC progrz'ýr, produce horizontal plane antenna patterns that
have the saw shape as FCC patterns.
The inverse of this procedure involves loading the drive
segments with reuistances so that the base currents are
proportional to tie drive voltages. The field paraweters
are then found by ratioing the sumiations of the current
moaents for the array elments. These techniques can also
be used to dr-tune re-radiating objects.( 1
The electrical parameters that are officially listed by the
FCC for the purpose of specifying pattern shape for AM
standard broadcast directional antennas are called "field
parameters'. One of the radiators is chosen as the
reference tower and the parameters of the other radiators
are specified relative to that tower. The field parameters
are the relative ratios and phases of the magnitudes of the
electric field components of the electromagnetic waves
leaving the towers along the horizontal plane.
Section 73.150(b)(5) of the "Rules" requires submission of
the relative field ratios and phases of the array when an
application is made to the FCC for a permit to construct an
AM directional antenna. The mathematical expressions used
to generate the patterr size and shape (see Appendix) are
functions of the relative field ratios and antenna current
phases. The implicit assumption that is made here is that
the phases of the antenna loop currents are identical to
the field phases. The list of equations used by the
Commission that are shown in the appendix of this report




This equation says that the loop current and the field ratio
of a given tower in a directional array are proportional to
each other.
The conclusion to be drawn from the above observations is
that it is assumed in the 'Rules and Regulations' of the FCC
that the relative ratio and phase of the loop current
(current at the current maxima) is the same as field ratio
and phase for a given tower in an AM directional array. The
expectation by the Commission that the antennz current
parameters should be identical to the field parameters is
also implied by Section 73.151(a)(2)iii of the FCC NRulesff
which requires that if the design field parameters and the
monitored antenna current parameters of the adjusted array
are different "... a full explanation of the reasons for
these differences shall be given.'
Station licenses list parameters that must be maintained
during station operation to demonstrate that the pattern of
the radiated fields is within specified limits. These
"antenna parameters' are the ratios and phases of the
2
antenna currents monitored at a specific location on the
towers. The antenna current is monitored at the point of
maximum current or at the base of the tower. These
operating antenna parameters are, in practice, carefully
distinguished from the field parameters. Only the field
parameters (along with other necessary electrical and
physical parameters ((element spacings, heights and
orientations)) that -.re necessary for proper description of
the array) are used for international notifications and
calculations of interference.
It has been standard practice in the past to build and
adjust AM directional arrays under the assumption that the
field parameters and the antenna parameters are synonymous.
It was thought that this was a particularly safe assumption
for uniform c-oss section guyed towers whose height was in
the vicinity of a quarter of a wave length.
When onle looks at the antenna parameters and the field
parameters from a moment method perspective their
differences become apparent. The radiated electric field
from a tower is proportional to the summation of the current
moments of that tower. The magnitude and phase of the
zurrent in each tower varies from segment to segment in such
a fashion that there is not a fixed relationship between the
field p4rameters for that tower and the antenna parameters
given by the current at any fixed point on the tower. While
the antenna and field parameters may be similar for towers
90 degrees and shorter they diverge sharply with increasing
tower height and are obviously different for unequal height
towers and towers of radically different cross section.
The conclusion to be drawn from these considerations is that
. A. A. ... AJ -- J .- .- - ll I
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must usually have relative magnitudes and phases that are
different from the relative field magnitudes and phases
given by FCC records if the correct pattern is to be
achieved.
Four terminal network theory can be used to relate the
driving voltages and fields of the towers in an AM
directional array. In this way the voltage drives that are
necessary to achieve the correct pattern can be found for a
given set of field parameters. The resulting voltage drives
are used for method of moments modeling and the necessary
antenna current parameters are found in the antenni current
output provided by the program.
3
A method used at the Harris corporation for a number of
years and discussed in 'Modelling A Standard Broadcast
Directjonal Array With The Numerical Electromagnetics
Code," involves determining the constants of a matrix
through the use of a program like NEC. Th3 equatiors
forming the two tower matrix are.
El - T1l VI + T12 V2
E2 - TZl V1 + T22 V2
The "E" variables are the field parameters, the "V"
variables are the base voltage drives while the "T"
variables in each column are the current moment summations
for the towers resulting from driving the towers one at a
time with one volt and with the undriven tower shorted.
Once the "per unit' current moment summations are known
through repeated runs of the NEC, or some other program, the
matrix can be inverted to find the voltages for any given
set of field parameters.
R. Adler has been loading the drive segments with large
resistances when he mndpll AM arrav2y Thi. rtive euiv,,laln+
current sources for NEC voltage drives that are scaled to
antenna current parameters. When the array is modeled in
this fashon the field parameters can be found by summing the
current moments for each tower. The voltage drives for the
unloaded array can then be found by applying the matrix
inversion technique to the resulting field parameters after
the "per unit" current moment summations are determined.
It is thus possible to use a method of inuments program like
NEC or MININEC and find field parameters from antenna
current parameters or antenna current parameters from field
parameters. We use a version of MININEC III that has a few
lines of code added to sum the current moments and to
calculate the relative field parameters.
Re-radiating utility towers can be de-tuned by modeling them
as a part of the AM array. The "per unit" current moment
summations are found for the array elements and for the
towers to be de-tuned, and the matrix inversion procedure is
used to find base voltage drives. The normal array field
parameters are used in the matrix while very small field
]By C.W. Irueman, published in IEEE Transactions on
Broadcasting, Vol. 34, No. 1, March 1988.
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ratios are used for the towers that are to be de-tuned. A
NEC run using the resulti-n base drives yields the base
impedances for the irray and for the re-radiating towers.
Conjugate reactance loading from the bas. of the
re-radiating tower to ground will minimize pattern
distortion effects. For towers close to the array the
resistive component of the base impedance tould be a large
positive number. Iti this case the re-radiatlng tower would
have to be actively driven to completely de-tune it.
Passive loading is usually sufficient for minimizing pattern
distortion.
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FCC specifications for the ,i.tterns of AN standard broadc-ust
madiim wavt di'ectianai anrenncxu includI constant: known as
the 'flaid paramsterC'. The filid paromtera for each tower
in an Al directicotl array Are the ratios of the magnitudes
and time phases. relative to an arbitrary reference, of the
electric field corponent of tha radiation that reaulta from
the surmation of ti- current mc'eits It, that particular
element of the directional brraj.
The field parameters and voltagK driva purrmetare armr not
the same. The correct base drivN voltag.a fcr mtthod of
moments programs can be found by invertin; .,,atrix that Is
fonrrd using the field -•r=•tr: ad t r C'rrnt ; nt
suvations for the variou, array elsaunts. These voltage.,
when used as base drives for AM antenna modeling with the
NEC prcgram, produce hmrizonital plane antenna patterns that
have the ean shape as FCC patterns.
The invarse of this procedure involves loading the drive
segmmnts with ramistences so that the base currents are
proportional to the drive voltages. The field prarneters
are then found by ratioing the summations of the currant
mowenta for the array elernts. Thue techniques can also
be used to do-turie re-radiating objects.
The electrical parameters that are officially listed by the
FCC for the purpose of specifying pattern shape for AM
standard broadcast directional antennas are called "field
parameters'. One of the radiators is chosen as the
reference tower and the parameters of the other radiators
are specified relative to that tower. The field parameters
are the relative ratios and phases of the magnitudes of the
electric field components of the electromagnetic waves
leaving the towers along the horizontal plane.
Section 73.150(b)(5) of the "Rules" requires submission of
the relative field ratios and phases of the array when an
application is made to the FCC for a permit to construct an
AM directional antenna. The mathematkal expl'essions used
to oenerate the pattern size and shape (see Appendix) are
functions of the relative field ratios and antenna current
phases. The implicit assumption that is mlade here is that
the phases of the antenna loop currents are identical to
the field phases. The list of equations used by the
Commission that are shown in the appendix of this report
contains an expression that relates loop currents to field
ratios:
(C2) (1 cos Gi)
This equalion says that the loop current and the field ratio
of a givep tower in a directional array are proportional to
each otht;•
The conclusion to be drawn from the above observations is
that it is assumed in the 'Rules and Regulations" of the FCC
that the relative ratio ane phase of the loop current
(current at the current maxi•) is tLe same as field ratio
-l1 p./IIG ; Ia ,• V ilI tW $ i r All /'' .Ir .,IIG l I M~ IlI
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expectation by the Commission that the antenna current
parameters should be identical to the field parameters is
also implied by Section 73.151(a)(2)iii of the FCC "Rules"
which requires that if the design field parameters and the
monitored antenna current parameters of the adjusted array
are different "... a full explanation of the reasons for
these differences shall be given.'
Station licenses list parameters that must be maintained
during station operation to demonstrate that the pattern of
the radiated fields is within specified limits. These
"antenna parameters" are the ratios and phases of the
2
antenna currents monitored at a specific location on the
towers. The antenna current is monitored at the point of
maximum current or at t0e base of the tower. These
operating antsnna parameters are, in practice, carefully
distinguished irom the field parameters. Only the field
parameters (along with other necessary electrical and
physical paramieters ((element spacings, heights and
orientations)) that are necessary for proper description of
the array) are used for international notifications and
calculations of interference.
It h;s been standard practice in the past to build and
adjust AM directional arrays under the assumption that the
field parameters and the antenna parameters are synonymous.
It was thought that this was a particularly safe assumption
for uniform cross section guyed towers whose height was in
the vicinity of a quarter of a wave length.
When one looks at the antenna parameters and the field
parameters from a moment method perspective their
differences become xpparent. The radiated electric field
from a tower is proportional to the summation of the current
moments of that towr. The magnitude and phase of the
cr ... ,,n a varie from segment to segment in such
a fashion that there is not a fixed relationship between the
field parameters for that tower and the antenna parameters
given by the current at any fixed point on the tower. While
the antenna and field parameters may be similar for towers
90 degrees and shorter they diverge sharply with increasing
tower height and are obviously different for unequal height
towers and towers of radically different cross section.
The conclusion to be drawn from these considerations is that
the current sources used to drive AM directional antennas
**. - . . 'Yo . uII'J% pJill~~ 161k are
different from the relative field magnitudes and phases
given by FCC records if the correct pattern Is to be
achieved.
Four terminal network theory can be used to relate the
driving voltages and fields of the towers in an AM
directional array. In this way the v *tage drives that are
necessary to achieve the correct pattern can be found for a
given set of field parameters. The resulting voltage drives
are used for method of moments modeling and the necessary
antenna current parameters are found in the antenna current
output provided by the program.
3
A method used at the Harris corporation for a number of
years and discussed in "Modelling A Standard Broadcast
Direct onal Array With The Numerical Electromignetics
Code,"i involves determining the constants of a matrix
through the use of a program like NEC. The equations
forming the two tower matrix are:
El - T1l Vi + T12 V2
E2 - T21 V1 + T22 V2
The 'E" variables are the field parameters, the "V'
variables are the base voltage drives while the "T"
variables in each column are the current moment summations
for the towers resulting from driving the towers one at a
time with one volt and with the undriven tower shorted.
Once the "per unit" current moment summations are known
through repeated runs of the NEC, or some other program, the
matrix can be inverted to find the voltages for any given
set of field parameters.
R. Adler has been loading the drive segments with large
resistances when he models AM arrays. This gives equivalent
cureit suce for1111E' olizg diiviumpath-st arre scl- to
antenna current parameters. When the array is modeled in
this fashon the field parameters can be found by summing the
current moments for each tower. The voltage drives for the
unloaded array can then be found by applying the matrix
inversion technique to the resulting field parameters after
the "per unit" current moment summations are determined.
It is thus possible to use a method of moments program like
NEC or MININEC and find field parameters from antznna
current parameters or antenna current parameters from fieldparaaieters. We nse a vprsion of MININEC Ill that has a few
lines of code added to sum the current moments and to
calculate the relative field parameters.
Re-radiating utility towers can be de-tuned by modeling them
as a part of the AM array. The "per unit" current moment
summations are found for the array elements and for the
towers to be de-tuned, and the matrix inversion procedure is
used to find base voltAge drives. The normal array field
parameters are used in the matrix while very small field
'By C.W. Trueman, published in IEEE Transactions on
Broadcasting, Vol. 34, No. 1, March 1988.
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ratios are used for the towers that are to be de-tuned. A
NEC run using the resulting base drives yields th3 base
impedances for the array and for the re-radiating towers.
Conjugate reactance loading from the base of the
re-radiating tower to ground will minimize pattern
distortion effects. For towers close to the array the
resistive component of the base impedance could be a large
positive number. In this case the re-radiating tower would
have to be actively driven to completely de-tune it.
Passive loading is usually sufficient for minimizing pattern
distortion.
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HF GROUND CONSTANT MEASUREMENTS AT THE LAWRENCE LIVERMORE
NATIONAL LABORATORY (LLNL) FIELD SITE
By
George H. Hagn
Information Sciences and Technology Center
SRI International
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209
ABSTRACT
The SRI International open-wire-line (OWL) kit was used 3-5 July 1987
to measure the HF ground constants :t the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) field site in Livermore, CA. Data were acquired at 11
locations about 250 ft west of the LLNL facility fence in the vicinity
where a longwire and broadband dipole were erected in August 1987 for
making impedance measurements for the purpose of validating the Numerical
Electromagnetics Code (NEC). An additional location was measured to the
north of the antenna site where field strength data were to be taken.
Several samples were taken at most locations. Best estimates of the con-
..... ~~~~~ %., °', ~ i,, eative 'ielectr~ic curisLant, aissipa-
tion factor and skin depth were computed as the median values ver!,us
frequency for 2 through 30 MHz. Data were acquired at 1-MHz intervals from
2 MHz through 8 MHz, and the interval was inc, eased to 2 MHz from 8 MHz to
30 MHz, The maximum and minimum values were also determined as bounds on
the conductivity and relative permittivity values for use in parameter
sensitivity analyses. The conductivity values for the relatively dry,
densely packed light brown clay fell betwefn those typical of pastoral land
and rich agricultual land at about 4x10 S/rn. The relative permittivity
values exhibited more variatio:- with frequency. At the low end of the HF
band, the relative permittivity values exceeded those of a non-flooded rice
paddy (e.g.. about 150 at 2 MH7,) wharpaz, xt the high end nf the kand, the
relative permittivity approximated values typical of rich agricultural land
(about 17 at 30 MHz). The skin depth varied from about 2 m at 2 MHz to 0.7
m at 30 MHz. The dissip:1tion factor was about 1.5, so the soil acted
almost as a semiconductor rather than as a lossy conductor or a lossy
dielectric. Both the relative dielectric constant and conductivity are
important in modeling antennas and propagation over the ground at the LLNL
site. Data from nearby wells indicated that the water table was at least
20 m below the surface. Therei'ore, a one-layer slab model adequately
described the ground at this site for HF down to the skin depth.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has developed a
method-of-moments model, the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC),[1"3]
for modeling antenna characteristics over real ground. The model requi-es
the specification of the wire geometry and the electrical characteristics
of the ground over which the antenna is installed. The most recent
version, NEC-3,[3] which handles wires that penetrate the earth's surface,
has had only limited validation with field measurements. The antenna
measurement possibilities include:
* Input impedance;
* Directivity pattern shape;
* Absolute gain; and,
* Ground-wave field strength versus distance from the
antenna,
During a previous group of studies, the first three quantities were
modeled with NEC-3 and measured in the HF band by SRI International (SRI)
for a 7.5-ft vertical monopole with sixteen 40-ft radials buried 7 inches
at several sites with different soils.[ 4 -6 ] The NEC model predictions
compared favorably with the measurements when measured ground conductivity
and permittivity (i.e., relative uielectric constant) values were used.[7]
These values of "ground constants" were obtained using the SRI open-wire-
r8-1O1
line (OwL) kit aesigned for this purpose.-
The LLNL has planned additional NEC validation work at their field
site near Livermore, CA, using a broadband dipole and a sloping long-
wire.[Il] Input impedance and ground-wave field strengt0 values will be
measui'ed in the HF band (2-30 MHz). SRI was asked to measure the ground
constants in the HF band at the LLNL site for use by LLNL in this valida-
tion effort. [12) This paper describes the SRI measurements and presents
the ground constants results. The NEC validation results are presented in
Ref. 11.
2. UESCRIPTIOrN OF EQUIPMENT
The SRI open-wire line (OWL) ground constants kit consists of a set of
0.5-inch diameter aluminum probes of various lengths from 3 inches to 36
inches, a probe adapter, an HP 4193A Vector Impedance Meter, an HP85R
computer, and appropriate software. The kit is powered from generators,
and a metered variac is used to maintain the correct voltage at the instru-
mentation when a long power cord is used. A power-line filter with spike
suppression is sometimes used. The kit is shown schematically in Figure
2.1, and it is shown in use at Livermore in Figure 2.2.
The SRI OWL kit semiautomatically measures the soil conductivity and
relative permittivity vs frequency in the band 0.5 to 110 MHz. The
frequency spacing for measurements between 0.5 and 2 MHz is 0.5 MHz, from 2
MHz to 8 MHz the spacing is 1 MHz, and from 8 to 30 MHz the spacing is 2
MHz. A 4-MHz spacing is used from 30 MHz to 110 MHz.
3. SAMPLING STRATEGY AND MEASUREMENT SITE AND LOCATION DESCRIPTIONS
3.1 Sampling Strategy




- Proposed field strength measurement location;
-Land accessability;
- Possibility of small-scale late-al inhomogeneities;
- Availability of water well data; and,
- Surface vegetation differences.
* Sample-Depths:
- The need for observing variations (if any) il soil
electrical properties with depth; and,
- The depth to which It was possible to penetrate the
soil and retrieve the probes.
-•-
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Fiur 2. SR OW KIT IN USEA LIV ERMORE W
0 Selection of Test Frequencies:
- Band in which the test antennas operate; and,
- Added frequencies to mitigate possible interference
and facilitate interpolation.
0 Choice of Measurement Day:
- Antenna setup schedule;
- Personnel availability; and,
- Suitable weather conditions.
Mr. Al Christman of Ohio University selected the proposed antenna
locations and the radial for the field strength measurements. Some land
was not available for field strength measurements due to use by livestock.
Several water wells had been drilled for test purposes, [13 and one loca-
tion was selected to be near a well. At a given general location, several
sample points usually were identified within about 1 m of each other to
check for small-scale variations. Differences (if any) that might relate
to changes in surface vegetation were also a consideration.
Probe lengths up to 36 inches were used; however, it was not possible
to get the longest probes into the ground (or back out of the ground) at
every location.
The basic test frequencies were in the HF band (defined for the OWL
measurements as 2-30 MHz). As previously noted, these data were taken at a
1-MHz interval from 2-8 MHz and at 2-MHz intervals from 8 MHz to 30 MHz.
This provided enough samples on different frequencies so that data taken on
interference- contaminated frequencies (if any) could be discarded without
impacting the ability to estimate the ground constant values versus
frequency.
The measurement day was a possible variable. Data were taken on three
consecutive days (3-5 July 1987) in order to sample all the locations
selected. No locations were repeated on different days at this site due to
the extreme difficulty in getting the probes into and out of the ground.
There was no rain during the test period, and it had not raio•ed for some
weeks before. Therefore, no significant change in ground constant values
with measurement day was expected.
At a given location (an area within a radius of several meters of the
stake marking the location), samples were taken at several sample points
within about 1 m of each other in order to check the small-scale varia-
tions. The 3-inch probe spacing was used, and this approximates a 300-ohm
line. An alphanumeric coding system was used to identify the location
number, probe configuration, and sample number at that location. For
example, 1IP3S2 indicates Location 1, a probe spacing of 3 inches and
Sample 2. Two identical OWL kits were used at most of the locations, and
the data from Kit I was assigned odd sample numbers and Kit 2 was assigned
even sample numbers.
3.2 General Site Description
The LLNL Livermore, CA test site was located to the west of the
scientific compound about 250 feet from the outer security fence. The land
is quite flat, and it is covered with dry grass about 1-2 feet high (see
Figure 3.1). Occasional green thistles are present and a fc,. small leaf-
less bushes about 3-4 feet high were the tallest vegetation on the 4ite.
The soil was a light brown clay containing occasional small rocks.
3.3 Specific Measurement Locations
Twelve measurement locations were selected (see Figure 3.2). Loca-
tions 1, 2 and 3 represent the feedpoint, center and termination point
where the longwire antenna was erected. Locations 4, 5, 6 and 7 are 25 ft
away from the longwire, 75 ft from its center, and Locations 8, 9, 10 and
11 are 75 ft from the longwire at 25 ft from its center. Locations 4
througn 11 are symmetrically located around Location 2 to document the area
where the broadband dipole was erected. Location 12 was along the line of
the longwire beyond Location 3 at the end of the lab fence. It was
selected to be along a radial where the field strength data would be taken.
': p
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Figure 3.2 LOCATIUNS OF OWL MEASUREMENTS AND TEST WELLS
AT LIVERMORE SITE
All 'of the locations appeared very similar to the eye. The 0.5-inch
steel rod used to create the hole for the aluminum OWL probe was very dif-
ficult to drive Into the dry ground using a sledge hammer (see Figure 3.3).
Frequently the pointed steel rod would only penetrate less than I inch per
hit, although it was somewhat easier to drive at Locations 1 (beside a road
near the well), 4 and 8.
There was d band about 10 yards wide with no vegetation at Location 5.
The ground at this site was very hard, and 3 ariving rods were broken try-
ing to drive into it. At the other locations, it was necessary to clear
the vegetation prior to making the holes for the probes (see Figure 3.4
taken at Location 12). The vegetation at Location 8 consisted of dried
grasses 1-2 ft high, and several 3- to 4-ft bushes (the tallest at the
site) were nearby. Several green thistles about 3 ft high were near Loca-
tion 12, and they were the only green vegetation at the entire site (exclu-
sive of trees along the security fence).
4. SOIL DESCRIPTION
The soil was highly compacted light brown clay with some occasional
small (1-2 inch) smooth rocks. The surface moisture content, temperature
and pH were measured at each location. These results are summarized in
Table 4.1. Surface soil samples were taken at Locations 1, 2 ard 3 for use
in estimating soil moisture content by isuring the percent of change in
weight before and after heating, but the ground was so hard that it was not
practical with only a pick and shovel to take samples at different depths
except at Location 1 (where additional samples were taken at I ft and 2
ft). Regretably, these soil samples were lost when the sample pans melted
in the microwave oven. It was observed that the samples were successively
miore moist as the sample depth increased. The sealed pan for the sample
taken at 2 ft had condensation on the inside several days later. There-
fore, it is assumed that there was a gradient of moisture content which
increased with depth.
Figure 3.3 DRIVING STEEL AT LIVERMORE
Figure 3.4 CLEARING THE VEGETATION AT LOCATION 12
(With Supervision from Advisors)
TABLE 4.1
Summary of Soil Measurements at LLNL Site
Location , Temp.
Number M.C. ( C) pH Comments
1 1 24.5 7.0 Soil less compacted
2 1 23.0 6.9 Soil very compacted
3 1 22.0 6.9
4 1 28.5 7.0 Soil less compacted
5 1 27.0 7.0 Soil very compacted
6 1 28.0 7.0
7 1 28.5 7.0
8 1 28.0 7.0 Soil less compacted
9 1 28.0 7.0
10 1 30.0 7.0
11 1 27.5 7.0
12 1 24.0 7.0 Soil very compacted
M.C. = Moisture Content (on a scale from 1 - dry to 8 - wet)
The water table can cause a very significant change in effective
cgro,,nd constants if it occurs closer to the surface than a skin depth at
the radio frequency of interest. Fortunately, the LLNL site has been
recen !y surveyed using the test wells shown in Figure 3.2. [13) The water
table va'- between 71 arid 81 feet below the surface at the test site. The
watt,: w-t easured up 14-16 April 1987, is given in parentheses beside
e~ch t'ý ltel shown on the map of ground constant measurement locations
( i mi- .i ).
5. DATA RE[,')CTION AND ANALYSIS
5.1 !)ata Reduction
O~t; wNe'e taken at 12 locationes. The number of samples per location
ranged f-nom one to four. Thirty-one samples were taken in all, but two
were dksarded due to excessive separation of the soil from the probes near
tht surface or the inability to get the probes completely into the ground
(k.ee Ta.le 5.1). OWL probe lengths up to 36 inches were used at 8
Iocatioý,s, and lengths up to 24 inches were used at 4 locations due to the
difficulty in probe insertion and extraction. The data were recorded on
thermal printer paper and on magnetic cassettes using the HP 85B. Figure
5.1 is an example of the raw data for the 3- and 6-inch probe lengths, and
Figure 5.2 shows the reduced data for these samples.
TABLE 5.1
Surmary of Data Samples
Location Number of Longest Probe
Number Samples (Inches)
1 4 36










There was a considerable spread in the measured results for a given
frequency, so a statistical data reduction was required.
5.2 Data Analysis
Three types of estimates of the ground constants versus frequency are
required for subsequent use by LLNI. in the NEC validation:
a Estimate for sloping longwir'e;
* Estimate for broadband dipole; and,







PROBE CONFIG NO. 3
PROBE KIT NUMBER 1
3 INCH PROBES IN GROUND
FREQ. /?/ a Er SD
2.8 1856 -48.7 45 7.32
3.6 1431 -50.8 37 5.59
4.8 1197 -49.9 34 4.15
5.0 1073 -52.3 28 3.83
6.8 934 -51,7 2e 3.11
7.0 871 -51.0 26 2.63
8 781 -52.4 24 2.45
10 759 -39.0 33 .97
12 731 -62 2 14 2.76
14 620 -68.0 15 2.89
16 525 -62.7 14 2.19
lI 475 -CE.2 14 1.72
20 444 -61.0 13 1.62
22 400 -59.6 14 1.39
?4 375 -56 .7 14 1.89
26 364 -53 .3 15 .83
28 352 -51.9 16 .71
30 369 -49.4 16 .55
6 IHCH PROCES IN GROUND
FREQ. /Z/ 8 Er SD
2.8 783 -48.1 55 7.26
3,0 585 -47.4 48 5.00
4.8 493 -42 2 48 3.19
5.0 467 -42.2 40 2.73
6.0 484 -40.6 41 2.15
7.0 410 -38.7 36 1.S6
Is itK W. -2.Wt C A~ I A "
1 0 471 -46.6 18 28
12 360 -51.4 .18 2.09
14 308 -53.6 17 1.99
16 256 -L7.e 16 2.e4
1i 232 -50.8 18 1.42
26 21.2 -51.3 17 1.34
22 200 -46.7 17 1.83
24 199 -43.5 18 84
26 263 -42.6 16 .76
28 210 -41.8 15 .69
30 218 -46.8 12 .83




PROBE CONFIGURATION 3 in.
PROBE LENGTH 3 in.
FREG Er COND. D.F. S.D.
2 45 5.39E-003 1.08 7.32
3 37 6.36E-003 1.04 5,59
4 34 8.Z2E-883 1.11 4.15
5 28 8.11E-803 1.64 3.83
6 28 9.95E-903 1.08 3.11
7 26 1.15E-002 1.15 2.63
a 24 1.19E-0e2 1.16 2.45
1e 33 4.1VE-B62 2.26 .97
12 14 7.64E-003 .84 2.76
14 15 1.06E-062 .92 2.09
16 14 9.53E-003 .79 2.19
1e 14 1.24E-982 .89 1.72
26 1Z 1.27E-802 .6- 1.63
22 14 1.53E-00 .92 1.39
24 14 2.82E-002 1.97 1.09
26 15 2.OBE-82 1.29 .83
28 16 3.43E-682 1.41 .71




PROBE CONFIGUPRTION 3 in.
PROBE LENGTH 6 in.
FREQ. Er COND. O.F. S.D.
2 55 5.90E-903 .97 7.26
3 148 8.IIE-663 1.01 5.06ft c .1712.o' I f
5 46 1.40E-802 1.29 2.73
6 41 1.82E-902 1.34 2.15
7 36 2.I6E-902 1.49 1.80
8 39 2.78E-802 1.61 1.43
is 18 1.25E-802 1.23 2.066
12 18 1.18E-002 .99 2.99
14 17 1.19E-082 .90 1.99
16 16 1.12E-862 .77 2.04
18 18 1.72E-662 .97 1.42
20 17 1.78E-802 .95 1.34
22 17 2.41E-e82 1.13 1.03
24 18 3.05E-902 1.30 .84
26 16 3.29E-902 1.39 .76
28 15 3.54E-B62 1.51 .69
30 12 2.50E-062 1.29 .83
Figure 52 EXAMPLE OF REDUCED DATA
The estimate for the sloping longwire was made by computing the median
values for each frequency from Locations I through 7. The estimate for the
broadband dipole was obtained by computing the comparable median values
from Locations 2 and 4 through 11. The estimate for the field strength was
obtained by computing the site median values using data from all 12 loca-
tions. For each of these types of estimates, the appropriate ddta (taken
as a set) were used to perform the following steps:
0 Compute the median values of conductivity and relative
dielectric constant for each measurement frequency used;
* Compute median dissipation factor and skin depth using
the median relative dielectric constant and conduc-
tivity; and,
D Tabulate and plot the results vs frequency.
6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
6.1 Results
The results for Locations 1-7, pertinent to the longwire, are given in
Table 6.1. The upper and lower bounds (i.e., the maximum and minimum
observed values) are given for the conductivity and relative dielectric
constant. The median conductivity was approximately 4 X 102 S/rn across
the band; whereas, the median relative dielectric constant decreased from
182 at 2 MHz to 17 at 30 MHz. The upper and lower bounds were separated by
about one order of magnitude for the conductivity and about half that
separation was typical for the relative dielectric constant. The dissipa-
tion factor was about 1.5 and the skin depth varied front about 1.5 m at 2
MHz down to about 0.7 m . 30 MHz.
Comparable data were obtained for the area where the broadband dipole
is to be erected (Locations 2, 4-11). These data are summarized in Table
6.2 for the conductivity and relative dielectric constant. The overall
site median values (Locations 1-12) for these same parameters are tabulated
in Table 6.3.
TABLE 6.1
Summary of Data for Longwire Antenna
(Locations 1 through 7)
Frequency Best Estimate Lower Bound Upper Bound
(M'z) C r (S/!) C r (s/M) (s/r)
2 182 4.72 X 10-2 82 1.16 X 10-2 455 1.56 X 10-I
3 141 7.10 X 10-2 71 2.15 X 10-2 371 2.04 X 10-1
4 92 6.09 X 10-2 73 2.55 7 10-2 328 2.73 X 10-I
5 71 3.93 X 10-2 52 2.10 X 10-2 301 3.36 X 10- 1
6 71 4.98 X 10-2 49 2.51 X 10-2 293 4.35 X 10-1
7 62 5.45 X 10-2 38 2.62 X 10-2 217 3.06 X 10-1
8 51 5.00 X 10-2 22 2.67 X 10-2 213 3.68 X 10-1
10 46 5.18 X 10-2 28 2.01 X 10-2 78 1.12 X 10-1
12 39 4.32 X 10-2 19 1.56 X 10-2 58 8.38 X 10-2
14 31 3.67 X 10-2 19 1.59 X 10-2 54 9.59 X 10-2
16 30 3.54 X 10-2 19 1.87 X 10-2 52 1.04 X 10-I
18 24 3.09 X 10-2 17 1.91 X 10-2 46 8.83 X 10-2
20 23 3! A i Y - 1Y in0, I A!0-..2 I AA O9,3 T If0-
22 22 3.80 X 10-2 14 1.03 X 10-2 28 5.55 X 10-2
24 20 3.91 X 10-2 12 1.53 X 10-2 31 6.80 X 10-2
26 20 4.48 X 10-2 10 1.32 X 10-2 27 6.43 X 10-2
28 18. 4.45 X 10-2 10 1.22 X 10-2 26 6.98 X 10-2
30 17 4.33 X 10-2 9 1.26 X 10-2 24 7.23 X 10-2
.;J
TABLE 6.2
Summary of Data Broadband Dipole
(Locations 2, 4 through 11)
Frequency Best Estimate Lower Bound Upper Bound
(HHz) Cr a (S/m) C r (S/m) C1  a (S/m)
2 137 2.72 X 10-2 54 1.16 X 10-2 314 9.22 X 10-2
3 112 3.52 X 10-2 49 1.00 X 10-2 230 1.10 x 10-1
4 87 3.73 X 10-2 45 1.17 X 10-2 266 2.14 X 10-1
5 71 3.93 X 10-2 42 1.78 X 10-2 189 1.63 X 10-1
6 63 3.49 X 10-2 33 1.01 X 10-2 205 2.73 X 10-1
7 57 4.46 X 10-2 28 1.27 X 10-2 T53 2.36 X 10-1
8 48 3.70 X 10-2 22 1.47 X 10-2 150 2.45 X 10-1
10 45 4.66 X 10-2 22 1.18 X 10-2 "78 1.12 X 10I 1
12 39 4.37 X 10-2 19 1.46 X 10-2 58 8.38 K 10-2
14 32 4.24 X 10-2 19 1.81 X 10-2 54 9.59 X 10-2
16 32 4.55 X 10-2 19 1.87 X 10-2 52 1.04 X 10-1
18 23 2.99 X 10-2 17 1.91 X 10-2 46 8.83 X 10-2
121 .1 A au-2 16 2.08 X 10-2 44 9.32 K i0•2
22 20 3.41 X 10-2 10 1.01 X 10-2 28 5.55 X 10-2
24 22 4.80 X 10-2 11 1.40 X 10-2 31 7.09 X 10-2
26 20 5.05 X 10-2 10 1.28 X 10-2 27 6.53 X 10-2
28 18 4.26 X 10-2 9 1.22 X 10-2 26 6.98 X 10-2
30 17 3.80 X 10-2 9 1.26 X 10-2 24 6.67 X 10-2
TABLE 6.3
Summary of Data for Field Strength Tests
(Locations 1 through 12)
Frequency Best Estimate Lower Bound Upper Bound
(MHz) r 0 (S/r) C r (S/M) E a (S/M)r ~r •
2 153 3.55 X 10-2 54 6.37 X 10-3 455 1.56 X 10-1
3 129 4.18 X 10-2 49 1.00 X 10-2 371 2.04 X 10-1
4 109 4.74 X 10-2 45 1.17 X 10-2 328 2.73 X 10-1
5 77 3.R2 X 10-2 42 1.78 X 10-2 301 3.36 X 10-1
6 60 3.41 X 10-2 33 1.01 X 10-2 293 4.35 X 10-1
7 56 4.43 X 10-2 28 1.27 X 10-2 217 3.06 X 10-1
8 48 3.91 X 10-2 22 1.47 X 10-2 213 3.68 X 10-1
10 45 4.34 X 10-2 22 1.18 X 10-2 78 1.12 X 10-1
12 39 4.35 X 10-2 19 1.46 X 10-2 58 8.38 X 10-2
14 32 4.10 X 10-2 19 1.59 X 10-2 54 9.59 X 10-2
16 29 3.34 X 10-2 19 1.87 X 10-2 52 1.04 X 10-1
18 23 3.03 X 10-2 17 1.91 X 10-2 46 8.83 X 10-2
20 23 3.07 X 10-2 16 2.08 X 10-2 44 9.32 X 10-2
22 21 3.59 X 10-2 10 1.01 X 10-2 28 5.55 X 10-2
24 22 4.14 X 10-2 11 1.40 X 10-2 31 7.09 X 10-2
26 20 4.61 X 10-2 10 1.28 X 10-2 27 6.53 X 10-2
28 18 4.36 X 10-2 9 1.22 X 10-2 26 6.98 X 10-2
30 17 3.96 X 10-2 9 1.26 X 10-2 24 7.23 X 10-2
6.2 Horizontal Homogeneity
There are two scales of horizontal homogeneity to consider: varia-
tions among samples taken on a given frequency with the probes inserted
within about 1 m of each other at a given location, and variations with
location across the entire antenna field. The small-scale variations
seemed rather large (see the bounds given in Appendix A of Ref. 12 for the
data on a given frequency at each location), but the small-scale variation
seemed to decrease with increasing measurement frequency. The median
values for each location showed relatively little variation (for this type
of data) across the entire antenna field (with a few minor exceptions), as
discussed below.
The median data were quite similar for the three groupings. This is
to be expected because the data sets were not mutually exclusive. The
horizontal (,ateral) homogeneity across the entire site can be considered
by focussing on a few selected frequencies. Table 6.4 summarizes the con-
ductivity and relative dielectric constants data for 7, 14 and 30 MHz.
TABLE 6.4
Summary of Median Data for 7, 14 and 30 MHz
Location 7 MHz 14 MHz 30 MHz
No. Er Cr(s/m) r CX(s/m) •s/m-
1 55 4.35 X i0 2  23 1.86 X i0-2 16 4.12 x 10-2
2 62 5.77 X 10- 2 32 4.31X 10-2  17 4.33 X 10"
3 63 5.56 X 10 2 41 5.45 X 10"2 21 5.56 X I0- 2
4 54 4.00 X I0 2 31 3.61 X I0- 2 12 2.42 X 10"2
5 67 5.45 X 10 2 39 4.84 X 10"2 22 5.48 X i0- 2
6 50 3.38 X 10 2 29 2.77 X I0"2 16 3.18 X I0"2
7 66 5.91 X 10 2 31 3.67 X 10"2 21 5.54 X 10"2
8 54 4.46 X 102 31 3.96 X 10i2 14 3.59 x 10"2
9 41 2.10 X 10 2 33 4.24 X 10 2 11 2.07 X 10" 2
10 59 5.02 X 102 37 4.91 X i0;2 16 3.80 x 10"-
11 57 4.40 X 10"2 34 4.24 X 10-2 21 5.57 X I0" _2
12 37 1.99 X 10" 22 1.80 X 10i2 17 3.62 X 10- _2
These frequencies are approximately octavely related across the HF band.
At 7 MHz, the location median values are very similar except at Locatiotis 9
and 12. At each of these locations there was some difficulty with the soil
breaking away from the top of the probe holes as the holes were being made.
This added air may have caused the OWL kit readings to be biased to the low
side. The data reduction equations assume that the soil is touching the
rods for their full length. The suspicion that the air holes caused
redticed readings was verified by using the same set of probe holes twice.
The second readings, taken in the eilarged holes (with more air), gave
lower values. The problem caused by the dry orittle soil was not unique to
these two locations, but it was more pronounced there. Excluding these two
locations, the conductivity values varied between 3.38 X 10-2 S/m and 5.91
X 10- 2 S/m, and the relative dielectric constant values varied between 50
and 67. At 14 MHz, the data from Locations 1 and 12 were low relative to
the other locations. Excluding these two locations, the conductivity
values varied from 2.77 X 10-2 S/m to 5.45 X 10-2 S/m, :nd the relative
dielectric :onstant values varied from 29 to 41. At 30 MHz, the data at
Locations 4 and 9 were lower for both the conductivity and relative
dielectric constant. At Location 9, the problem of air around the probes
was probably responsible for the values being lower. At Location 4, the
surface soil (pertinent to the 9-inch probes used to obtain the data at 30
MHz) was much less compacted, and this resulted in the luwer values. As
noted in Table 4.1, the soil was less compacted at Locations 1, 4 and 8&
The Location 8 data fur all three frequencies seems to be very similar to
the data from the other locations evun though the steel rods were somewhat
easier to drive at this location.
The conclusion is that the site is relatively horizontally homogeneous
frorii a statistical standpoints-with the possible exception of Locations 9
and 12.
6.3 Vertical Ilormogeneity
As mentioned in Section 3, there was a vertical gradient of moisture
content with the soil getting more moist with increasing depth down to 2 or
3 ft, The water table was at 7] to 81 feet below the surface. Therefcre,
it was not a factor since the skin depth was only about 3 to 6 feet. Next,
the variation of the relative dielectric constant (most closely correlated
with voiumetric moisture content) [141 with depth at the same location is
cowsidered by comparing the re.ults obtained for several probe lengths on
the same frequency at Location 2
The relative dielectric constant data for Location 2 are given in
Table 6.5 for the seven probe lengths for the following frequencies: 2, 4,
7, 14 and 30 MHz. These data show that there is a variation of relative
TABLE 6.5
Examples of Variation of Relative Dielectric Constant
with Depth for Selected Samples and Frequencies at Location 2
Loc. Sample Freq. Probe Length (inches)
ho. No. (MHz) 3 6 5 -12 1-8 24-
2 1 2 32P 59- 59 84 '138 5-95 141
2 i 4 24 45 45 74 99 85 i.d.*
2 1 7 23 63 47 65 53 55 i.d.
2 1 14 12 15 17 22 30 39 i.d.
2 1 30 16? 17 4• 17 i.d. i.d. i.d.
20 37 45 128 212 266 19-
2 2 4 16 28 35 73 114 176 169
2 2 7 14 25 24 40 71 94 1.d.2 14 Lt a • 16 54 i.d, i.d. I
2 2 30 10 9 11 20 i.d. i.d. i.d.
2 3 2 22 9ý 72 100 63 76 89
2 3 4 17 64 74 126? 68 81 i.d.
2 3 7 16 80 76 10] 36 38 i.d.
2 3 14 10 18 18 22 18 19 i.d.
2 3 30 16? 16 12 15 18 i.d. i.d.
2 4 2 25 29 65 51 104 92 250
2 4 4 18 22 41 41 54 79 1.d.
2 4 7 15 20 32 35 34 62 i.d.
2 4 14 11 12 16 17 26 45 i.d.
S4 30 13? 10 10 11 i.d. i.d. i.d.
-------------------------------..-------------------------
* 1.d. - invalid data; ? - questiondble data.
dielectric constant with probe depth for a given frequency that generally
increases with increasing probe deoth up to 18 or 24 inches, except at 30
MHz where little real variation is apparent. All four samp es were
obtained within 2 meters of each other; Samples 1 and 3 (Kit 1) an, Samples
2 and 4 (Kit 2) were within 1 meter of each other for a given ki.. The
conclusion is that the moisture content and the resulting ground constants
varied considerably over relatively short distances, and that it would be
necessary to sample several times at a given location and use some measure
of central tendency (e.g., the median) to describe the soil as it would be
seen by a passing radio wave with a wavelength in the medium which is
larger than the scale of variation being observed.
6.4 Comparison of Livermore Data with Generic Curves and Data from OtherSites
In 1980, the author developed some "generic curves" for the ground
cnnctantc v< freuny,,nv and thev wpre first nuhlished In 1982,[15] These
curves provide estimates of the ground constants for different terrain
categories of the types described in handbooks.[ 16 17 ] These curves for,
the HF band for conductivity, relative dielectric constant, dissipation
factor and skin depth, are reproduced here (from Ref. 5) as Figures 6.1
through 6.4, respectively. Also shown on these curves are data taken at
other sites as presented and discussed in Ref. 18. The Livermore median
values for all 12 locations are shown on Figures 6.1 through b.4 to
facilitate the comparson. The closest fit for the Livermore data to the
generic curves is with rich agricultural land. The Livermore data are
almost identical to the results obtained earlier by SRI on a farm near
Delta, UT, where again rich agricultural land seemed an apt descrip-
tion.[4,5]
A useful parameter for NEC modeling is the wavelength in the soil at
the radio frequency of interest. This parameter is needed in order to
determine the number of segments needed for NEC-3 for the wire which has
penetrated the air-ground interface. A set of generic curves for this
parameter were developed recently by Hagn. [19 using the equations Ine Table
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(or sea water) vs frequency are plotted in Figure 6.5. The data from the
Livermore site are plotted for comparison.
6.5 Accurac Considerations
Accuracy checks with the HP 4193A on a 52.0-ohm dummy load, as
measured at DC with a Micronta Model 2-211 two-jewel meter, provided values
less than 0.6 ohm different across the HF band on the measurement frequen-
cies, The phase angle difference was never more than 1.9 degrees, and it
was I degree or less for frequencies below 16 MHz. The frequency accuracy
is + 0.01 percent. The HP 4193A features built-in test equipment (BITE),
and the front-panel display flashes "PASS" or a "NOT READY" light comes on.
This ensures that the instrument is operating properly prior to data
acquisition,
The resulting accuracy of measurement of the ground constants is
beLter tldr', 25 Purcent.
7. CONCLUSIONlS AND RECOMMLDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
The following conclusions were reached:
0 The ground constants data were particularly difficult
to obtain at Livermore due to the hardness (and brittle
nature) of the soil at this site.
* There was a significant variation of the datý for a
qiven frequency at a given location and between loca-
tions, ayud this necessitated a statistical analysis to
obtain best estimates of the ground constants at the
Livermore site suitable for use in IdEC validation.
a These small-scale variations could have been caused by
localized variations in moisture content or by differ-
Ing amoun4;s of air around the probes (biasing the read-
ing to be too iow), or by both effects.
0 The data from selected locations required grouping
together to obtain the sample set for the two antennas
(longwire and broadband dipole) and for the field
strength test.
* The location median values of the conductivity and
relative dielectric constant were reasonably consistent
across the antenna field.
* The spreads between the bounds about the median formed
by the maximum and minimum observed values were about
an order of magnitude for the conductivity and about
half that for the relative dielectric constant. These
are typical of the spreads observed at other locations
where there was less of a problem with air around the
probes.
* The effective skin depth is less than about 2 meters in
the HF band at Livermore, and it decreases to about
0.7 m at 30 MHz. Therefore, the water table (which is
over 20 m down) has no significant effect on HF
antennas or propagation at this site.
* The ground at the Livermore site behaves as a lossy
conductor in the HF band with an effective dissipation
factor that is relatively constant with frequency at
about 1.5.
* The conductivity also i relatively constant in the HF
band at about 4 X 10" S/m; whereas, the relative
dielectric constant decreases with increasing frequency
from about 150 at 2 MHz to about 17 at 30 MHz.
* The SRI OWL kit, adapted from the approach of
Kirkscether,[20] is an effective tool for estimating
effective ground constant values for the HF band when
appropriate sampling techniques are used and when
appropriate statistical processing of the valid data is
performed.
7.2 Recommendations
The following recormnendations are offered:
* The median values of conductivity and relative dielec-
tric constant given in Tables 6.1 through 6.3 should be
used to estimate (by interpolation) the values for the
NEC validation computations for the longwire and
broadband dipole input impedance and the field strength
vs distance.
0 A parameter sensitivity analysis should be performed
using the bounds given in Tables 6.1 through 6.3 of
Ref. 11 as input values for NEC. Priority should be
given to the upper bounds due to the problem with air
around the top of the probes at some locations which
probably biased those values low.
* The vertical electric field strength data vs distance
from the longwire should be fit using an SRI program or
the NEC while varying the ground constants. Any ground
constant estimates obtained through such curve fitting
should be compared with the data from the OWL kit.
• The moisture content vs depth should be measured and
correlated with the relative dielectric constant data
vs probe length of the type given in Table 6.5. The
soil samples for this comparison should be taken from
the same volume sampled by the OWL kit (a cylinder
approximately twice the probe spacing and as deep as
the probes) to check the small-scale variations in
relative dielectric constant and to determine if they
are caused by highly localized moisture content
variations or by different amounts of air around the
probes near the top ot the holes. It may be necessary
to carefully drill the holes for the probes and to use
a core drill for the soil samples.
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EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS
FOR THE VALIDATION OF THE
NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS CODE (NEC)*
by
J. K. Breakall and A. M. Christman
Engineering Research Division
Lawrence Liverx.ore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA.
ABSTRACT - There has beer a need for the last ten years to test thor-
oughly several of the modeling features of the Numerical Electromagnetics Code
(NEC), a state of the art antenna analysis computer program based on the
method of moments Integral equation solution technique, which was developed
at the Lawrence Livermore Natirnal Laboratory (LLNL). This paper will de-
scribe the efforts and results of a project which was Initlated and completed In
1087 to carry out such tests. Experimental measurerents of several types of
antennas in the field at Liverbmore h.ave beer ý-'.ade ovs tiAc baud of frequencies
frois. 2-30 MHz, Including Input inlpedauce, radiated i1eld strength, and current
dis.tributions, which have been used to compu.re with computed results using
models of the antennas with NEC. The anttennas have been chosen to test a host
of options &rxd featurts that axe used In NEC and especially the close ground
Interacdons of these structures. To achieve the highest accuracy, a significant
effort was made to mne.sure the ground parameters in the field where the anten-
nas were located. The data obtained from all ineasurerneuts will be discussed
and compared to the correapon•ilng NEC results for validatiou of the code.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) was tasked with conducting
a spr-"- .... a•ntenna measurei)iunL: in the fields at Livermore and providing results of
tlhese and comp-.ter modeling of the antennas to the United States Army Information
Systems Engineering and Integration Center (USAISEIC), Ft. iuachuca, Arizona,
There has been a need to thoroughly test severai of the modeling feature, and options
of the most recent version of the Numerical Electroinagnetics Code (NEC-3), but it
wa-, not until now that the effort was initiated. NEC-3 is a state-of-the-art antenna
analysis computer program which was developed at LLNL [1,2j This latest version
of the Numerical Electromagnetics Code, NEC-3, which can treat finiitely-conducting
earth and allow buried and penetrating objects below and across the interface, was
used in thir work. Previou ve-rsions of NEC only allowed objects above the interface
and have been extensively validated with both experim.ent and comparisonis with other
analytical methods and results.
Several weaknesses of the NEC-3 code have been reporle!d by o{Lt-rs outside of
LLNL. The mearureanents carried out in this project oni the ante,,i-,,ds tested will ouan-
* Work performied under the auspices of mime LT. S. D:parmmez'm of Encrgy t's thit Lawrence Livernmore
Nationai Laboratory under Coontratct W-7405-Fng-48 and the U.S. Army Informiation Systents Lnginrmcring a A
Integration Center, Ft. lluachuca, Arizona with order number ISEIC-I1-04-87.
tify any ina-ccuracies that might exist to a degree that is the best that can currently
be achieved. This data will therefore form a benchmark for NEC-3 and other codes for
problems of similar type and construction.
To aclýieve tCe required accuracy and confidence, a significant effort was made
to measure the ground constants, conductivity, 7, and the dielectric constant, e, in
the fields just west of LLNL in early July, 1987. Since no rain fell throughout the
measurement period, the ground stayed dry, and the grouid parameters remained
unchanged.
This paper will describe the experimental and computational task plan for val-
idating NEC-3 on some specific antenna configurations. A detailed discussion of all
measurements and computations will be given on both the full scale antennas in the
field and the scaled model versions in the anechoic chamber facilities at LLNL. Finally,
results of is work will be provided and discussed with the implications for future
antenna modeling.
2. NEC V4LIDATION AND MEASUREMENTS
TASK PLAN
After discussions at a meeting at Ft. Huachuca in June, 1987, a plan was formu-
lated for carrying out measurements of two types of antennas in the field at Livermore.
It was decided that measuremrents would be made over the band of frequencies of '
30 MHz of input impedance, radiated field strength, and current distributions whi-A
would be used to compare with computed results using models of the antennas with
NEC. The antennas have been chosen to test a host of options and features that are
used in NEC and especially the close ground interactions of these structures.
The Army at Ft. Huachuca provided additional funding to also have the ground
measurements of oui site characterized by G. Hagn (SRI) using his Open Wire Line
[- .--....... tr I [3,4. We Carried oiutu these measurements over the holiday weekend
of July 3, 4, and 5 with the help of J. Breakall, A. Christinaa, R. Adler, and W. Averill
assisting G. Jlagn. Many long hours of hard labor were spent in this effort motly
due to the extremely hard cement-like ground found in our test field just outside the
LLNL fence boundaries. When completed Sunday nig.,t, we had made some 3000 to
4000 independent measurements of a and e at 12 different test sites with about 3 probe
lccations at each site and 7 different probe lengths over 18 different frequencies from
2-30 MHz. G. Hagn provided a statistical summary characterization of the values found
so we car, usi_ this data to test our NEC models [5].
The plan was formulated to have the Air Force (Scott AFB, Ill.) arrive and set
up the first antenna the last week of July, 1987, and n-easurements were completed
during that week. The Air National Guard (Hayward, Ca.) arrived the following week
and set up the 2nd antenna and measurements were completed during that week. The
NEC modeling was performed during the rest of the month of August and September,
19b7. The scale model of one of the antcijas was constructed and tested the following
month in the anechoic chamber facilhiies at LLNL. Work then continued with the data
reduction and processing of results into the final report. We predict that this work will
provide some extremely useful information for validating the NEC code and evaluating
the importance of good ground parameter determination.
3. MODELING THE ANTENNAS
Figure 3.1 is a computer-generated drawing of the NEC model for the Bent Bow
dipole antenna. The three-dimensional right-handed Cartesian co-ordinate system.
shown in the Figure 3.1 was used throughout the modeling process. The origin of
the co-ordinate system is located at ground level directly beneath the apex of the an-
tenna. The spherical co-ordinate system is also used (R,Oq), with 0 being measured
from the positive z-axis and 0 measured in the x-y plane from the positive x-axis to-
ward the positive y-axis. This drawing includes the mast and/or coaxial transmission
line. The coax does not touch the antenna at its apex, but is separated by a distance
of 4 inches (to simulate the electrical isolation provided by the balun). The short hor-
izontal section of wire immediately above the top end of the coaxial transmission line
represents the feed-point, which will be discussed in more detail later. The wire u.•d
throughout is # 18 gauge finite conductivity copper wire. The antenna is supported by
an aluminum mast and ground rod. The antenna is fed through a Palomar 9:1 balun
at the top of the mast.
Because the Bent Bow antenna has quite a few degrees of sy-meetry, considerable
savings in CPU time can be achieved by taking advantage of certain features built
into NEC. The use of two planes (Y-Z, X-Z) of symmetry and the Numerical Green's
Function (NGF) in NEC has been used.
The other antenna is a simple Sloping Longwire which is 500 feet in length. The
computer-generated drawing of the model of this antenna for use in NEC is shown in
Figure 3.2. The end is terminated with a 600 S1 resistor into a 1.5 foot ground rod.
The feeder wire slopes from the apex to one side and is connected to a TMC 12:1
balun. The other terminal of the balun is connected to a 1.5 foot ground rod. Finite
conducting steel wire is used throughout with a radius of .00055 meters. The antenna
is supported by a 35 foot aluminum mast and 1.5 foot ground rod.
Tapering has been used on both antennas to reduce the number of segments and
to ensure accuracy in critical regions. Models were constructed and guidelines followed
for all frequencies from 2 to 30 MHz.
4. GROUND CONSTANTS MEASUREMENTS
C. llagn of SRI, International was tasked to come to our field site anid make
measurements of conductivity, a, and dielectric constant, c, in July, 1987. Mr. ltagn
has made similar measureients all over the world and has a very good system and
technique. The system, called the Open Wire Line (OWL) technique uses an electrically
short two-wire transmission line which has the equivalent circuit of a low-loss capacitor.
Measurement of the capacitance and dissipation factor (the ratio of conduction to
displacement current) is made with a lIP 4193A vector impedance bridge in air and
grouilt to (!cltrefine a and c.
The location of the measurement site is shown iii Figure 4.1 for the OWL and all
antenna measurements. Test wells are also shown in this figure for some other work
being carried out by LLNL for testing ground water, etc. Many more measurements
were made in the vicinity of where the antennas were positioned since it is the local near-
field region which priunarily determines the input impedance and current distributions.
Test points were also selected so that the Bent Bow antenna could be measured in two
basic configurations, endfire and broadside. This antenna takes up a space of about 150
by 50 feet as shown. Other test points were selected along the radial line of propagation
for field strength measurements.
Photographs of the site and measurement process are shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.9.
The median conductivity and relative dielectric constant versus frequency are shown in
Figures 4.10 and 4.11. Effective ground conductivity and relative dielectric constant for
six different antenna test field sites including Livermore are compared with some SRI
generic curves for selected terTain categories in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. It is interesting
to notice that the Livermore site has almost exactly the same ground constants as that
of the Delta, Utah site. For more detailed information on these measurements and
description of the technique please refer to the SRI report mentioned above.
5. FIELD STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS
Field strength measurements were made friom both of the antennas at distances of
500• 750, and 4648 feet north of the center of the Bent Bow dipole antenta for both
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where D is the largest dimension of the antenna.
Therefore, the field test point locations are both in the near and far fields at somen
of the frequencies.
For the Long vire antenna the field strengths were measured at distances of 500,
750, and 4648 feet north of the center of the antenna. This corresponds to distainces of
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The field strength location test points are likewise in both the near and far field
regions at some frequencies.
For measuring absolute field strength a Rhode & Schwarz ESH-2 Calibrated Re-
ceiver was used which had digital frequency readout. This equipment is supplied with
both an active Rod antenna (ruonopole on fold-out ground radials) and an active Loop
antenna that is mounted on a tripod. Calibration is done automatically between the
antennas and the receiver and electric field strength can be read in dB referenced to
1 pVolt per meter (dBitV/in). Error is specified to be less than 2 dB. We used the
Loop to measure one component of the magnetic field and the Rod to measure one
component of the electric field.
The field strength was measured with the Bent Bow antenna in two configurations,
endfire and broadside. Endfire corresponds to the sloping wires fromr the feedpoint to
the ground pointing in-line to the field strength test locations. Broadside corresponds
to the dipole being rotated 90 degrees from Endfire and the sloping wires are then
perpendicular to the direction pointing to the test locatiors. The Bent Bow antenna is
fed through 29.31 meters of 50 R coaxial cable and a Palomar 9:1 balun at the antenna
terminals.
The field strength of the Sloping Longwire was measured in just one configuration
with the test point locations being located in a line in the sloping direction of the
longwire (endfire). The antenna was fed through 30.25 meters of 50 r? coax and a
TMC 12:1 balun. The feeder wire is connected to one terminal of the balun and the
n ...... .......... 5 •-  luu , o a 1.5 jooi ground rod.
The field strength measuring antennas were oriented as follows. The Rod was
always mounted on fold-out radials and was positioned on the ground for all cases. It
therefore was used to measure the vertical cornponent of the electric field. The plane
of the Loop was oriented normal to the radius vector for the broadside dipole configu-
ration. This corresponds to measuring the radial component of the magnetic field and
indicates that power is being lost into the lossy ground. The plane of the Loop was
oriented parallel to the radius vector for the endfire dipole and longwire configurations.
This corresponds to treasuring the horizontal conipouent of the magnetic field which is
transverse to the direction of propagation for the appropriate radially outward wave.
The corresponding NEC components of both the electric and magnetic fields have
been computed and compared directly with the measured values. These results will
be shown later in this report. The Rhude & Schwarz receiver only gives the absolute
electric field strength (E-field, Volts/meter). When using the Loop sensor antenima,
the Rhode & Schwarz manual states that the E-field is deternmined by nmultiplying the
magnetic field ,measured by the impedance of free space, 7/, = 377 Q. This ,iiay or
may not be correct in practice due to surface impedance effects near the ground. Since
NEC cani give the magnetic field directly from computations, one is really inte-rested
in knowirg the measured magnetic field for direct comparison. The raagnetic field can
thus be &etcrrohied by simply taking the measured E-field value with the loop and
dividing by 317 or subtracting 51.527 dB from the measured dB (ptV/m).
Electric field strength measurements were also made with another piece of equip-
mrent at our access, an Electro-Metrics (EMC) R-70B portable hand held receiver. This
instrument is battery operated and is quite small in size and uses a collapsable whip
sensor antenna. This receiver was used sitting on the radias which are used for the
Rod antenna, sitting alone on the ground, and hand held at a height of 1 meter above
the ground. These positions were chosen to determine the sensitivity of placement and
make comparisons with the Rhode & Schwarz results. The results from the Electro-
Metrics unit had to be corrected for individual calibration of the receiver and antenna
factor of the antenna- This information is supplied with the equipment as calibrated
at the factory.
A representative E-field strength result as measured with the Rhode & Schwarz
instrumentation for the Longwire antenna is shown in Figure 5.1 (750 feet). The cor-
responding NEC computed result is shown on the same plot for comparison. Likewise,
a result is shown in Figure 5.2 for the cndfire orientation of the Bent Bow dipole. The
measured results shown in the above figures are all with the active Rod sensor antenna.
The H-field strength results as measured with the active Loop antenna are sinmilarly
shown in Figure 5.3 for the Longwire antenna and Figure b.4 for the Bent Bow dipole.
The above field strength results have all been normalized to a power of 15 watts
at the terminals of the antenna. This was done t)y measuring the actual input power
to the coaxial cable line at the transmitter end using the digital wattmeter. This input
power is simply the forwtrd power minius the reflected power at the transmitter end
of the line. The power actually at the antenna terminals is less than this input powerbecause of losse5 in the coaxial cable and the balun. A loss factor was mcasured in the
laboratory of this combination of coaxial cable and the balun by using a directioual
bridge and corresponding power meters driven by a IF generator source. By measuring
,,. '- V , , Load , I. input power, ,j,,* the loss factor is then:
Losbf actor = Pload
The field strength normalized to 15 watts is:
.F S (dBI tV/n ) = 1 0Lo g ,Ly(s a ) -1 I "S ,,aurcd
JiLptLoj,5sactloi
Also, all field strengths have been normalized to be RMS values.
6. CURRENT PROBE MEASUREMENTS
Current was measured at 6 locations on the Bcint Bow dipolc usiig a Iell vrnnix
uscilloscope and liF' current probe which is a imnagnetic field .•-.'i~ig bhioop with ai cui-
versioli factor of 2 nnilfiamln per irrilhliVolt of (delcctior on the scope. The 1,ositioins of
the locations are given in Table 8.1. For the Lonrgwirc the currieni was measured at
the junction of the sloping end of the longwire and the termination resistor junction.
Current was also measured at the midpoint of the longwire, 250 feet from the termi-
nation resistor, and 7.5 feet above ground level. The currents have been normalized in
a similar fashion as with the field strengths and are shown in Figure 6.1 for the Bent
Bow dipole and Figur 6.2 for the Longwire.
7. IMPEDANCE RESULTS
Input impedance at the transmitter end of the coaxial feed cable was measured for
the Bent Bow dipole antenna in both the broadside and endfire orientations and for the
Longwire in the endfire orientation. Both orientations of the Bent Bow dipole antenna
were measured to see if any differences could be observed which if found would indicate
extremely non-homogeneous ground or something in the environment coupling and
interfering with the antenna. The same HP vector impedance bridge was used for both
antennas as used in the ground constant measurements. The impedance measured
therefore included the effects of' the balun and coaxial cable as well as that of the
antenna under test. The NEC results which were determined at the antenna terminals
therefore had to be transformed through the balun and the coaxial cable using proper
relationships for each frequency of measurement used. The balun ratio used was 9:1
and 12:1 for the Bent Bow dipole antenna and the Longwire, respectively. For a coaxial
transn.•ion flinc the ,ii±pu imnpedance at the transmitter end, Zi,,, is





The above transformations were tested with the actual coaxial cables and baluns
used in the field with a test resistor of measured value with the impedance bridge in
(he laboratory. The coaxial cable line length had to bc converted to electrical length
by measuring the velocity of propagation on the line. The results are shown in Figures
7.1 (Real 15art of impedance) aijd 7.2 (Imaginary part of impedance) for tOe coaxial
cable and balun used with the Bent Bow dipole. These figures show the impedance
measured at the transmitter end of the cable with a resistor connected on the other
end of the balun (the termninals where the antenna would be connected) as conmpared to
the input impedance computed from the measured impedance of the resistor with the
appropriate transformations applied for the balui and the trainsuiission lime. Similar
results were obtained for the coaxial cable and •alUll used with l1e Longwire Illtc nna.
The input impedance results for the Bent Bow antcmna are dhown ill Figures 7.3
and 7.4. The Longwire input impedance results aie showln in Figures 7.5 and 7.6.
8. SCALE MODEL RESULTS
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has an anechoic (free space) cham-
ber which covers the frequency range from 1 GHz to 18 GHz. A positioner is installed
which allows pattern measurements in any plane of interest. This equipment has been
supplied by Scientific Atlanta. A full HP 8510 vector network analyzer covering the
frequency range from 45 MHz to 18 GIHz has also been installed with appropriate fre-
quency synthesizers and test sets to measure both magnitude and phase over the range
of frequencies mentioned above. The lower limit of the chamber is set from the size
of the absorbers used and that of the chamber itself. The actual upper Emit of the
chamber is specified as 40 GHz but the network analyzer can presently only go to 18
G1Hz. All of the equipment is controlled by a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
LSi-11 computer. Data taking is also accomplished with this computer and data can
then be transferred to other larger computers for reduction and analysis.
A scale model of the Bent Bow dipole antenna was constructed from measurements
taken from the full scale computer model and built so that patterns could be taken at
the lower frequency end of the anechoic chamber. This was done to construct a model
of practical size, otherwise, it would have been too small to work with. The final scaling
chosen worked out as follows:
1.0068 Clio corresponds to 15.102 MHz full scale
1.5326 Ghz corresponds to 22.989 MHz full scale
1.9933 G0Iz corresponds to 29.900 MlIz full scale
The scaling factor is 66.67 for actual full size to that of the scale model. A photo-
graph is shown in Figure 8.1.
Since a balun of miniature size is not readily available at this frequency range,
another method of feeding the dipole was developed. A parallel 50QI transmission line
was conjstfucted out of miniature Lardlinc coaxial cable and the center conductors of
the cable were connected to cach side of the dipole alppropriately. A nerfe•it around
plane was constructed as a platform and the twin coaxial cable was fed through the
grounia plaine to the other side. A balun was then installed at this position where it
would not interfere with the antenna due to the shielding effect of the large ground
plane. The balun was then connected to the positioner rotary joint through flexible
coaxial cable. Since only relative patterns were desired, effects of impedance mismatch,
etc. could be ignored.
Elevation angles were selected at appropriate intervals of the positioner and the
placemen•t of a temporary transuittiiig lout and NEC models of this antenna were
run over a perfect ground plane for corresponding pattcrlis. The NEC modeling was
carefully chosen to correspond with all diniensions of the p)hysical scale model and the
actual full size mnodel. Some results are shown in Figures 8.2 to 8.4.
9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
9.1 FIELD STRENGTH RESULTS
The Longwire E-field results for the three test points as measured with the Rhode
& Schwarz Rod antenna are within about 3 to 10 dB with the NEC computed results
fiom 2 to 6 MHz. The measured results are generally higher than NEC. From 6 to 16
MHz the two closest test points to the antenna are in almost exact agreement and the
farthest test point is within about 3 dB. From 16 to 30 MHz the two closest test points
are within 3 dB and the farthest test point is within about 7 dB. The NEC results are
higher than the measured values in this upper end of the frequency band. The curves
are very flat except for the low frequency end of the range.
The Bent Bow dipole E-field results in the endfre orientation measured with the
Rod antenna are within a maximum of 20 dB of the NEC results in the 2 to 6 MHz
range with NEC being mostly higher. From 6 to 30 MII., the results are within about
3 to 7 dB of each other with NEC being higher at the closest and farthest distance.
The structure of the curves is the same for both results.
The Bent Bow dipole E-field results for the broadside orientation are generally in
good agreement in structure and absolute level. The maximum deviation is nb,.t 2 to
1f dB with most of the range within 3 dB. The broadside orientation is about 30 dB
less in signal strength than the endfire configuration as expected for this polarization
component.
The Longwire H-field results as measured with the Rhode & Schwarz Loop antenna
are very close to the E-field results discussed above except for a shift in the dB value
related to the impedance of free space, 377 ft. There is also a couple of dB more
disagreement between the results with the measurements being even less than the NEC
computed magnetic fields as compared to results for the E-field.
The Bent Bow dipole H-field results, frir the endfire "ori;entAtio :s In g,,,ad,
with the corresponding E-field results. The same trends are noted with the lowei range
of frequencies from 2 to 6 MHz being closer to the computed results.
The Bent Bow dipole H-field results for the broadside orientation is in good agree-
ment with the NEC computed results except for the middle test location where values
are in disagreement of as much as 20 dB. Also the shapes of the curves are not the
same as for the corresponding E-field results for both NEC and the measurements and
are therefore not related by a factor of 377.
The Longwire E-field results as measured with the EMC unit in all three positions,
on radials, on ground, and handheld, are all in good agreement with NEC results within
3 t- 7 dB. The handheld results are in less agreement than either of the two ground
mounted positions.
The Bent Bow E-fields results for the EMC unit in all three positions is in good
agreement with -NE(' results within about 3 to 7 dB as with the Longwire. All results
using the LMC' are in agreement with the Rhode & Schwarz measurements within
about 3 t( - dB.
As can be seen the field strength results are in good agreement (less than 3 dB) in
some frequency ranges and poor in other ranges, especially at lower frequencies. There
seems to be little difference between using either the Rod or the Loop antenna except
for the broadside case of the Bent Bow dipole where other components of the fields
exist not in direct relationship. The EMC unit seems to perform well except for its
limited frequency range only up to 7 MHz. It is not known why the results are poor
at some frequencies and good at others. The sensitivity of the ground constants may
offer some explanation and more work should be done to study the ground parameter
variation on NEC results. Other explanations could be from errors with the measuring
equipment or problems with the NEC models of the antennas. Results can be generally
said to be within 3 to 7 dB for all measurements as compared to NEC and quite better
at some specific frequencies.
9.2 CURRENT PROBE RESULTS
The Bent Bow dipole current probe results are in excellent agreement with NEC
for all of the test points located on the wires parallel to the ground except at the lowest
frequencies where some differences can be noticed. Both the shape of the curves and
the absolute values of the current are in good agreement on these specific wires. The
reults on the sloping wires are not in ab gUu 0 f agreement as the ground wires. The
results on these wires are in disagreement by a factor of 2 to 3 at most frequencies.
This corresponds to values of between 6 to 10 dB. These results state the fact that the
current distributions cayt be appreciably different without affecting the field strengths
greatly because of the integral averaging effect of the field from the current.
The Longwire current probe results were measured in just two test point locations
on the wire. The results for test point 1, at the resistor termination end, are in good
agreement with NEC within about a factor of 2 or less. For the test point at the
midpoint of the Longwire the agreement is not as good. Disagreements of factors as
high as 8 or more occur at some frenqienrier and an average fat-or of to 6 is seen
Again it can be said that the integral effect of this current is most important and riot
the exact absolute values of the distribution for determining field strength.
9.3 IMPEDANCE RESULTS
The tests of the impedance transformations of the coaxial cables and the baluns
using a resistor of measured value in the laboratory are in excellent agreement. Results
are within about 5 to 10 f2 for the Bent Bow balun with the greatest differences at the
higher frequencies which can be expected. The Longwire iesults are somewhat worse
being within about 10 to 20 R which may be due to the larger size of the TMC balun
and the resulting distributed reactance effects with connections, et.c.
The actual field impedance measurements on the Bent Bow dipole are iin good
agreement with NEC except at the lower frequency range between 2 to 6 Mlhz. The
results are essentially the same for both the broadside and endfire configurations which
is a good sign of a clean site free from interfering objects. The shapes of the curves
are tracked well and the variation is greater than the differences noted in the resistor
tests. The impedance is primarily resistive in nature and around a value of 50 f).
The Longwire results are also in good agreement and it is seen that this antenna
has less structure in the impedance curve. Also the reactive part of the impedance is
very small and the resistive part is very close to 50 0l.
9.4 SCALE MODEL RESULTS
Results for the pattern measurements made on the scale model of the Bent Bow
dipole antenna are in good atreement with NEC computed patterns at 15.102 MHz
for elevation angles above 33.290. Below this elevation angle results are very similar
in sidelobe structure but noticeable differences are detected. The main beam from
measurements is wider than those predicted by NEC and the first sidelobes are much
reduced or nonexistent. The other sidelobes are clearly there but amplitude differences
of between 5 to 10 dB are seen.
The results for patterns at 22.989 MHz are also seen to be in good agreement
for elevation angles above 33.29' except for some small differences (1 to 2 dB) at the
highest angle measured, 75.250. At and below this angle cf 33.29' the results are in
generally good agreement within 3 to 5 dB except for a noticeable widening of the main
beam as compared with NEC results.
Results for the highest frequency at 29.900 MHz are in good agreement (3 to 5
dB) for angles below 54.170 even at the lowest elevation angle of 2.80'. The patterns
at and above 54.17' are noticeably different in shape, especially at 64.61'. They are
qualitatively in agreement and differences as high as 15 dB are noted.
It is not known exactly why some of these results are different. Some possibilities
are that this antenna is very sensitive to slight changes in orientations since the ground
wires are so close to the perfectly conducting ground plane. Also there probably are
some diffraction effects not taken into account from the edge of our circular ground plane
.latform. The . .Tanmit ; is... . fry d.ose, to Our model and may be contributing
some near field effects which are not taken into account, also. In general, the results
are of good quality and demonstrate the capability of measurements with our system-
and the validity of the NEC computations.
10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This work has demonstrated the capabilities of performing full scale antenna inea-
surements in the field and achieving comparable results to those of numerical compu-
tations using NEC-3. It has been shown that one must measure and deterinine the
ground constants of the field site to insure meaningful calculations and comparisons.
The field strength measuring equipment must be well calibrated and one must insure
that the equipment is responding correctly to the desired components present of the
electric and/or magnetic fields. The proper transformations nmust be applied to all
impedance measurements to quantify lhe effects of itenis such as lIidljl.-. (o,,xia] cable
transmission lines, etc. When scale models are used. one mist iiisure thai the scaling
adheres as closely as possible to the actual full scale ailctiin i-Iduding things such as
wire radius, feed arrangements, etc. Diffraction and other effecLs must 'be quanitified if
extreme accuracy is desired.
Several suggestions are offered to be considered for future work:
1. Perform more work with measuring and validating the ground constants of different
sites since measurements of this type really become statistical in nature.
2. Explore and compare other techniques of measuring the ground constants to provide
added confidence and ease of making measurements.
3. Perform a parameter variation study with NEC-3 on the antennas investigated in
this work to quantify the effect of varying the ground constants on the parameters
measured.
4. Investigate the sensitivity and accuracy of field strength measuring equipment in a
controlled laboratory environment.
5. Perform other experiments on antennas with known difficulties such as the stepped
radius problem, VLF effects, loop antennas, wire grids, buried antennas, etc. to
provide useful guidelines for further modeling and validity of results.
6. Investigate sky wave effects on antennas from measurements to provide useful in-
formation on both antenna codes and propagation codes.
7. Determine what is important in scale modeling and use this method to provide
further validation of codes on difficult to construct and measure full scale antennas.
We hope that this work will provide much incentive and feasibility for more futur:.-
efforts to be carried out on both full scale and scale model antennas for the further
validation of present and new Numerical Electromagnetic Codes.
A(4~ .A
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The Numerical Elactrowagnetics Code (NEC) was used to model
a 32-foot vertical radiator operating at several frequen~cies
throughout the HF band. The radiator was elevated to a number of
different heights above ground level, and was used with 4
elevated horizontal radials of various lengths. Two separate
methods of feeding the antenna were modeled, and its performance
was vT,-' i,-n, n of g round-wave field strenath and far-
field power gain.
INTRODUCTION
Personnel at LLNL were asked by the U.S. Army communications
Electronics Command (CECOM) to model vertical monopole antennas
with several different tyTie, oC ground systems in order to
determine relative performance characteristics. Since HF radio
channels are used by the Armed forces to supply communications in
a wide variety of tactical (feld) environments, a single all-
purpose antenna is highly desirable. The ideal antenna would be
simple in design and should hi quickly and easily erectable by
personnel with minimal skillL and few tools. In addition, it
would have a low profile and :-ot cover vast amounts of land area.
Finally, this ideal antenno w'uld have a wide bandwidth, while
providing both ground-w;ave and sky-wave coverage. A "perfect
radiator" such as the one O½lineated above probably does not
exist, but NEC modeling indicates that an elevated vertical
radiator with four eliv.•ted horizontal radials can provide
surprisingly good resul'..s.
Several options are available for modeling antennas which
are located near the ground. Either perfect ground or imperfect
ground may be specified, with the user supplying values for
conductivity ( a ) and relative permittivity (c) in the case of
r
finite ground. The finite-ground solution may be performed in
one of two ways, either as a reflection-coefficient approximation
(which is fast but less accurate), or by using a Sommerfeld-
Norton method which is slower and requires more memory storage
space but is more precise. The Sommerfeld-Norton option requires
that a separate computer program (SOMNTXD) be run prior to the
NEC3D program in order to generate and store a "ground
interaction matrix" which is then called by NEC3D. To give the
best possible accuracy, the CECOM antennas were modeled using the
Sommerfeld/Norton option. The ground constants (conductivity and
relati~e permittivity) used throughout this study were "average"
values typical of many rural sites.
NEC MODELS
NEC was used to model a simple vertical radiator at five
different frequencies, in conbination with a wide variety of
ground system configurations. Table I shows the extensive number
of antennas which were analyzed, including the frequencies of
operation and a description of the ground systems. At each
frequency, the simplest ground system was always a 2-foot ground
rod, which served as the "worst-case" model. Then a number of
different four-radial antennas were studied, in which the height
THE NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS CODE
NEC-3D (the D indicates double-precision) is a user-
oriented computer program which can be used to design or analyze
the electromagnetic characteristics of an antenna or other
metallic structure. The code operates by solving a set of
integral equations for the currents induced on the structure by
incident fields or sources. A magnetic-field integral equation
is used for modeling smooth surfaces, while an electric-field
integral equation formulated especially for wires is also
included, thus providing the user with the ability to model a
wide variety of devices.
Radiating systems can be modeled in free space or over
ground, which may beItm preto na±prfect. conductor.
The structure may be isolated from the ground plane or may touch
or penetrate the earth/air interface. The model may include
lumped-element loading, perfect or imperfect conductors, non-
radiating networks, or transmission lines interconnecting various
parts of the system.
Excitation may include incident plane waves of either linear
or elliptical polarization, or voltage sources located at
arbitrary points on the structure. The output may consist of
currents or charges on wire segments, radiation patterns, near
and far electric and magnetic fields, and antenna feed-point
parameters.
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above ground, the length of the radials, and the type of feed
system were varied. The monopole length in all cases was fixed
at 32 feet, while operating frequencies of 2,4,8,16, and 24 MHz
were utilized. The minimum radial length was held at 32 feet,
but longer (0.25 wavelength) radials were also examined at those
frequencies where the 32-foot radials were shorter than a
quarter-wavelength. In the "direct-feed" method, the inner end
of each radial and the outer shield conductor of the coaxial
transmission line are both tied directly to the metallic
structure which supports the vertical radiator; the "isolated-
feed" system eiiminates this connection to the supporting
structure. Figure 1 is a computer-generated illustration of a
typical elevated-radial vertical monopole antenna system.
Special software written at LLNL takes the NEC output for a
particular antenna model and reduces the 20-plus pages of
numerical listings into a concise, user-friendly, three-page
summary which contains the following information:
1. A title block with the number of the antenna and a
chort description of its geometry.
2. A drawing of the antenna showing compass directions and
a scale of distances.
3. Operating frequency in megahertz.
4. Ground conductivity in Siemens per meter.
5. Relative permittivity of the ground.
6. Input impedance in ohms.
7. VSWR with respect to 50 ohms.
8. Azimuthal-plane plot of vertical ground-wave field
Figu~re 1. Drawing of elevated-radial antenna showing




strength in dBmV/m, for 15 watts power input.
9. Azimuthal-plane plot of horizontal ground-wave field
strength in dBmV/m, for 15 watts power input.
10. Azimuthal-and elevation-plane power patterns at 10-
degree increments in elevation angle.
Figure 2 is the three-page summary for antenna #HF57, which is a
32-foot monopole with four 32-foot radials operating at 24 MHz;
the entire antenna is elevated to a height of 5 meters above the
ground, and an isolated feed system is used.
CONCLUSIONS
It is not possible to include the complete three-page
8umrinry for each of tht many ai±Ltnnas which were modeled, but a
careful study of these results has led to the following general
conclusions:
A. At 2 MHZ, the 32-foot vertical monopole and radials are
quite shcrt compared to the wavelength, so several ex-
amples using 123-foot (0.25X ) radials were modeled. A
review of the NEC output shows:
1. When using 32-foot radials, isolated feed works
much better than direct feed.
2. When using 123-foot (0.25 X) radials, direct feed
and isolated feed both perform about the Ame.
3. when using direct feed, full-size (0.25 A) radials
are much better than shorter ones.
4. When using isolated feed, short radials are
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5. When using elevated radials, higher is bettur.
6. The best performance was obtained from an
isolated-feed system using 4 32-foot radials at a
height of 5 meters.
B. At an operating frequency of 4 MHz, the 32-foot antenna
system is still small in terms of wavelength, so both
32-foot and 61.5-foot (0.25 X) radials were tried.
Analysis of the computer output reveals that:
1. When using 32-foot radials, isolated feed works
much better than direct feed.
2. When using 61.5-foot. (0.25 X ) radials, direct feed
and isolated feed both perform about the same.
3 .U- -4- Whn sngdre,- ft-A, full--Slzc (0.2 -5 A I rodkl
are much better than shorter ones.
4. When using isolated feed, short radials are
slightly worse than full-size (0.25X ) ones.
5. When using elevated radials, higher is better, ex-
cept for the cas2 of 32-foot radials and direct
feed.
6. The best performance was obtained from an
isolated-feed system using 4 61.5-foot radicls
(0.25 X) at a height of 5 meters.
C. The antenna system is essentially full-size (0.25 X ) at
a frequency of 8 MHz, and the following conclusions may
be drawn:
1. At a fixed height, both isolated and direct-feed
methods perform in a similar fashion.
2. When using elevated radials, higher is better.
3. The best performance was obtained using 4 elevated
radials at a height of 5 meters, with either the
isolated or direct feed techniques.
D. At 16 Miz the 32-foot monopole and radials are now
about G.5 X in size, and the performance may be
summarized as follows:
1. With elevated radials, a secondary (high-angle)
lobe starts to develop as the height above ground
increases, and this secondary lobe begins to
dominate the elevation-plane pattern as the
antenna is raised more than 3 meters above ground.
•. The isolated-feed system works slightly better
than direct feed.
E. The antenna system is rather large in terms of wave-
length at an operating frequency of 24 MHz, and the
computer output reveals:
1. For elevated radials, higher is better; as height
increases, the power gain remains about the same,
but the elevation angle of the single (relatively
high-angle) lobe becomes steadily lower.
2. Both direct and isolated feed methods provide
similar performance.
Throughout this paper it has been implicitly assumed that
the results produced by NEC are correct. While NEC Is probably
the most widely-used electromagnetics program available today for
the sop.isticated user, little hai been done to verify the
accuracy of NEC-3 when used to analyze wire antennas which
penetrate or lie in ciose proximity to lossy earth. More field
research needs to be conducted in this area, so that code users
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ABSTRACT
Computer analysis performed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) in the summer of 1986 indicated that an elevated vertical monopole
with 4 elevated horizontal radials could outperform a conventional ground-
mou',ited monopole with 120 buried radials. In the fall of 1987, field tests
were carried out on several elevated-radial configurations as well as typi-
cal ground-mounted vertical antennas using as many as 120 radials in an
attempt to confirm the computer predictions. The results of input-
impedance and field-strength measurements are contained herein.
INTRODUCTION
Computer modeling studies performed at LLNL during the summer of 1986
indicated that an elevated vertical monopole antenna with four elevated
horizontal radiais could provide low-angle power gain that was equal to or
better than that which was attainable from a conventional ground-mounted
radiator with 120 buried radials. In 1987, the U.S. Amy Communications
Electronics Command at Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey, provided funding to con-
duct a limited outdoor test of this concept in order to determine its vali-
dity. Measurements of iaput impedance and electric field intensity were
made on 8 separate vertical-monopole antenna systems which were constructed
sequentially on a large flat site immediately adjacent to the laboratory
facility.
METHODOLUGY
Several different types of ground systems were constructed in the
field and used in conjunction with a 32-foot tapered aluminum vertical
radiator. The radiator is self-supporting, but was lightly guyed with
nylon string in order to ensure verticality. The following grouni system
configurations were utilized:
1. 120 32-foot radials laid on top of the soil, direct-feed
2. 4 32-foot radials laid on top of týe soil, direct feed
3. 2-foot ground rod driven completely into the soil, direct feed
4. 4 32-foot radials, system elevated I meter above the earth,
direct feed
5. 4 32-foot radials, system meters above the earth,
direct feed
6. 4 32-foot radials, system *ated 5 meters above the earth,
direct feed
7. 4 32-foot radials, system elevated 3 meters above the earth,
isolatad feed
8. 4 32-foot radials, system elevated 5 meters above the eartn,
isolated feed
For the "direct feed" method, the interior ends of the radials and the
outer conductor (shield) of one end of a 20-foot section of RG-213 coaxial
cable were joined directly to the metallic mast which was supporting the
base of the vertical radiator. The center conductor of the coax was ter-
minated with a solder lug which attached to a stainless-steel bolt at the
base of the radiator. The vertical radkltor was insulated from Its support
structure by a large sturdy spacer made of Delri,. When using four ele-
vated horizontal radials, the outer end of each radial was isolated from
44.e are a-ed M-1e4 by,~ n4 neip 1. n4r- 2ni4 I engt94 ^f ntilan e~r-4nn. An 2d
tional 100-foot section of RG-213 coax was used to complete the cable run
from the antenna back to the transmitter.
The "isolated feed" method utilizea a 1:1 "W2DU" balun at the feed-
point in an effort to prevent the flow of "antenna current" on the outer
surfare nf the shield Iouter rnnmuctnr) nf the coaxial cable. The W2DU
device is a "choke" balun; it contains ferrite rings which surround the
outer circumference of the fieder and are designed to "choke off" any RF
current which might otherwise be present. One of the balun output ter-
minals has an alligator clip on it for connection to the four radials; the
other terminal has a solder lug which attaches to the bolt at the base of
the vertical radiator. A 20-foot length of RG-2A3 transmission line which
is equipped with PL259 connectors on both ends is substituted for the
20-foot line used In the "direct" method. Four 32--foot copper radlals are
used; all of which have insulators on both ends in order to provide
electrical isolation from the metallic support mast. The inner ends each
have an alligoator clip, so that every radial may be Joined to its neigh-
bor. Figure I Illustrates the physical arrangement of the masts, guy




The input impedance of each antenna configuration tested in the field
is presented in Tables I through VIII. The impedance values were measured
at the transmitter end of 120 feet of coaxial cable and then transformed to
their equivalent antenna feed-point values through use of the classical
transmission-line equdtions. It should be noted that slight inaccuracies
in either the measured impedance values or the measured velocity factor of
the coaxial cable can lead to large changes in the cdlculated feed-point
impedances, so the "anterin end" values may b 'les precise t,=,•,=l
"transmitter end" data.
Because the 32-foot whip Is quarter-wave-resonant at a frequency just
below 8 MWz, it is helpful to examine the "antenna end" input-impedance
values for all of the various antenna configurations when measured at 8
MHz; this information is listed in Table IX. Notice that, as one would
expect, the input resistance for the 120-radial system is about 40 ohms,
Figure 1. Drawing of elevated-radial antenna showing
support masts and guy ropes.
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and the input reactance is Inductive (the antenna is slihtly "long" at 8
MHz). When just 4 radials are used, the groulnd losses are much higher, as
revealed by the 36-ohm increase in the feed-point resistance. Earth losses
are greater still when only a single 2-foot ground rod is usedl Notice
what happens when 4 elevated radials are used: at a height of 1 meter
above ground, the input impedance is virtually identical to that of th<:
ground-mounted 120-radial system. This would seem to Indicate that these
two systems are very similar electrically, and NEC studies predict nearly-
equal values of radiated field strength from both antennas. The elevated
system at a height uf 3 meters has values of resistance and reactance which
are somewhat lower than those of the previous elevated antenna, but the
Table IX. Input impedance values for a 32-foot vertical monopole antenna
wL ,, a vari ety .f iund SYS,•ti,,. ,,,n . ,l r s,,,,,n wereft ... 4..c.
by taking data at the end of 120 feet of RG-213 50-ohm coaxial
cable and transforming them to the antenna feed-point through
use of the transmission-line equations. Frequency % 8 MHz.
Radial length - 32 feet.
Ground System Feed Method Input Impedance (Ohms)
Configuration Real Inagi nary
-- 21- - I ~! 2 0U ra d ia ls o nl t h e g r o ,,. . o .. " ..... .... A 9 I4A A
4 radials on the ground direct 77.56 38.95
2-foot ground rod only direct 97.81 21,132
4 radials elevated 1 meter direct 41.42 30.60
4 radials elevated 3 meters direct 34.20 24.58
4 radials elevated 5 meters direct 7.83 -2.44
4 radials elevated 3 meters Isolated 44.31 45.56
4 radials elevated 5 meters isolated 40.47 49.97
numbers seem reasonable. The next line of data, for the direct--feed
elevated-radial system at a height of 5 meters, appears to be totally
wrong, and should probably be discarded. The indicated value of only 8
o:nms Ior the input resistance is very far out of line, and disagrees with
tha trend established by the earlier data. It is probable that some kind
of wiring error was made in the field test apparatus, leading to an
artificially-low value of input impedance. The last two Table entries, for
an Isolated-feed system at heights of 3 meters and 5 meters above ground,
show that both the input resistance and reactance are somewhat higher when
using isolated feed than with direct feed. This could indicate a reduction
in efficiency caused by the isolated-feed method, or it could be an arti-
fact 0f the balun. NEC modeling experience indicates that changing from
"c•rectll to "Isolated" feed should cause only a modest shift of the input
impedance values.
Field Intensity
1,1C studies indicate that an elevated vertical monopole antenna with 4
,. ±,4 ! 1~,4 "Vi r&.ai44U 21AU , 12fl WWI j,%-1 Wil f~l I~f* 11.l 1 3 WW 11_ i.~
ontena O1tt• 120 buried vadials when the elevated antenna is raised only a
few rmt.rs io.;ve the earth. The low-angle field strength is shown to
i an c  cntlnually as the antenna is lifted further and further away from
grouni. ýr al',dltion, NEC predicts that the "isolated feed" system should
provift a s51ght improvement over the "direct feed" method at any height
above tci o'arth.
For the field tests, a synthesized transmitter (f - 8.040 MHz) was
used as the signal source, along with a digital watt-meter for measuring
forward and reflected power. A battery-powered calibrated portable
reneiver *s used to determine the vertical component of the electric field
lntehislty at three separate lccations in the far-field of the antenna.
This hand-held instrument is enclosed in a metal case and contains a
collapsible 1-meter whip antenna which is used to sense the vertical com-
ponent of an incident electric field. Preliminary tests indicated that
repeatable and reliable measurements could be made with this instrument.
Table X is a summary of all the field-strength readings taken during
three man-weeks of effort at the test site. All of the field intensities
shown in the Table were adjusted to allow for losses in the transmission
line (and balur if present) and were normalized for a power input of 15
watts at the feed-point of the antenna. Unfortunately, the data proved to
be inconclusive, and no strong trends were observed. Although computer
analysis shows that the elevated-radial technique is promising, there was
so much v'ariability in the experimental results that no conclusive evidence
4a5 fcund to either confirm or deny the hypothesis. It is not known
whether the discrepancies are due to equipment malfunction, operator error,
or shortcomings in the NEC computer program. Scattered showers which
occurred in the area during the course of the outdoor testing may have
altered the ground constants from one day to the next, so that field
strength data taken from one antenna configuration may not be comparable to
data taken on another configuration. On one occasion the field-strength
receiver ceased operation altogether, but mysteriously recovered a few
minutes later. It appears that a combination of all of these factors may
have acted in concert, leading to a collection of data points which have
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Hvertheless, an attempt will be made to analyze the data contained in
Table X cit e line-by-line basis. In those cases involving a ground-mounted
monopole with cils, the radial wires were strung out on top of the soil
after all surface ugetation had been cleared away. The original plan
required that these rldials be buried in the soil to a depth of about two
inches, bift the dirt at the test site proved to be extremely hard and com-
pacted, so this strategy was abandoned. The first design included a
120-radial ground system, similar (except for burial) to those used in the
AM radio broadcast industry, which will be used as the ".standard reference"
throughout this study. The data in the first line of Tabile X shows that
the resulting field intensity is quite high at a location 250 feet from the
antenna and decreases smoothly with Increasing distance frcem the radiator.
A .. c.nd test ,,e perfomorm ,sInn only t'nr rad!•la, whirh %ere alsn rnlled
out on top of the ground and their ends "nailed" into the soil. As may be
seen, the field strength again falls off monotonically with increasing
distance, as expected, although the 4-radial system is some 4 to 5 dB
inferior to the monopole with 120 radials. This decrease in field inten-
sity Is caused by higher ground losses in the 4-radial system, as was shown
by the increased value of input resistance displayed by this antenna. When
the vertical radiator was driven against a 2-foot ground rod, with no
radials at all, the field strength values were even lower than with the
4-radial system, except at the most distant measuring point (where the two
ground systems produced equal field intensities). This further decrease in
field strength is also expected, based upon the very large ground losses
which exist in the "ground-rod-only" antenna system.
The elevated 4-radial direct-feed system at a height of 1 meter was
the next to be constructed and measured. The field-strength values
decrease as one moves farther from the antenna, but the absolute values are
somewhat lower than those which were obtained from the 120-radial
"reference'! system. The elevated direct-feed antenna at a height of 3
meters is slightly inferior to the reference antenna at the 250-foot
measuring point, but marginally better than the reference at both of the
more-distant measurement locations. It should be noted here that the spe-
cified accuracy of the field-strength receiver is plus-or-minus 2 dB, so
that from a practical standpoint, the performance of the 4-elevated-radial
direct-feed antenna system at a height of either 1 meter or 3 meters is
equal tu that of the ground-mounted reference system with 120 radials. The
,e , 1 line of TablIe %F Co... . ........ ........ ýW1 L ll I
Iu,,, I Wi A kwhih If VIs ve ry u acur wious ,III= a e
erroneous, as noted in the earlier discussion on input impedances.
The last two field experiments were intended to check the performance
of the "isolated feed" system versus that of the more conventional
"direct-feed" method. (Recall that NEC modeling indicates an advantage
1..a4-h 4enl,4nrI faneI , Tha avn~~ati4r 4n,-Pan2ca 4n n=,Pnvrnm2n,~Prn ."AM 11 4 ea ft
"isolated feed" system did not materialize, as evidenced by a comparison of
the "direct feed" and isolated feed" values for the antenna at a height of
3 meters. At a distance of 250 feet from the antenna, the direct-feed
system is far superior to .'he isolated-feed method, while the gap between
the two techniques narrows steadily as one moves farther and farther away
from the radiator. In this case it appears that the ground constants may
have changed during the interval of time between the two tests, possibly
due to rain showers, which would explain the enormous spread in the
measured field intensity values. Alternatively, it may be that the value
of 78.5 dBuV/m which was measured at the 250-foot distance is incorrect.
Since the field-strength values observed with the direct-feed system at a
height of 5 meters are already suspect, it is fallacious to attempt to com-
pare them with the field intensities obtained fromn the isolated-feed system
at the same height. A check of the balun showed that its efficienicy at 8
MHz was in excess of 98 percent, but this was already taken into account
when the field data was normalized for inclusion in the Table, so this fac-
tor alone cannot explain the disappointing performance of the isolated-feed
antenna systems. It is possible that the balun which was used in the field
studies did not actually provide the expected degree of isolation, and that
sulie addiL1oial oiethIuul ou achleviII thi, Uoal shouuld be founId.
CONCLUSIONS
Field tests of the elevated-radial vertical monopole antenna system
were inconclusive, with only one or two elevated-radial configurations
being shown to be competitive with a conventional ground-mounted antenna
with 120 radials. It is believed that this poor showing by the elevated-
radial antenna systems was due to equi,ment problems and adverse weather
conditions rather than to any inherent weakness in the technique itself.
Much more work needs to be done in order to verify the true performance of
tile elevated-radial antenna at a variety of heights above thW ground, and
to ascertain the performance of the antenna over the entire HF band,
rather than at a single frequency as was done here. In addition, field-
intensity measurements should be taken at several different azimuths, as a
function of distance, in order to determine how well the antenna radiates
in directions other than those which are directly off the e.d of a radial
wire. Other means for achieving an "Isolated feed" need to be investi-
gated, such as wrapping several large turns of the coaxial transmission
line into a coil at the feed-point, or perhaps by using other types of
baluns. The elevated-radial technique appears to work (according to NEC)
at frequencies from the lower part of the HF spectrum downward into the
standard AM broadcast band, and experimental verification of this ýechnique
is needed.
A separate, but related, issue which needs to be raised in this paper
is that of the validity of NEC Itself. The specia' ýirtue of NEC-3 is its
ability to model metallic structures which penetrate the air-earth inter-
face, such as vertical monopole antennas with buried radials. Verification
tests need to be carried out, either on full-size antennas erected and
measured in the field or on carefully-constructed scale models which can be
analyzed in a laboratory setting. Users will be able to place their
fumllI y f -p 4n ^ I %j % n1 ^f 4 4nee d.n niia 4141 e k hann
fully confirmed.
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ABSTRACT
To obtain a simple computer model for the
terminated, sloping, long-wire (AFWONXX) antenna for
use in electromagnetic compatibility analyses (EMC) at
ECAC, a current distribution as a function of
frequency and length and an impedance were assumed.
Analytic expressions for the far field were developed
and programmed. The model results for a standard
terminated sloping long-wire antenna were compared
with outputs from the Numerical Electromagnetics Code
(NEC) - Method of Moments "(MOM) version 3. The
difference was considerably less than the variability
of propagation loss. Selected comparisons are
presented herein. The model has been incorporated
into an existing ECAC program termed the Accessible
Antenna Package (APACK). APACK is used to support
propagation programs requiring antenna analysis
capabilities.
BACKGROUND
On numerous occasions, far-field antenna gain
values at many frequencies in many directions are
needed to evaluate potential sky-wave and ground-wave
interference in the HF and VHF bands. These
interference analyses normally must be performed in a
limited amount of time. There is usually insufficient
calendar and/or comv'ter time to perform a detailed
analysis with a Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC)
- Method of Moments (MOM) program. Because of the
need of systems engineers for rapid, simple models, a
set of computer subroutines termed the Accessible
Antenna Package (APACK) [1,2,3] was developed at
ECAC. The models for sky-wave behavior of antennas,
as discussed by Ma [4,5], were extended to include
surface wave terms. APACK is called by various
propagation models to give a quick estimate of antenna
performance as needed. In the APACK subrouti.nes a
current distribution--either sinusoidal or exponential
(as appropriate)--is assumed, and the magnitude of the
current is determined with the aid of a suitable
approximation for the impedance. The antenna is then
decomposed into Hertzian dipoles, each weighted by the
appropriate magnitude and phase of the current, and
the far-field is determined by summing the.
contributions of the Hertzian dipoles [6]. An
analytic expression can be developed for this sum for
most of the APACK antennas. The result is a computer
program that evaluates approximately the far field,
in-design-band, antenna performance with considerably
less computer time than the ýIEC-MOM code. The APACK
routines require only the geometry of the antenna as
input and are considerably easier- to apply for system
engineers with little antenna analysis experience. In
some cases, ths APACK computer run times are about
one-one thousandth of the NEC--MOM run time with
reasonable accuracy,
ANALYSIS OF TERMINATED, SLOfING, LONC-WIRE ANTENNA
Because oif thU likelihood of firequent deployment
of the terminated sloping long wire (AFWONXX) antenna
[7], the decision was made to add it to the APACK set
of subroutines. The terminated, sloping, long-wire
antenna iuas developed to be a simple, easily erected
antenna that would provide useful directivity arid gain
for path lengths greater than 500 miles. The physical
dimensions of the. antenna are approxi.mately the same
as for the sloping-vee antenna for the same frequency
range of operation. Figure 1(a) illustrates the
construction of the antenna. The radiating wire rises
vert 1..~ from. the. gont, Pý4 -"- tod~c the~ ir. rif
VCLL.L~~~.fen . 3 JA~I~4 - --------. , -_
the supporting mst and slopes toward the ground where
it Is terminated in a grounded load resistance.
Insulators are used to isolate the radipting element.
from the support satucture. Figure 1(b) shows the
electrical operation of the antenna and the analysis
coordinates.
The distribution of current on the antenna is
assumed to take the form of a traveling wave, A time
dependence of exp(jwt) is aesumed and suppressed. For
the vertical portion of the anterina, using the
coordina'ýe sy.tvm of Figore 2, the current 107.) is
assumed to have the ftorm
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Figure 2. Arbitrarily oriented current element over
lossy planar earth.
x3
FE i tk' fl * 1',- 
** i ,,, i,
where Il is the peak value of the current,
k = 2/IX
X = wavelength, in meters
z = height, in meters
It is seen that, due to cylindrical symmetry,
Eov : 0 (2)
where
EOv is the 4- component of theelectric far field, in volts/meter
due to the vertical antenna portion.
The theta component EO. caused by the vertical antenna
elementary current element (in terms of the coordinate
system illustrated in Figure 2) over the assumed
current distribution, resulting in
e -J~ krI
E8 v - j30k Im _ sine [J + RJ * (1-P)
(sin20 - 2n -sin e(case) (3 2 + J3 )]
where
r = radial distance from the origin
to the far-field point P(r,e,0)
of Figure 2, in meters
R v = the Fresnel reflection coefficient
of the ground for vertical polari-
zation
1-eJkH(1-os)1 - ek(-O6
1 e- JkH(1 + cose)
J2 Jk (1 + cose)
4~
J 3 2 I P. [exp[-jkH(1 + cos 0)] - 1]
(I - cos e ) 2 ' -" --31'kri  sin 2 
--
r
H is the height, of the origin above the
ground plane (also the length of the vertical
portion).
n is the refractive index of the gruund under
the antenna
J -Z 1rXE e-W1 er'fc(J/i1 )
and31 2n2 sine r 1 2
-=Jkr (cos 6 + H 2
I 2sinO 2 6 n"
The theta component of the field Ee_ created by
the sloping portion of the antenna is evaluated in
terms of the coordinate system in Figure 2, in which
case,
2
coso 2  z cose sina- + sino coa: coso
a' its the angle between the antenna element
and its projection on the X I plane or the complement
of 0' illustrated in Figure 2.
The current distribution along the sloping portion is
assumed as
I e-jk(H+s) (4)
where 8 is the distance along the sloping portion of
the antenna.
5 S
When the observer ia far enough away such that:
r - r' + H cosM
where r is the distance to the observer from the feed
point on the ground plane and r' is thu distance to
the observer from the top of the mast, then the theta
component for the sloping portion may be written as
E 30 1 e-jkr ejkH(cose-1)
[ (IF 1 - RvF 2 G4 + (1-Rv) G2 G3 G4 F2 )
-Q2{F1 + RvF 2G 4÷ (+-Rv) G3 G4F2 }]2 )
(5)
where the following definitions are used for
simplification,
G2 2  - 3 262e"sin
n cose
G3 Fv (sin 2e- G2 0o_20)
- iPVH nnnA aT-
F is the surface wave attenuation for
vertical polarization
Q 1 = C3o0' cos$ cose
Q2 Z sina' sine
and we define a new variable *2' such that
cos. = cos -2 2 cos0 sine'
and
6
F1  e2F -Z eF (!-Cos* 2) ,.•
-JkL(1-2os-). 
-e
where L is the total length of the sloping portion of
the antenna.
Assuming that the surface wave attenuation for
horizontal polarization, F , is constant ever the
range of integration, the pAi component of the field
crk*;.tud by the sloping portion of the antenna is Eos.
e-Jkr eJkH(cose-1)
E -30 I e cosa'sin,m r
Irl+ 1H r 2  4 + D I-fH) Uarmr 2 i (6)
where R is the rresnel reflection coefficient of the
ground For horizontal polarization.
The analytic expressions for the electromagnetic
fields given in Equations 3, 5 and 6 all have a
multiplicative factor of 1/r. The gain of' the antenna
times r di-.ided by the total power input to the
ant,;nna. Thus, the gair of the antenna is independent
of r wherever the surface wave term is neglected.
This independence of distance limits APACK to far-
field gain calculatilons 3ince gain varies with
di.ntance at distancee less than that for which the
f,ýs--ielJ c'riterion 1,s satisfied. Since it is useful
to ,xpre*3 the gain of the antenna relative to that of
&n tsotroptc antenna, it is necessary to divide by 30
(the ratio of' the impedance of free sp,%ce to 4 w•
steradlans).
In order to relate the power Input to the antenna
to the current I L, it is necessary ti determine the
impedance of the antemna. The impedance of the
antenna is estimated to bc approximately 600 ohms when
the length of the termInated, sloping, long-wire
r Ve-V1-t
antenna is between 2 and 8 ) and is approximately 10
times the height of the mast [7]. Models of the
antenna at different frequencies were constructed for
a design length of 500 feet and mast height of 50 feet
employing NEC-3 [8]. The results of NEC calculations
can be linearly approximated by the following formula
for the region around 10 MHz.
Bin 521 + 24 (10 - fMHz) (7)
where
Rin input impedance of the antenna in
ohms
fMHZ =operating frequency in MHz.
However, comparisons of AFACK and NEC
calculations for field strengths and gain were found
to be in closer agreement when the constant value of
600 ohms. is used for the input impedance. This is
possibly due to the fact that the amplitude of the
current computed by NEC becomes increasingly smaller
with either an increase in distance along the antenna
from the feed or an increase in the frequency, whereas
a constant value of current is assumed in APACK.
Therefore, using the value of 600 ohms at higher
frequencies allows the APACK model to compensate
somewhat for the fact that the amplitude of the
current along the antenna is not really constant.
NEC AND APACK MODEL PREDICTIONS
NEC models of the terminated, sloping, long-wire
antenna for typical operating conditions were
constructed and compared with APACK model results.
Since the APACK model of' this antenna is an
approximation of the more rigorous techniques used in
NEC, the NEC models of the antenna were viewed as the
standards by which modcling performance could be
assessed. Differences in the predictions of the NEC
and APACK models are mainly attributed to the more
fundamental ability of the NEC program to model
amplitude and phase of the current along the antenna,
8m.
Figure 3 shows a 3-dimensional plot of the NEC
predictions of the antenna radiation pattern for the
total gain for an antenna above a ground with a
relative dielectric constant e of 10 and a
conductivity a of 0.01 mhos per meter. Such plots
are, in general, great aids in visualizing the
patterns and in verifying that the antenna has indeed
been modeled properly. Figure 4 presents the top view
of Figure 3. The coordinate axes accompanying each
plot are provided to show the orientation of the axes
only, and therefore do not depict the coordinate
origin, which lies within each plot. The oblique view
of Figure 3 places the observer at 0 = 25 degrees and
e = 60 degrees. The terminated sloping longwire
antenna lies completely in the X-Z plane and is
excited at a frequency of 10 MHz. The complex lobing
pattern is also evident in Figure 4. The total gain
pattern was found to be very similar to the gain
pattern for vertical polarization (not shown), which
Indicates that the total gain is most heavily
influenced by the verttial component. Figure 3
jndlcates that. for a given elevation angle (e.g., 30
degrees), the maximum gain lies on either side of the
plane of syLtetry (X-Z plane).
Figure 3. Three dimensional plot of the total
gain of terminatod, sloping, long.-wire
antenna.
Comparisons of NEC and APACK predictions at
specific pattern cuts for the space wave (direct &
reflected) antenna patterns of the terminated sloping
longwire antenna are shown in Figures 5 through 7.
The general behavior of the pattern for the APACEK
predictions agrees with those predicted by use of
NEC-3. For practical applications, these r?.sults are
quite satisfactory. The groundwave is consive'A the
complex vector sum of the space wave rnd tb? .urreoe
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Figure 4. Plot of the top view of the total gain of
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Figure 5. Th¢t~al gairn of termi~nated, sloping, long-
wire antenna in X-Z plane (freq. =6 MHz,
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Figure 6. Total gain of terminated, sloping, long-
wire antenna in X-Z plane (freq. 10 MHz,
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Figure 7. Total gain of terminiated, sloping, long- :
wire antenna in X-Z plane (freq. =15 MHz,
g 10., a .01, powei' : 1 kW).
wave. The groundwave field strength comparisons in
Figures 8 through 10 are considered excellent since






Figure 8. Comparison of groundwave field strength
predictJons along X axis of terminated,
sloping, long-wire antenna (freq. =
6 MHz, Observer height = 1 m, £ 10.,
a .01, 0, power =1 kW).
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Figure 9. Comparison of groundwave field strength
pred'.ctons along X axis of terminated,
sloping, long-wire antenna (freq.
10 MHz, Observer hei.ght = 1 m, t
10., o 01, # 0, power= 1kw).
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Figure iQ. Comparison of groundwave field strength
predictions along X axis of terminated,
sloping, long-wire antenna (freq.,
15 MHz, Observer height = 1 m, c =
10., c = .01, 0 = 0, power = 1 kW).
SIHMMARY
inalytical equations (Equations 2, 3, 5 and 6)
have been developed for far-field and in-band
conditions, that enable rapid computer predictions of
the gains and field s3, reansths as well as the
groundwave over flat cr spherical amooth earth for the
terminated, sloping, long-wire antenna. These
equations have been programmed and tested for use ini
the Accessible tntenna Package (APACK), a cullection
of computer &ubroatin3s, which is used at the
Electromagnetic Compatitili!y Analysii; Center (ECAC)
to support propagatIon progres requiring antenna
ac'nlysis capabilities. Computer predictions based on
the equations have been comparc with those of the
more rigorous Numerical E1.ectromagnetics Code (NEC)
and have been found to provide satisfactcry agreeLient,
Compariso~ns of the groundwave field strength at a
height ofi 1 meter .Affered by na more than 1 dB for
distances from 1 km to 8 km. Thi AVACK predictions
for the peak gainn of the terminated, slcping, long-
wire antenna wire within 2 de in the main lobe region.
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Errors of this magnitude are considerably less than
the variability of propagation loss.
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